












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Nominative noun phrase 501

(974) a. Bi sunzi: aju-ini sor/go-wo
me grandchild like-3SG bear-ACC
teluyu-si-we.
story-V-ACC
'My grandchild likes a story about a bear.'

b. Bi e-si-mi oijmo imayku-we
me NEG-PAST-1SG forget tale-ACC
tukca-wa.
hare-ACC
Ί don't forget a tale about a hare.'

c Nua-ni soygo-wo yimayku-we telwju-si-e-ni.
he-3SG bear-ACC tale-ACC story-V-PAST-3SG
'He told a tale about the bear.'

13.7. Nominative noun phrase

A noun phrase where the modifier is expressed by the bare Nominative is very
marginal in Udihe. In such a construction the head noun corresponds to the
possessor role, while the modifier means some part of the head noun or its
measurement. The phrase is head-final.

(975) ila bugdi teyku 'three legged stool'
<three leg stool>
ila afikta zugdi 'three story house' (K 140)
<three store house>
di: abd : olondo 'four leaves ginseng root'
<four leaf ginseng>
zu: αηα-ni sigisa 'two year old deer'
<two year-3SG deer.calf>
turja tede zugdi 'five story house'
<five store house>
ila ga: mo:-wo 'a tree with three branches' (SKX 296)
<three branch tree-ACC>
nada da: nukte 'hair as long as seven fathoms' (SKX 274)
<seven fathom hair>
igi lumbulilie sulai 'a fox with a fluffy tail' (SKX 246)
<tail fluffy fox>

As can be seen, the modifier typically heads its own phrase. We have only a
few examples where this condition does not hold.
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502 Noun phrase

(976) seutigi mo: 'tree with pine-cones'
<pine.cone tree>
bua ege 'soul of the world' (SK 106)
<world soul>

13,8, Adverbials within a noun phrase

Adverbials rarely occur within a noun phrase. The most typical examples are
the superlative adverb c'o 'the most' and the degree adverb belem 'completely'
which are compatible with some parametric nouns, as illustrated below.

(977) c'o sagdinta 'the oldest (man)'
<most old.man>
belem sagdinta 'completely old (man)'
<completely old.man>
c'o 'ai-ti 'their eldest brother' (K 117)
<most elder.brother-3PL>
c Ό uke-le 'right next to the door' (SK 939)
<most door-LOC>
c Ό neyu-ti 'their youngest sibling'
<most younger.sibling-3PL>

13.9. Apposition

Appositions are nouns that share a referent with the head. In Udihe they always
take the Nominative form, independent of the case of the head noun, and can be
both prenominal and postnominal.

13.9.1. Prenominal appositions

Most appositional nouns in Udihe are prenominal. They comprise the following
types.

(i) Appositions involving a proper name when the head noun is a kinship
term, as in (978). Note that otherwise the relationship between the proper and
the common noun is expressed with the possessive noun phrase (4.2.3.2).

(978) a. Koko od'o-tigi rjene:-mi.
Koko grandfather-LAT go.PAST-lSG
Ί went to grandfather Koko.'

b. N' diga susu ketu paki bi-s 'e.
Nadiga uncle very skillful be-PERF
'Uncle Nadiga was very skillful.'
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Apposition 503

c. Koja mamaka-la gene-gi-ze-mi.
Koja old.woman-LOC fetch-REP-SUBJ-lSG

shall take (it) back from old woman Koja.'(K 193)

(ii) Although the gender relationship is normally rendered by the possessive
noun phrase (4.2.3.2.3), certain expressions require the appositional
construction:

(979) ma:ma bui 'female of the tiger or bear'
<grandmother animal>
etige bui 'male of the tiger or bear'
<male animal>
zauna en 'ese 'female of a salmon fish'
<salmon female>
n'ädiga aziga 'girl, the youngest child'
<youngest.child girl
ogbö logoso 'male of the elk' (K 144)
<elk male>
sie bui, sie mafa 'adult male of the bear' (K 13019)
<adult.bear>

(iii) Appositions may involve a species relationship between two nouns:

(980) a. Bi sita-i kuliga guij-ki-ni.
me child-1SG snake say-PAST-3SG
'My snake son spoke.'

b. xaqa-rjku zolo
guess-N stone
'a guessing (tool) stone'

c. zimali kil'ai
seagull gull
'seagull' (K 179)

d. labuga ima:
snowflake snow
'snowflake'

e. siqe mafa-i
mouse old.man-VOC
Old man mouse (addressing a mouse in a tale)'

f. kanda mafa
kanda old.man
'the old man kanda' (kanda is a generic name for a class of folklore
character)
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504 Noun phrase

Cf. also zima ni: 'guest' <guest man> (SKX 314), and nakta ni: 'boar-man (in a
game)' <boar manx

13.9.2. Postnominal appositions

Postnominal appositions modify a personal pronoun and do not involve a
proper name.

(981) Bu udie
we Udihe
aja-zi
good-INTR

o-du
this-DAT
wakca-mi
hunt-INF

bagdi-u.
live-lPL.EX
noni:-u.
can-lPL.EX

Bu
we

udie
Udihe

'We, Udihes, live here. We, Udihes, can hunt well.'

In the language of the younger generation and apparently under Russian
influence a proper name may be postposed after the kinship term and behave as
a syntactic head (982).

(982) Bi men-e anda-i Susana-wa aju-mi.
me REF-0 friend-ISO Susan-ACC love-ISO
Ί love my friend Susan.'

In the Northern dialect postnominal opposition seems to be more widespread,
cf.:

(983) a. wakda-i ni: au-ni bogdo 'hunter hat "bogdo"'
<hunt-PRP man hat-3SG bogdo> (SKX 308)

b. bi mafa-i amba 'my evil spirit husband'
<me husband-1SG evil.spirit> (SKX 82)

In this type of apposition case agreement is possible, cf.:

(984) a. In'ei-we guasa-wa alau-gi-e-ti.
dog-ACC bitch-ACC harness-REP-PAST-3PL
'They harnessed the bitch dog.' (SKX 208)

b. Kanda mafa mamasa mule belie-we
kanda old.manold. woman with fairy-ACC
Ajaula-wa tuxi-le te-wey-ki-ti.
Ajaula-ACC sledge-LOC sit-CAUS-PAST-3PL
"The old man Kanda with the old woman seated the fairy Ajaula on
the sledge.' (SKX 210)
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Word order in the noun phrase with several modifiers 505

c. Si sita-wa-i belie-we
you child-ACC-2SG fairy-ACC
mamasa-na-mi gele-mi.
wife-DEST-REF ask-1SG
Ί am asking your daughter the fairy to marry me.' (SKX 244)

d. B'agdi-li-e-ti Mejexi mamasa-zi Biala-zi
live-INC-PAST-3PL Mejexi wife-INST Biala-INST
enirje-zi Geule-zi.
mother-INST Geule-INST
'Mejexi started living with his wife Biala and mother Geule.'
(SKX 250)

13.10. Word order in the noun phrase with several modifiers

Noun phrases including more than one adjective are very infrequent, although
altogether not excluded. More than one attributive modifier of different types
may precede a head noun, though the number of such modifiers almost never
exceeds two at a time. When the head noun is preceded by two or more
modifiers of different types their position with respect to each other is as
follows: Demonstrative - possessive - quantifier - adjective - head. Thus,
Demonstratives always precedes all types of other modifiers: ei hi anda-i 'this
my friend' <this me friend-1SG>. The quantifier precedes the adjective (985a)
but follows the possessive modifier (985b).

(985) a. zube sagdi guese 'two large pikes'
<two large pike>

b. bi zu: ag'a-i 'my two brothers'
<me two brother-1SG>

Within the possessive noun phrase the adjective or the quantifier is located
immediately before its head, cf.:

(986) N'adiga imexi zugdi-ni 'Nadiga's new house'
<Nadiga new house-3SG>
bi imexi urjta-i 'my new boots'
<me new boot-lSG>
aja aziga anda-ni 'a friend of the nice girl'
<nice girl friend-3SG>
aziga aja anda-ni 'a nice friend of the girl'
<girl nice friend-3SG>
turja aziga abuga-ti 'the father of five girls'
<five girl father-3PL>
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506 Noun phrase

However, certain examples are attested where the adjectives that modify the
head noun precede the possessive modifier. Compare (987a) and (987b), where
the adjective tirje-fi 'yesterday's' can be understood as referring to the head
noun xokto-wo-ni 'his footsteps', although it does not precede it immediately.
Some other examples are (988).

(987) a. Wakca-i ni: sagdi kuti xokto-wo-ni
hunt-PRP man big tiger footstep-ACC-3SG
b'a-ni.
find.PAST-3SG
The hunter found the footsteps of a big tiger.'

b. Wakca-i ni: tiye-fi kuti
hunt-PRP man yesterday-ADJ tiger
xokto-wo-ni b'a-ni.
footstep-ACC-3SG find.PAST-3SG
'The hunter found yesterday's tiger footsteps.'

(988) a. Sugbu-me emende tege-we-ni
fish.skin-ADJ witch gown-ACC-3SG
bu-gi-eni.
give-REP-PAST-3SG
'He gave the witch's gown made of fish skin back (to her).'
(SKX 230)

b. nada omoti sulai igi-we-ni
seven identical fox tail-ACC-3SG
'seven identical fox tails (ACC)' (SKX 244)

Relative clauses rarely admit other modifiers. In the following examples the
external relative clause is preceded by the universal quantifier (989a) a
possessive modifier, as in (989b), or followed by a numeral (989c).

(989) a. Teu kapla-ktu dili-ni daqda-daqda.
all [wrap-RES] head-3SG wrapped-wrapped
'His whole head is wrapped up.' (K 107)

b. Ei tene bi na:-wa kai-kci
this CONT me [skin-ACC brake-DP
u:-kci ba:-i.
scrape-DP] place-1SG
'And this is my place for braking and scraping the skins.' (K 182)

c. Tokö ojo-ni-ni teh-i-we-ti zu:
cloud top-DAT-3G sit-PRP-ACC-3PL two
aziga-wa ise-he-ni.
girl-ACC see-PAST-3SG
'He saw two girls sitting on a cloud.' (Schneider 1937: 80)
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Chapter 14
Verbal valence

This chapter presents lexical and syntactic information on the valence patterns
of Udihe verbs. The adjectives that take a second argument are described in
section 6.3.3, which deals with the adjectival phrase.

Valence patterns are presented in Schemas that indicate the semantic role and
the formal encoding of each argument. This is represented in the form
"semantic role/case marking". For example, the sign A/NOM means that the
verb assigns the semantic role of agent, and the corresponding argument is
expressed by a nominal with the Nominative case marking. The semantic roles
used in this chapter are largely conventional; the corresponding meaning
should be clear from the translation provided. However, we have found it
convenient to use several semantic labels to generalize the semantic content of
typical arguments. The following semantic labels will be used:

A - agent (also includes experience^ force, and other possible "agent-like"
valences; corresponds to the single arguments of an intransitive verb);

E - essive (secondary predicate);
P - patient or theme and the related roles (stimulus, mental goal, content,

etc.);
B - benefactive (includes recipient, goal, malefactive, and the like);
CIR- circumstance (includes comitative, manner, instrument, means, and

the like);
L - location (this role includes the whole range of spatial meanings, not

only the strictly locational but also the directional; their exact value is usually
clear from the case and postpositional marking of the corresponding argument).

All valence patterns in this section reflect the direct voice constructions. This
means that the element with the semantic role of agent (A) corresponds to the
grammatical relation of the subject (see 15.1). Voice-related transformations of
direct voice constructions, as well as other valence-changing operations, are
addressed in section 16.1. The present chapter notes, for each group of valence
patterns, the possible transformations of the original direct construction, but
does not fully describe them.

The formal marking of the arguments is mostly presented in terms of case
marking. The usual abbreviations are used for cases in the Schemas, and they
may be found in the abbreviation list. Other abbreviations are also used in the
presentation of valence patterns. ADV stands for "adverbial marking". It
indicates that the corresponding argument can be expressed by a postpositional
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508 Verbal valence

phrase (mostly with a location meaning) or by spatial adverbs. For example, the
verb jjene- 'go' takes the agent and location arguments, the latter being
expressed by a nominal in the Lative case. This is rendered in a valence schema
as A/NOM, L/LAT. However, the postpositional phrase or a spatial adverb can
also express the second argument.

(990) Moskwa-tigi r/ene- 'go to Moscow'
<Moscow-LAT>
tauxi ijene- 'go there'
<go that-LAT>
uli baga:za-tigi-ni rjene- 'go to the other side of the river'
<river other-N-LAT-3SG>

The postposition and the adverb in this case are also of the Lative type (see
Chapter 10). This option is marked in brackets in the schema, so the complete
valence pattern for the verb yene- would be: A/NOM, L/LAT (ADV). Only the
general semantic type of spatial postpositions and adverbs is shown here
(Locative, Lative, Ablative, or Prolative), their actual forms are discussed in
10.1. Verbs that may take an adjectival argument as well as nominal arguments
are not treated as a separate type. Some verbs govern a complement
subordinate clause. This option is described in Chapter 20. The adverbial
clause of space can substitute for most arguments with the semantic role of
Location; this case is dealt with in section 21.2.

We present here valence patterns for null-argument verbs, one-argument
verbs, two-argument verbs, and three-argument verbs. It is assumed that the
verbs take no more than three arguments (15.3). The list of verbs that
corresponds to each pattern is not exhaustive, unless indicated otherwise. For
most patterns example sentences are provided.

14.1. Null-argument pattern

Null-argument verbs do not assign any semantic roles and normally describe
natural meteorological or calendar phenomena. Constructions with these verbs
do not allow any of the voice-related transformations described in Chapter 16
except for the Causative (16.1.4). Neither do they allow the Imperative.
Null-argument verbs take only the 3rd person Singular agreement markers. The
difference between the three patterns described below is in the presence or
absence of the semantically empty expletive subject, and in its form if it can be
present. On copular subjectless expressions, see 17.2.1.
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Null-argument pattern 509

14.1.1. Null-argument verbs

The verbs that do not take the subject argument are non-derived verbs which
express calendar and meteorological phenomena, for example:

(991) tigde- 'rain' bono- 'hail'
lada- 'rain with snow' me- 'dawn'
gekti- 'frost' gawana- 'dawn

Besides these, certain denominal "meteorological" verbs derived with the
suffixes -g/-, -//- and -nA- (see 8.1.1) do not require a subject.

Subjectless sentences often include space, time, or manner adverbs. A
frequently used spatial adverb in such sentences is ba:-la Outside' (literally:
'in nature, in the place' <place-LOC>). Examples are:

(992) a. Ba:-la nama-li-e-ni.
place-LOC get.warm-INC-PAST-3SG
'It got warmer outside.'

b. Sugala-digi edi-ne-ini.
north-ABL wind-V-3SG
'The wind blows from the north.'

c. Lou-lou tamna:-na-ini.
dense-dense fog-V-3SG
'There is a dense fog.'

d. Täk-täk gekti:-ni.
hard-hard freeze-3SG
"There is deep frost.'

In sentences with an expletive subject (14.1.2) the spatial adverb ba:-la
Outside' does not occur.

The verbs ze-mu:i- 'be hungry' and kogo-mu:i- 'be thirsty' are derived with
the Desiderative suffix -mu:i-, although the base stem occurs only in the bound
form. They mostly function as one-place verbs, but can sometimes be used in
subjectless constructions and take default 3rd person agreement.

(993) 77: ze-mu:i-ni, ti: kogo-mu:i-ni.
here food-DES-3SG here drink-DES-3SG

am hungry and thirsty.' (SKX 276)

14.1.2. Expletive subject

The Expletive subject is in no way required by the grammar, but may co-occur
with null-argument verbs.
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510 Verbal valence

14.1.2.1. Expletive cognate subject

A number of verbs mentioned in section 14.1.1 as well as some other verbs
allow an expletive Nominative subject cognate with the verb. These verbs are:

(994) tigde tigde- 'rain'
bono bono- 'hail'
lada lada- 'rain with snow'
agdi agdi- 'clap (of thunder)'
käygu kärjgu- 'be slippery'
ine ine- 'dawn'
tamna: tamna:-na- 'fog'
ima: ima:-na- 'snow'
edi edi-ne- 'wind'

The expletive subject can be modified by an adjective (995a) or another noun
(995b).

(995) a. Bono sagda-yku bono-ini.
hail large-PL hail-3SG
'Large hail is falling.' (K 181)

b. Uligdig'a labuga ima: ima:-na-ini.
beautiful snowflake snow snow-V-3SG
'Snow is falling in beautiful snowflakes.'

Other subjectless verbs (that is, most verbs derived through suffixation) do not
take an expletive subject.

14.1.2.2. Expletive & :

The following verbs take the expletive subject ba: 'place, nature, God' (more
seldom in the 3rd person possessive form ba:-ni <place-3SG>). Most of them
describe calendar and natural events. For example:

(996) ba: bolo-gi- 'come (of autumn)'
ba: dogbo-gi-li- 'come (of night)'
ba: ir/eni-li- 'get cold'
ba: ine-li- 'dawn'
ba: gäwana- 'dawn'
ba: maga- 'bad weather, storm'
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One-argument verbs (A/NOM) 511

Verbs that allow the expletive subject ba: cannot have an expletive cognate
subject and vice versa, but most verbs from both groups also follow pattern
14.1.1, that is, form subjectless constructions.

14.2. One-argument verbs (A/NOM)

Apart from the direct voice construction, one-argument intransitive verbs allow
the Agentless passive (16.1.2) and Causative (16.1.3), some of them also
undergo reciprocalization (16.1.5). However, the regular Passive is not
possible.

The standard valence pattern for one-argument verbs is A/NOM, that is, the
agent corresponds to the grammatical relation of the subject which has the
Nominative form (on the definition and syntactic properties of the subject see
15.1).

(997) yene-/r/eni- 'walk, leave' gusi- 'play'
mi- 'laugh' qua- 'sleep'
etete- 'work' tetigi- 'get dressed'
une- 'melt' bude- 'die'

Many verbs derived from nouns and adjectives by means of interclass
derivation suffixes (8.1.1) take only one argument, as do most b'a- compounds
(8.3). Some sentence examples are:

(998) a. In'ei yene-ini.
dog go-3SG
'The dog is walking.'

b. N'aula-ziga gusi:-ti.
child-PL play-3PL
'Children are playing.'

c. Bi namai-zi teti-gi-zeqe-i.
me warm-INST dress-REP-FUT-lSG
Ί will dress warmly.'

d. Ei mo: anana degde:-ni.
this tree long.ago burn.PAST-3SG
'This tree burnt a long time ago.'

e. Bi ηαΐα-i auli-e-ni.
me hand-ISO swell-PAST-3SG
'My hand has swollen.'
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512 Verbal valence

14.3. Two-argument verbs

Two-argument verbs can be transitive and intransitive. In the former case their
second (non-agent) argument corresponds to the semantic role of the patient
and to the syntactic role of the direct object (on the definition and syntactic
properties of the direct object see 15.1.2). The transitive verb allows all the
voice constructions described in section 16.1: Passive and Agentless passive,
Causative, and normally also Decausative and Reciprocal (the latter two are
restricted by the semantics of the verb). The second argument taken by
intransitive two-argument verbs is not a patient and cannot be identified as a
direct object. Intransitive verbs do not allow the Passive, but form the
Agentless Passive, Causative, and sometimes Reciprocal.

14.3.1.A/NOM,P/ACC

14.3.1.1. Verbs with the theme argument

This is the typical pattern for two-argument transitive verbs with the theme
argument such as the following:

(999) nodo- 'lose' nientile- Open'
taulagi- 'get' belesi- 'help'
gazi- 'reach' ise- 'see*
dau- 'cross (the river)' ceze- 'believe'
umi- 'drink' ceyele- 'weight'
ete- 'cost' sakpab'a- 'bring profit to'

Following are examples of sentences with direct voice:

(1000) a. Bi xunazi: min-e-we e-ini belesi.
me sister. 1SG me-O-ACC NEG-3SG help
'My sister does not help me.'

b. Bi coyku-we nientile:-mi.
me window-ACC open.PAST-lSG
Ί opened the window.'

c. Bi aziga-wa ceze:-mi.
me girl-ACC believe.PAST-lSG
Ί believed the girl.'

d. No: na:-ni omo tatju tieze-we
sable skin-3SG one hundred ruble-ACC
ete-ini.
cost-3SG
'Sable skin costs a hundred rubles.'
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Two-argument verbs 513

e. Bi puta-i ila kile-we
me bag-lSG three kilogram-ACC
'My bag weighs three kilograms.'

f. Aziga xoqto ni:-we s kpa
girl another man-ACC profitable
b'ata-ma sita ami-mi to:-wo-ni
boy-ADJ child father-REF fire-ACC-3SG

ceyele-ini.
weight-3SG

b 'a-ini,
get-3SG

kindle-REP-3SG
Ά daughter benefits other people, a son keeps up the fire in his
father's house.'

A further list presents transitive two-argument verbs for which the transitive
character is not obvious cross-linguistically. In these the second argument often
corresponds to the semantic role of location or goal (including some kind of
mental goal), stimulus or cause of emotions. In Udihe, however, it is encoded
as a direct object.

(1001) Jw/i- 'sneak up to' taf' si-
agda- 'be happy about' biulese-
egze- 'understand, be an expert in' wakca-
munali- 'feel sorry for' tukti-
ma:- 'scoop water out' za:gi-

etete- 'work as' sebune-

'look after'
'be proud of
'hunt for'
'climb'
'revenge
upon'
'be interested
in'

Sentence examples:

(1002) a Bi anda-i sita-wa-ni
me friend-REF son-ACC-3SG
Ί will look after my friend's child.'

b. Ei a:nta wracu-we etete:-ni.
this woman doctor-ACC work.PAST-3SG
'This woman worked as a doctor.'

c. Bi sita-na-i biulese-mi.
me child-PL-REF be.proud-lSG
Ί am proud of my children.'

d. Bi sin-e-we za:gi-zeye-i
me you-0-ACC revenge-FUT-lSG
diele-ni.
because-3SG
'I will take revenge upon you for this.'

tafasi-zerje-i.
look.after-FUT-lSG

uii
that
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514 Verbal valence

14.3.1.2. Verbs of speech and thought

A few verbs take the Accusative direct object argument expressing the topic of
speech, thought or writing ('about').

'tell about'
'gossip about'
'dream about'

(1003) dian- 'tell about' telwju-
muisi- 'think about' xoizuyule-
jexe- 'sing about' t'osi-
ono- 'write about'

For example:

(1004) a. Ma: ma teluyu-si:-ni od'o mafa-wa.
grandmother story-V-3SG grandfather old.man-ACC
'Grandmother is telling about a tiger.'

b. Nadga: getu-we gazieta οηο-ζοηο-ni.
reach.PP PL-ACC newspaper write-FUT-3SG
'They will write in the newspaper about those who reached (the
target).'

14.3.1.3. Verbs of appearance and creation

The following are the transitive verbs of appearance and creation:

(1005)goda- 'buy', uli-
ule- 'dig' olokto-
zawa- 'take' b'a-
gele- 'ask' uli-
wo:- 'make, build, sew'

sew
'cook'
'find, get'
'sew'

Unlike other transitive verbs, these verbs allow a Destinative construction
(16.2.2) and object depictives (19.6.2.2). In the former the second argument is
encoded as the Destinative object.

14.3.1.4. Verbs that govern the deverbal noun

The following verbs

(\W6)zafanda-
aju-
ca:la-
ise-u-

'begin'
'like'
'like, want, agree'
'show'

metu-
alamasi-
galu-

'fmish'
'repeat'
'hate'
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Two-argument verbs 515

are combined with the abstract deverbal nouns derived through conversion
(5.2.1). Such nouns express the secondary predication in the same-subject
situation (1007); in a different-subject situation the corresponding complement
is expressed by the participial subordinate clause (Chapter 20).

(1007) a. Nua-ti teluyu-we alamasi-e-ti.
he-3PL story-ACC repeat-PAST-3PL
'They repeated the story.'

b. Bi xunazi: zima-wa aju:-ini.
me sister. 1SG visit-ACC like-3SG
'My sister likes visits.'

c. Lauzi ei-ni ca:la Amerika bede
worker NEG-3SG want America like
bagdi-we.
live-ACC
'The worker does not want life like in America.'

These verbs may also take a regular nominal object.

(1008)E/ keje-we alamasi-e-ni.
this word-3SG repeat-PAST-3SG
'He repeated this word.'

14.3.2. A/NOM, B/LAT

These intransitive verbs having the semantic role of recipient as defined above
(that is, including benefactive and other goal-like valences) and also that of
stimulus. They take the Lative argument.

(1009) dian- 'talk to' gualan- 'rum into'
soyo- 'cry about' xeyki- 'bow to'
isesi- 'look at' eteyi- 'glance at'
mafala- 'marry (of a woman)' w'ali- 'fight with'
xokco- 'attack sigdib'a- 'be angry

with'
tati- 'get accustomed to' tagda- 'be angry

with'

Some sentence examples are:

(1010) a. Nua-ti tati-e-ti ei in'ei-tigi.
he-3PL get.accustomed-PAST-3PL this dog-LAT
'They got accustomed to this dog.'
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516 Verbal valence

b. Soyo ni:-tigi gualarj-ki-ni.
bear man-LAT turn-PAST-3SG
The bear turned into a man/

c. Min-tigi kuti xokco:-ni.
me-LAT tiger attack.PAST-3SG
Ά tiger attacked me.'

d. Bua-tigi xerjki:-ti.
God-LAT pray-3PL
'They pray to God.'

e. Anda-tigi: e-zi tagda.
friend-LAT-REF NEG-IMP.2SG be.angry
'Do not be angry with your friend.'

f. Bi sita-tigi: mafa-la-ja.
me son-LAT.lSG man-V-IMP.2SG
'Marry my son.'

14.3.3. A/NOM, L/LAT (ADV)

14.3.3.1. Verbs with the directional argument

These are Intransitive verbs for which a non-subject argument is expressed by a
nominal in the Lative case, a Lative postpositional phrase, or an adverb, and
corresponds to the semantic role of location. The argument has a directional
meaning.

(1011) tjene-/yeni-
xuli-
agda-
eme-
iga:ma-

lagban-
nu:-
tukti-

'go to' tuncile-
'go, ride to' tuqgale-
'moor' akanda-
'come' emegi-
'lean against' tuykila-

'get stuck to' lukpe-
'go out to' zima-
'climb'

'jump at'
'run against'
'lean against'
'return'
'strike oneself
against'
'prick oneself on'
'to go with a
visit'

For example:

(1012) a.

b.

B'ata kepte-tigi akanda-mi
boy wall-LAT lean-INF
'The boy is sitting, leaning against the wall.'
M tukti-e-ni ei
who climb-PAST-3SG this
'Who has climbed this mountain?'

te-ini.
sit-3SG

we:-tigi?
mountain-LAT
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Two-argument verbs 517

c. Zarjä-ziga Moskwa-tigi yene-zeye-ti.
boss-PL Moscow-LAT go-FUT-3PL
The bosses will go to Moscow.'

d. Bu gugda kektime-tigi agda:-mu
we tall bank-LAT moor.PAST-lPL.EX
'We moored to the high bank.'

e. Tuxi mo: texi-tigi-ni
sledge tree stump-LAT-3SG
tuykila:-ni
run.against.PAST-3SG
'The sledge ran against a stump'.

f. Bi 'ana-i nifuga-zi-ni kektime-tigi
me boat-ISO front-INST-3SG bank-LAT
tuykila-way-ki-ni.
strike-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'My boat struck the riverbank with its prow.'

g. Exin-tigi: zima:-mi.
elder.sister-LAT.REF visit.PAST-1SG

visited my elder sister.'

14.3.3.2. Location vs. goal

The semantic difference between the locational argument L/LAT taken by the
verbs of this group and the benefactive-like argument B/LAT of the verbs from
the previous group (14.3.2) is not always clear-cut. The formal criterion for
differentiating them is reflected in the valence Schemas: for the verbs discussed
in this section, the second (locational) argument can be expressed by the
postpositional construction or an adverb, while for the verbs in 14.3.2 it
normally cannot. For the list of Lative postpositions see 10.2.1, for the list of
Lative adverbs see 10.1.1. Examples of postpositional phrases as a second
argument are:

(1013) a. Zueze ka:-tigi-ni yene:-ni.
table side-LAT-3SG go.PAST-3SG
'He came to the table.'

b. Uli baga:-za-tigi-ni yene:-ni.
river other-N-LAT-3SG go.PAST-3SG
'He went to the other side of the river.'

c. Öeradaka xo:n-tigi-ni tukti:-ni.
attic top-LAT-3SG climb-3SG
'He is climbing up to the attic.'
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518 Verbal valence

d. Bi zueze ogdo-tigi-ni iga:ma:-mi.
me table side-LAT-3SG lean.PAST-3SG
Ί leaned against the table.'

14.3.4. A/NOM, CIR/INST

A/NOM, CIR/INST intransitive verbs take the Instrumental argument with the
semantic role conventionally called the circumstance. In practice, the semantic
role of this argument varies greatly.

14.3.4.1. Non-symmetrical verbs

For the following group of verbs the semantic role of the Instrumental
argument is something like theme, or stimulus of emotions.

(1014)ctf:/a- 'agree with' diasi- 'talk to'
mamasala- 'marry (of a man)' ine- 'laugh at'
azana- 'be embarrassed about' zo:- 'need'
elu- 'be bored with' gegbisi- 'be called'
dekesi- 'take leave of ele- 'be full of

(food)'
zima- 'come to see, visit' sauli- Offer (food)'
yele- 'be afraid of dekte- 'separate

from, divorce'

Sentence examples:

(1015) a. Mafa sita-na-zi: dekte:-ni.
old.man son-PL-INST.REF separate.PAST-3SG
'The old man separated from his sons.'

b. Min-zi e-zi ine.
me-INST NEG-MP.2SG laugh
'Don't laugh at me.'

c. Agdi-zi yele-ini.
thunder-INST be.afraid-3SG
'He is afraid of thunder'

d. Uti ni:-zi elu-o:-mi bi.
that man-INST be.bored-PAST-lSG me
Ί am bored with that man.'

e. Nada-zi mamasa-la:-ni.
Nadja-INST wife-V.PAST-3SG
'He married Nadja.'
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Two-argument verbs 519

f. Ei teu kukpu-zi gegbisi:-ni.
this all bug-INST call-3SG
"These are called bugs.'

g. Sita-zi-fi dekesi-li-e-ti.
child-INST-REF.PL t ake.leave-INC-PAST-3PL
"They took leave of their children.'

The verb wo:- in the meaning 'become' takes a second argument that is
expressed by the adjective phrase in the Instrumental, cf.:

(1016)5i azig'a-i alagdig'a-zi wo-ini.
me daughter-1SG beautiful-INST make-3SG
'My daughter is becoming beautiful.'

14.3.4.2. Symmetrical verbs

Verbs with an Instrumental argument may express a naturally reciprocal
situation in which both participants are involved in the same way and perform
the same action on each other. Note that such verbs are not formally reciprocal,
that is, they do not undergo morphological reciprocalization with the suffix
-masi- (8.2.1.1) and do not participate in the Reciprocal construction (16.1.5).
Their meaning is inherently reciprocal since it is not possible to conceive of the
situation they describe without the two participants acting symmetrically. Some
examples of such verbs are:

(1017) anda-ta- 'befriends with' masoni- Tight with
w'ali- Tight with' zuza- 'argue with'
b'agdi- 'meet with' diasi- 'talk to'
xefisi- 'discuss with' mamasa-ta- 'live together with'

(SK541)

In a sentence such verbs are normally in the Singular.

(1018) a. Bi Iwana-zi masoni-mi.
me Ivan-INST fight-1SG
Ί am fighting with Ivan.'

b. Nua-ni ei b'ata-zi w'ali-e-ni.
he-3SG this boy-INST fight-PAST-3SG
'He was righting with this boy.'

Symmetrical verbs allow several alternative ways of expressing the second
argument, and these are not related to voice transformations. They are
described in 16.2.3.
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520 Verbal valence

14.3.4.3. Verbs with the instrumental argument

Another type of circumstance argument expressed by the Instrumental case has
an instrumental or instrumental-like meaning, as is the case for the following
verbs:

(1019) daga- 'burn oneself with'
unugu-le- 'be ill with'
neme(gi)- 'cover oneself with'
akpisi- 'wipe oneself
dian- 'speak (a language)'
sule- 'be ill with'
zelige-si- 'play the traditional game zelige'

Sentence examples:

(1020) a. Nua-ni giripa-zi unugu-le-ini.
he-3SG flu-INST illness-V-3SG
'He has the flu.'

b. Nua-ni udie keje-zi-ni dian-a-ini.
he-3SG Udihe language-INST-3SG speak-0-3SG
'He speaks Udihe.'

c. Nua-ni ketu tuge nemegi-e-ni
he-3SG very quick cover-PAST-3SG
men-e xula-zi:.
REF-0 blanket-INST.REF
'He covered himself with his blanket very quickly.'

14.3.5. A/NOM, L/ABL (ADV)

These are Intransitive verbs with a location-type Ablative argument that
expresses movement away from the location:

(1021) tiyme- 'fell out' susa- 'escape from'
eu(gi)- 'go down from' tjene-/yeni- 'go from'

Sentence examples:

(1022) a. Bi kuti-digi susa:-mi.
me tiger-ABL escape.PAST-lSG
Ί escaped from the tiger.'
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Two-argument verbs 521

b. Wakca-i ni: mo:-digi-ni
hunt-PRP man tree-ABL-3SG
eu-gi-e-ni.
climb.down-REP-PAST-3SG
"The hunter climbed down the tree.'

Examples of arguments expressed by the postpositional phrase:

(1023) a. Zugdi ogdo-digi-ni yene-ini.
house side-ABL-3SG go-3SG
'He is walking from the house.'

b. Ceradaka xo:n-digi-ni eu-gi:-ni.
attic top-ABL-3SG go.down-REP-3SG
'He is going down from the attic'.

14.3.6. A/NOM, L/LOC (ADV)

Intransitive verbs with the Locative argument express different types of
location.

(\Q24r) bagdi- 'live in' etete- 'work at'
tigi- 'fit in' yene- 'reach'
i:n- 'come to, reach' erne- 'come to, enter'
nagda- 'get in, reach' tuge- 'lean against'
iga:ma- 'lean against' eku- 'stay with'
u:na- 'sit in (a boat), mount (a horse)'

Sentence examples:

(1025) a. Wakca-i ni: mo:-lo nagda:-ni.
hunt-PRP man tree-LOC reach.PAST-3SG
'The hunter got in the tree.'

b. Udie namwjka-da namu-le bagdi:-ti.
Udihe Oroch-FOC sea-LOC live-3PL
'Udihe and Oroch people live on the sea.'

c. Bi Iman-dule i:y-ki-mi.
me Iman-LOC come-PAST-lSG
Ί came to Iman.'

d. Sadgi mo: pecka-la ei-ni tigi.
large tree oven-LOC NEG-3SG fit
Ά large log does not fit into the oven.'
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f. Zugdi-le i:y-ki-ni.
house-LOC come-PAST-3SG
'He entered the house.'

Some examples of postpositional arguments are:

(1026) a. Zueze we:-le-ni tuge-ini.
table top-LOC-3SG lean-3SG
'He leaned against the table.'

b. Zugdi ogdo-lo-ni iga:ma-ini.
house side-LOC-3SG lean-3SG
'He is leaning against the house.'

c. Baga:-za e:-le-ni bagdi:-ni.
other-N side-LOC-3SG live-3SG
'He lives on the other side (of the river).'

Some of these verbs, such as bagdi- 'live' or etete- 'work', also allow a Dative
argument with a locational meaning, cf.:

(1027)5t enimi kluba-du etete-ini.
me mum club-DAT work-3SG
'My mum works in the club.'

The type of the argument (Dative or Locative) is determined by the noun
phrase itself (see 4.2.2.5). However, for some verbs the Dative is not
interchangeable with the Locative. For example, the verbs mamasa-la- 'marry'
(of a woman), nagda- 'get into, reach' and i:n- 'enter' always require a
Locative argument.

14.3.7. A/NOM, B/DAT

These are the intransitive verbs for which the benefactive or goal argument can
be expressed only by the Dative:

(1028)α5α- 'suit'
baitab'a- 'have business with'
omosigi- 'join'

Sentence examples are as follows.
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(1029) a. Si-Sarja tene ketu ge: baita bi:-ni
Si San CONT very bad business be-3SG
zo:r/ku-ziga-du.
poor-PL-DAT
'And Si San has a very bad business with poor people.'

b. Ei ja:gdugu min-du asa-ini.
this glasses me-DAT suit-3SG
'These glasses suit me.'

14.3.8. A/NOM, L/PROL (ADV)

This is a rare valence pattern of intransitive verbs, with the locational argument
expressed by the Prolative or the Prolative postpositional phrase or adverb:

(1030)i:n- 'come to, reach' we:li- 'cross (a mountain)'.

Sentence examples:

(1031) a. Bi Iwana zugdi-li-ni i:y-ki-mi.
me Ivan house-PROL-3SG reach-PAST-lSG
Ί reached Ivan's house.'

b. Bu we:-li-ni we:-li-e-mu.
we mountain-PROL-3SG mountain-V-PAST-lPL.EX
'We crossed the mountain to the other side.'

14.3.9. A/NOM, E/NOM

For the following two verbs the second argument functions as a secondary
predicate and takes the Nominative case. These verbs are:

(1032) bagdi- 'grow into' ju:- 'grow into'

Examples are:

(1033) a. Seutige kwjka bagdi-zeye-ni.
nut cedar grow-FUT-3SG
Ά nut will grow into a cedar.'

b. rjic'a b'ata-digi sagdi jegdije
small boy-ABL big hero
jewu-o-ni.
grow-PAST-3SG
Ά small boy grew up into a big hero.' (SK 667)
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14.4. Three-argument verbs

All three-argument verbs found in our material are transitive, that is, at least
one of their arguments is a patient/theme that corresponds to the grammatical
relation of the direct object (15.1.2) and is expressed by the Accusative in the
direct voice construction. Consequently, these verbs permit all the voice
transformations described in section 16.1. Apart from the patient, these verbs
also take an agent argument that corresponds to the subject and a third
argument with different semantic roles and a different formal marking.

14.4.1. A/NOM, P/ACC, B/DAT

14.4.1.1. Verbs with the benefactive argument

These are three-argument verbs of transfer of things or information with an
agent, patient, and recipient that correspond to the Dative noun phrase:

(1034) bu:- 'give' numnisi- 'explain'
narjdasi- Owe' gazi- 'bring'
ge:ne- 'bring, take, fetch' dalusi- 'feed'
to:li- 'serve (food)'
munali- 'feel sorry about something for somebody'

Sentence examples:

(1035) a. Bi sin-du xeleba-wa bu-o:-mi.
me you-DAT bread-ACC give-PAST-lSG
Ί gave you (some) bread.'

b. Mafa xokto-wo aziga-ziga-du
old.man road-ACC girl-PL-DAT
numnisi-e-ni.
explain-PAST-3SG
'The old man explained the way to the girls.'

c. Min-du ila tieze-we narjdasa-ini.
me-DAT three ruble-ACC owe-3SG
'He owes me three rubles.'

d. Bu kusige-fi omo mafasa-du
we knife-1PL.EX one old.man-DAT
bu-o:-mu.
give-PAST-lPL.EX
'We gave our knife to an old man.'
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e. Mamaka mafasa-du gampa-wa to:li:-ni.
old.woman old.man-DAT porridge-ACC serve-3SG
'The old woman is serving porridge to the old man.'

f. Bi in'ei-du zeu xule-pte:-me-ni
me dog-DAT food remain-DEC.PP-ACC-3SG
dalusi-mi.
feed-ISO
Ί feed the dog with the remainder of the food.'

14.4.1.2. Verbs with the non-benefactive argument

The following verbs have the same valence pattern, however, the third
argument can hardly be described as a benefactive; for the verb muisi- it is a
copredicative element, while for the verbs obolo- and wo:- it is a kind of goal
or essive.

(1036) muisi- 'consider' obo-lo- 'divide (into parts)'
wo:- 'turn into'

Sentence examples:

(1037) a. Eniye obo-lo:-ni xeleba-wa ila
mother part-V.PAST-3SG bread-ACC three
obo-du.
part-DAT
"The mother divided the bread into three pieces.'

b. Bi Sarika-wa in'ei aja-du muisi-mi.
me Sharik-ACC dog good-DAT consider-1SG
Ί consider Sharik a good dog.'

c. Belie tene dogbo irjeni na:-wa eilisi:-ni
fairy CONT night day skin-ACC process-3SG
tege-du wjta-du wo-si:-ni.
gown-DAT boot-DAT make-IM-3SG
'And the fairy processes the skins day and night and makes them into
clothes and boots.' (K 30)

The third argument of the verb muisi- may correspond to the (substantivized)
adjective. It is encoded by the Nominative form of the adjective followed by
the evidential particle gumu (12.1.2.1). Such constructions seem to have
appeared under the interfering influence of constructions with the verb muisi-
and the finite subordinate clause followed by the evidential particle (18.3.1.2),
and here are not treated as a separate valence type. Alternatively, the third
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argument may be expressed by an adjective in the Dative according to the
general pattern, as in (1039).

(1038) a. Nua-ni min-e-we yel'ewe gumu
he-3SG me-O-ACC coward EV
muisi:-ni.
think-3SG
'He thinks of me as a coward.'

b. Teu uta-wa muisi:-ti gulälini gumu.
all this-ACC think-3PL crazy EV
'Everybody thinks he is crazy.'

(1039) Min-e-we p 'aga-du tnuisi: -ni.
me-O-ACC stupid-DAT think-3SG
'He thinks I am stupid.'

14.4.2. A/NOM, P/ACC, B/ACC

Only three verbs are found that exhibit this pattern with both non-subject
arguments corresponding to the Accusative noun phrase:

(1040) numnisi- 'teach something to somebody'
teti(-gi)- 'dress, put something (clothes) on somebody'
(w)o:- 'make, transform something into something'
igisi- 'make somebody grow into somebody'

Sentence examples:

(1041) a. Ni sin-e-we matematika-wa numnisi-e-ni?
who you-0-ACC math-ACC teach-PAST-3SG
Si xunazi: sin-e-we matematika-wa
you sister.2SG you-0-ACC math-ACC
numnisi:-ni.
teach-3SG
'Who has taught you math? Your sister teaches math to you.'

b. Eniye sita-i teti-gi:-ni tege-we
mother son-REF.SS dress-REP-3SG gown-ACC
xeige-we.
trousers-ACC
'The mother puts a gown and trousers on her son.'

c. Bi sin-e-we keje-we numnisi-mi.
me you-0-ACC word-ACC teach-1SG

teach you words.'
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d. Uti lerne kuliga du-we-ni o:-iti.
that lard snake shape-ACC-3SG make-3PL
"They transform that lard into the shape of a snake.' (SK 497)

The verb tatusi- 'teach something to somebody' exhibits a similar pattern, but
the Patient argument must be expressed either by the action nominal derived
through conversion of the verbal stem (5.2.1) or by the impersonal Accusative
form of the Present participle.

(1042)A:nta-ma aziga-wa fatusi-e-ti
woman-ADJ girl- ACC teach-PAST-3PL
ono-wa o:-i-we, na:-wa eili-we,
ornament-ACC make-PRP-ACC skin-ACC process-ACC
sita-wa igi-si-we, siete-we
child-ACC feed-M-ACC thread-ACC
tompo-i-we.
twist-PRP-ACC
'They used to teach girls to make ornaments, to process skins, to bring
up children, and to twist threads.' (SKX 300)

The pattern presented here is the only one possible for the verbs in question and
thus it differs from the double object constructions described in 16.2.1, which
always allow an alternative expression of the arguments.

14.4.3. A/NOM, P/ACC, B/LAT

There are three argument verbs for which the third argument has a benefactive
role and is expressed by the Lative noun phrase:

(\Q43)teluyu-si- 'tell' gun- 'tell, say'
gele- 'ask from' dian- 'say, tell'
xauntasi- 'ask from'
munali- 'feel sorry for something to somebody'

Sentence examples:

(1044) a. Enine sita-tigi-ni yimayku-we teluyu-si:-ni.
mother child-LAT-3SG tale-ACC story-V-3SG
'The mother is telling a tale to her child.'

b. N'ädiga aziga-tigi sata-wa munali:-ni.
Nadiga girl-LAT candy-ACC feel.sorry-3SG
'Nadiga is feeling sorry for the candy to the girl.'
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c. Kesi gele-gi:-ti Xutakta-tigi.
luck ask-REP-3PL Xutakta-LAT
They ask again for luck from (the star) Xutakta.' (SKX 306)

The second argument which in examples (1044) has the patient/theme role may
also be expressed by the complement subordinate clause described in more
detail in Chapter 20.

14.4.4. A/NOM, P/ACC, L/LAT (ADV)

This is a transitive verb pattern in which the third argument has a location role
and is expressed by the Lative noun phrase, Lative postpositional phrase, or
adverb:

(1045) nede- 'put'
kwjgede- 'pour'

neugi-
cudi-

'take, carry'
'pour'

Sentence examples are given in (1046). In (1046b) the third argument is
expressed by the postpositional phrase with the Lative meaning.

(1046) a. Bi caja-wa ei
me tea-ACC this
Ί will pour tea in this cup.'

b. Bi moxo-wo dieijeze-tigi
me cup-ACC left-LAT
Ί put the cup to the left.'

moxo-tigi
cup-LAT

kwjede-^e-i.
pour-FUT-lSG

nede:-mi.
put.PAST-3SG

14.4.5. A/NOM, P/ACC, CIR/INST

This is a three-argument verb pattern where the third argument is expressed by
the Instrumental noun phrase having the range of circumstance or
instrument-like meanings. It occurs with the following verbs.

(1047) wakca- 'shoot at with'
da:wan- 'infect with'
gegbisi- 'name, call'
dakpi- 'cover with'
tikpene- 'nail up'

tama-
xua-
ziiile-
m undala-
titimasi-

'pay with for'
'cut with'
'saw'
'shot (with a gun)'
'argue with somebody
about something'

For the verb bodo- 'consider' the third (Instrumental) argument can be
expressed by an adjective. Sentence examples are:
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(1048) a. Kolo n'aula-wa giripa-zi da:way-ki-ni.
Kolo child-ACC flu-INST infect-PAST-3SG
'Kolo infected a child with flu.'

b. Bi men-e sita-i Masa-zi gegbisi-e-mi.
me REF-0 child-REF Masha-INST name-PAST-lSG
Ί named my child Masha.'

c. Aziga-wa Roza-zi gegbi-e-ti.
girl-ACC Roza-INST name-PAST-3PL
'The (new-born) girl is named Roza.'

d. Zugdi bua-digi sagdi-zi- bodo-i j'eu?
house place-ABL large-INST consider-2SG what
'You consider the house larger than the world, don't you?'
(Schneider 1937: 70)

14.4.6. A/NOM, P/ACC, L/ABL (ADV)

This is a three-argument pattern in which the third argument is locational and is
expressed by the Ablative noun phrase, Ablative postpositional phrase, or
Ablative adverb. It occurs with the following verbs:

(1049)agbugi- 'pull out' ga:gi- 'takeout'
zawa- 'take from' uisigi· 'rescue from'

Sentence examples are in (1050). Sentence (1050c) is an example of an
Ablative adverb as the third argument.

(1050) a. Bi od'o-i b'ata-wa uli-digi
me grandfather-1SG boy-ACC water-ABL
agbugi-e-ni.
pull.out-PAST-3SG
'My grandfather pulled the boy out of the water.'

b. N' diga min-digi suese-we zawa:-ni.
Nadiga me-ABL axe-ACC take.PAST-3SG
'Nadiga took an axe from me.'

c. Bi iyme-we do-nigi agbugi-e-mi.
me needle-ACC inside-ABL pull.out-PAST-lSG
Ί pulled the needle from inside.'

14.4.7. A/NOM, P/ACC, L/LOC (ADV)

A three-argument pattern in which the third argument is locational and is
expressed by the Locative noun phrase, the Locative postpositional phrase, or
the Locative adverb is typical of the verbs below.
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530 Verbal valence

(1051) zo:mi- 'steal from'
xauntasi- 'ask from'
xapti- 'complain about to'
ti:- 'take away from'
nede- 'put on'
igamusi - 'lean something against'
ga:gi- 'take from somebody/something'
gele- 'ask something from somebody'

Sentence examples:

(1052) a. Iwana xauntasi-e-ni min-dule Petia-\va.
Ivan ask-PAST-3SG me-LOC Pete-ACC
'Ivan asked me about Pete.'

b. In'ei mun-du sugza:-wa zomi-e-ni.
dog we-DAT fish-ACC steal-PAST-3SG
The dog stole the fish from us.'

c. Nua-ni meqdele ζαηα-ΐα xaptisi:-ni
he-3SG always boss-LOC complain-3SG
in 'ei-we-ti.
dog-ACC-3PL
'He always complains to the boss about their dog.'

d. K sa Pakula-la pauza-wa ti:-ni.
eagle Pakula-LOC goat-ACC take.away-3SG
'The eagle is taking the goat away from Pakula.'

Examples with postpositional phrases (1053) and adverbs (1054) are:

(1053) a. Bi zueze we:-le-ni(or:\v'efe)
me table top-LOC-3SG (or: top-ACC)
kusige-we nede:-mi.
knife-ACC put.PAST-lSG
Ί put the knife on the table.'

b. Cay a ge-'fe mo:-wo igamusi:-ni.
wall against tree-ACC lean-3SG
'He leaned the logs against the wall.'

(1054)J'e-we-de nede-ini gugda-zi.
what-ACC-FOC put-3SG tall-INST
'He is putting something more up.'
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14.4.8. A/NOM, P/ACC, E/NOM

Two verbs are found which correspond to this pattern:

(1055) gun- 'call' gegbi- 'call'

These verbs take three arguments: the agent is encoded by the Nominative, the
patient (theme) is expressed by the Accusative, and the copredicative argument
(conventionally referred to as essive) is also expressed by the Nominative.
Sentence examples are:

(1056)a. Bi ei n'aula-wa Iwana anda-ni
me this child-ACC Ivan friend-3SG
gun-e-mi.
say-0-lSG
Ί call this fellow Ivan's friend.'

b. Ei xoto-wo ni: Xabarowska gun-e-iti.
this city-ACC man Khabarovsk say-0-3PL
'People call this city Khabarovsk.'

c. Ei bui-we giuse gun-e-iti.
this animal-ACC roe call-0-3PL
They call this animal roe.'

The verbs gun-'call' and gegbi- 'call' can co-occur within one sentence, as in
(1057).

(1057) Ute bi:-\ve gegbisi:-ti Sonkoi gun-e-iti.
that be.PRP-ACC call-3PL Sonkoi say-0-3PL
'They call (people) like that Sonkoi.' (K 151)
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Chapter 15
Grammatical relations

This chapter presents the major characteristics of Udihe syntax in terms of
grammatical relations. Grammatical relations will be identified here as
syntactic elements that exhibit certain grammatical properties. These properties
concern, first, the form and position of the corresponding element in the clause,
and second, its ability to determine the form and the position of other elements
within the same clause or clause-externally. In this chapter, however, the
position of the elements within the clause is not addressed. Word order in
Udihe is conditioned by information structure rather than by grammatical
relations and is dealt with in the chapter on information structure (Chapter 24).

Section 15.1 focuses on the most important grammatical relation, the subject.
Section 15.2. deals with the direct object. Other arguments are briefly
mentioned in 15.3 but are not dealt with in detail. They are described in
Chapter 14 according to the valence patterns of the verbs. On the other hand, in
section 15.4 we present a detailed description of clausal adjuncts according to
their semantic types. Operations that alternate grammatical relations within the
clause are addressed in Chapter 16.

75.7. Subject

In Udihe one noun phrase per clause can be identified as the subject. The
grammatical properties that characterize the subject are summarized in 15.1.1.
Section 15.1.2 deals with the subject of the Imperative clause. In section 15.1.3
we show that some subject properties are not exclusively typical of the subject
but in fact characterize certain other elements, called "subjectoids". Finally,
section 15.4 addresses subjectless clauses.

15.1.1. Subject properties

The Nominative case form (15.1.1.1) and the ability to trigger verbal agreement
(15.1.1.2) unambiguously identify certain elements as subjects. These elements
will be called the "Nominative subject" and be treated as the prototypical
subject in Udihe. In subsequent sections we show that the Nominative subject
is characterized by a cluster of other syntactic properties suggesting that the
notion of subject is indeed relevant for Udihe grammar.
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534 Grammatical relations

15.1.1.1. Nominative case

The following elements are encoded as the Nominative noun phrase:
(i) the first argument of the non-passive matrix clause (Chapter 14) which

corresponds to the only argument of the intransitive verb or the agent argument
of the transitive verb;

(ii) the same argument in the subordinate clauses (Chapters 19-21);
(iii) the pronominal patient/theme argument of the Passive constructions

(16.1.1); note that the lexical patient/theme of the Passive is marked with the
Accusative case and does not exhibit other subject properties (15.2.3,
16.1.1.2.2);

(iv) the only argument of most copular constructions (17.2.2).
As shown in Chapter 14, most verbs take the Nominative subject, the only
exceptions being null-argument verbs (14.1). The Nominative noun phrase is
absent in Agentless Passive sentences (16.1.2), in Passive sentences where the
patient/theme is a lexical noun phrase (16.1.1.2.2), as well as in agentless
non-passive sentences (16.2.5).

15.1.1.2. Agreement

The Nominative noun phrases listed in 15.1.1.1 all trigger agreement either on
the matrix verb or on the subordinate non-finite verb within the subordinate
clause. Subject agreement affixes are presented in 7.2. Although subject
agreement in person is obligatory (a few exceptions are presented in
15.1.1.2.1), agreement in number may be absent (15.1.1.2.2). Non-Nominative
arguments never trigger verbal agreement and are not encoded in the verbal
form.

15.1.1.2.1. Suppression of agreement

Subject agreement is suppressed in the following cases:
(i) In the negative generalized postnominal relative clause (23.2.1.6.4).
(ii) In the impersonal forms of the Necessitative (7.5.3.2).
(iii) In personal infinitival sentential subject subordinate clauses (Chapters

20 and 21).
(iv) In Irrealis Conditional Converbs (7.6.2.4.2).
(v) In most Habitual clauses (7.4.2).

In cases (i) through (iii) the verb exhibits the default 3rd person Singular
agreement, independent of the person and number of the Nominative noun
phrase. In (iv) and (v) it is not inflected for person and number at all. The status
of the Nominative noun phrase which does not trigger agreement within the
clause, however, is not entirely clear. In particular it is not known whether it
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exhibits all subject properties, as identified in this section. It cannot be
coreferentially deleted and must be overtly present in the clause, unlike the
regular Nominative subject. Yet, it can trigger reflexivization in the same way
as subjects (15.1.1.4), as shown in the following example with the impersonal
Necessitative.

(1058)5* 'ana-i anana aisi-gi-u-zeye
me boat-REF long.ago mend-REP-PAS-FP
bi-si-ni.
be-PAST-3SG

had to repair my boat long ago.'

15.1.1.2.2. Number agreement

Number agreement is motivated semantically rather than by formal
considerations. As was discussed in 4.2.1, morphological expression of
plurality is not obligatory. If the subject has multiple referents but is
morphologically Singular, plurality is typically encoded by Plural agreement
affixes in the verbal form, so in this case agreement in number is formally
suppressed.

(1059) a. I:mi e-si: dogdi, gun-e-ini,
why NEG-PAST.2SG hear say-0-3SG
uti c'asi:-we-ti.
[that tickle.PRP-ACC-3PL]
'She said: why didn't you hear them tickling (her).'

b. Namai ba:-du wakca-i ni: slono-lo
warm place-DAT hunt-PRP man elephant-LOC
u:y-ka-si kuti-we wakca-iti.
sit-PERF-PC.SS tiger-ACC hunt-3PL
'In warm countries the hunters sitting on elephants hunt for tigers.'
(Öarusin 1935: 17)

c. Xai na j'eu-ke j'e-we-ni
again again what-TND what-ACC-3SG
b'a-ti uti.
fmd.PAST-3PL that
'They have found something again.'

However in some cases the verb is not marked for Plural either, cf.:

(1060) a. Anana ma:usa-ti anci bi-si-ni.
earlier gun-3PL no be-PAST-3SG
'Earlier they (the hunters) had no guns.' (SK 110)
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b. Anana xuku anci bi-yie-ni ilaka-zi
earlier rope no be-IC-3SG bast-INST
meli xeke:-ti.
only tie.PAST-3PL
'Earlier there were no ropes and they used to tie (things) with bast.'
(SKI 16)

The verb normally takes Plural agreement when the subject is formally
Singular but corresponds to a mass or abstract noun (1061) or has a collective
interpretation (1062).

(1061) Sorjo na:-ni irjakta-ni wanimi-rjku.
bear skin-3SG fur-3SG long-PL
'The fur of the bear skin is long.'

(1062) a. Lusa sagdi xoton-du bagdi:-ti.
Russian big city-DAT live-3PL
'Russians live in big cities.'

b. Mo: abda:-ni kogomoi b'a-iti.
tree leaf-3SG thirsty get-3PL
'The leaves of the trees are thirsty.'

c. Gele:-ni belesi-le:-ti cinda-wa.
ask.PAST-3SG help-PURP-3PL bird-ACC
'He called birds so that they help.' (SKX 76)

d. Uti xerjki-yku-du Kimoyko se:-ni
that pray-N-DAT Kimongko clan-3SG
xe yki-s-e-ti.
pray-IM-PAST-3PL
'The clan Kimongko used to pray at that praying place.' (SK 838)

On the other hand, when the subject is morphologically marked for plurality
with the suffix -ziga, the verb typically takes Plural agreement (1063), although
this rule is not strict either (1064).

(1063) a. Tuge-zi tukä-iti in'ei-ziga.
fast-INST ran-3PL dog-PL
'The dogs are running fast.'

b. N'aula-ziga agda:-ti.
child-PL get.happy.PAST-3PL
The children became happy.'

(\Q64)Sita-u na:-wa-ni daga-ili zube emende-ziga.
son-lPL.EX skin-ACC-3SG burn-3SG two which-PL
'Two witches have burnt our son's skin.'
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As was discussed in 13.3, the head of the quantified noun phrase is normally
morphologically Singular. When the quantified noun phrase bears the subject
role, the verb may be either in the Singular or in the Plural. This is shown in
(1066a) and (1066b) taken from the same text, as well as in (1067a) and
(1067b).

(1065) Egdi ni: eme:-ni.
many man come.PAST-3SG
Ά lot of people came.'

(1066) a. Nada yeyue eme:-ti.
seven ogre come.PAST-3PL
'Seven ogres came.' (K 116)

b. Nada yeyue eme-i-we-ni diiisi-mi..
seven ogre come-PRP-ACC-3SG here-lSG
Ί hear seven ogres coming.' (K 115)

(1067) a. W'ali-li-e-ti zu: mafa.
fight-INC-PAST-3PL two bear
'Two bears started fighting.'

b. Zu: mafa eme:-ni.
two bear come.PAST-3SG
'Two bears came.'

15.1.1.3. Control of switch-reference

Most importantly, the notion of subject lies at the center of the switch-reference
system which is addressed at greater length in 22.5 and illustrated in the
chapters on subordinate clauses (Chapters 19-21). In conformity with this
system, the non-finite verbs (participles and converbs) that form the
subordinate clauses of different types carry personal affixes of one of two
types: the so-called same-subject and different-subject. The former indicate the
coreference of the subjects of the superordinate and the subordinate clause,
while the latter indicates the lack of such coreference. The Nominative subject,
as identified in 15.1.1.1 triggers the same-subject switch-reference affixes
(examples can be found in 22.5), while other grammatical relations fail to do
so. Example (1068) indicates that the subject of the copular construction
controls the same-subject switch-reference markers (same-subject Perfective
Con verb):

(1068)0n'o-ii aziga o-du bi:-ni.
[write.PERF-PC.SS] girl this-DAT be-3SG
'The girl who finished writing is here.'
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1 5 . 1 . 1 .4. Refexivization control

The Nominative subject controls reflexivization in the following two cases:
first, Reflexive pronouns in different syntactic roles (22.3.1.1), and second, the
Reflexive Possessive affixes (22.3.1.2) which indicate that the possessor within
the corresponding noun phrase is coreferential with the subject. Grammatical
relations other than the subject do not control reflexivization. See 22.3.3 for
syntactic detail.

15.1.1.5. Impersonal forms of participles

When the Nominative subject is relativized, the active participle within the
relative clause appears in its impersonal form (19.1.1, 19.1.2). On the other
hand, when other syntactic positions are relativized, the participle takes the
personal affix that refers to the subject of the relative clause.

15.1.1.6. Control of infinitival clauses

The Nominative subject determines particular non-finite forms in certain
subordinate clauses (other than switch-reference markers). In particular, it
controls the infinitival complement clause (Chapter 20) and the infinitival
adverbial clause (Chapter 21).

15.1.1.6.1. Controllers of the infinitival clause

The infinitival clause, when its subject is referential, cannot be controlled by
grammatical relations other than the subject, as illustrated below for the direct
object (1069a) and the indirect object (1069b).

(1069) a. Erne-mi ise:-ni Kanda mafa.
[come-INF] see.PAST-3SG Kanda old.man
'0i/*j Having come she; saw the old man Kandaj.'

b. Eme-mi b'ata-du kusige-we
[come-INF] boy-DAT knife-ACC
bu-o:-ni.
give-PAST-3SG
'0i/*j Having come shej gave the knife to the

Examples (1070) demonstrate the infinitival adverbial clause controlled by the
subject of the Passive, which in this case is coreferentially deleted (in the
glosses this is marked by a zero).
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(l 070) a. Mayga bi-mi i:mi likp-u-i
[strong be-INF0] why close-PAS-2SG
sama-du?
shaman-DAT
'Being strong, why can you be closed by the shaman? (to a hole)'
(K 124)

b. Mayga bi-mi bua-du i:mi wu:-i?
[strong be-INF 0] God-DAT why kill.PAS-2SG
'Being strong, why can you be killed by God?' (K 125)

c. Wakca-mi wa-w-o:-ni.
hunt-INF kill-PAS-PAST-3SG
'He was killed while hunting.'

When the agent of the subordinate infinitival clause does not correspond to the
matrix clause subject, various strategies apply to avoid ill-formed structures.
One option is the causativization of the subordinate clause.

(\Q7l)Susana zug-tigi i:-wen-e-mi tu:
[Susan house-LAT enter-CAUS-0-INF] all
xauntasi-li-e-ti.
ask-INC-PAST-3PL
'As soon as they let Susan into the house, everybody started asking him
(sic).'

15.1.1.6.2. Different-subject infinitival clauses

Certain types of infinitival clauses may be controlled by the Dative experiencer
noun phrase (20.1.1.3) and the Accusative causee in the causative
constructions, which is an argument for their partial subjecthood (15.1.3).
Further, infinitival clauses are allowed when the subjects of the two clauses
bear a relationship of inalienable possession to each other. If the superordinate
clause subject denotes a body part of the subject participant of the infinitival
clause, a coreferential relationship between two subjects obviously does not
hold, but the sentences are grammatical:

(1072) a. Ketu egdi-me mi-mi emugde
[0 very much-ACC laugh-INF] stomach
uni:-ni.
ache-3SG
'His stomach is aching from laughing so much.'

b. Pakula matjga simpi-mi irjamvkta-ni eji:-ni.
[Pakula strong cough-INF] tear-3SG flow-3SG
'Pakula was coughing so much that tears appeared.'
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c. Ei banza-ma korovati-le rjua-mi
[0this board-ADJ bed-LOC sleep-INF]
ni: beje-ni teu uni:.
man body-3SG all hurt.PRP
'When sleeping on this bed made of boards, the man's whole body
is hurting.'

Finally, the infinitival clause may be interpreted semantically as generic and
lack a subject entirely.

(1073) a. Mafa-wa wakca-mi ni:-we
[0 bear-ACC hunt-INF] man-ACC
cof'osi-e-ni.
wound-PAST-3SG
'When (people) were hunting for a bear, he wounded one man.'
(SKX310)

b. Diga-mi e-u-i mala.
eat-INF NEG-PAS-PRP finish
'When one eats (it), it does not finish.' (SK 978)

c. Mo:-wo mo-lo-logo-mi tugbu-se.
[tree-ACC tree-V-PURP-SS] cut-PP.PAS
'(Trees) were cut down to prepare wood.'

d. Igdu-fi wende-mi mo: bagdi-ze.
comb-REF.PL throw-INF tree grow-HORT
'When you throw the comb, trees will grow.'

15.1.1.7. Other control structures

The Nominative subject controls certain participial complement clauses (the
so-called subject-control clauses (20.2.3.1)), as well as certain participial
adverbial clauses (21.3.2.8).

15.1.1.8. Depictives

As demonstrated in 19.6, the Nominative subject controls secondary predicates
(depictives). This property is also shared by some direct objects, but it is not
typical of lower grammatical relations.
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15.1.1.9. Coreferential deletion

The Nominative subject is a regular target of deletion under coreference
(22.2.1). In particular, this concerns coreferential deletion across conjoined
clauses, which is a property exclusively typical of subjects in Udihe (22.2.7.2).

15.1.1.10. Non-adjacent modifier

The subject together with the direct object seem to be the only grammatical
relations that participate in certain constructions where an attributive modifier
appears discontinuously with respect to its head: quantifier float (24.2.1.2.2), a
non-adjacent relative clause (19.3) and adjectival determiner (24.2.1.2.1).

15.1.2. Imperative subject

The Imperative subject (the addressee of the Imperative clause) behaves in the
same way as the ordinary Nominative subject.

15.1.2.1. Overt Imperative subject

In the most cases, the Imperative clause does not contain an overt subject
constituent. However, the Imperative subject can be overtly present in the
clause, especially when it is emphasized. So the rules for the overt presence of
the Imperative subject do not basically differ from those for the non-Imperative
subject, which is also normally omitted and is overtly present only when in
focus (22.2.1). When the Imperative subject is overtly present, it is encoded by
the Nominative noun phrase. Most frequently, its position is immediately after
the Imperative verb (1074), but it can also be located clause-initially (1075).

(1074) a. Bu-je si uta-wa.
give-MP.2SG you that-ACC
'Give it.'

b. Utemi min-tigi mafa-la-i si.
therefore me-LAT man-V-IMP.2SG you
'Therefore, marry me.'

c. Pigde nuxan-a-i-ze si,
inside penetrate-0-IMP.2SG-HORT you
ixompo.
bird.cherry.tree
'Go inside, bird cherry tree.' (SKX 160)
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(1075) a. Si boxoso eme-je.
you humpback come-IMP.2SG
'You, humpback, come in.'

b. Si min-tigi noxoli gakpa-ja hi
you me-LAT first shoot-IMP.2SG [me
ise-lege-i si ono-do
see-PURP-lSG [you how-IND
gakpa-i-wa-i.
shoot-PRP-ACC-2SG]]
'Shoot at me first, so I can see how you shoot.' (K 152)

15.1.2.2. Properties of the Imperative subject

The Imperative subject triggers agreement on the Imperative verb (2nd person
Singular or Plural) and seems to be characterized by all the subject properties
described in 15.1.1. The most important are illustrated below. Examples (1076)
demonstrates that it controls the infinitival subordinate clause; (1077) shows
that it triggers same-subject switch-reference markers; in (1078) we illustrate
that the Imperative subject controls coreferential deletion across the conjoint
clause, while (1079) presents reflexivization.

(1076) a. Zima bi-mi-de i:-je.
[guest be-INF-FOC] enter-MP.2SG
'If you are a guest, come in.'

b. Ono ca:Ia-m(i) ono gazi-ja si.
[how want-INF] how carry-IMP.2SG you
'Carry (it) in a way you want.' (K 185)

(1077) a. Zeu-we diga-lie teu-teu
[food-ACC eat-CC.SS.PL] quite-quite
diga-ja-u.
eat-IMP-2PL
'If you eat food, eat it in silence.'

b. Min-du oloxi bu-je si
me-DAT squirrel give-MP.2SG [you
tirjeni wa:-mi.
yesterday kill.PP-SS]
'Give me the squirrel you killed yesterday.'

c. Sa-laga-mi tayi-je a-wa.
[learn-PURP-SS] read-IMP.2SG this-ACC
'Read this in order to learn it.'
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(l 078) a. In'ei-we e-zi twjkala
dog-ACC NEG-IMP.2SG touch
iktemel-u-L
bite-PAS-2SG
'Don't touch the dog, it will bite you.'

b. Min-tigi e-zi pilaxi min-du
me-LAT NEG-IMP.2SG tease me-DAT
koyk-u-i.
beat-PAS-2SG
'Don't tease me, I will beat you.'

(1079) a. Unta-i-de men-e bel-zi:
boot-REF-FOC REF-0 body-INSTR.REF
e-zi \vagi.
NEG-IMP.2SG dry
'Don't dry your boots yourself.' (K 109)

b. Gagda-na-m(i) galakta-na-i.
another-DEST-REF seek-DIR-IMP.2SG
'Go to seek a match (a wife) for yourself.'

c. Sul'ai tege-fi zuesi-nde-ze-fi.
fox gown-RERPL swap-SEM-SUBJ-lPL.IN
'Fox, let us swap our clothes.' (K 164)

15.1.3.Subjectoids

Although no other syntactic units exhibit exactly the same cluster of properties
as the Nominative subject, it is important to note that some of the properties
addressed in 15.1.1 are shared by other elements. These elements will be called
"subjectoids". Subjectoids do not take the Nominative case and do not trigger
verbal agreement. However, they participate in certain (control) processes that
are also typical of the subject. The following subjectoids share some subject
properties: the Dative experiencer (15.1.3.1) and the Accusative noun phrase
that corresponds to the causee argument of the causative constructions
(15.1.3.2). We do not have enough material to address the behavior of these
elements with respect to all subject properties, but each of subjectoids is
characterized by at least one property, as opposed to lower grammatical
relations.

15.1.3.1. Dative experiencer

The Dative experiencer is present in certain copular constructions (17.2.3) and
demonstrates some subject properties. It controls the Infinitival complement
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clause, as discussed in 20.1.1.3 (the so-called experiencer-controlled clause).
Further, the Dative experience! triggers the same-subject switch-reference
affixes. This is illustrated in the following example, where the participle in the
adverbial embedded clause is marked by the agreement morpheme -i
ambiguous between the same-subject and the 2nd person Singular interpretation.
The lack of the Accusative case marking on the embedded participle rather
indicates that we deal here with the same-subject relation (cf. 22.5.2.2).

(1080)Sin-du ge: bi-ze e-si: bu-gi.
you-DAT bad be-SUBJ [NEG-PP.2SG give-REP]
'You will be ill unless you give it back.

On the other hand, the Dative experiencer does not trigger verbal agreement,
the impersonal participial forms when relativized or the other types of
same-subject subordinate clauses mentioned in 15.1.1, and cannot be omitted
under coreference. Unfortunately, we do not have material to show whether it
can be an antecedent of a reflexive element.

15.1.3.2. The Accusative causee

The causee argument in the transitive Causative construction can be expressed
either by the Accusative noun phrase or by the Dative noun phrase (16.1.4.3),
and in intransitive Causative constructions only by the Accusative noun phrase
(16.1.4.2).

The Accusative causee has several grammatical properties typical of
subjects. First, it controls the infinitival clause as shown by the following
example.

(1081) Dami-we damisi-mi ni:-we ede-ne-weni:-ni.
[tobacco-ACC smoke-INF] man-ACC weak-V-CAUS-3SG
'Smoking tobacco makes a man weak.'

Second, like subjects, the Accusative causee is easily deleted under coreference
with a previously mentioned element.

(1082) a. Ogdö do-lo-ni yua-wan-za-fi.
coffin inside-LOC-3SG sleep-CAUS-SUBJ-lPL.IN
'We will put him to sleep in a coffin.' (K 190)
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b. Yegdige ba: xo:n-dule-ni ule:-ni
hero place top-LOC-3SG dig.PAST-3SG
agdu, uta-la yua-way-ki-ni.
hole that-LOC sleep-CAUS-PAST-3SG
"The hero dug a hole in the forest and then put them to sleep.'
(K 132)

Third, it can control the coreferential null across the conjoint clause.

(1083) a. Susa-gi-ze-mi hi, la
escape-REP-SUBJ-lSG me very
uktu-wen-zeye tigde.
wet-CAUS-FUT rain
Ί must escape, (otherwise) the rain will make me wet through.'

b. Nada-ma ijeni nada-ma dogbo-ni
seven-ACC day seven-ACC night-3SG
sikisi-e-ni. mamasa-i, siki-e-k,
wash-PAST-3SG wife-REF wash-PAST-EXPR
aja-zi teti-gi-wene:-k.
good-INST dress-REP-CAUS-PAST-EXPR
'He was washing his wife for seven days and seven nights, he
washed her and dressed her well.'

With respect to reflexivization, our evidence is controversial. Example (1084a)
shows the null causee which corresponds to the coreferentially deleted
Accusative noun phrase. This argument is shared by several conjoined
causative verbs, some of which are originally intransitive and therefore allow
only the Accusative causee (16.1.4.2.1), these are teti-gi-wen-'e 'caused to put
on', zawa-gi-wan-'e 'caused to take', iktemele-gi-wen-e:-ni 'caused to bite',
and te-gi-wey-ki-ni 'caused to sit'. The possessive affixes on the words
ono-wo-ni 'her kerchief and dami-yi-we-ni 'her pipe', although they refer to
the causee argument, are not reflexive. Moreover, in (1084b) the reflexive
element on na:-yi-la-i On on your land' can refer only to the (imperative)
subject but not to the causee.

(1084) a. Wo-zoyo-wo-ni teti-wen-'e, seuzine-le
[sew-FUT-ACC-3SG] dress-CAUS-PERF kerchief-FOC
ono-wo-ni zawa-gi-wan- 'e,
embroid-ACC-3SG take-REP-CAUS-PERF
dami-yi-we-ni iktemele-gi-wen-e: -ni,
pipe-AL-ACC-3SG bite-REP-CAUS-PAST-3SG
doydom te:-gi-wey-ki-ni.
straight sit-REP-CAUS-PAST-3SG
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'He made her take what she will sew, gave her a kerchief to
embroider, made her take a pipe with her teeth, and seated her
straight.' (K 105)

b. Ma:ma, min-e-we doh-won-o-jo
grandmother me-O-ACC perch-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
na:-yi-la-i.
land-AL-LOC-REF
'Grandmother, let me perch on your land.' (SKX 326)

However, in the following examples the null Accusative causee does control
the reflexive pronouns me-mi and men-tigi.

(1085) a. Amba-n'a-si bagdi: ni:-we
evil.spirit-V.PERF-PC.SS live.PRP man-ACC
kese-u-li-li-e-ni, me-mi
suffer-CAUS-INC-INC-PAST-3SG REF-ACC
wa-wan-a-ini.
kill-CAUS-0-3SG
'Having turned into an evil spirit he used to torture living people, he
forced them to kill themselves.' (SK 203)

b. Tada-zi men-tigi gakpa-wan-a-ini tiye
arrow-INST REF-LAT shoot-CAUS-0-3SG chest
t'afa.
straight
'He forces them to shoot at themselves straight in the chest.' (SKX
406)

It looks like both options are equally available.
On the other hand, the Accusative causee does not seem to have other

subject properties, and behaves syntactically like a direct object (15.2). In
particular, it can trigger passivization (16.1.4.4) and does not control
switch-reference, cf.:

(1086) Diga-la: -ni caja umi-wen-e-i.
[0 eat-PURP-3SG] tea drink-CAUS-0-PRP
'She made him drink tea so that he eats.'

15.1.3.3. The Dative causee

The Dative causee does not exhibit any subject properties. In particular, it does
not control the infinitival clause (1087a), the coreferential null, and
reflexivization (1087b).
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(l 087) a. Erne-mi hi Iwana-du abuga-tigi
[come-INF] me Ivan-DAT father-LAT.REF
ono-\vo ono-woy-ki-mi.
letter-ACC write-CAUS-PAST-lSG
'0i/*j/*k Having come, Ij made Ivanj write a letter to his fatherk.'

b. Men-e j'e-le uni bi-si-ni uta-la
REF-0 what-LOC hurt be-PAST-3SG that-LOC
ni:-du begdi-le-ni ηαΐα-ΐα-ηί
man-DAT leg-LOC-3SG arm-LOC-3SG
auli-warj-ki-ni.
swell-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'He made a leg or an arm of a man to swell at the (same place)
where he himself felt pain.' (SK 955)

15.1.4. Subjectless clauses

Although the notion of subject plays an important role in the Udihe grammar,
subjectless clauses are possible. The absence of an overt subject in such a
clause does not follow from coreferential deletion (as the one addressed in
22.2.1), but is non-referential.

15.1.4.1. Semantically-driven absence of subject

An overt subject is absent in the subjectless non-copular (14.1.1) and copular
(17.2.1) clauses with a null-argument verb. More detail can be found in the
corresponding sections. The subjectless clauses normally describe natural
environmental conditions. Matrix clauses with subject-control aspectual or
modal verbs (20.2.1) are syntactically subjectless if the subordinate clause is
subjectless for semantic reasons.

(1088) a. Ba:-la ima:-na:n-zi wadi-e-ni.
[place-LOC snow-V.PP-INST.SS] stop-PAST-3SG
'After snowing outside it stopped (snowing).'

b. Itna:-na-la:-mi nixe-ini.
[snow-V-PURP-SS] do-3SG
'It is going to snow.'

c. Tigde-le:-mi nixe-ini.
[rain-PURP-SS] do-3SG
'It is going to rain'
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15.1.4.2. Voice-related absence of subject

The surface subject is absent from some voice-driven constructions, namely,
the Agentless Passive (16.1.2), the regular Passive with the nominal
patient/theme argument (16.1.1.2.2), and the active agentless construction
(16.2.5), including the impersonal subordinate infinitival clause (20.1.1.1). An
example of a subjectless embedded clause formed with an impersonal participle
is cited in 7.10.1.1.3. In all these clauses, the agent has a generic or indefinite
interpretation, which conditions the suppression of the grammatical subject.
They will be referred to as impersonal. The impersonal clauses differ from the
semantically subjectless clauses (15.1.4.1). In impersonal sentences the subject
participant, although suppressed from the surface clause structure and
sometimes from the argument structure of the predicate, is present in the
conceptual representation of the event. Therefore it can trigger certain syntactic
processes. The examples below illustrate the Agentless construction. The
"impersonal" null subject controls the reflexive elements, which in this case
also receive a generic or indefinite interpretation (1089) and the same-subject
switch-reference markers (1090).

(1089) a. Men-e 'apti: käu kämbu-wasi:-ti,
REF-0 food.REF all sacrifice-DIV-3PL
uli-we umile-mi men-e
[water-ACC drink-INF] REF-0
nayi-zi: soli:-ti.
earth-INST.REF mix-3PL
"They sacrifice all their food. When drinking water, they mix it with
their own earth.' (K 123)

b. Sita-fai tatusi-e-ti rjic'a-digi.
child-REF.PL teach-PAST-3PL small-ABL
'They used to teach children from childhood.' (SKX 300)

(109G) Solog'o-si umi:-ti.
[stir.PERF-PC.SS] drink-3PL
'After stirring it, they drink it.' (K 123)

The following examples demonstrate Agentless Passive clauses where the
impersonal subject has the generic reading (1091) or the indefinite reading
(1092), but controls the same-subject subordinate clause.

(1091) a. Soloixi ugda-zi solo-mi gaun-d-u-i.
[upstream boat-INST float-INF] pole-V-PAS-PRP
'When going upstream in the boat, one uses poles.'
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b. Xoyto ba:-tigi gene-mi
[other place-LAT go-INF]
kambu-was-u-ji.
sacrifice-DIV-PAS-PRP
One has to make a sacrifice going to another place.' (K 123)

c. Aisi-gi-mi e-ii-zeye mute uta-wa.
[mend-REP-INF] NEG-PAS-FT can that-ACC
'It is not possible to mend it.'

d. Ei-mi santi-si e-u ji: zuk-tigi.
[NEG-INF fist-V] MEG-PAS enter house-LAT
One shouldn't enter the house without knocking.'

e. noyo-wo ηοηο-rjisi-ge-si egdi-we-de
[glue-ACC glue-V-PERF-PC.SS] much-ACC-FOC
mo:-wo tukti-mi tukti-mi norjo-u-jL
tree-ACC climb-INF climb-INF glue-PAS-PRP
'Having made a lot of glue, one should climb a tree and smear (it
with the glue).' (SKX 258)

f. Xa:-mula bi-mi ono mamasa-la-u-ji?
[sibling-N be-INF] how wife-V-PAS-PRP
'How can you, being siblings, get married?' (SKX 310)

(1092) a. Zugdi-we xeline-mi wo-so.
house-ACC [hurry-INF] make-PP.PAS
'The house was built in a hurry.'

b. Tege-we uli-mi e-u-se metu.
[gown-ACC sew-INF] NEG-PAS-PP finish
'They haven't finished sewing the gown.'

In the following sentence the main clause contains an impersonal expression
whose "subject" controls the same-subject switch reference marker on the
infinitive and the reflexive element within the subordinate complement clause.

(lQ93)Me-mi ge: aga-la-wan-a-mi.
[REF-ACC] bad [deception-V-CAUS-0-INF]
'It is bad to let (other people) deceive you.'

75.2. Direct object

There is some syntactic evidence suggesting that the notion of the direct object
is important in Udihe grammar. The element that can be identified as the direct
object is the noun phrase that is marked by the Accusative case and
corresponds to:
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(i) the second (patient/theme) argument of the transitive verb in the
non-passive matrix and subordinate clauses (the transitive verbs which take the
direct object argument are addressed in Chapter 14);

(ii) the patient/theme in Agentless Passive transitive constructions (16.1.2);
(iii) the lexical noun phrase that corresponds to the patient/theme in Passive

constructions (16.1.1.2.2).
(iv) the causee argument of intransitive and transitive causatives (16.1.4).

The reflexive direct object is morphologically marked with the Nominative
case (22.3.2), but syntactically it behaves in the same way as the Accusative
object.

Udihe exhibits double object constructions in which more than one argument
is encoded as the Accusative noun phrase (16.2.1). These constructions are not
very frequent, and the grammatical relations borne by their elements are
basically unstudied. Note however that both objects in such constructions
undergo passivization, as is suggested by the data from the Causative double
object constructions (16.1.3.4). In this section we will deal only with single
object sentences.

15.2.1. Object properties

The direct object is not characterized by the subject properties as identified in
15.1.1. It does not control reflexivization, switch-reference, or the infinitival
subordinate clauses, and never triggers verbal agreement. However, it exhibits
certain syntactic properties that differentiate it from lower grammatical
relations (indirect and oblique objects and adjuncts).

15.2.1.1. Coreferential deletion

Like the subject (though less regularly), the direct object can be coreferentially
deleted under certain discourse conditions. In 22.2.2 examples of the
coreferential deletion of the direct object are presented. On the other hand,
direct objects, unlike subjects, do not control coreferential deletion across
conjoint clauses.

15.2.1.2. Passivization

The direct object is the only grammatical relation that can passivize (on
possible exceptions see 16.1.1.3). In the Passive constructions (16.1.1) the
correspondence between the agent and the subject is violated. The pronominal
patient (that is, the direct object of the corresponding active construction) is
promoted to the subject, while the lexical patient argument fails to do this.
Importantly, only the direct object of the active construction can passivize,
while, for example, the indirect object and lower grammatical relations cannot.
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In 16.1.4.4 examples are presented for the passivization of the Accusative
causee argument.

15.2.1.3. Depletives

The direct object, as opposed to the other grammatical relations, but together
with the subject, can control certain depictives, that is, secondary predicates
(see 19.6).

15.2.1.4. Control structures

The direct object is coreferential with the subject of subordinate clauses of
certain types, the so-called "object-control" clauses (20.2.2.1 and 20.2.3.2).

15.2.1.5. Attributive case-agreement

The direct object and subject are the only grammatical relations that trigger
attributive case-agreement in the quantified noun phrase (13.3.6) and the
relative clause (19.2.3).

15.2.2. Destinative object

Apart from the Accusative direct object, characterized by the syntactic
properties described in 15.2.1, the patient/theme argument may be encoded by
the destinative object (16.2.2). The destinative object corresponds to a
possessive noun phrase whose head is marked by the Destinative case and the
possessive affix. The head noun denotes an object designated for a particular
person (benefactive) or purpose, which, in its turn, can be encoded by the
modifier noun and is cross-referenced by the personal affix.

Similarly to the regular direct object (19.6), the destinative object can control
depictives, as illustrated in (1094).

(1094) a. Sul'ai tege-ne-ni wo:-jo
fox gown-DEST-3SG make-IMP.2SG
uligdig'a-zi.
beautiful-INST
'Make a beautiful gown for the fox.' (K 160)
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b. Sita-ziga tege-ne-ti wo:-ti
child-PL gown-DEST-3PL make.PAST-3PL
uligdig 'a-zi-de.
beautiful-INST-FOC
'They made beautiful gown for the children.'

However, in its other properties it differs from the regular object. It cannot
passivize or be coreferentially deleted across conjoint clauses, does not control
subordinate clauses, and does not trigger attributive case-agreement. This
suggests that the destinative object may have a special grammatical status,
differing from that of the regular direct object.

15.2.3. Direct object in Passive constructions

As shown in 16.1.1, in the Personal Passive clauses the element that
corresponds to the direct object of the active counterpart construction,
normally, the patient or theme, is encoded by the Accusative noun phrase, if it
is a noun (not a personal pronoun). In a similar fashion, the patient/theme
argument of the transitive Agentless Passive is marked for the Accusative case
(16.1.2). The crucial question is whether these elements can be identified as
subjects. The syntactic tests, described in section 15.1.1, show that the
Accusative noun phrases in passive constructions do not exhibit the cluster of
subject properties typical of the Nominative subject. In particular, they do not
control reflexivization, cf. (1095a) and (1095b); do not trigger same-subject
switch reference markers (1096); do not control the coreferential null across the
conjoined clause (1097), and do not participate in other control structures.

(1095) a. Omo n'aula-wa bue-ni maunda-zi-ni
one boy-ACC he-3SG gun-INST-3SG
wa-sa.
kill-PP.PAS
One boy was killed from his own gun.'

b. *Omo n'aula-wa bue-ni maunda-zi:
one boy-ACC he-3SG gun-INST.REF
wa-sa.
kill-PP.PAS
One boy was killed from his own gun.'

(1096) Uti ni:-we sa-wu-i ba:-za
that man-ACC know-PAS-2SG [place-N
ge-le-ni e-si-me-ni xuli.
surface-LOC-3SG NEG-PP-ACC-3SG go]
'You can recognize the man who (never) went to the forest.'
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(1097) a. Petro-wa Iwana-du kogko-wo:-ni Petro
Peter-ACC Ivan-DAT beat-PAS.PAST-3SG Peter
yene:-ni.
go.PAST-3SG
Teterj was beaten by Ivanj and hej/*j left',

b. *Petro-wa Iwana-du kogko-wo:-ni
Peter-ACC Ivan-DAT beat-PAS.PAST-3SG 0
yene:-ni.
go.PAST-3SG
'Peten was beaten by Ivanj and hei/*j left'.

15.2.4. Summary of grammatical properties

The comparative table 14 illustrates the syntactic properties of the higher
grammatical relations in Udihe; the question mark indicates lacunae in our
material. The table shows that, as expected, the most syntactically active
element is the subject. The direct object and certain subject-like elements
(subjectoids) share some of the subject properties, while other grammatical
relations (represented by the Dative causee here) are syntactically inert.

Table 14. Grammatical relations
grammatical NOM ACC DAT ACC DEST DAT
properties subject causee experiencer object object causee
Nominative + - - . . .
Agreement + - - . . .
Switch reference + - + . . .
Reflexivization + + / - ? . . .
Control o f + - - . . .
Impersonal
participles
Deletion across + + . . .
conjoint clauses
Control of + + + -
infinitival
clauses
Other control + + + - -
structures
Depletives + n/a n/a + + -
Non-adjacent + ? - + ? -
modifier
Attributive + + - + - -
case-agreement
Passivization n/a + +
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15.3. Other arguments

Grammatical relations other than subjects and direct objects were not studied
syntactically in detail, and in their identification we will rely only on their
semantics and their morphological marking. The verbal valence patterns in the
active constructions are described in Chapter 14, where the morphological
marking of the arguments is also addressed. It should be noticed, however, that
arguments other than the subject and the direct object demonstrate considerably
lower syntactic activity: they do not control reflexivization, switch-reference,
depictives, and the infinitival clause, do not passivize, and do not trigger verbal
agreement. Among the lower grammatical relations only the Lative indirect
object functions as a syntactic controller of certain types of subordinate clauses
(20.2.2.1.1, 20.2.3.2.2) and can be passivized (16.1.1.3). However, its other
properties are unstudied.

As distinct from the higher grammatical relations of the subject and the
object, other arguments cannot normally be coreferentially deleted. On the
other hand, unlike adjuncts (15.4), they do not control the non-referential null
and cannot be removed from the sentence without affecting its well-formedness
(see section 21.2). Thus some verbs are likely candidates for more than three
semantic arguments, although syntactically they might only be two-place.
Examples are the verbs xudasi- 'sell' and gada- 'buy'. Although in a particular
sentence three (1098a) or four (1098b) nominals bear a specific grammatical
and semantic relation to them, for the well-formed structure only two
arguments (the agent and the patient) must be overtly present or referentially
implied (1098c).

(1098) a. Bi gada:-mi xeleba-wa ila tieze-zi.
me buy.PAST-ISO bread-ACC three ruble-INST
Ί bought bread for three rubles.'

b. Bi no: na:-\va-ni nirjka-du
me sable skin-ACC-3SG Chinese-DAT
xudasi-e-mi omo tarjgu tuya tieze-zi.
sell-PAST-lSG one hundred fifty ruble-INST
Ί sold the sable fur to a Chinese for a hundred and fifty rubles.'

c. Bi xeleba-wa gada:-mi.
me bread-ACC buy.PAST-1SG
Ί bought some bread.'

15.4. Clausal adjuncts

Like all other grammatical relations, adjuncts can relativize (Chapter 19) but
are syntactically inert with respect to controlling properties. Since adjuncts are
not obligatory in the semantic representation of the clause, as distinct from
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arguments, they can easily be dropped from a sentence with a non-specific
interpretation. However, they are not normally able to control a referential null.

Adjuncts are described below from the point of view of their semantics and
formal expression; the section is structured around their semantic types. In this
section we only concentrate on those adjuncts that are encoded by oblique-case
noun phrases, but naturally, adverbs and postpositional phrases express various
adverbial meanings, see Chapter 10. We do not deal here with adjuncts in
voice-related constructions, they are addressed in Chapter 16. Adverbial
subordinate clauses are discussed in Chapter 21. Only the immediate
constituents of the clause are treated here; on adverbs within the adjective and
adverbial phrase, see 6.3,10.1.4.1, and 10.1.7.2.

15.4.1. Spatial adjuncts

15.4.1.1. Locative noun phrase

Basic meaning: location, place in space ("in", "by" or "on"), cf:

(1099) a. Biki-le sugz : egdi.
Bikin-LOC fish much
'There is a lot offish in Bikin.'

b. Suaqka Suai basa-la-ni bagdi-e-ti.
Suanka Suai stream-LOC-3SG live-PAST-3PL
'The Suankas lived by the stream Suai.'

15.4.1.2. Lative noun phrase

Basic meaning: direction of movement, place of destination ("into", "onto" or
"to"), cf.:

(1100) a. Bi α:ηα-ζα e:-tigi-ni zolo-wo
me right-N side-LAT-3SG stone-ACC
wende-le:-mi.
hrow-SING.PAST-lSG
Ί threw the stone to the right.'

b. Siye men-e xui-tigi:
mouse REF-0 hole-LAT.REF
susa-gi-e-ni.
escape-REP-PAST-3SG
"The mouse escaped to its hole.'
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c. Pakula bita-tigi xetigene:-ni.
Pakula spit-LAT jump.PAST-3SG
'Pakula jumped on the spit.'

d. Xuda-si: ni: dili-zi: ima:-tigi
fur-V.PRP man head-INST.REF snow-LAT
nwcarj-ki-ni.
dive-PAST-3SG
"The merchant dived head first into the snow.'

15.4.1.3. Ablative noun phrase

Basic meaning: starting point of movement ("from"), cf.:

(1101) a. Bu Yara-digi Xabarovska-tigi yene:-mu.
we Yar-ABL Khabarovsk-LAT go.PAST-lPL.EX
'We went from Yar to Khabarovsk.'

b. Keige mo:-digi-ni eu-gi-e-ni.
cat tree-ABL-3SG come.down-REP-PAST-3SG
'The cat came down the tree.'

c. Bi χοηίο skola-digi ono-wo b'a-mi.
me other school-ABL write-ACC ge.PAST-lSG
Ί got a letter from another school.'

15.4.1.4. Prolative noun phrase

Basic meaning: the place through which or along which movement progresses
(cf.: coyku-li 'through the window', uli-li 'along the river'). More examples:

(1102) a. Nemnes'e xuku-li ataxi xuli:-nL
thin rope-PROL spider go-3SG
Ά spider is moving along a thin rope.'

b. Ni: wopti-li xuli:-ti.
man door-PROL go-3PL
'People are walking through the door.'

c. N'aula men-e bugdi-zi bugdi-li:
child REF-0 leg-INST leg-PROL.REF
bugdi-li: koyko-do-gi:-ni.
leg-PROL.REF beat-SEM-REP-3SG
'The child is (playing) with his legs, beating one leg against
another.'
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d. Xokto-li uli-le yene:-fl,
road-PROL water-LOC go.PAST-lPL.EX
uli-li 'ana-zi yene:-fi.
water-PROL boat-INST go.PAST-lPL
'We went to the river along the road, and along the river we went
by boat.'

15.4.1.5. Dative noun phrase

Basic meaning: place in space ("in" or "on"). On the difference between the
Dative and the Locative see 4.2.2.5.2. Examples:

(1103) a. Oloxi men-e xui-du-i tue-ini.
squirrel REF-0 hole-DAT-REF winter-3SG
Ά squirrel passes winter in its hole.'

b. Bi skola-du tatusi-mi.
me school-DAT study-ISO
Ί sstudy at school.'

c. Udie maymu otno ba:-du wakca:-ti.
Udihe Nanai one place-DAT hunt.PAST-3PL
"The Udihe used to hunt in the same place as the Nanai.'

15.4.2. Temporal adjuncts

Quite a few time expressions are borrowed from Russian, those for the time of
day (dasa 'hour', minute 'minute'), days of the week (sereda 'Wednesday'),
and months of the year (marta 'March'). Months of the year may also be
expressed periphrastically as 'the first month', 'the second month', and so on.
These expressions are used adverbially in various case forms (see below). The
names for periods of the day and the seasons are native and when they express
location in time they behave as uninflected adverbs (10.1.2). Certain temporal
meanings (punctual, anterior, and posterior) are expressed by postpositional
phrases, on which see 10.2.

15.4.2.1. Dative noun phrase

The Dative noun phrase or the Dative adjectival phrase may express temporal
meaning by describing the time of the event through a set of circumstances,
often natural phenomena, such as xekui-du or zexui bua-du 'when it is hot',
tigde-du 'when it rains', mude-du 'during the flood'. The temporal adjunct
bears the secondary predicative function.
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(1104) a. Nua-ni tigde-du eme:-ni.
he-3SG rain-DAT come.PAST-3SG
'He came when it was raining.'

b. Egdi gegbeyku-du gada-mi-de aja.
many berry-DAT collect-INF-FOC nice
'When there are many berries it is nice to collect them.'

c. Pou-pou-du ei-mi ise hi.
dark-dark-DAT NEG-1SG see me
'In the darkness I can't see.'

d. Bi eniye-i min-e-we tatusi-e-ni
me mother- 1SG me-O-ACC teach-PAST-3SG
uli-le-i za: seh-du.
sew-PURP-lSG ten year-DAT
'My mother taught me to sew when I was ten.' (SK 946)

The Dative noun phrase can express the additional meaning of a condition
(1105a) or cause (1105b).

(1105) a. Egdi b'oto-du tei-mi tuge.
many mushroom-DAT gather-INF quickly.
If there are many mushrooms one can gather them quickly.'

b. Su: maijga xekui-du ugda kaktaga:-ni.
sun very hot-DAT boat crack.PAST-3SG
'The boat cracked with the strong sun.'

Furthermore, the Dative regularly marks the noun phrase that names the
months (di: ba:-du 'in April (in the fourth month)), years (fi: arja-du-ni 'last
year'), days (vetornika-du On Tuesday'), and hours (zube casa-du 'at two
o'clock').

(1106) a. Bi ila ba:-du eme-zetje-i.
me three month-DAT come-FUT-lSG
Til come in March (the third month).'

b. Di': bä:-du egdi käfa,
four month-DAT many tick
'There are many ticks in April (the fourth month).'

15.4.2.2. Locative noun phrase

Locative noun phrases express location in time, for example, at a particular
hour: twja casa-la 'at five o'clock', as well as the time when somebody was of
particular age: za: se:-le-i 'when I was ten' <ten age-LOC-lSG>. The time of
day may be also expressed by the Dative (15.4.2.1).
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15.4.2.3. Ablative noun phrase

Ablative noun phrases express the starting point in time: ic'a-digi 'since
childhood', subota-digi 'since Saturday, from Saturday', and also:

(IWl)Zube αηα-ni uta-digi wadi-du-ge.
two year-3SG that-ABL fmish-PL-PERF
Two years have passed since then.'

15.4.2.4. Instrumental noun phrase

The Instrumental noun phrase expresses a period of time, usually when the
sentence refers to the future (1108) or somehow expresses the future in the past
(1109).

(1108)Za: nerji-zi eme-zerje-i.
ten day-INST come-FUT-lSG
Ί will go away for 10 days.'

(1109) a. Nua-ni eme-gi-e-ni zube
he-3SG come-REP-PAST-3SG two
neyi-zi-ni.
day-INST-3SG
'He came for two days'.

b. Bue-ni min-du kusige-i
he-3SG me-DAT knife-REF
bu-o:-ni onto zua-zi-ni.
give-PAST-3SG one summer-INST-3SG
'He gave me his knife for the summer.'

15.4.2.5. Lative noun phrase

The Lative noun phrase denotes the final point in time: subota-tigi 'until
Saturday', vetornika nerji-tigi-ni 'until Tuesday' (literally: 'until the Tuesday
day').

15.4.2.6. Accusative noun phrase

The Accusative noun phrase, when it functions as a temporal adjunct, expresses
a period of time (duration) in the past or the present.
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(1110) a. Nua-ni ila-ma nerji-ni o-du
he-3SG three-ACC day-3SG this-DAT
bi-si-ni.
be-PAST-3SG
'He was here for three days.'

b. Bi xoton-du zube-me neyi-ni
me city-DAT two-ACC day-3SG
bi-si-mi.
be-PAST-lSG
Ί was in the city for three days.'

c. Ei bi in'ei tuya-ma aya-ni bi:-ni.
this me dog five-ACC year-3SG be-3SG
Ί have had this dog for five years.'

15.4.2.7. Prolative noun phrase

Certain Prolative noun phrases express the frequency with which an action is
repeated: neyi-li neyi-li 'day by day', arja-li-ni aya-li-ni One year after
another'. It may also denote a period of time (111 Ib).

(1111) a. Jegdige mayga-na-li-ge, neyi-li
hero strong-V-INC-PERF day-PROL
neyi-li tu mayga-na-li-ge.
day-PROL all strong-V-INC-PERF
'The hero began to get stronger, day by day he grew stronger.'
(K 193)

b. Jei ze: seh-lie bagdi-e-ni.
nine ten year-PROL live-PAST-3SG
'He has lived for ninety years.' (SK 1069)

15.4.2.8. Nominative noun phrase

The Nominative noun phrase may express the duration of time in certain partly
adverbialized expressions, cf.: zube αηα-ηΐ 'two years', ei dogbo-ni 'this night'.
Here they are not viewed as "real" adverbs because they preserve some
nominal properties, such as the ability to be modified by a pronominal
determiner (9.7.4) or a Possessive affix. The latter encodes situational
definiteness (4.1.3.3.2). See also the following example.

(1112)i/fi ma:-m onto aya-ni.
that last.PAST-3SG one year-3SG
'It lasted one year.' (SK 120)
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15.4.3. Source and cause adjuncts

15.4.3.1. Source of information

The source of knowledge or information is encoded by the Locative noun
phrase, cf.:

(1113) a. Bula mo:-ni wakta-la-ni sa-u-ji.
ash.tree tree-3SG bark-LOC-3SG know-PAS-PRP
'An ash tree can be recognized by its bark.'

b. Bi a-wa teluyu-le sa:-mi.
me it-ACC story-LOC know.PAST-lSG
Ί have learnt it from a story.'

c. Bi a-wa kiniga-la sa:-mi.
me that-ACC book-LOC know.PAST-lSG
Ί have learnt it from a book.'

d. Bi si tege-le-i sa:-mi
me you gown-LOC-2SG know.PAST-lSG
sin-e-we.
you-0-ACC
Ί recognized you by your gown.'

15.4.3.2. Partitive meaning

Apart from the means described below, partitive meaning may also be rendered
with the postposition do-lo-ni (10.2.1).

15.4.3.2.1. Locative noun phrase

The Locative noun phrase denotes a group of objects, one of which participates
in the situation described by the clause.

(1114) a. Ila moxo-lo omo moxo camna:-ni.
three cup-LOC one cup break.PAST-3SG
One of the three cups has broken.'

b. Ei tege-le omo-to c'aligi.
this gown-LOC one-REST red
Only one of these gowns is red.'

c. Minti-le ge: ni: anci.
we-LOC bad man no
'There are no bad people among us.'
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d. Omo zugdiyke-le hi omus'e
one family-LOC me alone
esi-ge:-mi.
become-REP.PAST-1SG
Only I remained from the family.'

15.4.3.2.2. Nominative noun phrase

The same function is fulfilled by the Plural Nominative noun, often followed
by the quantifier egdi 'many, much, a lot' in a bare form (1116). The whole
noun phrase has a partitive meaning.

(1115)/ft men-e tege-i zube-me xebu-zeye-i.
me REF-0 gown-REF two-ACC take-FUT-lSG
Ί will take two of my gowns.'

(1116) a. Bi sita-na-i egdi Iwana aja-zi
me child-PL-1SG many Ivan good-INST
nansule-ini.
study-3SG
'Among my children (only) Ivan studies well.'

b. Zugdi egdi omo-so zugdi aja.
house many one-REST house good
'Among (these) houses, only one house is nice.'

15.4.3.3. Cause

The causal meaning is usually rendered by the Lative (1117), the Ablative
(1118), or the Locative (1119).

(1117) a. Ugda timadule silie-tigi teu
boat morning dew-LAT all
nukto:-ni bi-s'e.
get.wet.PP-3SG be-PERF
'In the morning, the boat got all wet from the dew.'

b. Mayga su:-tigi ektine:-ni.
strong un-LAT faint.PAST-3SG
'He fainted because of the sun.'
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c. into: xun-tigi-ni bi begdi: tuge
fat smell-LAT-3SG me leg.lSG soon
a:si-lege-ni
get.better.PAST-3SG
'so that my leg gets better soon thanks to the flavor of fat' (K 153)

d. B'ata zolo-tigi bugdi: wa:-ni.
boy stone-LAT foot.REF kill.PAST-3SG
"The boy hurt his leg against a stone.'

f. Deηe-digi asi ijeigze.
lamp-ABL very bright
'It is very bright from the lamp.'

(1118) Abda: edi-tigi tirjme-ne: -ni.
leaf wind-LAT fall-DIST.PAST-3SG
'Leaves fell down from the wind.'

(1119) Egdeyke, j'eu marjga-la-ni eme:-i,
interesting what stong-LOC-3SG come.PAST-2SG
jegdige?
hero
Ί wonder, because of which difficulties did you come, hero?'
(SKX 200)

In addition, the Locative noun phrase may render 'for' or 'instead' meaning, cf.:

(1120) Bajta-la-ni omo-mo zawa:-ni.
crime-LOC-3SG one-ACC take.ACC-3SG
'He took one for his crime.' (SKX 144)

15.4.4. Adjuncts of purpose and destination

15.4.4.1. Lative noun phrase

A Lative noun phrase may express a general purpose.

(1121) a. Ule: xun-tigi-ni in'ei eme:-ni.
meat smell-LAT-3SG dog come.PAST-3SG
'The dog came to the smell of meat.'

b. Ugda-tigi tugbu-lege-mi nixe-mi.
boat-LAT cut.tree-PURP-SS do-lSG
Ί am going to cut trees for the boat.'
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15.4.4.2. Dative noun phrase

The Dative noun phrase expresses either the recipient/benefactive (1122), or
the purpose of a certain creative activity (1123).

(1122) a. Nua-ni mamasa-du-i tege-we
he-3SG wife-DAT-REF gown-ACC
gada:-ni.
buy.PAST-3SG
'He bought a dress for his wife.'

b. Xala-ja min-du.
pour-IMP.2SG me-DAT
'Pour (some) for me.'

(1123) a. Od'o mo:-wo emuge-du
grandfather tree-ACC cradle-DAT
u-wen-e-ini.
bend-CAUS-0-3SG
'Grandfather bends the wood for (to make) a cradle.'

b. Nakta na:-wa-ni eilisi:-ni uyta-du.
boar skin-ACC-3SG scrape-3SG boots-DAT
'(She) scrapes the boar skin for boots.'

c. Tikpe-we zueze-du gazi-e-ni.
nail-ACC table-DAT bring-PAST-3SG
'He brought some nails for the table.'

Adjectives that denote size (of clothes), such as ic'a 'small', nektes'e 'narrow',
umac'a 'short', sagdi 'large', and eqme 'wide' are regularly combined with the
Dative noun phrase that expresses the person for whom the size is measured,
cf.:

(1124) a. Ei aula sin-du ic'a.
this cap you-DAT small
'This cap is small for you.'

b. Ei aziga-du tege umac'a.
this girl-DAT gown short
'The dress is too short for this girl.'

c. Teu-ni-du na: yic'a odo-li-e-ni.
all-3SG-DAT earth small become-INC-PAST-3SG
'The earth became small for everybody.' (SK 666)
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15.4.4.3. Destinative noun phrase

The destinative noun phrase can function in a sentence as an argument (the
destinative object). Such cases are addressed in 16.2.2. Alternatively, it may
correspond to the adjunct element that denotes the destination/purpose or has a
substitutional meaning ('as something or somebody for somebody'). Like other
adjuncts and unlike the destinative object, destinative adjuncts can easily be
removed from the sentence.

In sentences with the destinative adjunct, the direct object is either encoded
in a regular way with the Accusative noun phrase (1125), or is dropped under
coreference (1126).

(1125) a. Sin-e-we gene-mi jegdige
you-0-ACC take-lSG hero
mamasa-na-ni.
wife-DEST-3SG
Ί am taking you as a wife for the hero.' (K 158).

b. Bi si mamasa-na-i gene-ze-mi
me you wife-DEST-lSG bring-SUBJ-lSG
Kanda mafa aziga-tji-wa-ni.
Kanda old.man girl-AL-ACC-3SG
Ί will bring the old man Kanda's daughter as a wife for you.'
(K 156).

c. Zugdi malu-le-ni hi zugdi-ne-i
house corner-LOC-3SG me house-DEST-lSG
wo-to-i-ze saya-wa.
make-PERM-2SG-HORT hole-ACC
'Make a hole in the corner of a house as a house for me.'

d. Abuge zugdi-we men-di-ne-mi
father house-ACC REF-DAT-DEST-REF
\vo:-ni.
make.PAST-3SG
'The father made this house for himself.'

(1126) a. Bi tene uisigi-mi mafasa-na-mi.
me CONT rescue-1SG husband-DEST-REF
Ί am rescuing (him) (designating) him as my husband.' (K 195)

b. Ma:ma olokto-no:-ni abuga-na-i.
grandmother cook-DIR.PAST-3SG father-DEST-lSG
"The grandmother went cooking for my father.'
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c. Ei mo: naktu-se-we-ni j'e-ne-mi
this tree rot-PP.PAS-ACC-SSG what-DEST-REF
gazi-e-i? Sarjmiqku-ne-mi.
bring-PAST-2SG smoke-DEST-REF
'Why did you bring this rotten tree? For (making) smoke.'

15.4.5. Manner adjuncts

Manner adverbials render various semantic nuances, and it is only by
convention that they can be unified semantically. They are usually expressed
by instrumental noun phrases with the different interpretations exemplified
below.

15.4.5.1. Means of transportation

Examples: ugda-zi 'by boat', fuetirje-zi 'by plane', begdi-zi On foot', di:n-zi
begdi-zi On all fours' <four-INST leg-INST>.

(1127) a. Ugda-zi neugi-e-ti.
boat-INST take.back-PAST-3PL
'They took it back by boat.'

b. Tue käsa-zi dieli-gi-e-i ei
winter eagle-INST fly-REP-PAST-lSG this
tene zeli-zi sologi-e-i.
CONT bulltrout-INST go.upstream-PAST-lSG
'In the winter I came flying on an eagle, but now I have come
upstream on a bulltrout.'

c. Bi xuku-zi mo:-digi eu-gi-mi.
me rope-INST tree-ABL come.down-REP-lSG

am going down the tree using a rope.'
d. Motora-zi yene-mi eke,

motor-INST go-INF easy
'It is easy to go by motor boat.'
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15.4.5.2. Instrument

Examples:

(1128) a. Loxo-zi mafa-wa wa:-mu g'e:
saber-INST bear-ACC kill-Mi bad
so:ndo bi:-ni, gida-zi tada-zi
sin be-3SG spear-INST arrow-INST
ma:usa-zi wa:-mu aja.
gun-INST kill-IMI good
'It is a sin to kill a bear with a saber; to kill it with a spear, with an
arrow, with a gun is good.' (K 176)

b. Meymu-me moxo-zi aisi-me unirja-zi
silver-ADJ cup-INST gold-ADJ spoon-INST
min-e-we diga-wan-a-ja.
me-O-ACC eat-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
'Feed me from a silver cup with a gold spoon.'

c. N'aula zolo-zi wa-si:-ti.
boy stone-INST kill-IM-3PL
'Boys are fighting with stones.'

15.4.5.3. Material

Examples:

(1129) a. Nirjka seule-zi-ni tege go: go:
Chinese silk-INST-3SG gown long long
teisi:-ni.
wear-3SG
Ά gown (made) of Chinese silk is worn for a very long time.'

b. Ei uniya-wa j'e-zi wo-so?
this spoon-ACC what-INST make-PP.PAS
'What is the spoon made from?'

The instrumental adjunct denoting the material from which a certain object is
made may co-occur with a verb of creation even in the absence of the object noun
phrase itself. In such a case, the instrumental adjunct actually refers to the
characteristic of the object, incorporated into the verbal form (on this see 8.1.1),
rather than to a characteristic of the process itself.

(1130) a. Καηα j :-zi-ni okto-rjisi:-ti.
deer antler-INST-3SG medicine-V-3PL
'They make medicine from the deer's antlers.'
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b. No: na:-zi-ni au-yisi-e-ni.
sable fur-INST-3SG cap-V-PAST-3SG
'She sewed a cap from sable fur.'

c. Taluga-zi ugda-yisi-e-ni.
birch.bark-INST boat-V-PAST-3SG
'He made a boat from birch bark.' (K 181)

15.4.5.4. Measure, price, value

Examples:

(1131) a. Bue-ni min-du xudasi-e-ni
he-3SG me-DAT sell-PAST-3SG
kusige-i zu: tieze-zi.
knife-REF two ruble-INST
'He sold me his knife for two rubles.'

b. Xuda-si: ni: nayda-wa no:-zi
sell-IM.PRP man debt-ACC sable-INST
ga:gi-e-ni.
collect-PAST-3SG
'The merchant collected his debts in sables.'

c. Ei zugdi-ziga-wa sagdi-le-we-ti
this house-PL-ACC big-N-ACC-3PL
adi metra-zi wo:-ti?
how.many meter-INST make.PAST-3PL
'How many meters long did they make these houses?'

15.4.5.5. Manner

Different types of manner meanings are described by the Instrumental noun
phrase: paig'a-zi gusi:-ni 'play cards', koxo-zi su:le-ini 'is ill with
furunculosis', and tege-zi 'with one's clothes on', sewe-zi 'in the shape of a
spirit'. It also expresses the manner of speaking (1132a), the part of the body
employed for an action (1132b), the basis for making a judgment (1132c), the
manner of living (1133), and the cause (1134).

(1132)a. udiekeje-zi 'in the Udihe language'.
b. Bi men-e ja:-zi ise:-mi,

me REF-0 eye-INS.REF see.PAST-lSG
men-e ku'ai-zi dogdi-e-mi.
REF-0 ear-INST.REF hear-PAST-lSG
Ί saw (it) with my own eyes and heard with my own ears.'
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c. Nua-ni koli-zi diay-ki-ni.
he-3SG law-INST say-PAST-3SG
'He was speaking according to the law.'

(1133) a. Udie tue-ze-zi bagdi-e-ti.
Udihe winter-N-INST live-PAST-3PL
'The Udihe lived in winter huts.'

b. Anana kawa-zi bagdi-e-mu.
long.ago tent-INST live-PAST-lPL.EX
'Before we used to live in (grass) tents.'

(1134) B 'ata jausala: -ni gegbuyku-zi.
boy poison.PAST-3SG berry-INST
'The boy poisoned himself with berries.'

15.4.5.6. Circumstance

The Instrumental noun phrase encodes adjuncts that denote various
circumstances accompanying the situation, particularly a secondary object that
is involved.

(1135) a. Geje uti soliimi-zi diga-iti
together that dried.fish-INST eat-3PL
ulikte-we imo:.
shaman.lard-ACC fat
'They eat the shaman lard together with dried fish.'

b. Bi caja-wa sata-zi umi-mi.
me tea-ACC sugar-INST drink-1SG
Ί drink tea with sugar.'

c. Xapakta gegbeyku-we-ni sata-zi
honeysuckle berry-ACC-3SG sugar-INST
olokto-u-ji.
cook-PAS-PRP
"The honeysuckle berries are to be cooked with sugar.'

d. Bi men-e ma:usa-zi: rjene:-mi.
me REF-0 gun-INST.REF go.PAST-lSG
Ί went with my own gun.'

15.4.5.7. Comitative

Comitative adjuncts denote the accompanying person and so correspond to
animate nouns. They are encoded as an Instrumental noun phrase, which may
also function as a modifier within a noun phrase. On the systematic difference
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between comitative modifiers and adjuncts see 13.5.1. The comitative adjunct
is semantically associated with the subject participant. The verb demonstrates
Singular agreement (1136). Plural agreement is possible only when the subject
is formally or semantically Plural (1137).

(1136) a. Nua-ni alagdig'a aziga-zi rjene:-ni.
he-3SG beautiful girl-INST go.PAST-3SG
'He was walking with a beautiful girl.'

b. Nua-ni ei b'ata-zi eme:-ni.
he-3SG this boy-INST come.PAST-3SG
'He came with this boy.'

c. Bi xunazi: keige Wasia-zi gusi:-ni.
me sister. 1SG cat Vasja-INST play-3SG
'My sister is playing with the cat Vasja.'

d. Ja: men-e sita-zi: xokto
cow REF-0 s on-INST.REF road
cu-li-ni eme-ini.
along-PROL-3SG come-3SG
'The cow is coming down the road with its calf.'

(1137) Ogbö eni-zi: buga-du oiykO-iti.
moose female-INST.REF clearing-DAT graze-3PL
'The mooses graze with their females in a clearing.'
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Chapter 16
Valence-changing operations

In Chapter 14 the verbal valence patterns were described according to the
semantic arguments of the corresponding verb. Each semantic argument was
placed in a one-to-one correspondence with a syntactic argument that has to be
overtly present in a sentence or can be recovered through coreference with a
previously mentioned element. However, more than one correspondence
between semantic roles and grammatical relations is possible. We will refer to
these as different sentence constructions. So by construction we mean a
syntactic structure that encodes a certain mapping relationship between
semantic roles and grammatical relations. This chapter addresses the syntactic
operations that change the sentence construction. When such an operation is
also morphologically marked in the verbal form itself we will refer to different
voice constructions (16.1). Yet, the alternative encoding of semantic roles by
grammatical relations is sometimes not accompanied by special morphological
markers in the verb; such constructions are addressed in 16.2.

16.1. Voice constructions

Sentence constructions that correspond to the valence patterns described in
Chapter 14 involve, conventionally speaking, the direct voice characterized by
two properties. First, the number of semantic arguments (semantic roles) is
exactly equal to the surface number of syntactic arguments. In other words, all
arguments must be either overtly present or retrieved from the context. Second,
in the direct voice constructions the agent argument corresponds to the
grammatical relation of the subject, as identified in 15.1.1. Voice constructions
that violate at least one of these conditions will be called indirect. The
following indirect voice constructions will be addressed here: Passive,
Agentless Passive, Causative, Decausative, and Reciprocal. In each of them the
verb is characterized by a special morphological marking that encodes the
corresponding indirect voice.

Obviously, different indirect voices cannot co-occur with each other and
with the direct voice within one clause. The only exception is the Causative,
which co-occurs with another indirect voice. This is because the Causative is
the only indirect voice that increases the verbal valence. Below we cite the
examples that show the Causative co-occurring with the Agentless Passive. On
the passivization of causative constructions see 16.1.4.4.
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572 Valence-changing operations

(1138) B 'ata-wa diga-wan-a-sa.
boy-ACC eat-CAUS-0-PP.PAS
The boy is fed.'

16.1.1. Passive

The Passive is only allowed for transitive verbs. As was mentioned in 15.2.1.2,
mostly direct objects are passivized in Udihe, on possible exceptions see
15.1.1.3. Several passive verbs do not have a non-passive equivalent
(8.2.1.5.2).

The meaning of the Passive in Udihe is actional. Compared to certain other
languages that have the Passive, the Udihe Passive is used rather rarely. Some
functions which cross-linguistically are typical of the Passive are fulfilled by
the Agentless Passive construction (16.1.2). The only use of the Personal
Passive is for the topic-promoting of the patient argument, although other
strategies are available for this as well (see Chapter 24). De-emphasizing the
agent, which is universally known to be another function of the Passive, is a
function of the Agentless Passive in Udihe (16.1.2).

In the Passive construction the agent participant does not correspond to the
grammatical relation of the subject. The passive agent is marked by the Dative
and bears the grammatical relation of adjunct. It is normally overtly present;
however, removing it from the sentence does not yield ungrammaticality. A
certain split is observed in the grammatical encoding of the patient/theme
argument, depending on its deictic status.

16.1.1.1. Passive constructions with the Nominative subject

The pronominal patient corresponds to the Nominative subject, that is, to the
nominatively marked noun phrase which is characterized by a certain cluster of
grammatical properties (15.1.1). The Nominative subject may be encoded by
the overt personal pronouns of the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person (1139), but is even
more likely to be coreferentially deleted (1140). In both cases it triggers subject
agreement on the passive verb.

(1139) a. Si min-du gida-si-u-zeye-i.
you me-DAT spear-V-PAS-FUT-2SG
'You will be killed by me.'

b. Min-du akinda-u-ze-i si
me-DAT stab-PAS-SUBJ-2SG you
meime-zi.
harpoon-INST
'You will be stabbed by me with the harpoon.' (K 149)
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c. Bi eniye-du-i abuga-du-i
me mother-DAT-ISO father-DAT-ISO
wende-le-wo: -mi.
throw-SING-PAS.PAST-lSG
Ί am abandoned by my mother and father.'

(1140) a. Toxo-du imi bugo-wu-i?
cloud-DAT why covered-PAS-2SG
'Why are you covered with clouds?' (K 124)

c. J'eu-du mag-u-o:-u?
what-DAT kill-PAS-PAST-2PL
'Who killed you?' (K 178)

d. Agdi-du yele-we-si-u-i.
thunder-DAT be.afraid-CAUS-IM-PAS-1SG
Ί am frightened by thunder'.

f. Buk-ki-ni Uza, kalima-du
die-PAST-3SG Uza whale-DAT
xulctu-wo:-ni.
carry .away-PAS .PAST-3SG
'Uza died, he was taken away by the whale.' (K 114)

16.1.1.2. Subjectless passive constructions

A non-pronominal (lexical) patient argument is encoded by the Accusative
noun phrase. In section 15.2.3 it was shown not to have any subject properties
and to correspond to the grammatical relation of the direct object. It does not
trigger verbal agreement. Thus, although the agent is demoted to the adjunct
role, the nominal patient argument is not promoted to the subject, and the
whole construction is characterized as subjectless.

(1141) a. Ei lenta-wa sin-du eniye-du
this ribbon-ACC you-DAT mother-DAT
bu-wo:-ni.
give-PAS.PAST-3SG
"This ribbon is given to you by the mother.'

b. Soy go ule:-we-ni diga-wu-ini in'ei-du.
bear meat-ACC-3SG eat-PAS-3SG dog-DAT
'The bear meat is being eaten by dogs.'

c. J'e-we diga-wo:-ni?
what-ACC eat-PAS.PAST-3SG
'What was eaten?'
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574 Valence-changing operations

d. B'ata-wa abuga-du danci-\vo:-ni.
boy-ACC father-DAT curse-PAS.PAST-3SG
'The boy was cursed by his father.'

There is a certain tendency (especially among younger speakers) to omit the
Accusative marker on the noun phrase with the patient meaning even when it is
a lexical noun. This tendency seems to have developed under the influence of
the Passive construction in Russian, where the corresponding noun phrase is
always encoded by the Nominative, and perhaps under the analogous influence
of the pronominal pattern (16.1.1.2.1). Sometimes the Accusative affix is
missing for purely phonetic reasons (see 4.2.2.2.2). An example is:

(1142) Uti tene oloxi-gde zaw~u-o:-ni
this CONT squirrel-FOC catch-PAS-PAST-3SG
b'ata-du.
boy-DAT
This squirrel was caught by the boy.'

16.1.1.3. Passivization of the indirect object

We do not have enough evidence for the passivization of the indirect object
marked with the Lative affix -tigi; certainly it is not a frequent option.
However, the following example suggest that it is not impossible, at least by
passivization of a causative verb, cf. (1143a) and (1143b). In the latter the
passive subject is not overtly present, but the verbal agreement indicates that it
is 1st person Plural Exclusive.

(1143) a. Uli min-tigi eme:-ni.
water we-LAT come.PAST-3SG
'Water came to us.'

b. Ele uli-we eme-wen-e-u-mu.
enough water-ACC come-CAUS-0-PAS-lPL.EX
'It is enough for us to be sent with water.' (SK 1122)

16.1.2. Agentless Passive

The Agentless Passive is very frequent both in transitive and intransitive
clauses. Its main function is to eliminate or demote the agent, while the
communicative status of the direct object (in transitive clauses) remains
basically the same as in the original direct construction.
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Voice constructions 575

The meaning of the Impersonal Passive is actional; it may also render the
habitual meaning or a whole array of modal meanings. Its arguments are often
semantically non-referential.

16.1.2.1. Morphology

The Impersonal Passive verbal forms are analytic; they consist of the content
verb and, optionally, the copula 'be' in a certain temporal form. The copula
takes 3rd person Singular agreement affixes, and, according to the general rule
(17.1.1.2), it is normally omitted in the Present tense. The content verb appears
in the form of passive participles (7.6.1.2), either of the Present, or the Past, or
the Future tense.

The Impersonal Passive opposes two moods, the Indicative and the
Necessitative. In the Indicative the content verb is represented by Present
passive participles (the imperfective Agentless Passive) or Past passive
participles (the perfective Agentless Passive). The two aspectual forms indicate
respectively whether the event is in progress at the time of reference or has
finished by the time of reference. The Necessitative Impersonal Passive is
formed with the Future passive participles.

The time reference of the whole construction is determined by the tense of
the copula 'be', namely, either the Present tense (in which case the copula is
optional), the Past or Perfect tense, or the Future tense. For the imperfective
and the Necessitative Passive, Future tense forms are not found. Neither have
we the complete paradigm for the negative forms.

The table below presents the system of Agentless Passive for the verb zawa-
'take', with approximate translations. The passive participle forms of this verb,
which participate in the Agentless Passive constructions, are zawa-u-i 'being
taken' (passive Present Participle), zawa-sa 'taken' (passive Past Participle),
and zawa-u-zeye 'which had to be taken' (passive Future Participles).

(1144) tense of the copula
Present Past/Perfect Future

Indicative
Imperfective

zawa-u-i (hi:-ni) zawa-u-i bi-s'e -
'is being taken' zawa-u-i bi-si-ni
'is taken' 'was being taken'

'was taken'

e-u-ji zawa e-u-ji zawa bi-s 'e
'is not being taken' 'was not being taken'
'is not taken'
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576 Valence-changing operations

Perfective
zawa-sa (bi:-ni)

'was taken'
'is taken'
'has been taken'

zawa-sa bi-s 'e
zawa-sa bi-si-ni
'had been taken'

zawa-sa
bi-zeye-ni
'will be taken'

e-u-se zawa,
e-ptile zawa
'was not taken'
'is not taken'
'has not been taken'

Necessitative
zawa-u-zeye (bi:-ni)
'has to be taken'

e-u-zeye zawa
'has not to be taken'

zawa-u-zeye bi '-se
zawa-u-zeye bi-si-ni
'had to be taken'

The Agentless Passive occurs in participial subordinate clauses. The example
below presents an adverbial postpositional clause, based on the Present passive
participle.

give.PAS-PRP
edeisini
when

(U45)Zeu-we
food-ACC
diga-zaya-ni.
eat-FUT-3SG
'When the food is given, he will eat it all immediately.'

eitene teu
now all

16.1.2.2. Sentence construction

As was mentioned above, the primary pragmatic function of the Impersonal
Passive is to encode the "de-emphasized" status of the agent, which may be
semantically indefinite, universal, non-specific, or generic. Hence the agent
argument is absent, and so is the grammatical subject. Only a few examples are
found where the agent is expressed lexically by the Dative noun phrase, such as
(1146), but they are extremely rare and not accepted by all speakers. They
obviously appeared under the influence of the regular Passive (16.1.1).

(1146) Ei oloxi-we b 'ata-du
this squirrel-ACC boy-DAT
'This squirrel is caught by the boy.'

zawa-sa.
catch-PP.PAS
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In Agentless Passive constructions the direct object retains the function, case
marking, and syntactic properties of the direct object (15.2). However, the
morphological Accusative is sometimes absent. This reflects the general
tendency to omit the Accusative marker (4.2.2.2), as shown in the following
free variants:

(1147) Ule:(-we) zi:-se.
meat(-ACC) cut-PP.PAS
'The meat is cut.'

Agentless Passive constructions with intransitives naturally lack the direct
object argument. In some rare cases, the object is not present even if the verb is
transitive. It then has an indefinite interpretation, cf.:

(\\48)Zugdi koso-lo-ni xula-zi dai-sa.
house corner-LOC-3SG blanket-INSTR cover-PP.PAS
'Something is covered with the blanket in the corner of the house.'
(K 156)

16.1.2.3. Imperfective Agentless Passive

16.1.2.3.1. The meaning of temporal forms

The Imperfective Agentless Passive describes a situation simultaneous with the
time of reference, which in its turn is expressed by the copula. Present and Past
forms of the Imperfective Agentless Passive are exemplified in (1149a) and
(1149b) respectively.

(1149) a. Nuan-di-ni egdi-me bu:-ji.
he-DAT-3SG much-ACC give.PAS-PRP
Ά lot is given to him.'

b. Anana dawa namikta-wa-ni las(i)
before salmon dried.fish-ACC-3SG very
wagisi-u-i bi-s 'e.
dry-PAS-PRP be-PERF
'Long ago people used to dry salmon.'

16.1.2.3.2. Modal meaning

In Udihe the Present tense is employed to express a timeless universal situation
(7.8.1.1.2). This is also true in the case of the imperfective Impersonal Passive in
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578 Valence-changing operations

the Present tense, as is demonstrated in the following examples. An additional
implication might also be that of possibility or necessity.

(1150) a. Ei b'oto-wo diga-u-ji.
this mushroom-ACC eat-PAS-PRP
'This mushroom is edible.'

b. Suese-we e-u-ji aisi-gi.
axe-ACC NEG-PAS-PRP mend-REP
'You can't mend this axe.'

c. Caja-wa olokto-u-ji.
tea-ACC boil-PAS-PRP
One boils tea (tea should be boiled).'

d. Ei maunda-zi bui-we wakca-u-i.
this gun-INST animal-ACC hunt-PAS-PRP
One kills animals with this gun.'

e. Ule:-we olokto-u-ji.
meat-ACC cook-PAS-PRP
One cooks meat (meat should be cooked).'

f. Wa: ni: ni:-we wa-u-i.
kilLPP man man-ACC kill-PAS-PRP
'Who killed a man must be killed.' (SK 202)

16.1.2.4. Perfective Agentless Passive

The Perfective Agentless Passive indicates that the event took place and was
finished prior to the time of reference, be it present, past, or future. The
construction describes the event itself and not the resulting state, as does the
resultative construction (17.2.2.5). This can be seen from predicate adverbials
that characterize verbal action. This is shown in (1151) where the time adverb
tineqi 'yesterday' refers to the actual time when the letter was written.

(1151) Ei ono-wo tuge/tineyi ono-so.
this letter-ACC quick/yesterday write-PP.PAS
'This letter was written quickly/yesterday.'

The Present tense forms indicate that the action took place in the past with the
implication that its result is relevant to the present. It can be translated into
English with the Present or the Past Passive (1152). The perfective Past
Impersonal Passive is similar in meaning to the Pluperfect in Udihe (7.8.1.5). It
indicates that the action took place in the past and was finished prior to another
moment in the past (1153a) or a long time ago (1153b). The closest English
equivalent would be the Pluperfect Passive. The Future indicates that the action
will take place in the future (1154).
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(1152) a. Ei wir/a-wa j'e-zi wo-sol
this spoon-ACC what-INST make-PP.PAS
'What is/was this spoon made of?'

b. Ono-wo ono-so (bi:-ni).
letter-ACC write-PP.PAS be-3SG
'The letter is/was written.'

c. Zueze egelie te:-se.
table around sit-PP.PAS
'People have sat down around the table.'

(1153) a. Bi eme-gi:-si ono-wo ono-so
me come-REP-PC.lSG letter-ACC write-PP.PAS
bi-si-ni.
be-PAST-3SG
'When I returned the letter had already been written.'

b. Ei ono-wo anana ono-so
this letter-ACC long.ago write-PP.PAS
bi-s'e.
be-PERF
'This letter had been written a long time ago.'

(1154) Άηα-wa wo-so bi-zeye-ni.
boat-ACC make-PP.PAS be-FUT-3SG
"The boat will be made.'

16.1.2.5. Necessitative Agentless Passive

The Necessitative Agentless Passive is formed with the Future passive
participle and the copula in the Present (optionally) or in the Past. So in the
Agentless Passive the Present and Past forms of the Necessitative are opposed,
while the active Necessitative has only past reference (see 7.9.3). Both
transitive and intransitive verbs occur in these constructions.

The Present tense expresses the universal possibility or necessity to perform
the action named by the verb, and the modal state is of a general timeless
character (1155). The Past tense expresses necessity or obligation that pertains to
the time prior to the moment of speech (1156).

(1155) a. Ei wo:-tigi tukti-mi mute-u-zeye.
this mountain-LAT climb-INF can-PAS-FP
'It is possible to climb up this hill.'

b. Ono dian-a-u-zeye a-\va.
how say-0-PAS-FP this-ACC
'How do you say it (correctly)?'
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c. O-du zugdi-we wo-u-zeye.
this-DAT house-ACC make-PAS-FP
'Here a house should be built.'

(1156) a. Tiyeni ofio-u-zeye bi-si-ni
yesterday write-PAS-FP be-PAST-3SG
ono-wo.
letter-ACC
'The letter had to be written yesterday.'

b. Sin-e-we anana koyko-u-zeye bi-si-ni.
you-0-ACC long.ago beat-PAS-FP be-PAST-3SG
'You had to be beaten a long time ago.'

c. Anana yene-u-zeye nixe:-ni magazina-tigi.
long.ago go-PAS-FP do.PAST-3SG shop-LAT
One had to go to the shop a long time ago.'

d. Zayza teu tiymene:-ni, imexi-we
fence all fell.PAST-3SG new-ACC
wo-gi-u-zeye bi-si-ni.
make-REP-PAS-FP be-PAST-3SG.
'The fence fell down completely, one had to make a new one.'

In the Northern dialect, as recorded by Kormusin, Agentless Passive
Necessitative may occur in personal function and does not express
Necessitative meaning, cf.:

(1157) a. I:-u-zeye min-e-we wa-za.
enter-PAS-FP me-O-ACC kill-SUBJ
'If I enter, he will kill me.' (K 157)

b. Sugza-wa e-mu zepte, ono bi-u-zeye?
fish-ACC NEG-1PL.EX eat how be-PAS-FP
'We don't eat fish, how shall we live?' (K 174)

16.1.2.6. Definite agent

As was mentioned above, the agent of the personal Passive construction is
conceived as generic or indefinite. However, in some cases it may refer to the
speaker herself if the speaker chooses to conceive the situation "from outside"
(1158). Furthermore, an agent may be definite (known to the speaker) but be
beyond her present scope of attention (1159).
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(1158) a. Eniye, aziga-ziga mawa-wa-ti i:-le
mother girl-PL heart-ACC-3PL what-LOC
nede-u-ji?
put-PAS-PRP
'Mother, where to put (shall I put) the girls' hearts?' (K 106)

b. Anda-i diga-laga-ni j'e-we
friend-ISO eat-PURP-3SG what-ACC
olokto-u-ji?
cook-PAS-PRP
'What to cook (shall I cook) so that my friend eats?' (K 126)

c. I:-u-zerje min-e-we wa-za,
enter-PAS-FP me-O-ACC kill-SUBJ
e-li i: e-u-zeye b'a aziga.
NEG-CC.SS enter NEG-PAS-FP get girl
'If I enter, he will kill me, if I don't enter, I won't get the girl.'
(K 157)

d. Ono za\va-u-zeije?
how catch-PAS-FP
'How to catch him (how shall I catch him)?'

(1159) a. Sin-du zeu-we bu-se.
you-DAT food-ACC give-PP.PAS
'The food is given to you.'

b. Moxo-tigi caja-wa cudi-se.
mug-ALL tea-ACC poor-PP.PAS
'The tea is poured into the mug.'

c. Sin-e-we o-du ise-se.
you-0-ACC this-DAT see-PP.PAS
'You were seen here.'

16.1.2.7. Intransitive clause

The examples below demonstrate intransitive sentences with the Agentless
Passive. In intransitive constructions the agent can only have a generic
interpretation.

(1160) a. O-du udie keje-zi-ni dian-a-u-ji.
this-DAT Udihe language-INST-3SG speak-0-PAS-PRP
'Here they speak Udihe.'

b. O-du te-u-ji.
this-DAT sit-PAS-PRP
'Here one sits.'
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c. Ute bede e-u-ji dian-a.
that like NEG-PAS-PRP speak-0
'You shouldn't speak this way.'

d. Anana egdi-me etete-se.
long.ago much-ACC work-PP.PAS
Ά long time ago people were working a lot.'

e. Nemca-zi w'ali-se, i:bene-zi
German-INST fight-PP.PAS Japanese-INST
w'ali-se.
fight-PP.PAS
One was fighting with Germans and with Japanese.'

f. Uta-la e-ptile . xerjde.
that-LOC NEG-PP.PAS step
'Nobody has walked there.'

16.1.3. Causative

The Causative construction is monoclausal. The Causative derivation is marked
by the suffix -wAn- in the verbal form with the morphology discussed in
8.2.1.2. It adds an extra valence to the base verb, a participant who is caused to
perform the action. This will be called the causee, while the participant who
instigates the action (the causer) will be conventionally called the agent. The
Causative constructions are presented depending on the initial valence patterns
of the corresponding non-Causative verbs.

16.1.3.1. Null-argument verbs

Null-argument (meteorological) verbs (14.1) can causativize in certain
contexts, normally in addresses to God or the powers of nature, or in folklore.
Causativization adds the agent valence to the resulting verb, but the causee
argument is absent. Thus the verb does not transitivize, as, for example,
one-argument verbs do (16.1.4.2), and the resulting verb takes only one
valence, the agent. The latter corresponds to the subject noun phrase.

(1161) a. Naymu-gi-wen-e-je.
clear-REP-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
'Make it clear up (the sky)!'

b. Tigde-wen-e-je.
rain-CAUS-0-MP.2SG
'Make it rain!'
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c. Tas(i) tigde-wen-e-mi.
very rain-CAUS-0-lSG
Ί make heavy rain.' (K 124)

d. Saijna p'ou-p'ou odo-way-ki-ni.
smoke dark-dark become-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'It has become dark from the smoke.' (SK 1019)

16.1.3.2. Intransitive verbs

Causatives derived from intransitives are widespread. In the corresponding
construction the agent is encoded as the subject noun phrase, while the causee
behaves syntactically and morphologically as a direct object (see 15.1.3.2).

16.1.3.2.1. Encoding of the causee argument

According to the general rule (15.2), the direct object argument (causee, in this
case) is encoded by the Accusative noun phrase if it does not bear Reflexive
Possessive affixes (1162), or by the Nominative noun phrase if it is reflexive
(1162).

(1162) a. Od'o-wo tomo-won-o-jo.
grandfather-ACC warm-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
'Make the grandfather warm.' (K 170)

b. Ei paki-layki-we j'e-du
this skillful-ADJ-ACC what-DAT
yene-wen-e:-i?
go-CAUS-PAST-2SG
'Why did you let this very skillful (woman) go?' (K 173)

c. Uli-we-de mude-\ven-e-mi.
river-ACC-FOC flow-CAUS-0-lSG
Ί make rivers flow.' (K 124).

d. Exe si xuga-i ele ele
sister you bear.cub-2SG soon soon
e-zi xuli-wan-a.
NEG-IMP.2SG go-CAUS-0
'Sister, don't let your bear cubs go far away.' (K 131)

e. Kanda mafa b'ata-ni \va:-ma-ni
Kanda old.man son-3SG kill.PP-ACC-3SG
ni.'-ne-gi-weg-ke-i.
man-V-REP-CAUS-PERF-lSG
Ί have made the murdered son of the old man Kanda a man again.'
(K 193)
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584 Valence- changing operations

f. Eineyi eme-wen-ki-ni min-e-we.
today come-CAUS-PAST-3SG me-O-ACC
'He made me come today.'

(1163) a. Bi sita-i mamasa-la-way-ki-mi.
me child-REF wife-V-CAUS-PAST-lSG
Ί made my son marry.'

b. In'ei igi: ugi-wen-e-ini.
dog tail.REF move-CAUS-0-3SG.
The dog wags its tail.'

In the Northern dialect as recorded by Kormusin, the Accusative marking of
the direct object is not regular (4.2.2.2). The causee-object may remain
morphologically unmarked. This, however, does not influence its syntactic
status.

(1164) a. E-zi-de su:le-wen-e ajan-zi
NEG-IMP.2SG-FOC be.ill-CAUS-0 good-INST
wakca-wan-za-i... kesi bi-wen-ze-i.
hunt-CAUS-SUBJ-2SG luck be-CAUS-SUBJ-2SG
'Don't make them ill, make them hunt well, make them have luck.'
(K 123)

b. Aziga-ziga ine-we-si-ze-mi.
girl-PL laugh-CAUS-IM-SUBJ-lSG
Ί will make the girls laugh ' (K 105)

c. Su: k u-k u calugo-won-o ima:-wa-da
son all-all melt-CAUS-0 snow-ACC-FOC
calugo-won-o o:kto-do bagdi-wan-a.
melt-CAUS-0 grass-FOC grow-CAUS-0
'The son melts everything, it melts the snow, it makes the grass
grow.' (K 124)

d. Zuge-we-de calu-wen-e-mi ima:-wa-de
ice-ACC-FOC melt-CAUS-0-1SG snow-ACC-FOC
calu-wen-e-mi o:kto-de bagdi-wan-a-mi
melt-CAUS-0-1SG grass-FOC grow-CAUS-0-1SG
ni:-we xayka-wan-a-mi.
man-ACC puff-CAUS-0-lSG
Ί melt the ice and the snow, I make the grass grow, I make people
pant.' (K 124)

Like other direct objects (15.2), the direct object-causee is easily deleted under
coreference with a previously mentioned element.
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(1165) a. Ogd do-lo-ni yua-wan-za-fi.
coffin inside-LOC-3SG sleep-CAUS-SUBJ-lPL.IN
'We will put him to sleep in a coffin.' (K 190)

b. Jegdige ba: xo:n-dule-ni ule:-ni
hero place top-LOC-3SG dig.PAST-3SG
agdu, uta-la yua-way-ki-ni.
hole that-LOC sleep-CAUS-PAST-3SG
The hero dug a hole in the forest and put them to sleep there.'
(K 132)

c. Susa-gi-ze-mi hi, la
escape-REP-SUBJ-lSG me very
uktu-wen-zeye tigde.
wet-CAUS-FUT rain
Ί must escape, (otherwise) the rain will make me wet through.'

d. Nada-ma neyi nada-ma dogbo-ni
seven-ACC day seven-ACC night-3SG
siki-si-e-ni mamasa-i, siki-e-k,
wash-IM-PAST-3SG wife-REF wash-PAST-EXPR
aja-zi teti-gi-wen-e:-k.
good-INST dress-REP-CAUS-PAST-EXPR
'He was washing his wife for seven days and seven nights, he
washed her and dressed her well.'

16.1.3.2.2. The verb edewen- 'make'

The Causative verb ede-wen- 'make' is derived from the copula verb ede-
'become' (17.1.3.2). Like the copula in a regular copular construction (Chapter
17), this verb is preceded by a predicative adjective. In other respects the
Causative construction behaves in the usual way.

(1166) a. Coyku-we sagdi ede-wen-e-je.
window-ACC big become-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
'Make the window big.'

b. Aja ede-wey-ki-ti.
good become-CAUS-PAST-3PL
"They made it nice.'

c. Bi tege-we umac'a ede-wey-ki-mi.
me gown-ACC short become-CAUS-PAST-lSG
Ί made the gown shorter.'
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d. Ilien-ti aija-ni belem sagdi we:-i
three-ORD year-3SG more large garden-1SG
ede-wey-ki-mi.
become-CAUS-PAST-lSG
'The third year I made my garden (even) larger.'

16.1.3.3. Transitive verbs

Causative verbs derived from transitives are at least three-place. In this
construction, the agent argument corresponds to the grammatical relation of
subject, the patient/theme corresponds to the direct object noun phrase and is
encoded by the Accusative case. There are two options for encoding the causee
argument.

16.1.3.3.1. Direct object causee

The causee may be encoded by the Accusative noun phrase in the same way as
the causee in intransitive Causative constructions (16.1.4.2). In this case, the
construction appears to include two Accusative noun phrases ("double object",
cf. 16.2.1).

(1167) a. Sita-wa-ni tege-we-ni
child-ACC-3SG gown-ACC-3SG
teti-gi-wey-ki-ni.
wear-REP-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'She put a dress on a child.'

b. Bi aziga-iji-we-i tege-we
me girl-AL-ACC-REF gown-ACC
teti-gi-ne-wen-e-i.
dress-REP-DIR-CAUS-0-lSG
Ί am going to put a gown on my daughter.'

c. Jegdige eze lauzi-wa-ni lala-wa
hero czar servant-ACC porridge-ACC
diga-warj-ki-ni.
eat-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'The hero fed porridge to the czar's servant.' (SKX 112)

Both the causee-object (1168) and the non-causee object (1169) may be
coreferentially dropped from the clause.
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(1168) a. Zeu-we diga-way-ka-i?
food-ACC eat-CAUS-PERF-2SG
'Did you feed (him) with food?' (K 170)

b. Uta-digi tene ag'a-ni mamasa-ni men-e
that-ABL CONT brother-3SG wife-3SG REF-0
tege-we teti-wey-ki-ni
gown-ACC dress-CAUS-PAST-3SG
diga-la:-ni bue-ni.
eat-PURP-3SG he-3SG
'Then the wife of her elder brother made her put on the clothes so
that she (could) eat.' (K 140)

c. Bi begdi-we-i akinda-way-ka-i.
me leg-ACC-lSG wound-CAUS-PERF-2SG
'You made me wound my leg.' (K 150)

(H69)Tukca-ziga olokto:-ti zeu-we, jegdige-we
hare-PL cook.PAST-3PL food-ACC hero-ACC
diga-wag-ki-ti.
eat-CAUS-PAST-3PL
'The hares cooked the food and fed the hero.' (K 155)

16.1.3.3.2. Indirect object causee

The second option for the causee of the transitive constructions is to be
encoded as the Dative indirect object, cf.:

(1170)a. Min-du guas'a timana gazi-wen-e-je.
me-DAT bitch tomorrow take-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
'Let me take the bitch tomorrow.' (K 113)

b. Ma:ma, min-du gazi-wen-ze-i
grandmother me-DAT take-CAUS-SUBJ-2SG
in 'ei-we timana.
dog-ACC tomorrow
'Grandmother, let me take the dog tomorrow.' (K 110)

c. Mafa mawa-ni a:nta-du e-zu
bear heart-3SG woman-DAT NEG-IMP.2PL
ze-wen-e. J'e-we-ni-de
eat-CAUS-0 what-ACC-3SG-IND
e-zu ze-wen-e.
NEG-IMP.2PL eat-CAUS-0
'Don't let women eat the bear's heart. Don't let (them) eat
anything.' (K 131)
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588 Valence-changing operations

d. Bi men-e sita-du-i suala-wa
me REF-0 son-DAT-REF ski-ACC
teti-wey-ki-mi.
dress-CAUS-PAST-lSG
Ί put skis on my son.'

16.1.3.3.3. Direct object causee vs. indirect object causee

The basic difference between the transitive causative constructions with the
direct object causee, on the one hand, and the indirect object causee, on the
other hand, is that the former have only a factitive meaning while the latter
allow both a factitive and permissive meaning.

(1171) a. Bi Iwana-wa bu-gi-\vey-ki-mi
me Ivan-ACC give-REP-CAUS-PAST-lSG
kusige-we abuga-du.
knife-ACC father-DAT
Ί made Ivan give the knife to his father.'

b. Bi bu-gi-wey-ki-mi Ivana-du
me give-REP-CAUS-PAST-lSG Ivan-DAT
kusige-we abuga-du.
knife-ACC father-DAT
Ί made/let Ivan give the knife to his father.'

Other examples that make clear the permissive meaning of constructions with
the Dative causee are:

(1172) a. Sa:-wa ni-du-de e-zi
shoulder-ACC who-DAT-IND NEG-IMP.2SG
diga-wan-a.
eat-CAUS-0
'Don't let anybody eat the (animal's) shoulder.'

b. Bi exi-mi n'aula-wa cinda-du
me sister-1SG child-ACC bird-DAT
na:ma-wan-a:-ni.
curse-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'My sister let the bird curse the children.' (K 168)

c. Bi Iwana-du kusige-we
me Ivan-DAT knife-ACC
bu-wey-ki-mi abuga-du.
give-CAUS-PAST-lSG father-DAT
Ί asked Ivan to give a knife to my father.'
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d. Ni-du-de e-zi-u sa-wan-a.
who-DAT-IND NEG-IMP-2PL know-CAUS-0
'Don't let anybody know this/

Even when constructions with an indirect object causee have a factitive
interpretation, they seem to differ from constructions with a direct object
causee in the degree of activity of the causee argument. The indirect object
encodes a less active and often less volitional participant than the direct object.
Compare (1173a) and (1173b) and also (1174) where the translation suggests
that the causee was actively involved in the action (an indirect object causee is
not possible in this case).

(1173) a. Min-e-we diga-wan-a-ja.
me-O-ACC eat-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
'Make me eat.'

b. Min du diga-wan-a-ja.
me-DAT eat-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
'Feed me.' (meaning: give food to me)

(H14)Eniye sita-i cei-we diga-way-ki-ni.
mother son-ISO soup-ACC eat-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'The mother forced her son to eat soup.'

With verbs that do not presuppose the active involvement of the causee
argument in the action, such as ise-wen- 'make see, show', sa-wan- 'make
know, inform', only the indirect object causee is acceptable.

16.1.3.4. Passive Causative constructions

In transitive causative constructions both the causee argument (1175a) and the
regular direct object (1175b) can passivize.

(1175) a. Si belesi-e-i dalirjkadi hi ono-wo
you help-PP-2SG thanks me letter-ACC
ono-u:n-ki-mi.
write-PAS.CAUS-PAST-lSG
'Thanks to your help I wrote the letter (literally: I was caused to
write the letter).'

b. N'aula-wa cinda-du na:ma-u-\van-a:-ni.
child-ACC bird-DAT curse-PAS-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'Children were cursed by the bird (literally: caused to be cursed).'
(K16832)
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The indirect object causee does not passivize, like other indirect objects (15.2),
cf.:

(1176) *Cinda-wa n'aula-wa na:ma-u-wan-a:-ni.
birdy-ACC child-ACC curse-PAS-CAUS-PAS-3SG
'The bird was caused to curse children.'

16.1.4. Decausative

By Decausative we will mean an originally two-place situation which is
conceived without an agent participant, while the original direct object is
considered to be performing the corresponding action by itself. The base verb,
therefore, must take at least two arguments. Decausativization is encoded by
the suffix -ptA-/-ktA- or -kpi- in a verbal form (8.2.1.3). Note that the
semantically close Reflexive meaning (that is, when the agent (subject) is
coreferential with another participant in the sentence) is not marked in the
verbal form. We therefore do not consider it a voice operation, and discuss it in
Chapter 22.

16.1.4.1. Decausative construction

Decausative verbs are obviously intransitive. The grammatical relation of the
subject corresponds to their single argument. In Udihe only 3rd person subjects
seem to be allowed in such constructions, and therefore the verb takes 3rd

person agreement affixes. The independent character of the action may be
emphasized with the emphatic reflexive pronoun men-e 'by itself (1178).

(1177) a. Mäna mantila-pta:-ni (or: mantila-kpi-e-ni).
flower spill-DEC.PAST-3SG spill-DEC-PAST-3SG
'The flower spilled out.'

b. Öaja olokto-kpi:-ni.
tea cook-DEC-3SG
'The tea is being cooked.'

c. Ogbö eni-ni xokto-lo-ni
elk female-3SG path-LOC-3SG
nodo-pto:-ti.
lose-DEC.PAST-3PL
They were lost on the path of the female elk.' (K170)

d. Bue-ni mede-mpe-ne:-ni uti getu-le.
he-3SG learn-DEC-DIR.PAST-3SG that PL-LOC
'He went to get informed by them.'
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(1178) a. Wopti men-e kimpigi-pte:-ni.
door REF-0 close-DEC.PAST-3SG
'The door closed by itself.'

b. Coyku men-e nientile-pte:-ni.
window REF-0 close-DEC.PAST-3SG
The window closed by itself.'

16.1.4.2. Perception verbs

The verbs ise-pte- 'be seen', düi-pte- 'be heard', and b'a-pta-/b'a-kta- 'smell'
(intransitive) are used especially frequently (1179). Particularly frequent they
are in the Habitual aspect either as a bare stem (1 180) or as the Present active
participle (1181).

(1179) a. Zugdi ise-pte-li-ge.
house see-DEC-INC-PERF
'The house became seen.'

b. Abdu-ni diii-pti:-ni ceijer-cerjer.
necklace-3SG hear-DEC-3SG INTER-INTER
'Her necklace is heard to be ringing.' (K 160)

c. Bui xokto-ni ge:-zi Ise-pte-ini.
animal trace-SG bad-INST see-DEC-3SG
'The animals' traces are badly seen.'

d. Roza xu:-rji-ni b'a-kta-ini ketu aja.
rose smell-AL-3SG smell-DEC-3SG very good
'The rose smells very good.'

( 1 1 80) a. J 'eu-de ise-pte.
what-IND see-DEC
'Nothing is seen.'

b. Aja düi-pte.
good hear-DEC
'It is well heard.'

sula-ni como-ni ise-pte-i
younger.sibling-2SG ski-3SG tip-3SG see-DEC-PRP
bubu.
EV
'The tips of your younger brother's skis are seen.' (K 128)
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16.1.5. Reciprocal

Reciprocal derivation is marked by the suffix -masi- attached to the verb
(8.2.1.1). The Reciprocal verb in Udihe always takes Plural agreement
inflections, although the subject need not have a Plural form.

In the Reciprocal construction an action is performed by two or more
participants upon one another. The situation must have at least two animate
participants and be symmetrical in the sense that they are both involved in it in
the same way. Both transitive and intransitive verbs can reciprocalize provided
they are not subject to any semantic constraints. Both the second argument (the
direct object) and the third argument (the indirect or oblique object) can be
involved in the reciprocal relation. Reciprocal constructions fall into three
types: (i) reciprocalization of the direct object of two-argument transitive verbs;
(ii) reciprocalization of the indirect object of two-argument intransitive verbs;
and (iii) reciprocalization of the indirect object of three argument transitive
verbs. Reciprocalization of the first and the second argument (the direct object)
leads to detransitivization of the base verb. Morphological Reciprocals are not
used for reciprocalization of a possessor or adjuncts; reciprocalization of these
elements does not involve a change in the verbal form (see 22.4).

The only possible syntactic antecedent to all types of reciprocalization is the
subject. Reciprocal structures without an overt antecedent occur only if the
subject is dropped under coreference. Across-clause reciprocalization is
impossible.

16.1.5.1. Reciprocalization of the indirect object

16.1.5.1.1. Intransitive verbs

As mentioned in 8.2.1.1, some intransitive verbs can undergo morphological
reciprocalization with the suffix -masi-. Examples (1182) present two-argument
intransitive verbs: the verbs xuli- 'go, visit' and bagdi- 'live', which take the
Locative argument; and the verb zima- which takes example the Instrumental.

(1182) a. Nua-ti tutulu xuli-masi:-ti.
he-3PL always walk-REC-3PL
'They always visit each other (go to each other).'

b. Nua-ti utebe bagdi-masi:-ti
he-3PL so live-REC-3PL
'So they live at each other's place (alternately).'

c. Nua-ti men-e do-lo zima-si-masi:-ti.
he-3PL REF-0 inside-LOC visit-IM-REC-3PL
'They visit each other.'
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16.1.5.1.2. Transitive verbs

In (1183) we present examples of reciprocalization of the third argument of
three-place transitive verbs. The reciprocalized argument is the Locative
(1183a), the Lative (1183b) and (1183c), and the Ablative (1183d).

(1183) a. Nua-ti men-e do-lo tutulu gele-masi:-ti
he-3PL REF-0 inside-LOC always ask-REC-3PL
kusige-we.
knife-ACC
"They always ask each other for a knife.'

b. Nua-ti men-e do-lo zeu-we
he-3PL REF-0 inside-LOC food-ACC
nexu-masi:-ti.
bring-REC-3PL
'They bring each other food.'

c. Kaja-sa-masi-e-ti.
send-EXP-REC-PAST-3PL
'They were sending (her) to one another.' (K174)

d. Lepeska-we titi-masi:-ti.
flat.cake-ACC take.away-REC-3PL
'They take the flat cake away from each other.'

16.1.5.2. Encoding of the counteragent participant

In the Reciprocal construction the secondary argument (the counteragent of
mutual action) can be expressed in several formal ways, the choice generally
depending on the degree of activity of the two participants in the situation
described. The encoding of the counteragent participant is formally similar to
the encoding of the secondary argument of non-reciprocal symmetrical verbs
(14.3.4.2, 16.2.3). They may both be encoded by the Instrumental noun phrase,
the Plural subject, a coordinated structure, or the postpositional phrase with the
postposition mule 'with'. The difference, however, is in the verbal form:
morphological reciprocals are always in the Plural, while non-reciprocal
symmetrical verbs take a Plural agreement affix only if the subject is formally
Plural.

16.1.5.2.1. Instrumental noun phrase

The secondary participant may be encoded as an Instrumental noun phrase.
This is generally possible when the reciprocal situation is initiated or controlled
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by the first participant (the Nominative subject in the singular) who is therefore
regarded as more active than the second participant.

(1184) a. Sama ogzo-zi b'a-si-masi-e-ti.
shaman spirit-INST fmd-IM-REC-PAST-3PL
'Shamans used to meet spirits.'

b. Gior/ka Pior/ka-zi zogzo-masi-e-ti.
Gionka Pionka-INST quarrel-REC-PAST-3PL
The Gionkas had a quarrel with the Pionkas.'

c. Ag'a min-zi kusige dieleni
brother me-INST knife because
nagda-masi-e-mu.
curse-REC-PAST-!PL.EX
'My brother had a row with me because of the knife.'

d. Pakula tukca-zi na:-masi-e-ti.
Pakula hare-INST curse-REC-PAST-3PL
'Pakula had a row with the hare.'

16.1.5.2.2. Plural

If the subject is in the plural, the situation is perceived with the equally active
niirtirinatirm r»f hnth nartir.inants rf ·participation of both participants, cf.:

(1185) a. Gida-zi gida-masi-e-ti.
spear-INST spear-REC-PAST-3PL
'They were throwing spears at each other.' (K 177)

b. B'ata-ziga saytu-masi-e-ti.
boy-PL fist-REC-PAST-3PL
'The boys beat each other with fists.'

c. Nua-ti nuga-si-masi:-ti.
he-3PL kiss-IM-REC-3PL
'They are kissing each other.'

The secondary participant can be specified by the postpositional phrase with
the postposition mule 'with' (on this postposition see 10.2.2.2.4) if two
participants are related by close family association.

(1186) Nua-ti sita mule na:-masi-e-ti.
he-3PL son with curse-REC-PAST-3PL
'They had a row with his son.'
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16.1.5.2.3. Several participants

The Reciprocal situation does not necessarily involve only two participants,
without an additional indication the construction is in fact ambiguous and may
refer to more than two participants, although two seems to be the default
interpretation. When it is necessary to emphasize the number of participants, an
overt numeral can be used. In (1187) the Reciprocal situation pertains to three
participants, as is clear from the nearest left context. In (1188) the number of
participants is overtly indicated by the Collective numerals di:n-tuye 'four' and
zuye 'two, both'.

(1187)Omo ni: zu: ni:-we b'a-si-e-ni.
one man two man-ACC fmd-IM-PAST-3SG
Telwju telwju-masi-e-ti.
story story-REC-PAST-3PL
One man met two men. They told stories to each other.' (K 175)

(1188) a. Di:n-twje sa-masi: -ti,
four-COL know-REC-3PL
"The four people know each other.'

b. Nua-ti zuye jexe-masi:-ti.
he-3PL both sing-REC-3PL
Two of them sing to each other.'

c. Zuye zuza-masi-e-ti.
both quarel-REC-PAST-3PL
"They two were quarrelling.'

d. Zuye ima-si-masi-e-ti.
both tell-IM-REC-PAST-3PL
'They tell tales to each other.'

16.1.5.3. Additional Reciprocal markers

The Reciprocal construction with the Plural subject may include the Accusative
Reciprocal pronoun mefle)i(-mef(e)i) (9.3). It is especially common in the
reciprocalization of the Accusative argument of transitive verbs (1189), but is
not limited to these cases. The formally Accusative Reciprocal pronoun may
indicate that an argument other than the direct object is involved in the
reciprocal relation, for example, the initial Instrumental object (1190a) or
Locative object (1190b). However, it is by no means obligatory.

(1189) a. Bu mefei-mefei bele-masi-u.
we.EX REC-REC.ACC.PL help-REC-lPL.EX
'We help each other.'
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b. Bu mefei-mefei nodo-masi-e-mu.
we REC-REC.ACC.PL lose-REC-PAST-lPL.EX
'We lost each other.'

(1190) a. Nua-ti mefei-mefei ijele-masi:-ti.
he-3PL REC-REC.ACC.PL be.afraid-REC-3PL
'They are afraid of each other.'

b. Nua-ti mefei-mefei xuli-masi:-tL
the-3PL REC-REC.ACC.PL go-REC-3PL
'They visit each other.'

Similarly, the reciprocal relationship may be additionally marked by the
postpositional expression men-e do-lo literally 'within themselves', cf.:

(\\9\)Men-e do-lo aju-masi:-ti.
REF-0 inside-LOC love-REC-3PL
"They love each other.'

The expression men-e do-lo frequently occurs in the reciprocalization of the
third argument of transitive verbs, see examples in 16.1.6.1.2.

76.2. Valence changes not driven by voice

This section focuses on sentence constructions that demonstrate an alternative
distribution of the semantic roles over grammatical relations in comparison to
the valence patterns described in Chapter 14. Since the verbal form remains
unchanged, it is not treated as a voice-related alternation.

16.2.1. Double object construction

Udihe possesses a double object construction that acts as alternative means of
encoding the direct object. From the material at our disposal it is difficult to
estimate the regularity of this construction; neither can we tell how it is
motivated from the point of view of semantics or information structure. On
grammatical relations in double object constructions see 15.2.

16.2.1.1. "Possessive" double object construction (possessive raising)

This is another way of expressing the object relationship for a possessive noun
phrase. A possessive noun phrase in the Accusative, for example uti
cobo-wo-ni 'its claws' <that claw-ACC-3SG>, encodes the grammatical
relation of the direct object within a single object construction. Alternatively,
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the same relationship can be expressed by a double object construction in
which the possessor raises to the argument role. The Accusative marks two
noun phrases that correspond to the possessive modifier and the head noun of
the original possessive noun phrase; the possessive marking is preserved
(uta-\va 'that' and cobo-wo-ni 'claws').

This type of double object construction will be referred to as "possessive". It
seems to appear when the relationship between two objects can in principle be
encoded by a possessive noun phrase. Normally the relationship between the
modifier and the head noun is that of inalienable possession, involving body
parts and the like (1192) or the relationship between a measurement and its
object (1193). For example, in (1193a) the two objects can be interpreted as
components of the possessive of the noun phrase zugdi-ziga sagdi-le-we-ti 'the
size of the houses.'

(1192) a. G'ai-wa wa:-k, cobo-wo-ni
crow-ACC kill.PAST-EXPR claw-ACC-3SG
xuaj-e-k, to:-wo ila:-k
cut-PAST-EXPR fire-ACC kindle.PAST-EXPR
dag'a-si cobo-wo-ni uta-wa.
burn.PERF-PC.SS claw-ACC-3SG that-ACC
'They kill a crow, cut its claws, kindle the fire, and burn its claws.'

b. Uta-wa-da dill-we-ni piokoli-e-ni.
that-ACC-FOC head-ACC twist-PAST-3SG
'He twisted its head.' (SKX 108)

c. Imexi ule-we xu-me-ni
new meat-ACC smell-ACC-3SG
b 'an-zi: kogdo-li-eni.
get.PP-INST.SS scream-INC-PAST-3SG
'He smelt the smell of the fresh meat and started screaming.'
(SKX 206)

d. To: egelie xuli-mi seykie-we
fire around walk-INF ledum-ACC
sayna-wa-ni yiei-si-mi.
smoke-ACC-3SG smell-IM-INF
'He is walking around the fire smelling the smoke from the ledum.'
(SKX 214)

(1193) a. Ei zugdi-ziga-we sagdi-le-we-ti
this house-PL-ACC big-N-ACC-3PL
adi metra-zi wo:-ti?
how.many meter-INST make.PAST-3PL
'How many meters wide did they make these houses?'
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598 Valence-changing operations

b. Ag'a-ni mamasa-ni onto miyga
elder.brother-3SG wife-3SG one thousand
da:-wa xuku-we zaw'a-si
fathom-ACC rope-ACC take-PC.SS
zugdi-we morjgolie-morjgolie xeke:-ni.
house-ACC around-around tie.PAST-3SG
The elder brother's wife took a thousand fathom rope and tied it
around the house.' (SKX 110)

16.2.1.2. "Non-possessive" double object construction

The non-possessive double object constructions appear when the noun phrase
that corresponds to the second object plays a case role (normally, that of
location) within the alternative single object construction. The following verbs
allow a non-possessive double object construction:

(1194) nede- 'put something on something'
gene- 'bring something from something'
zawa- 'take something from something'
kwjgede- 'pour something on something'
teil- 'put something on somebody'
xeke- 'tie something on something'
gazi- 'bring something from something'
(j)wjkala- 'carry something or somebody on a sledge'
ono- 'put ornaments on something'
teu-/tu:- 'fill something with something; keep something in

something'

These verbs either take a third Locative argument or are compatible with the
Locative adjunct. Alternatively, the initially Locative participant may be
encoded as the second object, cf. (1195a) and (1195b).

(1195) a. Bi takana-la moloko tu:wo:-mi.
me glass-LOC milk fill.PAST-lSG
Ί filled the glass with milk.'

b. Bi mulexi: tas(i) uli-we tu:wo:-mi.
me bucket.REF very water-ACC fill.PAST-lSG
Ί filled my bucket with water.'

In this type of double object construction, neither of the two objects bears a
possessive affix.
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Valence changes not driven by voice 599

(1196) a. Xaulie e-zi-u kuygede min-e-we
please NEG-IMP-2PL pour me-O-ACC
uli-we.
water-ACC
'Please do not pour water on me.'

b. Xek'e uti totjoßi-ziga ayi-we xuku
tie.PERF that loop-DIM IND-ACC rope
mei-we-ni.
strong-ACC-3SG
'He tied the small loops on a strong rope.'

c. Omo-mo gene-jie uta-wa.
one-ACC bring-IMP.2SG that-ACC
'Bring one of them.'

d. Ei tege-we udie ono-wo-ni
this gown-ACC Udihe ornament-ACC-3SG
ono-si-e-ti.
decorate-IM-PAST-3PL
'They decorated this gown with Udihe ornaments.'

e. Uta-wa teu-me-ni teti-e-ti sita-fai.
that-ACC all-ACC-3SG put-PAST-3PL child-REF.PL
'They put all this on their child.' (SKX 114)

In many cases the relation between two direct objects is that of content and
container.

(1197) a. Eme-mi mafasa alu-i-we-ni
come-INF old.man serve-PRP-ACC-3SG
uniya-wa zawa-mi diga-mi 6a:la-in(i).
spoon-ACC take-INF eat-INF want-3SG
'She came, took a spoonful of what the old man had served, ate it
and agreed.'

b. Ulikte-we uli-we-ni sigbi:-ni.
shaman.lard-ACC water-ACC squeeze-3SG
'He squeezes water from the lard.'

c. Tuxi-we b'ata Kico-wa uykala-mi.
sledge-ACC boy Kicho-ACC carry-INF
'He was carrying the sledge with the boy Kicho.' (SKX 210)

d. Tali-la hi: namuyku-we into:-wo
shed-LOC be.PRP basket-ACC lard-ACC
gazi-gi-se:-ni.
bring-REP-EXP.PAST-3SG
'He brought a basket of lard from the shed.' (SKX 80)
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600 Valence-changing operations

e. Sugza:-wa omo ob'o-wo gazi-e-ni.
fish-ACC one hook-ACC bring-PAST-3SG
'She brought one hook of fish.' (K 126)

f. Bi:-si-ni zugu bua-digi
be-PC.DS-3SG otter place-ABL
ilakta-yie-ni omo uge-we sugza-wa
appear-REP.PAST-3SG one hook-ACC fish-ACC
gazi-na:-da.
bring-PC.SS-FOC
'After a while the otter appeared again from the outside having
brought one hook of fish.' (SKX 74)

g. Banza ker/ku-we-ni tnoloko-wo
bottle empty-ACC-3SG milk-ACC
teu-si-se-we wende-le:-mi.
fill-IM-PP.PAS-ACC throw.PAST-SING-lSG

threw away the empty milk bottle (literally: which they fill with
milk).'

h. Wakca-i ni: tuxi täsi ule-we
hunt-PRP man sledge very meat-ACC
teu-ge-si urjkala:-ni.
fill-PERF-PC.SS carry .PAST-3SG
'The hunter filled the sledge full of meat and carried it.' (SKX 210)

16.2.2. Destinative construction

In the Destinative construction the patient/theme argument of the transitive
verb is represented by the destinative object. The destinative object is encoded
by the Destinative possessive noun phrase. This is a type of possessive noun
phrase in which the possessive modifier expresses a potential recipient
(benefactive) of the object, while the head noun (the object itself) is marked by
the Destinative case and the possessive affix that refers to the modifier. The
destinative construction is not indicated by a change of verbal valency; the
question whether the Destinative object takes a recipient valency or not will be
left open. On the syntactic properties of the destinative object see 15.2.2.

Only certain two-argument transitive verbs, namely verbs of appearance and
creation, take the Destinative object. A list of these verbs is presented in
14.3.1.3. Similar behavior is observed with the three-argument verb wo:-
'make' which belongs to type 14.4.2. Other argument transitive verbs do not
allow a Destinative object. Personal pronouns do not take the Destinative case
(9.1.1) and cannot function as Destinative objects.
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16.2.2.1. Animate benefactive

In most cases the recipient of the Destinative object is an animate entity. It is
referred to by personal affixes on the Destinative object (1198) and can also be
overtly present in the clause (1199). When the potential recipient is
coreferential with the subject of the same clause, this is marked by reflexive
possessive affixes on the Destinative object (1200).

(1198) i nexu-ze-mi diga-laga-ti
me bring-SUBJ-lSG eat-PURP-3PL
zeu-yi-ne-ti.
food-AL-DEST-3PL
Ί will bring them food so they can eat.'

(1199) a. Bi zugdi-ne-i wo:-iti.
me house-DEST-lSG make-3PL
'They are building a house for me.'

b. Kuliga zugdi-ne-ni wo-zo-fi zugdi
snake house-DEST-3SG make-SUBJ-lPL.IN house
malu-le-ni.
corner-LOC-3SG
'Let us build a house for the snake in the comer of the house.'

c. Su mafa-na-u b'a:-mi.
you.PL husband-DEST-2PL fmd.PAST-lSG
Ί found a husband for you.' (K 137).

d. Aziga mafa-na-ni gen-e-mi.
girl husband-DEST-3SG fetch-0-lSG
Ί am going to fetch a husband for the girl.' (K 137)

e. Bi nua-ti uyta-na-ti wo:-mi.
me he-3PL boot-DEST-3PL make.PAST-lSG
Ί made them boots.'

f. Bi wjta-na-i wo-jo.
me boot-DEST-lSG make-IMP.2SG
'Make boots for me.'

(1200) a. Xa:-na-mi wo:-ni.
fish.trap-DEST-REF make.PAST-3SG
'He made a fish trap for himself.' (K 148)

b. Zeu-yi-na-fi zawa:-ti.
food-AL-DEST-REF.PL take.PAST-3PL
They took food for themselves.' (K159)

c. Aziga zawa:-ni tege-ne-mi.
girl take.PAST-3SG gown-DEST-REF
'The girl took the gown for herself.' (K 159)
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602 Valence-changing operations

16.2.2.2. Inanimate goal

In (1201) examples of the inanimate modifier of the destinative object
(meaning a general destination) are presented.

(1201) a. Nua-ni suese xei-ne-ni wo-ini.
he-3SG axe handle-DEST-3SG make-3SG
'He is making a handle for the axe.'

b. Ulikte dili-ne-ni kuliga dili-ni
shaman.lard head-DEST-3SG snake head-3SG
duo-ni wo-iti.
shape-3SG make-3PL
'They make the head for the shaman lard in the shape of a snake's
head.'

c. Bu-je min-du sugu umu
give-IMP.2SG me-DAT awl belt
saya-na-ni wo-logo-mi nixe-mi.
hole-DEST-3SG do-PURP-lSG do-lSG
'Give me an awl, I am going to make holes in the belt (literally: for
the belt).'

d. Bi od'o-i gama-zi kusige
me grandfather-lSG bone-INST knife
xei-ne-ni wo:-ni.
handle-DEST-3SG make.PAST-3SG
'My grandfather made a handle for a knife from the bone.'

e. Jaypa umu-ne-ni na:-zi
shaman.belt belt-DEST-3SG skin-INST
kuliga-wa o:-ti.
snake-ACC make.PAST-3PL
'They used to make a shaman's belt of skin (in the shape) of a
snake.' (SK 689)

16.2.3. Symmetrical verbs

Verbs referring to a symmetrical naturally reciprocal situation (14.3.4.2) allow
an alternative expression of the secondary argument. This second argument
(counteragent) is commonly expressed by the Instrumental noun. This
typically signifies that the subject participant is more "active" in the described
situation than the counteragent participant. The alternative encodings are
presented below. Normally they indicate that both participants are equally
involved in the reciprocal event.
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16.2.3.1. Postpositions mule and zuye 'with'

The comitative argument can be expressed by a postpositional phrase with the
postposition mule or zuye 'with'. The postpositional phrase is in this case an
argument and cannot be omitted. In this it differs from the formally identical
comitative phrase functioning as an adjunct (10.2.2.2.4). Both the subject and
the verb may be in the Singular or Plural.

The postposition mule is only possible with two participants who form a natural
pair of relatives or close friends (a further description of such a postpositional
phrase can be found in 10.2.2.2.4 and 13.5.1). The postposition ziaje 'with, both'
does not necessarily involve a close (family) relationship between the two
participants (as mule does), see (1202). The subject may be coreferentially omitted
(1203e). This blocks the possibility to analyze the comitative postpositions as
coordinative elements.

(1202) a. Nua-ni mamasa mule dekte-gi-e-ni.
he-3SG wife with separate-REP-PAST-3SG
'He and his wife separated again.'

b. Nua-ti mamasa mule dekti-gi-e-ti.
he-3PL wife with separate-REP-PAST-3PL
'He and his wife separated again.'

(1203) a. Iwana Petra zurje mosoni:-ti.
Ivan Peter both fight-3PL
'Ivan and Peter are fighting.'

b. Soygo kuti zuye w'ali:-ti.
bear tiger both fight-3PL
Ά bear and a tiger are fighting.'

c. Bi Iwana zuye xefisi-e-mu.
me Iwan both discuss-PAST-lPL.EX
'We had a discussion with Ivan.'

d. Wasia Wania zuye aziga diele-ni \v'ali:-ti.
Vasya Vanya both girl because-3SG fight-3PL
' Vasya and Vanya are fighting because of the girl.'

e. Ga:ya neyi-ni w'ali:-ti mafasa zuye.
every day-3SG fight-3PL old.man with
'Every day she is fighting with her husband.'
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16.2.3.2. Plural

The secondary argument can be suppressed and replaced by the Plural subject
cf.:

(1204) a. Zu: ni: za: diele-ni w'ali:-ti.
two man money because-3SG fight-3PL
Two men are fighting because of money.'

b. Minti b'agdi-e-fi.
we.IN meet-PAST-lPL.IN
'We met each other.'

16.2.4. Locative object construction

A few transitive verbs that normally take the Accusative direct object (14.3.1)
may follow another pattern. Their second argument (the patient) can be
encoded by the Locative noun phrase. Such an argument is normally the head
of a possessive construction and denotes a body part. Examples of such verbs
are:

(1205) zawa- 'take' juykäla- 'pull'
zawa-si- 'take hold of ikteme- 'bite'
pakta(n)- 'hit'

If the second argument of these verbs is not a body part, the verbs are
transitive; they take the Accusative argument and follow the valence pattern
discussed in 14.3.1. On the other hand, examples such as those below cannot be
characterized as possessor raising because the possessor keeps its syntactic
function and does not get promoted to a verbal argument itself. The possessor
noun phrase can in fact be absent from the sentence and be referred to only by
the possessive affix, as shown in (1206a-1206e). In (1206f), however, it is
overtly present in the Accusative form.

(1206) a. In'ei hi yala-la-i ikteme-le:-ni.
dog me hand-LOC-lSG bite-SING.PAST-3SG
"The dog bit my hand.'

b. Kanda mafa nua-ni ku'ai-la-ni
Kanda old.man he-3SG ear-LOC-3SG
zawa:-ni.
take.PAST-3SG
The old man Kanda caught it (a hare) by its ear.'
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c. Ono dogbo-gi-e-ni t k-t k
how night-REP-PAST-3SG fast-fast
zawa-si-je tege-le-i.
hold-IM-IMP.2SG gown-LOC-lSG
'When the night comes, take hold of my gown.'

d. Bugdi-le-ni zawa-kca:-ni.
leg-LOC-3SG take-INT.PAST-3SG
'He wanted to take her leg.'

e. Mafa ηαΐα-la-ni ikteme:-ni.
old.man hand-LOC-3SG bite.PAST-3SG
'The bear bit his hand.' (K 176)

f. Aziga-wa ηαΐα-la-ni jurjk la-gi:.
girl-ACC hand-LOC-3SG pull-REP.PRP
'He is pulling the girl by the hand.'

g. Uta-wa olou-zi paktay-ki-ni
that-ACC hook-INSTR hit-PAST-3SG
ku'ai-la-ni p'ali-gda-da.
ear-LOC-3SG black-FOC-FOC
'He hit its black ears with the hook.' (SKX 256)

16.2.5. Agentless construction

In the active agentless construction the verb in a certain temporal form
(normally, the Present or the Past, and only rarely the Future) takes the 3rd

person Plural agreement affixes. The subject argument is absent and cannot be
retrieved from the context because the agent has a generic or an indefinite
interpretation. The encoding of other arguments does not differ from their
encoding in direct voice constructions.

The meaning of the active agentless construction is thus very close, and
sometimes identical, to the meaning of the Agentless Passive described in
16.1.2. Given this, one might suspect that the Impersonal active construction
has developed under the influence of Russian syntax, where exactly the same
construction is found. However, in the modern Udihe active and passive
agentless sentences differ in two points: first, the active agentless construction
does not seem to involve any modal implications; second, it is more likely to be
used in a situation when the agent is referential but indefinite (that is, unknown
to the speaker).
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606 Valence-changing operations

16.2.5.1. Referential indefinite agent

The examples below show the agentless construction with the indefinite
interpretation of the agent, in the Present (1207a), Past (1207b), and Future
(1207c).

(1207) a. Nua-ni ja: -wa-ni coptoli-e-ti.
he-3SG eye-ACC-3SG knock.out-PAST-3PL
'They knocked out his eye.'

b. Ei tege-we seule-zi wo:-ti.
this gown-ACC silk-INST make.PAST-3PL
'This gown is made of silk.'

c. O-du imexi skola-wa wo-zoyo-ti.
this-DAT new school-ACC make-FUT-3PL
'Here they will build a new school.'

16.2.5.2. Generic agent

Examples of the generic interpretation of the agentless active construction
follow; (1208) exemplifies the Present tense and (1209) the Past tense.

(1208) a. O-du damisi:-ti.
this-DAT smoke-3PL
One can smoke here.'

b. Άΐ-we moxo-zi umi:-ti.
vodka-ACC cup-INST drink-3PL
'They drink vodka from the mug (this mug is for drinking vodka).'

c. Ei terjku-le te-iti.
this chair-LOC sit-3PL
'They sit on this chair.'

d. Nua-ma-ni Sweta-ζΐ gegbesi:-ti.
he-ACC-3SG Sveta-INST call-3PL
'They call her Sveta.'

e. Xeleba-wa kusige-zi xua-iti.
bread-ACC knife-INST cut-3PL
'They cut bread with a knife.'

(1209) a. Anana egdi-me su:le:-ti.
long.ago much-ACC be.ill.PAST-3PL
'Long ago people used to be ill a lot.'

b. Anana xeleba-wa waca-ma diga:-ti.
long.ago bread-ACC little-ACC eat.PAST-3PL
'Long ago people used to eat little bread.'
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Chapter 17
Copular clauses

Copular clauses vary greatly in their meaning, but generally speaking they tend
to denote some kind of state. In this chapter they are unified only on formal
grounds: the predicate includes two components, the copula, and the
predicative phrase as such. Such constructions will be called "copular
constructions". The copular constructions described in this chapter differ from
analytical verbal forms that may include the same copula (such as, for example,
the Pluperfect). The latter are the regular grammaticalized means of forming
analytical verbal inflectional categories and are described in Chapter 7, while
the copular constructions are free syntactic combinations of the copula and a
separate lexical item with a predicative value. Although the predicative element
tends to immediately precede the copula it may be postposed, as below, or
separated by other lexical material.

(l2lO)Tehu-ni bih-ni eze-xi.
all-3Sg be-3SG master-PROP
'Everybody has a master.' (SK 940)

In contrast, no other elements intervene between the two components of the
analytical verbal category, and their order cannot be changed.

The copula in copular constructions behaves like regular verbs in the matrix
or the subordinate clause with respect to word order and morphology. It takes
the corresponding tense/aspect/mood or non-finite form and is marked for
subject agreement. In section 17.1 we will describe the various types of copula.

Predicative elements of copular constructions usually belong to one of the
following morphological classes: adjectives, nouns, some participles, or in rare
cases, adverbs. In 17.2 different copular constructions are presented according
to the valence patterns and further subtypes of the predicative element.

A number of copular constructions undergo formal restructuring due to
processes of topicalization or focalization; these are addressed in 24.3.

17.1. Copula verbs

The copula hi- 'be' has a default interpretation; that is, it does not bring any
additional meaning to the construction. The same copular is also used in all
analytic verbal categories addressed in Chapter 7. It is present either in one of
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608 Copular clauses

its personal forms (17.1.1), or in the impersonal Habitual form (17.1.2). The
choice between the personal or the impersonal form of the copula 'be' is
determined by the formal and semantic type of the construction itself. In most
copular constructions the copula 'be' can be substituted for other copulas that
add some further meaning. These formally behave as the copula 'be', and are
dealt with in 17.1.3.

17.1.1. Personal copula bi-

17.1.1.1. Forms

With a few exceptions, the personal copula hi- has all the tense/aspect/mood
categories described for regular verbs in Chapter 7, as well as all the non-finite
forms typical of regular verbs. The derivational suffixes (like those addressed
in section 8.11), except for the Causative, do not normally attach to the verb
hi-. The stem formation of the verb hi- is irregular, and is discussed in section
7.1.4. The examples of inflectional forms of the verb hi- can be found in the
corresponding section of Chapter 7.1n(1211)we present examples for copular
clauses in which the personal copula 'be' takes different morphological forms:
the Purposive Con verb in (121 la), the Conditional Con verb in (121 Ib), and the
Causative Subjunctive in (121 Ic).

(1211) a. Bi begdi-le-i yua-na-ja namai
me foot-LOC-lSG sleep-DEST-IMP.2SG warm
bi-lege-ni.
be-PURP-3SG
'Sleep on my feet so that it will be warm.' (K 159).

b. Bogoi dawa bi-lisi-ni ma:la
fat salmon be-CC-3SG whole.dried.fish
wo-iti.
make-3PL
'If the salmon is fat, they dry it.'

c. Kesi bi-wen-ze-i.
luck be-CAUS-SUBJ-2SG
'Make it be lucky.' (K 123)

On negation of the personal copula, see 23.2.1.5.3.

17.1.1.2. Surface absence of the copula

In the 3rd person Present the copula is normally omitted, however its presence
does not lead to ungrammaticality.
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(1212) Kurjka mo:-ni c'o sagdi (bi:-ni).
cedar tree-3SG most big be-3SG
The cedar is the biggest tree.'

Other than in the 3rd person in the Present tense the personal copula hi- can
occasionally be absent, as in (1213), but this is a fairly rare option.

(1213) & kuliga, hi ni:.
you snake me man
'You are a snake and I am a man.'

In some constructions the personal copula must be overtly present, even in the
3rd person Present tense (17.2.2.2 and 17.2.2.6).

17.1.1.3. Function

The personal copula hi- is regular in all constructions with the Nominative
(17.2.2) and Dative (17.2.3) subject, as well as in some subjectless
constructions (17.2.1). All of them denote identification and some sort of
temporary state.

17.1.2. Impersonal Habitual copula bie

17.1.2.1. Forms

The Habitual copula has the form bie in the Present tense and (bie) bi-s'e in the
Past (see 7.4.2.3). It is impersonal and does not take any agreement affixes. The
Present active participle of the Habitual copula 'be' is also bie. In other
tense/mood categories it does not have any special forms, that is, the difference
between the Habitual and the non-Habitual copula is neutralized. The Habitual
copula cannot be omitted from the sentence.

The Habitual copula is not negated with the regular negative verb like the
personal verb 'be' (17.1.1), but with the impersonal negative copula anci. The
two semantic types (existential and non-existential/habitual) are negated in
formally distinct ways, see 23.2.1.5. In non-negative sentences there is no
formal difference between the existential and non-existential Habitual copula
constructions.

17.1.2.2. Function

In general, there are two basic meanings associated with the Habitual copula.
First, it is used in existential constructions (17.2.1.3). Second, it is used in
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610 Copular clauses

constructions that normally express classification and describe a more or less
permanent or inherent property (the Habitual meaning). The following copular
constructions may express Habitual meaning by means of the Habitual copula:
environmental construction (17.2.1.1), possessive construction (17.2.1.4),
adverbial construction with postpositions (17.2.2.2.4), and construction with
ideophones (17.2.2.6.2).

The difference between the personal and the Habitual copula can be
illustrated by the following examples. Sentence (1214a) involves the Habitual
copula hie and expresses the permanent characteristics of the subject, while
(1214b) is produced in a situation when it characterizes the actual state at a
definite moment of time (time of speech).

(1214) a. Uti a:nta gar-gar hie.
this woman vivid-vivid be.PRES.HAB
"This woman is vivid.'

b. Uti a:nta gar-gar bi:-ni.
this woman vivid-vivid be-3SG
'This woman is vivid.'

17.1.3. Other copulas

Other copulas can replace the Habitual or non-Habitual copula hi-. They have a
specialized meaning, and are therefore never dropped from the surface.
Morphologically they behave completely like regular verbs.

These copulas are based on the verbal stem e- (or o- in the Northern dialect)
'be'. The stems apparently derived from this base are ede-/odo-, esi-/osi-,
egi-/ogi-, esigi-/osigi-. Basically, all of them have the meaning 'become', and
express the beginning of the state. In the present state of the language the
derivational relationships between them are not entirely transparent and we
prefer to treat them as separate verbs rather than distinct derivational forms of
the same verb. According to Schneider (1936), the verb o-do-/e-de- belongs to
morphonological class Π (that is, -de-/-do- is a thematic element). As was
mentioned in 8.1.1, in the modern language such verbs have moved into
morphonological class I, and the thematic element has been reinterpreted as a
part of the stem.

17.1.3.1. The copula e-/o- 'be'

The stem e-/o- 'be' is mostly characteristic of the Northern dialect. In the
Southern dialect it is practically obsolete now, its functions being taken over by
the copula hi- 'be'. In (1215) it is exemplified in the Subjunctive form.
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Copular verbs 611

(\2\5)Bagdi: getu kese-lege-ti sulikta
live.PRP PL suffer-PURP-3PL intestine
bede o:-zo.
like become-SUBJ
'Be like an intestine, so that the living people suffer.' (K 108)

17.1.3.2. The copula ede-/odo- 'become, appear, turn out'

The copula ede-/odo- 'become, appear, turn out' describes the beginning of a
state and is fairly frequent. It is available for practically all copular
constructions.

(1216) a. Nua-ni sagdi ede:-ni.
he-3SG big become.PAST-3SG
'He became big.'

b. Oagza xegiezele odo-li:-si-ni
white below become-INC-PC-3SG
xenze-je.
attack-IMP.2SG
'If the white one ends up underneath (the other), attack.' (K 130)

c. Marjga marjga jegdige ede:-ni.
strong strong hero become.PAST-3SG
'He became a very strong hero.' (K 175)

d. Ni: co: mahi odo-i ete-zerje-ni.
who most strong become-PRP win-FUT-3SG
'Who turns out to be the strongest will win.' (SK 1072)

If the predicative element corresponds to a Nominative noun phrase this
copular can express the appearance.

(1217) a. Xulepte-we xuisi:-ni zatja ede-ini.
ash-ACC boil-3SG soda appear-3SG
'If one boils ash, soda appears.'

b. Di: kusikta-la ila kusikta-wa nede-mi
four nut-LOC three nut-ACC put-TNF
nada kusikta ede-ini.
seven nut become-3SG
'If you add three nuts to four nuts, there are seven nuts.'

c. Ketu uligdig'a tege ede:-ni.
very beautiful gown become.PAST-3SG
Ά very beautiful gown appeared.' (K 162)
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d. Onto zali ede:-ni ba:-la.
one barn become.PAST-3SG place-LOC

barn appeared outside.'

17.1.3.3. The copula esi-/osi- 'become'

The copula esi-/osi- with the meaning 'become' seems to be mostly
characteristic of the Northern dialect.

(1218) a. Ke:-i xoyto osi:-ni.
voice-2SG different become-3SG
'Your voice became different.' (K 129)

b. Käu-käu su:le-i ni: osi:-ti gune.
all-all be.ill-PRP man be-3PLEV
'Apparently all the people became ill.' (K 177)

17.1.3.4. The copulas ogi-/egi-, osigi-/esigi- 'remain; become'

The meaning 'remain' is rendered by attaching the repetitive suffix -gi- to the
copula esi-/osi- 'become' or e-/o- 'be'. This suffix expresses the idea of a
return to the previous stage (8.2.2.8). No examples of the suffix -gi-, which
could augment the verb ede-/odo- 'become' (or to the copula hi- 'be') are
found.

(1219) a. Teu keijkwne o-gi-e-ni.
all empty be-REP-PAST-3SG
They all remained empty.' (K 154)

b. Ila-ta o:-gi-e-ni.
three-REST be-REP-PAST-3SG
Only three (of them) remained.' (K 187)

(1220) a. Di: osi-gi-e-ni-ke, enimec'e-le
four remain-REP-PAST-3SG-FOC light-CONT
o-gi-e-ni.
be-REP-PAST-3SG
'When only four remained, it became easier (for him to carry
them).' (K 187)

b. Nua-ni mur-mur esi-gi-e-ni.
he-3SG teethless-teethless become-PAST-3SG
'He was left without any teeth.'
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c. Eigarjkini sagdinta wac'a esi-gi-e-ni.
now old.man little become-REP-PAST-3SG
"These days only a few old men remain.'

The construction may have an existential interpretation, cf. (1220c). Then it is
negated with the impersonal negative word anci, which precedes the copula,
cf.:

(1221) Eitene dawa anci esi-gi-e-ni.
now salmon no become-REP-PAST-3SG
"There is no salmon left now.'

77.2. Copular constructions

A few predicative expressions are null-argument (17.2.1), however in most
cases they take at least one argument. From the semantic point of view, this
argument will be conventionally referred to as the experiencer. Syntactically,
the experiencer participant may correspond to the Nominative subject (17.2.2),
or, more seldom, to the Dative noun phrase characterized by certain subject
properties (17.2.3). On the notion of subject see 15.1.1.

17.2.1. Subjectless constructions

Subjectless copular constructions are based on null-argument predicative
words. They do not occur in the Imperative or other oblique moods. Typically
the Habitual copula is used, the personal copula is less frequent. The latter
takes the 3rd person Singular personal form

17.2.1.1. Environmental construction

This construction describes the calendar and meteorological phenomena,
environmental conditions, or the setting of circumstances.

17.2.1.1.1. Predicative elements

The predicative element in this case belongs to one of the three following
types. It can be an adjective (1222a), a noun (1222b), or a reduplicated
ideophonic stem (1222c).

(1222) a. xekui 'hot' uligdig'a 'beautiful'
aja 'nice' itjeni 'cold'
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b.

ge:
toko
rjegze
dogbo
neki
edi
simu-simu
lou-lou
kulu-kulu
teu-teu

'bad'
'cloudy'
'light'
'night'
'spring'
'wind'
'quite'
'strong fog'
'ready'
'quite'

narjmu
xakti

bolo
tamna

pou-pou
Ιίηα-ΐίηα
t k-t k
kef-kef

'clear'
'dark'

'autumn'
'fog'

'dark, foggy'
'sticky'
'fast, hard'
'trees fallen
from the wind'

17.2.1.1.2. The copula

In the subjectless copular constructions for the environmental states the
Habitual copula hie is commonly used (17.1.2). The personal (non-Habitual)
copula occurs in subjectless constructions (in the 3rd person singular), but this is
not a very frequent option. An example is (1224) where it has the Past form.
The copula might be absent altogether, and this might in fact be a result of the
omission of the personal copula in the Present tense (1225). There does not
seem to be an apparent semantic difference between the Habitual and
non-Habitual copular constructions in this case. Examples (1226) illustrate the
copula ede- 'become', while example (1227) presents the copula osi- in the
same meaning.

(1223) a. Zugdi do:-ni pou-pou
house inside-3SG dark-dark
'It is dark in the house.'

b. Libakta-la liya-liya bi-s'e.
mud-LOC sticky-sticky be-PERF
'It was sticky in the mud.'

(l224)Naymu bi-si-ni.
clear be-PAST-3SG
'(The sky) was clear.'

(1225) a. Sikie.
evening
'It is evening.'

b. Zua -we:-du aja.
summer mountain-DAT nice
'It is nice in summer in the mountains.'

bie.
be.PRES.HAB
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(l 226) a. lyeni ede-ini.
cold become-3SG
'It is becoming cold.'

b. Uligdig'a ede:-ni bi-s'e.
beautiful become.PP-3SG be-PERF
'It has become beautiful (the nature, the weather).'

c. Xekui ede:-ni.
warm become.PAST-3SG
'It has become warm.'

d. Derje-we ila-gi-e rjegze
lamp-ACC light-REP-IMP.2SG light
ede-lege-ni.
become-PC-3SG
'Switch on the lamp in order for there to be light.'

(1227) Jew-few osi:-ni.
quiet-quiet become-3SG
'It is becoming quiet.' (K 154)

17.2.1.1.3. Collocation with adverbials

The sentences in question often include spatial adverbials that denote the place
characterized by the corresponding setting (1228). In the absence of such an
adverbial the sentence is likely to refer to a general meteorological or natural
condition. In this case, as in non-copular subjectless sentences (14.1.1), the
spatial adverb ba:-la Outside' (literally: 'in the place, in nature') is frequently
found (1229).

(1228) a. Tiyeni xekui bi-s'e.
yesterday warm be-PERF
'It was warm yesterday.'

b. Pecka ka:-la-ni pom ede:-ni.
oven side-LOC-3SG black become.PAST-3SG
'It became black by the oven (from ash).'

(1229)ßa:-/ö xakti ede:-ni.
place-LOC dark become.PAST-3SG
'It has become dark outside.'
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17.2.1.2. Subjectless destinative construction

Subjectless destinative constructions express the meaning 'it is meant to'. No
element in the sentence exhibits the properties typical of the subject (15.1.1). In
this way Subjectless destinative constructions differ from another destinative
participial construction in which a Nominative noun phrase bears the
grammatical relation of the subject. For further information on the latter, see
17.2.2.4.

The predicative element in such constructions is a Destinative Participle
(7.6.1.3). The construction occurs only in the Present tense. The copula 'be' is
not overtly present, which may suggest that we are here dealing with an
underlying personal copula.

17.2.1.2.1. Collocation with other elements

The sentences in question obligatorily include an oblique element that restricts
the scope of the predication. It is expressed by a noun phrase the case marking
of which depends on the case marking in the corresponding non-copular
sentence. The participial destinative constructions inherit case marking from
the corresponding non-copular construction, cf. examples (a) and (b) below.

(1230) a. Ei toyi-le egbesi:-ti.
this lake-LOC swim-3PL
They swim in this lake.'

b. Ei toyi-le egbesi-kci.
this lake-LOC swim-DP
'It is meant to swim in this lake.'

(1231) a. Ei mayguana-zi tuduze-we olokto-iti.
this pan-INST potato-ACC cook-3PL
"They cook potatoes with this pan.'

b. Ei mayguana-zi tuduze-we olokto-si-kci.
this pan-INST potato-ACC cook-IM-DP
'It is meant to cook potatoes with this pan.'

The Locative and the Instrumental noun phrases within the destinative
construction are illustrated again in (1232a) and (1232b), respectively.

(1232) a. Ei teyku-le te:-kci.
this chair-LOC sit-DP
'It is meant to sit in this chair.'
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Copular constructions 617

b. Moxo-zi 'ai-wa umi-kci.
mug-INST vodka-ACC drink-DP
'It is meant to drink vodka from this mug.'

17.2.1.2.2. Grammatical relations

The question which arises at this point is which grammatical relation is borne
by an element like tor/i-le 'in the lake' in (1230b). In (1230a) the noun phrase
ei toyi-le is apparently not an argument and can easily be dropped from the
sentence without affecting its well-formedness. In the copular destinative
construction, however, the same noun phrase is required for the
well-formedness of the sentence, as distinct from (1230a). A sentence which
consists only of the Destinative Participle, such as, for example (1233), would
be ungrammatical.

(I233)*egbesi-kci.
swim-DP

According to this criterion, the noun phrase toyi-le should be identified as an
argument rather than as an adjunct. It is also possible that it is a part of the
predicative expression. However, its exact status as an argument is
controversial, and we will leave this question open.

17.2.1.3. Existential construction

The construction predicates the existence of a certain entity in general, in a
particular location, or in somebody's temporary possession. This entity
corresponds to the predicative element. It immediately precedes the copula,
however, it may also be postposed, as in (1234). The postposition of the
predicative element seems to be a recent development and can perhaps be
explained by the influence of Russian word order.

(1234) Bu zugdi-du: hie keige.
we house-DAT.lPL.EX be.PRES.HAB cat
'There is a cat in our house.'

The noun-predicative element does not have subject properties as identified in
15.1.1.

The existential meaning is licensed by the Habitual copula hie.
Non-existence is asserted by the negative copula anci, see 23.2.1.5.1.
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17.2.1.3.1. Existential meaning

In (1235) we present examples of sentences that express generic existence, and
in (1236) and existence in a specific location that includes the spatial
adverbials.

(1235) a. Xakta-da hie mala-da
grass-FOC be.PRES.HAB dry.fish-FOC
bie s Ou-de hie,
be.PRES.HAB scoop-FOC be.PRES.HAB
"There is grass, dry fish, and a scoop.'

b. Timana xeleba bi-zerje-ni.
tomorrow bread be-FUT-3SG
'There will be bread tomorrow.'

c. In'ei solügi bie.
dog orange be.PRES.HAB
"There are orange dogs.'

(1236) a. O-du hi zugdi: bi-s'e.
this-DAT me house.PRES be-PERF
'Here was my house.'

b. Kwjka mo:-lo-ni seutige bie.
cedar tree-LOC-3SG nut be.PRES.HAB
"There are nuts on the cedar tree.'

c. Uli-du zuge xai bie.
river-DAT ice still be.PRES.HAB
"There is still some ice on the river.'

d. Uli-du egdi sugzä: bie.
river-DAT many fish be.PRES.HAB
There are a lot of fish in the river.'

17.2.1.3.2. Possessive meaning

When the Locative or a Dative noun phrase (interchangeably) denotes a person,
the construction may have an additional meaning of temporary possession
(permanent possession is expressed by the possessive construction, see 17.2.1.4
and especially 17.2.1.4.2).

(1237) a. Koko-lo oloxi igi-ni bie.
Koko-LOC squirrel tail-3SG be.PRES.HAB
'Koko has a squirrel's tail.'
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b. Pakula-la tuxi bie bi-s'e.
Pakula-LOC sledge be.PRES.HAB be-PERF
Takula had (with him) a sledge.'

c. Bi mamasa-du-i sagdi joxo
me wife-DAT-lSG large pot
bie.
be.PRES.HAB
'My wife has a large pot (at her place).'

d. Petia-le kusige bie.
Pete-LOC knife be.PRES.HAB
'Pete has a knife.'

e. Min-du nakta dili-yi: bie.
me-DAT boar head-AL.lSG be.PRES.HAB
Ί have the head of a boar.'

A small number of examples, however, can be interpreted as expressing
permanent possession, as can the one that follows.

(1238) Sin-dule seuse bie? Seuse min-dule
be-LOC axe be.PRES.HAB axe me-LOC
bie zugdi-le ama:sa:-ni.
be.PRES.HAB house-LOC leave.PAST-lSG
'Do you have an axe? I do have an axe, (but) I left it at home.'

17.2.1.3.3. Existential vs. locational construction

Existential sentences, as described in this section, do not have a subject and are
not partitioned from the point of view of information structure: they do not
have a topic. The predicative element must be located in strict adjacency to the
copula verb. They both belong to the assertive part of the proposition and seem
to form a single syntactic constituent (this is shown by bracketing in (1239a)).
Such sentences are semantically and pragmatically opposed to the locational
adverbial constructions with a personal copula (type 17.2.2.2) in which the
subject (=topic) does not have to be adjacent to the predicate and tends to be
located clause-initially (1239b).

(1239) a. Ba:-la in'ei bie.
nature-LOC [dog be.PRES.HAB]
"There is a dog outside.'

b. In'ei ba:-la bi:-ni.
dog place-LOC be-3SG
'The dog is outside.'
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17.2.1.4. Possessive construction

The possessive relationship is expressed by the copular 'be' construction which
corresponds to the two-argument "have" constructions in most European
languages. Normally, such a construction expresses permanent possession, both
inalienable and alienable, while temporary possession is commonly rendered
by existential sentences (17.2.1.3) or the Proprietive forms in -xi (17.2.2.1.1).

17.2.1.4.1. The structure of the construction

Since the construction in question typically predicates a permanent property, it
involves the Habitual copula hie. The negation of the possession happens by
means of the negative copula anci, it is addressed in more detail in 23.2.3.5.1.
The predicative role belongs to the regular possessive noun phrase in which the
possessed noun takes the possessive suffix referring to the possessor (13.1).
The obligatory presence of the possessive marker makes the possessive
construction formally different from the existential construction with
possessive meaning (17.2.1.3.2.). Apart from the regular possessive suffix, the
possessed noun in the possessive noun phrase can be marked by the alienable
possession affix -#/-. The presence of this suffix on the possessed noun follows
the general rules described in 4.2.4.

(1240)5*' aziga-yi: hie.
me girl-AL.lSG be.PRES.HAB
Ί have a daughter.'

(1241) a. Karja ja:-ni bie.
deer horn-3SG be.PRES.HAB
The deer has horns.'

b. Si kusige-i bie.
you knife-2SG be.PRES.HAB
'You have a knife.'

c. Bi ag'a-i bie.
me brother-1SG be.PRES.HAB
Ί have a brother.'

d. Nua-ni sagdi 'ana-ni bie.
he-3SG large boat-3SG be.PRES.HAB
'He has a large boat.'

e. Bi zube bugdi: zube ηαΐα-ί
me two leg.lSG two arm-lSG
bie.
be.PRES.HAB
Ί have two legs and two arms.'
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The personal copula hi- occurs very seldom in this construction but is not
completely excluded, perhaps as a result of an analogy with other types, cf.:

(1242) Uti Kanda mafa ila aziga-rji-ni bi:-ni.
that Kanda old.man three girl-AL-3SG be-SG
'That old man Kanda has three daughters.'

17.2.1.4.2. Possessive vs. existential construction

Although existential (17.2.1.3) and possessive constructions both express some
kind of possession, their meaning differs. Inalienable possession (1243a), as
well as more or less permanent ownership (1243b), can be rendered only
through the possessive construction. Words that regularly require a suffix of
alienable possession (4.2.4.2) are also introduced through the possessive
construction (1243c).

(1243) a. Bi(*min-du) ic'a neyu-i
me (me-DAT) small younger.sibling-lSG
hie.
be.PRES.HAB
Ί have a small younger brother/sister.'

b. Bi au-i bie,
me cap-lSG be.PRES.HAB
au-la-gi-zeye-i oymo:-mi.
cap-V-REP-FP-REF forget.PAST-lSG
Ί have a cap, (but) I forgot to put it on.'

c. Uti getu ja-.-ψ-ύ bie.
that PL cow-AL-3PL be.PRES.HAB
'They have a cow.'

On the other hand, the existential construction rather predicates existence in
the particular location. This is clearly underlined by examples like (1244a),
where the existence of an object (a gun) in the temporary possession of a
person other than its regular owner is asserted.

(1244) a. Min-dule χοηίο ni: maunda-ni bie.
me-LOC other man gun-3SG be.PRES.HAB
Ί have (somebody else's) gun.'

b. Sin-du bie si 'aga-i
you-DAT be.PRES.HAB you brother-2SG
za:-ni?
money-2SG
'Do you have (with you) your brother's money?'
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c. Min-du käija jä:-ni hie.
me-DAT deer antlers-3SG be.PRES.HAB

have deer's antlers.'

17.2.2. Nominative subject pattern

A majority of copular constructions take the subject that corresponds to the
Nominative noun phrase. They are classified below according to the types of
the predicative elements.

17.2.2.1. Attributive construction

The construction in question predicates different kinds of (temporary)
properties, such as (parametric) features, states, qualities, and quantities. The
predicative element corresponds to an adjectival phrase, a Nominative noun
phrase, or a phrase headed by a quantifier in the Nominative form. Personal
pronouns in the predicative role are ruled out. The construction involves the
personal copula 'be' (or the copula 'become'), omitted under certain conditions
(17.1.1.2), and allows the Imperative, cf.:

(1245) Si ceme-ktu e-zi hi.
you lye-N NEG-IMP.2SG be
'Don't be a liar.'

17.2.2.1.1. Adjectives in predicative function

In (1246) we illustrate the adjectival copular construction with the overt copula
'be'; in (1247) the 3rd person Present tense copula is omitted; in (1248) the
copula 'become' is illustrated. In the finite position the adjective is often
followed by the focus clitic particle -dA (12.1.1.3), cf. (1249).

(1246) a. Bi zorjku bi-mi.
me poor be-lSG

am poor.'
b. Si zugdi: sagdi bi-s'e.

you house.2SG large be-PERF
'Your house was large.'

c. Nina alagdig'a bi-s'e.
Nina beautiful be-PERF
'Nina was beautiful.'
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d. Bi udie bi-mi.
me Udihe be-lSG
Ί am Udihe.'

(1247) a. Ussuri ketu suyta.
Ussuri very deep
'The Ussuri is very deep.'

b. Xuda-si: ni: ja:-ni kaygas'a.
fur-V.PRP man eye-3SG narrow
'The merchant's eyes are narrow.'

(1248) £/ sagdi ede-zeye-i.
you big become-FUT-2SG
'You will become big.'

(1249) a. Aziga nukte-ni wanimi-de.
girl hair-3SG long-FOC
"The girl's hair is long.'

b. Bu zugdi-u sagdi-de.
we house-1PL.EX large-FOC
Our house is large.'

The adjectives aja 'good' and ge: 'bad' used in the copular construction can
refer merely to somebody's health, rather than any other quality of the
individual. The construction answers the question ono hie? 'how is X?', cf.:

(1250) a. Ono bie Anna? Aja bi:-ni.
how be.PRES.HAB Anna good be-3SG
'How is Anna? She feels well.'

b. Sita-na-i teu aja bi:-ti.
child-PL-1SG all good be-3PL
'All of my children are healthy.'

17.2.2.1.2. Quantifiers in predicative function

The predicative element can correspond to a numeral (1251) or a scalar
quantifier (1252), cf.:

(1251) a. Zueze zube bi-zene-ni.
table two be-FUT-3SG
'There will be two tables.'
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b. Niyka mayga-yi-ni zu: bi-si-ni.
Chinese leader-AL-3SG two be-PAST-3SG
The Chinese had two leaders.' (SKX 322)

(1252) a. Anana dawa egdi bi-s'e.
long.ago salmon much be-PERF
"There were a lot of salmon before.'

b. Ima: egdi bi-s'e.
snow much be-PERF
"There was a lot of snow.'

c. O-du b'oto egdi.
this-DAT mushroom many
"There are many mushrooms here.'

d. Biki-le sugd : egdi.
Bikin-LOC fish much
'There are a lot of fish in the Bikin.'

Π.2.2.1.3. Nouns in predicative function

Examples of the predicative nouns are:

(1253) a. Bi aja wakca-i ni: bi-mi.
me good hunt-PRP man be-lSG
Ί am a good hunter.'

b. Nua-ni elu ni:.
he-3SG honest man
'He is an honest person.'

c. Koko bi aja anda-i.
Koko me good friend-1SG
'Koko is my good friend.'

In the construction in question the subject and the predicative noun may
stand in a semantic relation of inalienable possession. Still this relationship is
encoded as a predicative relationship. This construction has several subtypes. It
may denote material of which something is made (1254), body parts or some
other part-whole relationship (1255).

(1254) a. Ei tege niyka seule-ni.
this gown Chinese silk-3SG
This gown is made of Chinese silk.'
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b. Wa-la ni:-ni xulah-ni mafa n'ata-ni
kill-N man-3SG blanket-3SG bear skin-3SG
bi-si-ni.
be-PAST-3SG
'The blanket of a successful hunter used to be made of bear skin.'
(SK 1008)

(1255) a. rjala-ni tu: sak bi-si-ni.
hand-3SG all blood be-PAST-3SG
'His hands were all (covered with) blood.' (SK 659)

b. Nua-ni omo ηαΐα bi-si-ni.
he-3SG one arm be-PAST-3SG
'He was one-armed.' (SK 659)

Further, the construction may express measurements. The nouns of measure
that are used predicatively are: cerjele 'weight', erjmele 'width', wanile
'length', and gugdala 'height'. They exhibit one peculiarity: they take the
possessive affix that refers to the subject (this does not depend on the presence
vs. absence of the overt copula). The actual measure is expressed by the
Accusative noun phrase, which precedes the predicate. The sentence is in the
3rd person and does not normally include the overt copula, cf.:

(1256) a. Bi pute-i ila kile-we ceyele-ni.
me bag-ISO three kilogram-ACC weight-3SG
'My bag weighs three kilograms.'

b. Ei xokto zube kilometra-we wanile-ni.
this road two kilometer-ACC length-3SG
'This road is two kilometers long.'

c. Seuni: egdi tamah-ni ahnta tege-ni.
scary much price-3SG woman gown-3SG
'Women's gowns are terribly expensive.' (SK 1097)

Finally, in the construction expressing age, the copula must be overtly present
even in the Present tense 3rd person Singular. The predicative element is the
Nominative noun phrase headed by the word se: 'year' modified by a numeral,
cf.:

(1257) a. Si adi se: hi:? Bi nada
you how.many year be.2SG me seven
se: bi-mi.
year be-lSG
'How old are you? I am seven years old.'
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b. Nua-ti ilaza se: bi:-ti.
he-3PL thirty year be-3PL
'They are thirty years old.'

c. Bi sita-na-i tuna se: ede-kte:-ti.
me child-PL-1SG five year become-DIST.PAST-3PL
'My children have each become five years old.'

Another frequent type of predicative nouns is those in -mule, normally
denoting living persons that bear a symmetrical relationship to each other
(5.1.3.13). In such constructions the copula is never omitted, and shows Plural
agreement. The subject may have the Plural form (1258), be expressed by a
coordinated structure (1259) or have the Dual form of the pronoun 'me'
min-zune with you' (9.1.1), as in (1260). On the subject modified by the
Instrumental noun phrase see 13.5.1.

(1258) a. Nua-ti anda-mule ede:-ti
he-3SG friend-N become.PAST-3PL
ic'a-digi-de.
small-ABL-FOC
'They have been friends since childhood.'

b. Bu xa:-mule bi-u.
we sibling-N be-lPL.EX
'We are brothers.'

c. Nua-ti sengite-mule ede:-ti.
he-3PL r elative-N become.PAST-3PL
'They became relatives.'

d. Bue-ti men-e do-lo xa:-mule
he-3PL REF-0 inside-LOC sibling-N
bi:-ti.
be-3PL
They are siblings to each other.'

e. Anda-mule o:-zo-fi.
friend-N become-SUBJ-lPL.IN
'Let us be friends.'

(1259) Wanba oloxi anda-mule bi-si-ti.
tortoise squirrel friend-N be-PAST-3PL
Tortoise and Squirrel were friends.' (K137)

(1260) Min-zuye zalä-mule bi-fi.
me-both cousin-N be-lPL.IN
'We (you and I) are cousins.'
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17.2.2.1.4. Proprietives in predicative function

With the Proprietive forms in -xi (4.3.1) the construction has a possessive
interpretation. Its meaning is then comparable to the meaning of the regular
possessive construction (17.2.1.4). However, there is a certain difference:
possessive sentences (17.2.1.4) assert the existence of an object in somebody's
possession, while the possessive constructions with the Proprietive forms assert
possession as a characteristic of the subject participant. In fact, the meaning of
the form in -xi can be either possessive (1261) or non-possessive (1262). In the
latter case it simply describes a certain quality of the subject.

(1261) a. Bi ma:ma-i weige-xi.
me grandmother-1SG earring-PROP
'My grandmother has earrings.'

b. Ei uligdig'a aziga ja:pti-xi.
this beautiful girl braid-PROP
"This beautiful girl has braids.'

c. Si oto-rji-xi hi:?
you plate-AL-PROP be.2SG
'Do you have a plate?'

(1262) a. 'Ana saya-xi ede:-ni.
boat hole-ADJ become.PAST-3SG
'The boat became full of holes.'

b. Nua-ni unugu-xi.
he-3SG illness-ADJ
'He is ill.'

Proprietive forms are negated in an irregular fashion by means of the Partitive
negative construction as in (1263). For further information see 23.2.1.5.4.

(1263)Mifl-m unugu-le anci.
he-3SG illness-PART no
'He is not ill.'

It should be noticed that Proprietive constructions and their negative
counterparts may sometimes be subjectless and have an impersonal
interpretation, cf.:

(1264) a. J'e-le-dem ni:-xi.
what-LOC-IND man-ADJ
'There are people every where.'(K166)
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b. Buga-la anci bi-si-ni.
island-PART no be-PAST-3SG
'There were no islands.' (SKX 320)

c. Baga:-za-la xaisi mo:-xi bihi-ni.
other-N-LOC also tree-PROP be-3SG
'There are trees on the other side (of the river) as well.'
(Schneider 1937: 72)

17.2.2.1.5. Plural agreement

Although expression of plurality is optional, the Plural of the subject can be
encoded on the predicative adjective by means of the adjectival Plural marker
-rjku (on this marker see 6.1.2.1.1). The subject itself may remain in the
Singular; the copula is either omitted from the clause (1265), or takes Plural
agreement (1266). When the subject corresponds to a personal pronoun of any
person the Plural marker -rjku on the predicative adjective is normally absent,
cf. (1267).

(1265) a. Ei moxo imexi-rjku.
this cup new-PL
'These cups are new.'

b. Nua-ni aziga-ni ic'a-yku.
he-3SG daughter-3SG small-PL
'His daughters are small.'

c. Soy go seuni-qku.
bear frightful-PL
'Bears are frightful.'

(1266)£Y n'aula mayga-yku bi:-ti.
this boy strong-PL be-3PL
'These boys are strong.'

(1267) Nua-ti ic 'a-i bi-si-ti.
he-3SG small-FOC be-PAT-3PL
They are small.'

When the subject is morphologically marked for plurality with the Plural affix
-ziga, number agreement between it and the predicative adjective is strictly
obligatory, cf. (1268a) and (1268b):

(1268) a. Aziga-ziga alagdig'a-yku bi:-ti.
girl-PL beautiful-PL be-3PL
'The girls are beautiful.'
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b. *Aziga-ziga alagdig'a bi:-ti.
girl-PL beautiful be-3PL
'The girls are beautiful.'

Quantifiers in the predicative position do not require either a plural subject
or plural agreement on the copula, as illustrated above in 17.2.2.1.2. However,
the 3rd person Plural is not totally excluded, cf.:

(l269)Anana hi za-i egdi bi-s'e, eitene
long.ago me friend-1SG many be-PERF now
wac'a bi:-ti.
few be-3PL
'Previously I had many friends, these days I have few of them.'

The predicative noun never takes plural agreement, so the subject agrees in
number only with the copula and not with the predicative element, cf. (1270a)
and (1270b). More examples are presented in (1271).

(1270) a. Nua-ni aja ni: bi:-ni.
he-3SG nice man be.RES-3SG
'He is a nice person.'

b. Nua-ti aja ni: bi:-ti.
he-3PL nice man be-3PL
'They are nice people.'

(1271) a. Ba: ni:-ni bi-fi minti.
sky man-3SG be-lPL.IN we
'We are sky people.'

b. 5« mamaka mamasa esi-gi-u.
you old.man old.woman become-REP-2PL
'You are becoming old (literally: old man and old woman).'

If the predicative element denotes a body part, typically combined with a
numeral onto One', the construction rather has a possessive meaning.

(1272) a. Nua-ni onto ηαΐα bi-si-ni.
he-3SG one hand be-PAST-3SG
'He had one hand.' (SKX 316)

b. Nua-ni onto gagda bugdi.
he-3SG one another leg
'He is one-legged.'
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Π.2.2.2. Adverbial construction

The adverbial copular construction predicates various adverbial relations, such
as the spatial, comparative, purposive, and others. The predicative element
corresponds to the noun phrase in the oblique cases, the postpositional phrase,
or the adverbial phrase. The personal copula used in this construction is
normally present even in the 3rd person Singular in the Present tense. The
Imperative and other oblique moods are ruled out.

17.2.2.2.1. Destinative nouns in predicative function

The Destinative noun within the copular construction predicates the destination
of the subject for a particular potential recipient (benefactive) or for making
something (goal). So there is an apparent semantic difference between such
constructions and constructions with Destinative Participles (17.2.1.2 and
17.2.2.4), which indicate that an object is designed for a certain activity.
Destinative copular constructions are found only in the 3rd person. The
predicative element is a destinative possessive noun phrase that encodes the
benefactive/goal. The noun in the Destinative case takes the possessive
reflexive suffix -mi in the meaning of general destination when the potential
goal is not expressed within the destinative noun phrase (1273a). When the
benefactive is expressed as a possessive modifier, it is referred to by possessive
affixes on the head, see (1273b) and (1273c).

(1273) a. Ei naktu mo: saijmiyku-ne-mi.
this rotten tree smoke-DEST-REF
'This rotten tree is for the smoke (against mosquitoes).'

b. Minti omolo-no-fi bi-zeye-ni
we.IN daughter.in.law-DEST-lPL.IN be-FUT-3SG
belie.
girl
'The girl will be our daughter-in-law.'

c. Si-de elu ni:-ne-i osi:.
you-FOC now man-V-2SG become.2SG
'You have now become grown up.' (K 164)

We have at least one example at our disposal in which grammatical relations
are reverse: the destinative noun seems to correspond to the subject of a
copular construction, while a Nominative noun has a predicative function. This
follows from the word order and semantics of the sentence. Unfortunately, no
other material is available.
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(\2T4)Juge xei-ne-ni jayza-ktu xei.
scoop handle-DEST-3SG decorate-RES handle
'The scoop handle is decorated (with ornaments).' (SK 393)

17.2.2.2.2. Nouns in the oblique cases in predicative function

A noun in the local cases does not itself have a predicative function. What is
predicated by such a construction is the local relation of the noun phrase to the
subject. The noun within the predicative phrase takes the Dative/Locative or
the Ablative. In the Dative/Locative it denotes temporary location (1275) and,
if it is animate, it can also express a woman's marital relationship (1276).

(1275) a. Anna zugdi-du bi:-ni.
Anna home-DAT be-3SG
'Anna is at home.'

b. Bi abuga-i Bali-du bi:-ni.
me father-ISO Khabarovsk-DAT be-3SG
'My father is in Khabarovsk.'

c. Ei liste kiniga-du bi-si-ni.
this sheet book-LAT be-PAST-3SG
'This sheet was in the book.'

d. Kuliga tekpu-ni ka:-di-ni bi:-ni.
snake skin-3SG side-DAT-3SG be-3SG
'The snake skin is nearby.'

(1276) Stepana-du bi-mi.
Stepan-DAT be-lSG
Ί am married to Stepan.'

In the Ablative the predicative noun phrase denotes the place of origin of the
subject participant, cf.:

(1277)a. Ei n'aula Οΐοηο-digi (bi:-ni).
this child Olon-ABL (be-3SG)
"This boy is from Olon.'

b. J'e-digi in'ei-ziga?
what-ABL dog-PL
'Where are these dogs from?'

The Instrumental noun phrase in the predicative function either denotes
material (1278a) or has a comitative meaning (1278b).
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(1278) a. Umu-ni na:-zi.
belt-3SG leather-INST
'His belt is made of leather.' (SKX 292)

b. Gagda e:-tigi uti getu-de
second side-LAT that PL-FOC
men-e-men-e meime-zi bi:-ti.
REF-O-REF-0 harpoon-INST be.PRES-3PL
'Each person on either side had his own harpoon.' (SKX 302)

17.2.2.2.3. Adverbs in predicative function

The adverbial expressions that participate in copular constructions indicate a
certain property of the subject, cf.:

(1279) a. Sul'ai xokto-ni uta-uxi bi:-ni.
fox footstep-3SG that-LAT be-3SG
'The fox's footsteps go that way.' (K 159)

b. Bu ege-u uta-la bi-si-ni.
we soul-lPL.EX that-LOC be-PAST-3SG
Our souls were there.' (K 186)

c. Wayba xegdini bi-si-ni.
tortoise down be-PAST-3SG
'The tortoise was on the bottom.' (K 137)

17.2.2.2.4. Postpositional phrases in predicative function

The predicative element can correspond to the locational (1280), comparative
(1281), or comitative (1282) postpositional phrase. For the list of
corresponding postpositions see 10.2.

(l2SO)Xeleba zueze we:-le-ni bi:-ni.
bread table top-LOC-3SG be-3SG
"The bread is on the table.'

(1281) a. Ei zugdi minti zugdi-fi bede.
this house we house-1PL.IN ike
"This house is like ours.'

b. Guzakta-ni ijcnjta labuga-ni bede.
beard-3SG branch moss-3SG like
'His beard is like the moss on the branches of the pine tree.'
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c. Xuda-si: ni: bogo boloi-fi jandasa
fur-V.PRP man fat autumn-ADJ badger
bede. Bou kurjka texe bede bi:-ni
like fat cedar trump like be-3SG
xuda-si: ni:.
fur-V.PRP man
'The merchant is fat like an autumn badger. The merchant is fat like
a cedar tramp.'

d. We: kico-ni ogb dili-ni
mountain top-3SG elk head-3SG
xeyki-ni esi-e-ni.
like-3SG become-PAST-3SG
'The top of the mountain became similar to the elk's head.'

e. Si hi di:rjki bi-s'e-i.
you me like.lSG be-PERF-2SG
'You were of my size.'

(1282) a. Bi xa: mule bi-mi.
me brother with be-lSG
Ί have a brother.' (literally: I am with my brother)

b. Bi sita mule bi-mi.
me son with be-lSG
Ί live with my children.'

c. Omo jegdige bagdi-e-ni enirje
one hero live-PAST-3SG mother
mule zuye-de.
with both-FOC
Ά hero lived together with his mother.' (K 179)

The postpositional phrase with the postposition bede 'like' sometimes does not
involve a noun standard of comparison, but an adjective or a demonstrative
pronoun. The construction expresses the comparison with a class of objects
characterized by the corresponding adjective, without actually naming any of
these objects. It is based on a general knowledge of the typical properties of
such objects that is shared by all members of the linguistic community. The
postposition bede is translated in this case as 'looks like'. Only a few adjectives
and pronouns can participate in such constructions, and these are the following:

(l2S3)imexi 'new' inigi 'alive'
n'aula 'young' ei 'this
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Since we deal here with inherent and more or less permanent characteristics of
the subject, only the Habitual copula bie is present in such constructions.

(1284) a. Zugdi imexi bede bie.
house new like be.PRES.HAB
'The house looks like a new one.'

b. Si fi'aula bede bie.
you child like be.PRES.HAB
'You look young.'

c. Ute bede ei bie.
that like NEG.PRES be.PRES.HAB
'It does not happen to be this way.'

17.2.2.3. Alienable possessive construction

One of several options used to express a possessive relationship is the copular
construction in which the predicative word corresponds to the nominal (a noun
or a personal pronoun) with the alienable possession suffix -ηϊ- (see 4.1.4.4 and
9.1.1.3). The predicative word with the suffix -rji- denotes the possessor, and
this is the only case in Udihe in which the possessor is morphologically
marked. However, in this case we are dealing not with the possessive noun
phrase but with the predicative relationship. The suffix -171- here signifies that
the possessive relationship is the main predication in the sentence. For obvious
semantic reasons, only the alienable possessive relationship can be predicated
by the construction in question. It does not allow a subject in the 1st or 2nd

person, or the Imperative and other non-Indicative moods. Tense forms other
than the Present are also hardly found, and accordingly the personal 3rd person
Present tense copula bi:-ni is normally omitted.

The possessed noun does not form a constituent with the possessor-noun. It
need not be overtly present within the clause, as in (1285), or it may function as
the subject, as in (1286).

(1285) a. M kusige-ni? B'ata-yi.
who knife-3SG boy-AL
'Whose is the knife? The boy's.'

b. Μ kiniga-ni? Kolia-qi.
man book-3SG Kolya-AL
'Whose is this book? Kolya's.'

c. Zu: se: ule: k rja-yi soqo-iji.
two sort meat deer-ΑΙ bear-AL
'There are two sorts of meat (here), deer meat and bear meat.'
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(1286) a. Ei suese Susana-yi.
this axe Susan-AL
This axe is Susan's.'

b. Ei zugdi hi ami-yi:.
this house me father-AL.1SG
'This house is my father's.'

As well as by nouns, the predicative role can also be played by the possessive
forms of Personal pronouns, which are also marked by the suffix -yi- (see
9.1.1.3).

(1287)£r ugda nua-ti-yi.
this boat he-3PL-AL
'This boat is theirs.'

17.2.2.4. Destinative construction

Destinative Participles function in null-argument copular constructions of
general destination (17.2.1.2). They also participate in a copular construction in
which the destination seems to be asserted with respect to a particular entity
encoded as the grammatical subject. The subject noun phrase takes the
Nominative form, and exhibits the subject properties described in 15.1.1.
Unfortunately, our material is not sufficient to allow us to make a definite
judgement on whether all Destinative Participles derived from all verbs allow
both types of destinative constructions (the subjectless construction and the
personal construction). At present, it appears as though one-argument
intransitive verbs only follow the subjectless pattern and that adjuncts cannot
be promoted to the subject of destinative clauses. The contrast between the
subjectless destinative construction 17.2.1.2 and the destinative construction
with a subject can be seen in the following examples. The impersonal sentence
(1288a) corresponds to two destinative copular sentences (1288b) and (1288c).

(1288) a. Ei xeku-zi in'ei-we egbesi:-ti.
this rope-ESFST dog-ACC tie-3PL
They tie the dog with this rope.'

b. Ei xeku-zi in'ei-we egbesi:-kci.
this rope-INST dog-ACC tie-3PL
'It is intended to tie the dog with this rope.'

c. Ei xeku in'ei-we egbesi:-kci.
this rope dog-ACC tie-3PL
'This rope is for tying the dog.'
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In (1288b) the Instrumental noun phrase inherits its case from (1288a) and is
not a subject (see 17.2.1.2), while in (1288c) it is a Nominative subject noun
phrase. The translations of (1288b) as an impersonal and of (1288c) as a
personal sentence reflects this distinction.

The construction in question does not have a definite time reference, but rather
expresses a timeless universal situation. Therefore the Destinative Participle is
compatible only with the Present tense (personal) copula, which, in its turn is
usually omitted, cf.:

(1289) a. Ei mä:usa bui-we wakca-kci.
this gun animal-ACC hunt-DP
'This gun is for hunting the animal.'

b. Ei mulexi uli-we gada-kci.
this bucket water-ACC carry-DP
'This bucket is for carrying water.'

(1290) a. Kuti wa-kci bi:-ni.
tiger kill-DP be-3SG
The tiger lives for killing.'

b. Zugdi badgi-kci bi:-ni.
house live-DP be-3SG
The house is for living.'

c. Zeu diga-kci bi:-ni.
food eat-DP be-3SG
'Food is for eating.'

17.2.2.5. Resultative construction

Resultative Participles (7.6.1.4) in the predicative function express an aspectual
meaning: they denote the resultative state, that is, the observable state that
results from the previous situation denoted by the verbal stem. Both subjective
(17.2.2.5.1) and objective (17.2.2.5.2) Resultative Participles participate in
such constructions. The resultative construction involves the personal copula
'be', optionally omitted in the 3rd person Singular Present tense.

(\29\)Nua-ni sokto-ktu (bi:-ni).
he-3SG drink-RES (be-3SG)
'He is drunk.'
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17.2.2.5.1. Subject-oriented resultative

The subject-oriented resultative denotes the state of the single participant of an
intransitive situation. The subject (experiencer of the resultative state) is
identical to the subject participant of the (hypothetical) previous situation.

(1292) a. Biki uli-ni xa:-ktu.
Bikin river-3SG get.shallow-RES
"The river Bikin became shallow.'

b. Bi ηαΐα-i auli-ktu.
me hand-ISO swell-RES
'My hand is swollen.'

c. Deye su:-ktu,
lamp go.out-RES
'The lamp died out.'

d. Ei mo: zegde-ktu.
this tree burn-RES
'This tree is burnt.'

e. B'ata nienisi-ktu.
boy get.sweaty-RES
'The boy became sweaty.'

f. Ei n'aula lali-ktu bi:-ni
this child starve-RES be-3SG
'This child is hungry.'

17.2.2.5.2. Object-oriented resultative

In the object-oriented Resultative, the subject-experiencer of the resultative
state corresponds to the object (patient/theme) participant of the previous
transitive situation, while its agent remains unspecified. Remarkably, in such
resultative constructions there are two alternative coding options for the
subject-experiencer of the resultative state: the Nominative (1293) or the
Accusative (1294).

(1293) a. Tege guzaga-ktu.
gown tear-RES
"The gown is torn up.'

b. Nua-ni tege-ni teu to-lo-ktu.
he-3SG gown-3SG all button-V-RES
'His gown is all buttoned.'
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(1294) a. Weige-we aunda-ktu.
floor-ACC dry.up-RES
'The floor is dried up.'

b. Si kusige-we-i zu-ktu.
you knife-ACC-2SG sharpen-RES
'Your knife is sharpened.'

The case difference seems to be an instance of free morphological variation.
There is no apparent semantic difference between the two options; thus (1293a)
can be expressed with the Accusative experiencer as well.

(1295) Tege-we guza-ga-ktu.
gown-ACC tear-DEC-RES
'The gown is torn up.'

Both the Accusative and Nominative noun phrases seem to exhibit the subject
properties described in 15.1.1 and should be identified as the subject. When the
Resultative Participle takes the redundant affix of the passive Past Participle
-sA (7.5.1.3) the construction does not appear to differ from the regular
resultative constructions, except that the subject must be in the Accusative (the
Nominative is banned), cf.:

(1296) a. Ei tuduze-we siki-ktu-se.
this potato-ACC wash-RES-PP.PAS
'This potato has been washed.'

b. Tegbeni uli-we mantila-ktu-se.
dirty water-ACC pour-RES-PP.PAS
The dirty water has been poured away.'

c. Ei mo:-wo tugbu-ktu-se.
this tree-ACC cut-RES-PP.PAS
'This tree has been cut down.'

17.2.2.5.3. Plural agreement

Plurality may be emphasized by means of the Restrictive focus particle m'ei
(12.1.1.9.2). In the Plural the Resultative Participle does not agree in number
with the copula.

(1297) a. Ei n'aula-ziga cemne-ktu bi:-ti.
this child-PL deceive-RES be-3PL
"These children are deceived.'
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b. Ei in'ei-ziga korjko-kiu bi-zeye-ti.
this dog-PL beat-RES be-FUT-3PL
'These dogs will be beaten.'

c. Nua-ti deu-ktu bi:-ti.
he-3PL get.tired-RES be-3PL
They are tired.'

17.2.2.5.4. Collocation with adverbials

The time reference of the resultative construction is the time of the resultant
state and not of the process that leads to this state. This can be seen from the
collocation with time adverbials that refer to the time of the state. In (1298a)
the adverb tirjeni 'yesterday' and in (1298b) the adverb timana 'tomorrow'
indicate the time of the state, although the event of closing the shop or house,
respectively, can occur at any previous time.

(1298) a. Tiyeni magazina kimpi-ktu bi-s'e.
yesterday shop lose-RES be-PERF
'Yesterday the shop was closed.'

b. Timana hi zugdi: kimpi-ktu
tomorrow me house. 1SG close-RES
bi-zerje-ni.
be-FUT-3SG
'Tomorrow my house will be closed.'

Since the construction denotes the state, and not the process, it cannot include
certain adverbs such as, for example, ei 'just now', or those adverbials that
characterize verbal action, cf. the ungrammatical (1299).

(1299) *Ono-wo tuge-zi ono-ktu.
letter-ACC quick-INST write-RES
'The letter is written quickly.'

17.2.2.6. Construction with ideophones

Most ideophonic adverbs (10.1.3.2) are regularly used in the predicative
function in combination with either the personal copula hi- or, more often, the
impersonal copula hie. The choice of the copula basically depends on whether
the construction expresses a permanent or a temporary state (see 17.1). Other
copulas may also be used (17.2.2.6.3). Unlike adjectives (17.2.2.1), the
ideophones never take Plural markers, so the Plural of the subject can be
marked only in the subject noun phrase or the agreement affix on the copula.
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As distinct from the bound adjectives addressed in 6.4.4.2.2, ideophones that
enter copular compounds have also another syntactic function: they mostly
function as verbal modifiers (see 10.1.3.2.3). Their double function is
illustrated below. The examples in (a) below show the ideophones in adverbial
function, while examples (b) illustrate the corresponding ideophones within a
compound adjective.

(1300) a. Ja: kilum ise-si:-ni.
eye angry see-IM-3SG
'He is looking with angry eyes.'

b. Ja: kilum ede:-ni.
eye angry become.PAST-3SG
'His eyes became angry.'

(1301) a. Meje-i pam tagda:-ni.
mind-REF black get.angry.PAST-3SG
'He got very angry.'

b. Pam ede:-ni.
black become.PAST-3SG
'He became black from anger.'

(1302) a. Tu-tu rjene:-ni.
quiet-quiet go.PAST-3SG
'He left quietly.'

b. Tu-tu bi-e!
quiet-quiet be-IMP.2SG
'Be quiet!'

(1303) a. Pam buto:-ti.
black get.dirty.PAST-3PL
'(They) are soiled with black.'

b. Pam ede:-ni.
black become.PAST-3SG
'It became black.'

(1304) a. Dili zeyge-zeyge usa-\vasi-si:.
head swinging-swinging move-DIV-IM.PRP
'The head is swinging unsteadily.'

b. Zege-zeyge ede:-ni.
swinging-swinging become.PAST-3SG
'It started to swing.'
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.2.2.6.1. Construction with the personal copula

The examples below illustrate the personal 3rd person Present copula 'be' in
sentences that express a temporary state. The copula must always be overtly
present, even in the 3rd person in the Present tense.

(1305) a. Nua-ni ja:-ni bugdam bi:-ni.
he-3SG eye-3SG goggling be-3SG
'He was goggling (at something).'

b. Bi abuga-i teu-teu bi:-ni.
me father-1SG quite-quite be-3SG
'My father is silent.'

c. Nua-ni muf-muf bi:-ni.
he-3SG toothless-toothless be-3SG
'He is toothless.'

d. Tege cif-cif bi-s'e.
gown wet-wet be-PERF
'The gown was wet through.'

17.2.2.6.2. Construction with the Habitual copula

Examples:

(1306) a. In'ei pigdäm bie.
dog inside be.PRES.HAB
'The dog is inside.'

b. Nakta sezem bie.
boar shaggy be.PRES.HAB
'The boar has shaggy hair.'

c. Oäza täk-täk bie.
trap hard-hard be.PRES.HAB
'The trap is hard.'

d. Kusige cem-cem bie.
knife sharp-sharp be.PRES.HAB
'The knife is sharp.'

e. Ei kektime kei-kei bie.
this bank steep-steep be.PRES.HAB
This bank is steep.'
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17.2.2.6.3. Construction with other copulas

The following examples illustrate the use of the copula 'become' in the
construction in question.

(1307) a. Nua-ni mut-mut ede:-ni.
he-3SG toothless-toothless become.PAST-3SG
'He became toothless.'

b. Uli pice-pice e:-ni.
water spill-spill become.PAST-3SG
'Water has spilled out.'

c. In'ei kidem-kidem ede:-ni.
dog on.end-on.end become.PAST-3SG
The dog's fur stood on end.'

d. Nua-ni bakcam ede:-ni.
he-3SG crooked become.PAST-3SG
'He is doubled up (in pain).'

e. Jogoso χαηηα-χαηηα esi-gi-e-ni.
channel dry-dry become-REP-PAST-3SG
The channel completely dried up.'

Remarkably, as distinct from copular constructions with nouns and adjectives,
ideophones are compatible with the "semantically light" verbs wo:- and nixe-
'make, do'.

(1308) a. Uli pice-pice wo:-ni.
water spray-spray make.PAST-3SG
'The water spilt with spray'

b. rjua-isi-ni i:-le-dele k r-k r-k r
sleep-PC-3SG what-LOC-IND shave-shave-shave
wo-ini.
make-3SG
'While he is sleeping, shaving is happening somewhere.' (K 110)

c. Modor-modor wo:-ini.
slobber-slobber make.PAST-3SG
'He slobbered.' (SK 562)

d. K kcike nixe-ini.
INTER do-3SG
'It goes crack (gnawing nuts).'

e. Coyokti-le-ni k lak wo:-ni.
pendant-LOC-3SG ringing make.PAST-3SG
'He made a ringing noise (touching) a pendant (on the dress).'
(K 131)
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Notice that the copulas wo:- and nixe- with the meaning 'make, do, go, happen'
may also occur with other manner adverbs.

(1309) a. Ga:rja dogbo-ni ute bede nexe-ini.
each night-3SG that like do-3SG
'Every night it happens this way.' (K 28)

b. Ine-m ine-m \vo:-ini.
laugh-INF- laugh-INF make-3SG
'He laughs very much.' (K 117)

17.2.2.6.4. Omission of the copula

Omission of the copula is a rare option in the construction in question.
However, we have a few examples in our corpus, cf.:

(1310) a. Uta-digi xaku euge-me rjala k u-k u.
that-ABL right pincers arm squeak-squeak
'Then his arms were squeaking like pincers.' (K 105)

b. Bi zugdi: sim-sim-de.
me house. 1SG quiet-quiet-FOC
'It is quiet in my house.'

c. Tigmel'e xegie-xi ηαΐα gamda-liu, dili
felLPERF down-LAT hand together-ADV head
dayda-liu-de.
bending-ADV-FOC
'(It) fell putting together its hands and bending its head.' (K 187)

d. Ocajda-dcajda kapt'a-si, tu:
bandaged-bandaged bandage.PERF-PC.SS all
kapta-ktu dili-ni daqda-daijda.
bandage-RES head-3SG bandaged-bandaged
'His head is all bandaged.'

17.2.3. Dative subject pattern

In copular sentences with the experiencer Dative noun phrase, the predicative
element is expressed either by the experiential adjective (17.2.3.1) or
occasionally by the Desiderative Infinitive (17.2.3.2). Both these constructions
can be generally characterized as experiential, that is, denoting a temporary
(physical) state. They do not occur in the non-Indicative moods. These
constructions involve the personal copula hi- 'be' that takes the 3rd person
Singular personal affix and is omitted in the Present tense. Note that the Dative
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experience! argument exhibits certain (but not all) subject properties and is
therefore identified as a "subjectoid" in 15.1.3.

17.2.3.1. Experiential construction

The adjectives that are used as a predicative element of the experiential
construction with the Dative experiencer are in (1311).

(1311) ge: 'bad' aja 'good'
xekui 'hot' iyeni 'cold'
safani 'boring' ug'ei 'heavy'
xetjteni 'bored with' gili 'chilly'
seuni 'scary, frightening' xok i 'sweaty'
xei 'tasty' sebzeyke 'cheerful, funny,

interesting'

Basically the same set of adjectives can govern the impersonal infinitival
complement clause and the experiencer-controlled complement clause (20.1.1).

Examples (1312) illustrate the Present tense with the copula dropped,
example (1313) illustrates the Future tense, examples (1314) illustrate the
'become'-type copula.

(1312) a. Mun-du ketu sebzeyke.
we-DAT very interesting
'We are very happy.'

b. Min-du safani. or: Safa-ni min-du.
me-DAT boring boring-3SG me-DAT
Ί am bored.'

(1313) Min-du xekui bi-zeye-ni.
me-DAT hot be-FUT-3SG
Ί will feel hot.'

(1314) a. Kasa-du ug'ei ede-li-ge.
eagle-DAT heavy become-INC-PERF
'It is becoming heavy for the eagle (to carry).'

b. Min-du ge: ede:-ni.
me-DAT bad become.PAST-3SG
Ί started feeling bad.'

c. Jegdige-du seuni: o:-ni.
hero-DAT scary become.PAST-3SG
'It has become scary for the hero.' (K 182)
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17.2.3.2. Desiderative construction

The predicative element corresponds to the Desiderative noun in -mugdi
(8.2.3.2). The Desiderative noun denotes the desiderative state, that is, the wish
for the performance of a corresponding action. Normally the issue here is the
wish that pertains to a certain bodily physical activity, like eating or sleeping,
while otherwise intentional suffixes (8.2.3.3) are used in this sense. The
desiderative construction can be in the Present or Past tense. The Future tense
is banned. In the Present tense the auxiliary verb is normally omitted. An
example of the copula 'become' is (1316).

(1315) a. Nuan-du-ni yua-mudgi.
he-DAT-3SG sleep-DESN
'He is sleepy.'

b. B'ata-du yua-mugdi.
boy-DAT sleep-DESN
The boy is sleepy.'

c. Min-du yua-mugdi.
me-DAT sleep-DESN
Ί am sleepy.'

d. Minti-du caja-wa umi-mugdi.
we-DAT tea-ACC drink-DESN
'We feel like drinking some tea.'

(1316) Bi jexe-mugdi ede-li-e-mi.
me sing-DESN become-INC-PAST-lSG
Ί felt like singing.'

There are also examples where in this construction the Present participle of the
desiderative verb is used instead of the Desiderative noun in -mugdi.

(1317) yua-mu:i ede-li-e-mi.
sleep-DES.PRP become-INC-PAST-lSG
Ί started feeling sleepy.'

It is noteworthy that the experiencer of the desiderative state can be
expressed not only by the Dative case but also by the Nominative case.

(1318) a. Nua-ni diga-mugdi bi-si-ni.
he-3SG eat-DESN be-PAST-3SG
'He wanted to eat.'

b. Nua-ni yua-mugdi.
he-3SG sleep-DESN
'He wants to sleep.'
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The Dative and the Nominative seem to be completely synonymous and
interchangeable in this case. The Dative marking of the experiencer may be an
original Udihe feature, cf. the experiential construction 17.2.3.1. However, it is
not completely excluded that the Nominative construction such as (1318) has
been gradually replaced by the Dative construction under the influence of
Russian syntax, where the corresponding sense is rendered with the Dative
subject construction (mne xocetsja Ί would like to' literally 'it is wanted to
me').

17.3. Nominal sentences

Nominal sentences are used when directly indicating an object and/or naming
it. They do not involve a copula and normally consist of only one word:

(1319) a. Jala!
toad
'(Look), a toad!'

b. Ele tete(-ni).
enough end-3SG
'That's the end (traditional tale ending)'.
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Chapter 18
Complex sentences

In this chapter we focus on sentences that contain more than one predication
but do not involve any non-finite verbal forms. Predicates in both components
of the complex sentence are expressed by one of the finite tense/aspect/mood
forms (on these see Chapter 7). Monoclausal coordinated structures
(constituent conjunctions and disjunctions) are also addressed here. On
non-finite subordinate clauses see Chapters 19, 20, and 21.

18.1. Conjunction

The principal means of constituent coordination is the enclitic additive particle
-dA 'and' (12.1.1.3), which functions as both constituent and clausal
coordinator. Occasionally the borrowed Russian conjunctions / 'and', a 'and,
but', and no 'but' may be used. Conjunction may also be expressed by mere
juxtaposition.

18.1.1. Constituent conjunction

On the coordination of postpositional phrases see 10.2.3.

18.1.1.1. Subject coordination

Subject coordination normally occurs through juxtaposition. The verb takes
either the Plural (1320) or Singular (1321) agreement markers.

(1320) a. Exi siye bagdi-e-ti.
frog mouse live-PAST-3PL
There lived a frog and a mouse,

b. Jegdige omo ene-zi sul'ai tene
hero one side-INST fox CONT
baga:-za-nazi ili-e-ti.
other-N-INST stand-PAST-3PL
'The hero stood on one side, and the fox on the opposite side.'
(K 151)
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c. Ila ni: men-e tue-ze-digi-ni ila
three man REF-0 winter-N-ABL-3SG three
ni: xoyto tue-ze-digi-ni Xu:n-dile
man other winter-N-ABL-3SG Khor-LOC
\vakca-na:-ti.
hunt-DIR.PAST-3PL
Three men from our dwelling and three men from another dwelling
went hunting on the river Khor.'

d. Uti etigi-ni mama-ni
that father.in.law-3SG grandmother-3SG
od'o-ni rjua-iti, e-iti dogdi-de.
grandfather-3SG sleep-3PL NEG-3PL hear-FOC
'Her father-in-law and mother-in-law, grandmother and grandfather
sleep and do not hear.'

(1321) a. Mamaka aziga-la digen-ki-ni.
old.woman girl-CONT hide-PAST-3SG
The old woman and the girls have hidden.' (K 107)

b. Bude-ili mamaka nada kotoi-ti.
die-3SG old.woman seven bald-3PL
The old woman and the seven bald ones died.'

c. Si abuga-i eniye-i sin-e-we
you father-2SG mother-2SG you-0-ACC
wa:-ni.
kill.PAST-3SG
'Your father and mother killed you.'(K 196)

In the following example three embedded subjects are coordinated by means of
the additive focus clitic -dA.

(1322) Ami: -de eni:-de
father.2SG-FOC mother.2SG-FOC
xa-nta-na-i-de bi-si:-si-ni gele-je.
sibling-N-PL-2SG-FOC be-Dvl-PC-3SG ask-IMP.2SG
'If you have a father, mother and siblings, call (them).' (SKX 232)

18.1.1.2. Modifier coordination

Coordination of non-attributive modifiers is a rare option in Udihe. It normally
requires the repetition of the head noun according to the following pattern: (a +
b) C —» a C + b C, where a and b are modifiers and C is a head of the noun
phrase. This is illustrated by (1323), where the possessive modifiers are
coordinated.
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(l 323) a. Gaiti-de se ke zegdige imuti zegdige
right-FOC ledum lighting lard lighting
wo:-ni.
make.PAST-3SG
'Immediately he set alight the ledum and lard.' (K 189)

b. Karja-da fia:-\va-ni nakta-da
deer-FOC skin-ACC-3SG boar-FOC
na:-\va-ni kai-ze-mi.
skin-SCC-3SG brake-SUBMSG

will brake the skin of the deer and of the boar.'
c. Teti-le hi: xulu mo:-wo-ni cafakta

here-LOC be.PRP ash-tree tree-ACC-3SG birch-tree
mo:-wo-ni si e-zi ende.
tree-ACC-3SG you NEG-IMP.2SG touch
'Don't touch the ash-tree and the birch-tree which stand here.1
(SKX 120)

d. Jegdige tu: wakca-i ogbö imo:-wo-ni
hero all hunt-PRP elk meat-ACC-3SG
kärja imo:-wo-ni wa-l'a-si.
deer meat-ACC-3SG kill-V.PERF-PC.SS
'The hero was always hunting providing elk and deer meat.'
(SKX 212)

On fairly rare occasions the possessive modifiers may be coordinated by means
of juxtaposition.

(\324)ki'asa eze-ni rjasaxi eze-ni neyu-ti
eagle tsar heron tsar younger. sibling-3PL
'younger siblings of the tsar of the eagles and the tsar of the herons'
(SKX 214)

Attributive modifiers (adjectives) are easily coordinated without any additional
devices, as shown below.

(1325) Gazi-je min-du c'aligi seule-me sexi-we.
bring-IMP.2SG me-DAT white silk-ADJ cloth-ACC
'Bring me white silk cloth.'

18.1.1.3. Coordination of other constituents

Other major constituents can be coordinated with the additive focus clitic -dA
'and' which either follows each conjunct (1326), or only the last one (1327), as
well as by means of juxtaposition (1328).
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(1326) a. Exe aja-wa-da ge:-vce-de
sister good-ACC-and bad-ACC-and
wa:-mi bubu,
kill.PAST-lSG EV
'Sister, I have apparently killed both good ones and bad ones.'
(K 127)

b. Kawa xo:-di-ni saijna saija-ni tu:
tent top-DAT-3SG smoke hole-3SG all
tu: jologo-i tue-de zua-da.
all open-PRP winter-FOC summer-FOC
'The smoke opening on top of the tent was always open, in both
winter and summer.' (SKX 286)

(1321) E-zi zawa hi in'ei-we-i
NEG-IMP.2SG take me dog-ACC-lSG
tuxi-we-i-de.
sledge-ACC-lSG-and
'Don't take my dogs and my sledge.'

(1328) a. B'ata-yi-ni gele-ini bei-ne-mi
son-AL-3SG ask-3SG bow-DEST-REF
zanta-na-mi. Ami-ni wo:-ni
arrow-DEST-REF father-3SG make.PAST-3SG
bei-we zanta-wa.
bow-ACC arrow-ACC
'His son asks for the bow and arrows. His father made a bow and
arrows.' (K 167)

b. Nua-ni jexe:-ni skola-du kuluba-du.
he-3SG sing.PAST-3SG school-DAT club-DAT
'He sang at school and in the club.'

c. Tege-zi au-zi tutulu xuli:-ni.
gown-INST cap-INST always walk-3SG
'He always walks in a gown and a cap.'

d. Miki-du zabda-du mala-u-ze-i.
adder-DAT grass.snake-DAT fmish-PAS-SUBJ-lSG
Ί will be eaten by adders and grass snakes.' (SK 534)

e. Sakta-la ja:-na-ni arjma-na-ni
willow-LOC eye-DEST-3SG mouth-DEST-3SG
kusige-zi mine-ini.
knife-INST carve-3PL
'He carves the eyes and mouth (of an idol) with the knife in the
willow.'(SK 365)
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When the coordinated constituents are not adjacent to each other, the last
conjunct is extraposed to the position after the finite verb and must be followed
by the clitic -dA 'and'.

(1329) a. Loyko-wo zawa-ja kafakti-we-de.
pot-ACC take-IMP.2SG bell-ACC-and
Take the pot and the bells'.

b. Ule:-we joxo do-lo-ni nede-iti
meat-ACC pot inside-LOC-3SG put-3PL
ulikte-we-de olokto-lo:-ni.
shaman.lard-ACC-and cook-PURP-3SG
'They put meat and shaman lard in the pot in order to cook (them).'

The examples below demonstrate that for certain semantically fixed
conjoined expressions (abuga eniye 'father and mother') case marking appears
only on the second conjunct. It is not entirely clear how far this phenomenon
goes. Cf. also dogbo-li-ηα inerji-ne 'day and night' (SK 376)
<night-PROL-FOC day-3SG>.

(1330) a. rjene-ze-fi-ge hi enuje
go-SUBJ-lPL.IN-HORT me mother
abuga-tigi: ge.
father-LAT.lSG HORT
'Let us go to my mother and father.' (K 197)

b. Exi-ni abuga eniye-tigi teluyu-si-e-ni.
sister-3SG father mother-LAT story-V-PAST-3SG
'The elder sister told it to the father and the mother.' (K 139)

Less frequently, constituents may be coordinated by means of the repetition
of the VP, that is, (a + b) C -» a C + b C, where a and b are coordinated
constituents and C is a verb.

(1331)E:;«-m edi-we gele-li-e-ni,
elder.sister-3SG wind-ACC ask-INC-PAST-3SG
agdi-we gele-li-e-ni.
thunder-ACC ask-INC-PAST-3SG
'The elder sister started calling the wind and the thunder.' (SKX 100)

18.1.2. Clausal conjunction

Coordinated clauses that share a constituent are addressed in 18.1.2.1. If the
conjoined clauses do not share a constituent, they are coordinated by means of
juxtaposition. However, the criteria here are very subtle: it is not always clear
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whether two clauses should indeed be analyzed as a coordinated structure. In
certain cases, the only formal criterion that can be suggested is prosodic: the
pause between the conjoined clauses is shorter than between two independent
clauses, and the sentence intonation does not fall until the end of the second
conjunct. We will illustrate only the most obvious case here, namely the
coordinated clause that semantically modifies an element of the matrix clause
(18.1.2.2) and the conjoined embedded clauses (18.1.2.3).

18.1.2.1. Coordinated clauses with a shared constituent

18.1.2.1.1. Shared predicate

Constructions with a shared predicate require it to be repeated: (a + b)C —» aC
+ bC, where C is a predicate and a and b are coordinated subjects. The additive
focus particle -dA (12.1.1.3) is the usual means of coordinating such clauses.
The particle is cliticized either to subjects of both conjuncts (1332), or only to
the subject of the second conjunct (1333).

(1332) a. Ic'a-yku-de hie sagda-yku-de
small-PL-FOC be.PRES.HAB big-PL-FOC
hie.
be.PRES.HAB
"There are small ones and large ones as well.'

b. Bi-de e-si-mi bude
me-FOC NEG-PAST-1SG die
nua-da e-si-ni bude.
he-FOC NEG-PAST-3SG die
Ί didn't die, and she didn't die either.' (K 134)

(1333)Nua-ni ja:-yi-ni uligdig'a-i bi ja:-yi:-de
he-3SG cow-AL-3SG beautiful-FOC me cow-AL.lSG-FOC
uligdig'a.
beautiful
'Her cow is beautiful, my cow is beautiful too.'

The following examples illustrates coordination of predicative elements within
copular constructions and periphrastic temporal constructions, which involve
mere juxtaposition of coordinated elements.
(1334) a. Bi-de ami-xi eni-xi bi-s'e-i.

me-FOC father-PROP mother-PROP be-PERF-lSG
Ί also used to have father and mother.' (SK 105)

b. Umu-i umu-le-gie tege-i teti-gie
belt-REF belt-V-REP gown-REF dress-REP
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ο:-ηι.
make.PAST-3SG
'He put on a belt and a gown.' (SK 703)

c. Zuye eh-le-ni uke-zi sagdi bi-si-ni.
both side-LOC-3SG door-INST big be-PAST-3SG
'It was large and had doors on both sides.' (SKX 78)

18.1.2.1.2. Shared adverbial

As can be seen from (1335), the shared adverbial normally occupies the
sentence-initial position, that is, it precedes both conjuncts. In (1335a) the
locational adverbial odu 'here' and in (1335b) the temporal adverbial tue 'in
winter' take scope over both conjoined clauses.

(1335) a. O-du sugd : hie bui egdi.
this-DAT fish be.PRES.HAB animal many
'Here there are fish, there are a lot of animals.'

b. Tue mun-du ima: egdi ketu iyini.
winter we-DAT snow much very cold
'In winter we have a lot of snow, it is very cold.'

In the following sentence the subjects of two clauses sharing an adverbial take
the focus particle -dA.

(1336) Onokto bua-di-ni mo:-do e-i
sand place-DAT-3SG tree-FOC NEG-PRP
bagdi, uli-de \vaca, tu: ogo:-ni.
live water-FOC little all dry.PAST-3SG
'In a desert trees do not live, there is little water, and everything dries
out.'(SK 711)

18.1.2.1.3. Shared subject

Shared subject constructions are normally expressed by non-finite verbal
forms, namely, by converbs and infinitives with the coordinative function
(Chapter 21); therefore coordination of finite clauses with a shared subject is
not very common. However, the contrast!ve conjoined clause with the focus
particle dele Or else, otherwise' is fairly regular (see 12.1.1.6). Examples of
some other coordinated clauses that share the subject are presented below.
There are three variants of such coordinations: (i) by juxtaposition (1337); (ii)
by the coordinator -dA following predicates in both conjoined clauses (1338);
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and (iii) by the coordinator -dA following the predicate of the last conjunct
(1339).

(1337) a. Uti tekpu-we-ni kapta-gi-e-k,
that skin-ACC-3SG wrap-REP-PAST-EXPR
men-e konz'oi-ziga-la-i ne:-gi-e-k,
REF-0 box-DIM-LOC-REF put-REP-PAST-EXPR
jeuce-le-gi-e-k.
lock-V-REP-PAST-EXPR
'She wrapped that skin, put it in her little box and locked it.'

b. Zeuqe asi bou monto-ligi.
greenling very fat round-ADJ
Oreenling (a sort of salmon) is very fat and round.'

(1338) Teu jexe-ini ei-de etete.
all sing-3SG NEG-FOC work
'He only sings, and does not work.'

(1339) Skala-du tatusi-u gusi-u-de.
school-DAT study-lPL play-lPL-FOC
'At school we learn and play.'

As argued in 15.1.1 and 22.2.1.2 and illustrated again by the examples in this
section, only the subject can control the coreferential null across the conjoined
clause.

18.1.2.2. Coordinated modifier

Udihe is characterized by a large number of conjoined clauses that do not
formally share a constituent, but are closely connected in concept, and
sometimes also through certain anaphoric devices. In European languages such
conjoined clauses would most probably correspond to one clause with a
complex structure. This is especially true when the second conjoined clause
describes one of the participants of the first clause, which would correspond to
a modifying structure or a relative clause in European languages.

18.1.2.2.1. Coordinated "relative clauses"

As discussed in Chapter 19, like other grammatical relations, the possessor can
be relativized with one of the two regular relativization strategies: the internal
strategy (19.2.2.2) and the external strategy (19.1.2.3). However, such
constructions are dispreferred by speakers due to their structural complexity,
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and are gradually replaced by finite clauses that correspond in meaning to the
relative clause, but are conjoined to the main clause. In such cases the
possessor is found within the first conjunct while the second conjunct contains
an anaphoric means that refers to it, normally a possessive affix and optionally
an anaphoric pronoun. For the resulting sentence two translations are equally
acceptable; either with a relative clause, or as a coordinated structure.

(1340) a. Ei a:nta hie uti zugdi-di-ni
this woman be.PRES.HAB [that house-DAT-3SG
bagdi-mi.
live-ISO]
'This is that woman in whose house I live.'
"This is that woman, I live in her house.'

b. Bi sa:-mi omo ni:-we aziga-yi-ni
me know-ISO one man-ACC [girl-AL-3SG
Moskva-tigi rjene:-ni.
Moscow-LAT go.PAST-3SG]
Ί know one man whose daughter went to Moscow.'
Ί know one man, his daughter went to Moscow.'

c. rjene-je uti a:nta-tigi sita-ni
go-IMP.2SG that woman-LAT [child-3SG
uni:-ni.
be.ill-3SG]
'Go to that woman whose child is ill.'
'Go to that woman, her child is ill.'

Further cases of a coordinated clause with a modifying meaning are presented
below. For example, in (1341a) and (1341b) the conjoined clauses 'ten meters
high' and 'lives in the earth' respectively semantically modify an element of
the first conjunct.

(1341) a. Bi bagdi-mi ei zugdi-le za: metra
me live-lSG this house-LOC ten meter
gugda-la-ni.
high-N-3SG
Ί live in this house ten meters high.'

b. Silikte-tigi gualana:-ni. Xuta-ligi silikte-tigi
worm-LAT turn.PAST-3SG red-ADJ worm-LAT
na:-la hi:.
earth-LOC be.PRP
'She turned into a worm. Into a red worm which lives in the earth.'

c. Nua-ni gazi-e-ni in'ei-we ke:-de
he-3SG bring-PAST-3SG dog-ACC vicious-FOC
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e-ini hie.
NEG-3SG be.PRES.HAB
'He brought a dog that was not vicious.'

18.1.2.2.2. Negative possessive modifier

A negative possessive modifier is typically expressed in a coordinated structure
by means of the Partitive forms (on them see 4.3.2). In (1342) the second
clause p'a:-la anci 'there are no windows' refers to the element of the first
clause zugdi 'house'. Although no anaphoric means indicates this reference, it
is conceptually clear and can be rendered by a noun phrase within a single
clause as 'a house without windows.' In (1342b) in a similar situation the
personal marker refers to the element of the first clause: zawayku-ni anci,
literally 'there is no its handle', where 'its' anaphorically refers to the element
of the first conjoined clause mulexi 'bucket'. In (1342c) there are two
coordinated negative possessive modifiers.

(1342) a. Nua-ni rjua-ini zugdi-du
he-3SG sleep-3SG house-DAT
p'a:-la anci.
window-PART no
'He sleeps in a house without windows.'

b. Teugi-je tuduze-we mulexi
put-IMP.2SG potato-ACC bucket
do-lo-ni zawanku-ni anci.
inside-LOC-3SG handle-3SG no
'Put the potatoes in the bucket without a handle.'

c. BOKO zoncile:-ni namu tatauxi
Boxo throw.PAST-2SG sea open
gaula-de anci seule-de anci-de.
pole-FOC no oar-FOC no-FOC
'Boxo threw (him) in the open sea without a pole or an oar.'
(SKX 278)

18.1.2.3. Conjoined embedded clauses

Embedded clauses are conjoined by means of juxtaposition (1343a) or by
repetition of the main clause (1343b).

(1343) a. Manga edi-ne-li:-si-ni mo:
strong wind-V-INC-PC.DS-3SG tree
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tirjme-ne-li:-si-ni hi
fall-DIST-INC-PC-DS-3SG me
ar/ma-tigi je:-u.
mouth-LAT enter-IMP.2PL
'After the strong wind begins and the tree falls, enter my mouth.'
(SKX 324)

b. Ag'a-fai boi-se-we-ni
elder.brother-REF tie.down-PP.PAS-ACC-3SG
ise:-ti, kawa-tigi xeke:-me-ti
see.PAST-3PL tent-LAT tie.PP-ACC-3PL
ise:-ti.
see.PAST-3PL
'They saw that their elder brother was tied down and that they had
tied him to the tent.' (SKX 252)

18.1.3. Conjunction under the scope of negation

Constituents within one clause cannot be conjoined under the scope of
negation, so the meaning 'neither ... nor' is always conveyed by a biclausal
structure: (a + b)C —> aC + bC where C is negation and a and b are coordinated
constituents. In a sentence they are often followed by the clitic particle -dA
(1344a).

(1344) a. Ni: xokto-ni-de anci, bui
man footstep-3SG-FOC no animal
xokto-ni-de anci.
footstep-3SG-FOC no
"There are neither a man's footsteps, nor an animal's footsteps.'
(K 148)

b. Sugza:-da e-mu diga ule:-de
fish-and NEG-1PL.EX eat meat-and
e-mu diga.
NEG-1PL.EX eat
'We eat neither fish nor meat.' (K 174)

(\345)Zugdi-le i:-e-ti, abuga anci, eniye anci.
house-LOC enter-PAST-3PL father no mother no
'They entered the house; there is neither father nor mother (there).'
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18.2. Disjunction

Disjunctive structures are expressed by several particles and conjunctions
glossed as DIS (disjunction). On disjunctive questions see 23.1.4.

18.2.1. Constituent disjunction

Constituent disjunction is fairly rare. It can be expressed by the disjunctive
coordinator -kA ...-kA 'either ... or', which cliticizes to the disjoint constituents
(1346a), with the additive focus clitic -dA on each conjunct (1346b), or by
means of juxtaposition (1347).

(1346) a. Da:-ka go:-ko bagdi-mi.
short-DIS long-DIS live-INF
'They lived for a short time or for a long time.' (K 160)

b. Degdi-le-ni mo:-mo-do taluga-ma-da
face-LOC-3SG tree-ADJ-FOC birch.bark-ADJ-FOC
ni: degde-we-ni tet-u-iti.
man face-ACC-3SG put-CAUS-3PL
On their face they put a mask made of wood or birch bark.' (SKX
294)

(1347) a. Men-e exi-fei neyu-fei
REF-0 elder.sister-REF.PL younger.sister-REF.PL
za:gi-e-ti men-tigi.
fetch-PAST-3PL REF-LAT
'They fetched their elder sister or their younger sister.' (SKX 288)

b. Bi dogbo ise-ze-mi j'eu je:-xi je:-le
me night see-SUBJ-lSG what horns-PROP horns-PART
anci bui hi:-we-ni?
no animal be.PRP-ACC-3SG
Ί can't see in the night whether an animal has horns or not, can I?'
(SKI 17)

18.2.2. Clausal disjunction

Clausal disjunction is more frequent and often corresponds to constituent
disjunction in European languages.
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18.2.2.1. Disjunctive coordinator -As(i).... -As(i) 'either ... or'

The particle -Asi... -Asi 'either ... or' normally pronounced with a reduction of
the final vowel as -As ... -As is used as a clausal disjunctive coordinator, which
follows predicates in both disjoint clauses. This particle causes the lengthening
of the final vowel, while when it follows the vowel HI the resulting form has
the long vowel liel. Semantically such disjoint clauses typically share the
predicate, and the same verb is repeated twice.

(1348) a. Bi bude-ze-mi-es si bude-zeye:-s.
me die-SUBJ-lSG-DIS you die-FUT-DIS
'Either I will die, or you will die.'

b. yene-mi da:-la yene:-ti-es
go-INF short-LOC go.PAST-3PL-DIS
go:-lo yene:-ti-es we:-le
long-LOC go.PAST-3PL-DIS mountain-LOC
i:y-ki-ti.
come-PAST-3PL
'While they were walking, they were walking either short or long,
and came to the mountain.' (K 172)

In the following example the disjunctive coordinator conjoins two headless
relative clauses.

(1349) Telujju-si-li-e-ni bie-we-ni-esi
te!l-IM-INC-PAST-3SG be.PRP.HAB-ACC-3SG-DIS
anci-we-ni-esi.
no-ACC-3SG-DIS
'He started telling (us) about what exists or (perhaps) doesn't exist.'
(SKX 248)

18.2.2.2. Disjunctive coordinator -kA .... -kA 'either ...or'

The coordinator -kA ... -kA is used in clausal disjunction as the only coordinator
(1350) or in combination with the coordinator -As(i)... -As(i) (1351). While the
latter always follows the predicate (two predicates of two disjoint clauses), the
former follows another constituent (an argument) that expresses one of the
alternatives. The predicates are always formally identical in both clauses.
Although such sentences correspond semantically to a constituent disjunction,
they are formally biclausal.

(1350) Nakta-wa-ka ise:-mi pauza-wa-ka
boar-ACC-DIS see.PAST-lSG sheep-ACC-DIS
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ise:-mi.
see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw either a boar or a sheep.'

(1351) a Eineyi-ke gulin-ze-u-es timana-ni-ke
today-IND go-SUBJ-lPL.IN-DIS tomorrow-3SG-IND
gulin-ze-u-es.
go-SUBJ-lPL.IN-DIS
'We will leave either today or tomorrow.'

b. Nakta-\va-ka ise:-ni-es
boar-ACC-DIS see.PAST-3SG-IND
j 'e-we-ke ise: -ni-es.
what-ACC-IND see.PAST-3SG-DIS
'He saw either a boar, or something else.'

c. Zaydalafa-ke bi:-ni-es j'eu-ke bi:-ni-es.
Zandalafu-DIS be-3SG-DIS what-DIS be-3SG-DIS
This is Zandalafu, or somebody else.'

The following example illustrates that the clitic -dA ... -dA can be also used in
a disjunctive function, at least by disjunction of two non-finite clauses.

(l352)Xekui bi:-\ve-ni-de gili hi:-we-ni-de
hot be.PRP-ACC-3SG-FOC cold be.PRP-ACC-3SG-FOC
akta-masi-mi.
try-DIS-lSG
Ί am checking whether it is hot or cold.' (S 661)

75.3. Subordination

As shown in Chapters 19, 20, and 21, the normal way to express subordination
is through a non-finite clause, based on participles, converbs, or infinitives.
Subordination expressed by a finite clause is quite rare, and, as in the case of
coordination (18.1), when two finite clauses are adjacent to each other it is not
always apparent whether we are dealing with a complex structure or two
independent sentences. As was mentioned in 18.1.2, in such instances we can
rely on prosodic criteria. This section deals only with more or less transparent
cases (mostly finite complement clauses and some types of relative clauses),
although some less clear examples can also be found. Adverbial finite clauses
seem not to exist in Udihe.
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18.3.1. Complement clauses

This section addresses finite complement clauses, except for subordinate
questions described in 23.1.4. A finite complement clause is governed by verbs
of perception (18.3.1.1), verbs of thinking (18.3.1.2), verbs of saying
(18.3.1.3), and experiential adjectives (18.3.1.4). For these verbs the
subordinate finite complement clause is either the only available valence
pattern, or is possible together with a non-finite complement clause (Chapter
20). The finite complement clause may follow or precede the matrix verb, and
in rare cases it can also be found clause-internally, that is, when it is
surrounded by elements of the superordinate clause.

18.3.1.1. Perception verbs

The following verbs are able to take a finite complement clause, although they
more normally co-occur with a participial complement clause (Chapter 20).

(1353) we- 'see' d isi- 'hear'
ise-si- 'look at' t'osi- 'dream'
sau-pte- 'be known by'

Evidential particles (12.1.2.1) may optionally be present within the finite
subordinate clause, although they are not required by any grammatical rules. If
the evidential particle is present, as in (1355) below, it is basically redundant
since the verbs of perception themselves indicate the source of information.

(1354) a. Λ/α/α oyko-si:-ni ise:-ni.
[bear pasture-IM-3SG] see.PAST-3SG
'He saw that the bears were pasturing.' (K 130)

b. Bi t'osi-mi minti sita-fi eme-zerje-ni.
me dream-1SG [we.IN son-lPL.IN come-FUT-3SG]
Ί was dreaming that our son would come.'

c. T'osi: nada kotoi-ti eme-iti.
dream.PRP [seven bald-3PL come-3PL]
'She is dreaming that seven bald ones are coming.'

(1355) a. Saya culi ise-si-e-ni zu: belie
hole through see-IM-PAST-3SG [two girl
yen'e gune tuxi-we xebu-s'e.
walk.PERF EV sledge-ACC carry-EXP.PERF]
'He looked through the hole (and saw): two girls are coming
carrying a sledge.' (K 110)
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b. Ise-si-e-ni baga:-za-tigi belie-n(i)-de
see-IM-PAST-3SG other-N-LAT [girl-3SG-FOC
te:gi-e-ni gune.
sit-PAST-3SG EV]
'He looked at the opposite side (and saw that): a girl was sitting
(there).' (K 144)

c. Nua-ni sau-pte-ini ketu mei wakca-i
he-3SG know-DEC-3SG [very strong hunt-PRP
ni: gumu.
man EV]
'It is known about him that he is a very good hunter.'

18.3.1.2. The verb muisi- 'think'

The verb of thinking muisi- 'think' cannot govern a non-finite subordinate
clause and is not therefore mentioned in Chapter 20. It only introduces a finite
subordinate clause followed by an evidential particle (normally, gumu or, less
frequently, bize). The absence of this particle results in robust
ungrammaticality.

(1356) a. Muisi-mi ei a:nta soyo-ini gumu.
think-1SG [this woman cry-3SG EV]
Ί think that this woman is crying.'

b. Nua-ni muisi:-ni uli teu xa:-ni
he-3SG think-3SG [water all boil.PAST-3SG
gumu.
EV]
'He thinks that all the water has boiled away.'

(1357) Bi muisi-mi nua-ni eme-gi-e-ni bize.
me think-lSG [he-3SG come-REP-PAST-3SG EV]
Ί think that he must have come.'

Like other sentences introduced by non-factive verbs, subordinate clauses
governed by the verb muisi- follow the sequence of tenses. If the event of the
subordinate clause is prior to the event in the past described by the
superordinate clause, this is expressed by the Pluperfect verb in the subordinate
clause (1358). If the superordinate clause refers to the past, and the event of the
subordinate clause is posterior in time with respect to it, this is expressed by the
Subjunctive in the subordinate clause (1359).

(l358)N'adiga muisi-e-ni si nuan-di-ni
Nadiga think-PAST-3SG [you he-DAT-3SG
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kesi-we bu-o: bi-s'e-i gumu.
luck-ACC give-PP be-PERF-2SG EV]
'Nadiga thought you brought him good luck.'

(1359) a. Bi muisi-e-mi einetji si
me think-PAST-lSG [today you
emegi-ze-i gumu.
come-SUBJ-2SG EV]
Ί thought you would come today.'

b. Bi zua emegi-ze gumu muisi-e-mi.
me [summer come-SUBJ EV] think-PAST-lSG
Ί thought he would come in the summer.'

18.3.1.3. Verbs of saying

The verb gun- 'say' is usually located to the right of the finite subordinate
clause, which in this case is not followed by any evidential elements. In some
contexts the meaning of this verb is rather 'think' (1360c).

(1360) a. Kuti 1<αηα-\να diga-ini gun-e-iti.
[tiger deer-ACC eat-3SG] say-0-3PL
'They say that the tiger eats deer.'

b. Abu-ziga ebede mia-i bi-s'e
[ancestor-PL so sleep-PRP be-PERF]
gun-te-i-ze.
say-PERM-2SG-HORT
Tell (him) that our ancestors used to sleep this way.' (K 106)

c. Zaydalafo gune-mi-de ei sa:
[Zandalafu] think-INF-FOC [NEG know]
sigi-li-e-ti.
brake-BSTC-PAST-3PL
'Thinking that Zandalafu does not know, they started to brake
him.'(K 107)

Verbs of saying other than gun-, such as dian- 'say' in (136la) and telurjusi-
'tell' in (1361b) usually precede the subordinate clause. The evidential particle
gumu is normally located immediately to the right of the subordinate clause.

(1361) a. Ni: dian-a-iti kuti pauza-wa diga-ini
man say-0-3PL [tiger roe-ACC eat-3SG
gumu.
EV]
'People say that the tiger eats roes.'
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b. Bi abuga-tigi: teluyu-si-e-mi
me father-LAT.REF story-V-PAST-lSG
Iwana-wa bele-zeye-i gumu.
[Ivan-ACC help-FUT-lSG EV]
Ί told my father that I will help Ivan.'

The verb dian- 'say' may mean 'say something about somebody' and takes two
non-subject arguments, one of which is expressed by the Accusative and
another corresponds to the finite embedded clause:

(1362) Nua-ma-ni diay-ki-ti ketu met wakca-i
he-ACC-3SG say-PAST-3PL [very strong hunt-PRP
ni: gumu.
man EV]
'They say about him that he is a very good hunter.'

The third argument of the verb telwjusi- 'tell something to somebody' is in the
Dative, cf.:

(1363) Uti ni:-du teluyu-sie Lugi belie
that man-DAT story-V.MP.2SG Lugi fairly
sin-e-we ah-ini.
you-0-ACC chase-3SG
'Tell this man that the fairly Lugi is chasing you.' (SKX 96)

18.3.1.4. The verb yele- 'be afraid'

The verb yele- *be afraid' may introduce a participial complement clause
(Chapter 20) and - in a different subject situation - a finite clause where the
verb is in the Future or Subjunctive:

(1364)fi/ yele-mi Iwana eme-zeye-ni
me be.afraid-lSG [Ivan come-FUT-3SG
(or: eme-ze) gun-e-mi.
(come-SUBJ) say-0-lSG]
Ί am afraid Ivan will come.'

18.3.1.5. Experiential adjectives

Certain experiential adjectives among those listed in (17.2.3.1) introduce a
finite subordinate clause that is not controlled by any element of the
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superordinate clause. In particular, it cannot be controlled by the Dative
experience^ as can non-finite infinitival subordinate clauses (20.1.1.3).

(1365) a. Abuga-i wakca-na-ini min-du-de
[father-ISO hunt-DIR-3SG] me-DAT-FOC
aja.
good
'It is nice for me that the father is going hunting.'

b. Su ute bede dian-a-i min-du-de
[you that like speak-0-2PL] me-DAT-FOC
ge:
bad
'It is bad for me that you speak this way.'

c. Min-du xeyteni ede:-ni min-e-we
me-DAT boring become.PAST-3SG [me-O-ACC
gele-ini.
ask-3SG]
Ί am bored that he keeps asking me.'

d. A:nta jexe-ini min-du sebzeηke.
[woman sing-3SG] me-DAT interesting
Ί am interested in this woman's singing.'

18.3.2. Relative clauses

The Relative clause is typically non-finite (Chapter 19). Quite regularly a finite
relative clause is only used in these two cases: when it is a generalized relative
clause (18.3.2.1), or an equative relative clauses (18.3.2.2).

18.3.2.1. Generalized relative clause

Generalized relative clauses express a non-specific indefinite meaning. They have
an empty head the reference of which is determined by the relative clause itself. In
other words, they express a proposition which refers to the whole class of objects
defined by the relative clause, such as, for example, in j'e-digi-de eme-gi:-si
'wherever I come from' <what-ABL-IND come-REP-PC.lSG>. Structurally, the
generalized relative clause can be both finite and non-finite. Examples of
non-finite generalized relative clauses are presented in 19.5.2.

In all types of generalized relative clauses an indefinite non-specific pronoun is
present (see section 9.6.2 on the morphology of such pronouns). It denotes the
class of objects that the generalized relative clause describes, and takes the
corresponding morphological form. The superordinate clause may contain its
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overt semantic correlate, but this is not necessary. Examples (1366) show the
finite generalized relative clause.

(1366) a. Nua-ni teu nixe:-ni min-tigi
he-3SG all do.PAST-3SG [we-LAT
j'e-we-de diay-ki-ni.
what-ACC-IND say-PAST-3SG]
'He did everything he told us.'

b. Ono-do ja: sin-e-we uisigi-zeye-i hi.
[how-IND PROV] you-0-ACC rescue-FUT-lSG me
'Whatever happens, I will rescue you.' (K 188)

c. Ali-de bagdi: min-du wo-u-ze-i.
[where-IND live.2SG] me-DAT kill-PAS-SUBJ-lSG
'Wherever you live, I will kill you.' (K 163)

d. J'eu ba:-dexem yeni: exi-ml
[what place-IND go.PRP] sister-REF
gene-gi-ze-mi.
bring-REP-SUBJ-lSG
Ί will bring my sister back, wherever she has gone.'

18.3.2.2. Equative relative clause

The equative relative clause is finite and corresponds to the correlative
structure with the correlative anaphoric pronoun (u)ti 'that' (22.1.2.2).
Non-finite correlative clauses are addressed in 22.1.3.

(1367) a. Nua-ni uti xoton-digi eme-gi-e-ni
he-3SG that city-ABL come-REP-PAST-3G
si anana uta-du bagdi-e-i.
[you long.ago that-DAT live-PAST-2SG]
'He came from the same city you used to live in.'

b. Ono bi-si-ni ono bejeku-zi
how be-PAST-3SG how similar-INST
wo-gi-ze-m(i).
make-REP-SUBJ-lSG
Ί will make (it) as it used to be.' (K 188)

c. J'e-le mo: bi-si-ni ta-la qua.
what-LOC tree be-PAST-3SG that-LOC sleep
One would sleep where there were trees.'

d. J'e-le mo: og'ou bi-si-ni ta-la
what-LOC tree dry be-PAST-3SG that-LOC
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aija-si:.
night.shelter-V.PRP
One used to make a night tent where there were dry trees.'

e. J'e-le bul egdi bi-si-ni ta-la
what-LOC animal many be-PAST-3SG that-LOC
bagdi:.
live.PRP
One used to live where there were many animals.'

f. Ni zomi: bi:-si-ni uti
who stealPRP be-PAST-3SG that
yala-ni kokci-zaya-ni.
hand-3SG get.crooked-FUT-3SG
'He who steals something, his hand will become crooked.'

The meaning 'the more .... the more' is expressed by means of repetition of
the adverb eli 'soon':

(1368)E// sagdi ede-ini eli aja-zi
soon big become-3SG soon good-INST
ma:usa-la-ini.
gun-V-3SG
'The more grown up he becomes, the better he can shoot.'

18.4. Direct speech

Verbs of reporting that usually introduce direct speech are the following:

(\369)teluyusi- 'tell' gun- 'say'
xaundasi- 'ask' dian- 'say'
xetinde- 'shout' kaja- Order'
bodosi- 'think' dayisi- 'curse'

Their phonetic form appears to be dependent on their position in the sentence.
If they precede a direct speech quotation, they are usually pronounced with an
emphatic non-phonemic lengthening of the final vowel (2.1.5.1,2.1.5.2), as, for
example: teluyu-si-e-nie (< teleyu-si-e-ni) 'he told' <story-V-PAST-3SG>. On
the other hand, when they follow a quotation in direct speech they appear in a
shortened form with a reduced final vowel (2.1.5.3), for example: guy-ki-n (<
guy-ki-ni) 'he said' <say-PAST-3SG>. These phonetic changes are not
reflected in the examples presented below.
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18.4.1. Direct speech introduced with evidential particles

All the verbs listed in 18.4.1 with the exception of the verb gun- 'say' require
that the evidential particle gumu or gune follow the quotation in direct speech,
for example:

(1370) a. Nua-ni diay-ka eniye-tigi:
he-3SG say-PERF mother-LAT.REF
magazina-tigi yene-zeye-i gumu.
[shop-LAT go-FUT-lSG EV]
'He told his mother: I will go to the shop.'

b. Bi abuga-i diana:-ni in'ei
me father-ISO say.PAST-3SG [dog
e-zi sunzu gumu.
NEG-MP.2SG tease EV]
'My father was saying: Don't tease the dog.'

c. Ei ma: ma j'eu digay-ka tuxi-we
this grandmother what say-PERF [sledge-ACC
xebu-je gumu, ni-de anci gumu.
take-IMP.2SG EV] who-IND no EV
'This grandmother said: Bring the sledge, (but) there was nobody
there.' (K 109)

d. Si xaundasi-je Iwana maunda-ni j'e-we
you ask-IMP.2SG [Ivan gun-3SG what-ACC
gumu.
EV]
'Ask (him): Is it Ivan's gun or somebody else's?'

The evidential particle may be absent in a very long direct speech quotation, or
in a dialogue when verbs of saying introduce the direct speech of several
speakers alternately.

18.4.2. The verb gun- 'say'

The verb gun- sometimes repeats another verb of saying already present in the
sentence. Thus, in (1371) the direct speech is introduced and preceded by the
verb dian- 'say', however, the verb gun- follows the quotation. Its
morphological form "doubles" the form of the first verb of saying (the 1st

person Singular in this case).
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(1371)#/ dian-a-i bi-s'e-i sin-tigi
me say-0-PRP be-PERF-lSG you-LAT
e-zi ijene guy-ki-mi.
[NEG-MP.2SG go] say-PAST-lSG
Ί told you: Don't go.

Alternatively, the verb gun- can act as the only means to introduce direct
speech, in which case it always follows the quotation. The subject of the
superordinate clause that introduces the direct speech may precede the
quotation, as in (1373).

(1372) a. Sehe beje-ti taya:-ti jei ni:
earlier he-3PL count.PAST-3PL [nine man
bi-fi guy-ki-ni.
be-lPL.IN] say-PAST-3SG
'Earlier they were counting themselves and said: There are nine of
us.' (K 30)

b. Digan-ta-i-ze tuxi-we
[[say-PERM-2SG-HORT [sledge-ACC
xebu-je gwj-ke gun-te-j-ze
take-IMP.2SG s ay-PERF] say-PERM-2SG-HORT]]
guy-ki-ni.
say-PAST-3SG
'She said: tell (them) that I told (you): Take the sledge.' (K 109)

(1373) a. Exi-ni mo-lo-zo-m(i) mo-lo-zo-m(i)
sister-3SG [tree-V-SUBMSG tree-V-SUBMSG
bi mo-lo-zo-m(i) guy-ki-ni.
me tree-V-SUBJ-lSG] say-PAST-3SG
'Her sister said: I shall, I shall, I shall cut trees.' (K 104)

b. Belie iyke guy-ki-ni.
fairy [OK] say-PAST-3SG
'The fairy said: OK.' (K 160)

18.4.3. Ellipsis of the verb of saying

The verb of saying may be entirely absent from the sentence with direct speech,
while the other verb within the matrix clause takes a non-finite form (the
Infinitive in (1374) and the Past Participle in (1375)). Since these forms do not
normally function as an independent predicate, this indicates that we are in fact
dealing here with an incomplete structure: the finite verb of saying is omitted.
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(1374) a. Eme-gi-mie, e: eniye, aziga-ziga
come-REP-INF [INTER mother girl-PL
i:-le bi:-ni?
this-LOC be-3SG]
'Having come (he said): Mother, where are the girls?' (K 106)

b. Ise-si-gi-e-ni, omo Kanda mafa
see-IM-REP-PAST-3SG one Kanda old.man
mamaka-yi: mule bi-mi
wife-AL.REF with be-INF
aija-si-e.
[night.shelter-V-IMP.2SG]
'He can see that the old man Kanda lives with his wife (and says):
Stay for the night.'

(\315)Omo-so emende te:n-zi egdeye
one-ADJ witch sit.PP-INST.SS [interesting
ni:-xi-de bi-ze-ni.
man-ADJ-FOC be-SUBJ-3SG]
One witch (said while) sitting: It is interesting, there are people.'
(K 181)

18.4.4. The Imperative in direct speech

In sentences that involve the Imperative in direct speech, the addressee of the
imperative utterance may be optionally expressed within the superordinate
clause as the Accusative object. Such sentences therefore form object control
structures, where the direct object is coreferential with the subject of the
subordinate clause. Examples are:

(1376) a. Bi od'o-i niyka-wa buolime-\ve
me grandfather-1SG Chinese-ACC [corn-ACC
we-je guy-ki-ni.
grow-IMP.2SG] say-PAST-3SG
'My grandfather told the Chinese people: Grow corn!'

b. Bi eniye-we xutinde:-mi ule:-we
me mother-ACC shout.PAST-lSG [meat-ACC
olokto-jo gumu (guy-ki-mi).
cook-IMP.2SG EV (say-PAST-lSG)]
Ί shouted to my mother: Cook some meat!'
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c. Bi men-e xunazi: dian-a-mi
me REF-0 sister.REF say-0-lSG
ule:-we olokto-jo.
[meat-ACC cook-IMP.2SG]
Ί said to my sister: Cook some meat.'

d. A:nta nua-ma-ni άίαη-ka uli-we
woman he-ACC-3SG say-PERF [water-ACC
gazi-e gumu (or: guy-ki-ni).
bring-MP.2SG EV (say-PAST-3SG)]
'The woman told him: Bring some water.'

e. Bi ag'a-i min-e-we digan-a-ini
me brother-1SG me-O-ACC say-0-3SG
zugdi-tigi yene-je.
[house-LAT go-IMP.2SG]
'My brother says to me: Go home.'

f. Bi men-e sita-i kaja:-mi
me REF-0 son-REF order.PAST-lSG
Iwana-wa cemne-je gumu.
[Ivan-ACC deceive-IMP.2SG EV]
Ί ordered my son: Don't tell Ivan the truth!'
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Chapter 19
Relative clause

Relative clauses are expressed with different types of participles that determine
the relativized noun: the Active (7.6.1.1), Passive (7.6.1.2), Destinative (7.6.1.3),
and Resultative (7.6.1.4) participles. The semantic relation between the head and
the active participle can be of a very wide character, since this participle is not
oriented semantically to refer to any particular participant (see 7.10.1.1). Different
syntactic positions can be relativized by means of the active participle:
Nominative (1377a), Accusative (1377b), Locative (1377c), Instrumental (1377d),
Dative (1377e), the time adverb (1377f), and, more seldom, the possessor
(1377g).

(1377) a. M: su:le-i-we-ni-de ja-u-mi.
[man be.ill-PRP-ACC-3SG-FOC] medicine-CAUS-lSG
Ί cure the people who are ill.'

b. Bi od'o-i zugdi-we
[me grandfather-1SG house-ACC
wo:n-di-ni hi bagdi-mi.
make.PP-DAT-3SG] me live-lSG
Ί live in the house which my grandfather built.'

c. Bi anda-i xoton-tigi tjene-ini bi
me friend-1SG city-LAT go-3SG [me
ag'a-i xoton-du bagdi:-le-ni.
brother-ISO city-DAT live.PRP-LOC-3SG]
'My friend goes to the city where my brother lives.'

d. Bi in'ei-we gazi-e-mi bi
me dog-ACC take-PAST-lSG [me
sita-i rjele-i-we-ni.
son-ISO be.afraid-PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί took away the dog of which my son is frightened.'

e. Bi si suese-we bu-o:-i ni:-we
[me you axe-ACC give-PP-2SG] man-ACC
ise:-mi.
see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw the man to whom you gave the axe.'
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f. Bi abuga-i kuti-we wa:-i-ni
[me father-ISO tiger-ACC kill-PRP-3SG]
nerji-ni bagdi-e-mi.
day-3SG born-PAST-lSG
Ί was born on the day when my father killed the tiger.'

g. Si a:nta nerju-me-ni
you [woman younger.sibling-ACC-3SG
wa:n-tigi-ti yene:-i.
kill.PP-LAT-3PL] go.PAST-2SG
'You went to the woman whose brother was killed.'

Almost every element of the superordinate clause, therefore, can be relativized
with the help of the active participle. It does not seem possible to relativize the
adverbial syntactic positions expressed by a postpositional phrase and the standard
of comparison. Examples of relativization into a subordinate clause are missing
and we will assume that even if they are theoretically possible, they are extremely
unusual in Udihe.

The Passive, Resultative, and Destinative Participles are inherently oriented to
express a particular participant of the situation - a patient/theme (passive
participle, but see exceptions in experiencer of the resultative situation
(Resultative Participle), or an object destined for action (Destinative Participles).
Therefore in relative clauses with these types of participles only these particular
roles are relativized.

There are three major types of relative clause - external, internal, and
discontinuous, described in sections 19.1, 19.2, and 19.3, respectively. They use
different formal strategies with respect to the position of the participle and in
marking the syntactic role of the relativized noun. The external relative clause is
prenominal and uses the so-called gapping strategy, that is, the grammatical role
of the relativized noun is not overtly indicated within the relative clause but
corresponds to the syntactic gap. In the internal relative clause the participle is
postnominal and corresponds to the syntactic head of the relative clause, while a
relativized noun is internal to the relative. In the discontinuous clause the
relativized noun and the relative clause are not adjacent to each other. There are
no syntactic and/or semantic restrictions on forming external and internal types of
relative clause; both strategies apply to all grammatical relations accessible to
relativization. The discontinuous clause is a marginal type, which allows only the
subject and the direct object to relativize. Within each strategy there are additional
formal differences between the cases in which the head noun corresponds to the
subject of the relative clause, and in which the head noun does not coincide with
the subject of the relative clause.

From the communicative point of view, internal and discontinuous relative
clauses seem to involve the topicalization of the relativized noun (on the notion of
topic and topicalization of other sentence elements see Chapter 24). In fact, they
are structurally similar to other postnominal modifiers available when the head
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noun is topicalized (24.2.1). Semantically, it appears that only internal and
discontinuous relative clauses may be non-restrictive, while a restrictive
interpretation is possible for all three types.

The word order within the relative clause may vary, but its predicate always
occupies the last linear position, while its subject (if different from the head noun)
must be clause-initial within the external relative. However, this is not necessarily
so within the internal relative clause.

The structure of this chapter is based on a formal classification of relative
clauses. Apart from the three major types mentioned above, it also describes the
copular relative clause (19.4), the headless relative clause (19.5), and depictives
(19.6).

79.7. External strategy

In external relative clauses the predication is mostly expressed with active
participles, Destinative Participles, and Resultative Participles. Passive participles,
although possible, are very rarely used in this type for an obvious pragmatic
reason. Normally passive participles occur only if the head noun with the semantic
role of the patient in the relative clause has a more topicalized status than the
agent. Therefore in a relative clause with passive participles the head noun
(patient) should be highly topical, and the internal (topicalizing) relative clause
strategy (19.2) is mostly used.

The most important formal features of the external strategy are the prenominal
position of the participle and gapping of the relativized noun within the relative
clause.

19.1.1. Relativized subject

To relativize a subject with the external strategy, that is, when the head noun
coincides with the subject of the relative clause, only impersonal forms of
participles are used. Plurality may be marked with the collective word getu
following the participle. The head noun follows the relative clause. The subject is
absent (gapped) from the relative clause.

If the relativized noun also corresponds to the grammatical relation of the
subject of the superordinate clause, it takes a Nominative form.

(1378) a. Ei kusige-we min-du suygele: ni:
[this knife-ACC me-DAT give.PP] man
yene:-ni.
leave.PAST-3SG
'The man who gave me this knife left.'
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b. Buni: k ga bu zulieli-u ili:-ni.
[bellowPRP] deer we front-1PL.EX stand-3SG
'The bellowing deer is standing in front of us.'

c. Songo-i getu n'aula susa:-ti.
[cry-PRP PL] child escape.PAST-3PL
"The crying children escaped.'

The following example demonstrates number agreement between the head and the
relative clause:

(1379) Inixi osi-gi-e getu cawa-ziga amaixi
[alive become-REP-PP PL] soldier-PL backwards
susa-gi-li-e-ti.
escape-REP-INC-PAST-3PL
"The soldiers who remained alive ran back.' (SKX 270)

When the syntactic role of the head in the superordinate clause is different from
the subject, it is marked by case suffixes or postpositions.

(1380) a. Tirjeni eme-i getu ni:-we
[yesterday come-PRP PL] man-ACC
ise:-mi.
see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw the people who came yesterday.'

b. Bi bagdi-mi sin-zi geje.
me live-ISO [you-INST together
etete-i ni:-du
work-PRP] man-DAT
Ί stay with the man who works with you.'

c. Songo-i getu n'aula-zi rjele-mi.
[cry-PRP PL] child-INST afraid-ISO
Ί am afraid of crying children.'

d. Min-du kusige-we bu-o: ni:-we
[me-DAT knife-ACC give-PP] man-ACC
anana e-s'e-i ise.
long.ago NEG-PERF-1SG see
Ί haven't seen the man who gave me the knife for a long time.'

The same pattern is used with the Destinative (1381) and Resultat!ve (1382)
participles (passive participles are not possible in this type). In both cases the head
noun acts as a subject of the relative clause, although semantically it has the role
of experiences
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(1381) a. Bi ise:-mi mo:-wo juosi-kci suese-we.
me see.PAST-lSG [tree-ACC cut-DP] axe-AC
Ί saw the axe for cutting trees.'

b. Bu-je min-du in'ei-we egbesi-kci
give-IMP.2SG me-DAT [dog-ACC tie-DP]
xeku-we.
rope-ACC
'Give me a rope to tie the dog.'

(1382) a. Cambi-ktu moxo-zi e-zi umi.
[break-RES] mug-INST NEG-IMP.2SG drink
'Don't drink from the broken mug.'

b. Bi sieni-kttt kuti-we ise:-mi.
me [wound-RES] tiger-ACC see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw a wounded tiger.'

c. Bi deu-ktu ni:-we ise:-mi.
me [get.tired-RES] man-ACC see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw the tired man.'

19.1.2. Other positions relativized

If the syntactic role of the head in the relative clause is other than the subject,
within the relative clause there is a syntactic subject position. The subject of the
relative clause takes the Nominative form. The participle is used in its personal
form; the personal inflections refer to the person and number of the subject of the
relative clause. The head noun corresponds to the syntactic gap within the relative
clause.

19.1.2.1. Same-subject and different-subject sentences

Different-subject forms indicate that the subjects of the two clauses are not
identical (1383). Same-subject participial forms express coreference of the relative
clause subject with the subject of the superordinate clause (1384).

(1383) a. Bu sa-u su bagdi-e-u zugdi-we.
we know-lPL.EX [you live-PP-2PL] house-ACC
'We know the house where you lived.'

b. Si b'a-i siekte nemnes'e-ndime.
[you fmd.PP-2SG] thread narrow-ADJ
'The thread which you found is narrower.'
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c. Bi bu-o:-mi za:-yi-we-i minti
me give-PP-lSG money-AL-ACC-1SG [we
aya-si-e-fi ni:-du.
night.shelter-V-PP-lPL.IN] man-DAT
Ί gave money to the man with whom we stayed.'

d. Bi nakta-wa kusige-si-e-mi hi
me boar-ACC knife-V-PAST-lSG [me
od'o-i anana wakca:-ni kusige-zi.
grandfather-1SG long.ago hunt.PP-3SG] knife-INST
Ί stabbed the boar with the knife with which my grandfather used to
hunt.'

(1384) a. Nua-ni umi-e-ni men-e gada:-mi
he-3SG drink-PAST-3SG [REF-0 buy.PP-SS]
'ai-we.
vodka-ACC
'He drank the vodka which he bought.'

b Nua-ti eme-gi-e-ti anana
he-3PL come-REP-PAST-3PL [long.ago
gdi-e-fi zugdi-le.
ve-PP-SS.PL] house
'They came to the house where they used to live.'

19.1.2.2. Impersonal and passive relative clauses

The following example illustrates the agentless relative clause used to
de-emphasize the subject. As in finite agentless constructions (see 16.2.5), the
lexical subject of the relative clause is absent and the 3rd person plural
different-subject inflection on the participle form is used.

(1385) Tiyeni ono-u-q-ki-ti ono-wo einerji
[yesterday write-PAS-CAUS-PP-3PL] letter-ACC today
hi b 'a-mi.
me get.PAST-lSG
Today I got the letter written yesterday.'

A similar meaning is rendered by the relative clause with the passive participle
where the head noun corresponds to the patient/theme argument. The subject is
absent on the surface.

(1386) a. Tugbu-se mo:-lo te:-mi.
[cut.down-PP.PAS] tree-LOC sit.PAST-lSG
Ί was sitting on the cut down tree.'
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b. E-u tagda aziga eme:-ni.
NEG-PAS recognize girl come.PAST-3SG
'An unknown girl came.'

19.1.2.3. Relativized possessor

Possessor relativization is a very rare option. When the possessor is relativized, it
takes the Nominative form and precedes the impersonal form of the participle.
The head of the possessive construction is located after the participle and takes the
3rd person inflection normally used in possessive constructions (13.1). It can also
have the suffix marking the role of the possessor in the superordinate clause such
as the Accusative marker in example (1387).

(1387)/?/ a:nta gada-i zugdi-we-ni
me woman [buy-PRP house-ACC-3SG]
b'agdi-e-mi.
meet-PAST-lSG
Ί met the woman whose house you bought.'

19.1.3. Destinative Participles with the Past meaning

As mentioned in 7.10.1.3.2, Destinative Participles may occasionally have a Past
meaning. It should be noticed that in Schneider's description (Schneider 1936:
122) the Participles in -kci are treated as a regular subtype of the active Past
Participles without any reference to their destinative meaning. Unfortunately,
examples of their usage as active Past Participles are not given. Participles with
the suffix -kci may behave as a regular Past active participles in the modern Bikin
dialect as well. However, in most cases in our material, participles with the suffix
-kci are definitely Destinative in different syntactic functions. Their use as active
Past Participles without a destinative meaning is restricted to the few cases cited
below and seems to be obsolete.

In the impersonal form such participles modify a head noun that corresponds to
the subject role (1388). Personal forms are employed otherwise (1389).

(1388) a. Zugza:-wa zomi-kci jandasic'o egdi kei-we
[fish-ACC steal-DP] badger very many word-ACC
dian-a-ini.
say-0-3SG
'The badger who stole the fish says many words.' (K 149)
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680 Relative clause

b. Ei bi ule:-yi-we-i zomo-si-kci-ziga
this [me meat-AL-ACC-lSG steal-IM-DP-PL]
kil'ai-ziga.
seagull-PL.
'These are the seagulls who used to steal my meat.' (K 184)

c. Nua-ni min-du zube neyi-ni bi-kci
he-3SG [me-DAT two day-3SG be-DP]
yeni-ge.
go-PERF
'He left, having stayed with me for two days.'

(1389) a. Ei bi mafa-i swjgele-kci-ni xua.
this [me husband-1SG give-DP-3SG] flower
'These are the flowers given by my husband.'

b. Ei ta:mati Petro bu-kci-ni kusige,
this [lastyear Peter give-DP-3SG] knife
'This is the knife which Peter gave (me) last year.'

c. Iwana gazi-kci-ni suala ge: m'ei.
[Ivan give-DP-3SG] ski bad only
"The skis given by Ivan are bad.'

Details about this type are not clear. The possibility always exists of using the
active Past Participle in the same sentence, cf. (1390). It seems, however, that
(1390) does not express the focusing of the subject, as distinct from (1389a).

(1390)£i bi mafa-i sujjgele:-ni xua.
this [me husband-lSG give.PAST-3SG] flower
'These are the flowers given by my husband.

19.1.4. External relative clauses with case agreement

Attributive agreement in case is otherwise absent in Udihe, but with some
exceptions, as in 13.3.6. Case agreement within an external relative clause is
vary rare. It is only possible in the Accusative.

(1391) a. Ni:-we wa:-ma-ni mafa-wa e-iti
[man-ACC kill.PP-ACC-3SG] bear-ACC NEG-3PL
ama:sa-wan-a.
leave-CAUS-0
They didn't leave the bear that had killed a man.' (SK 292
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Bi ise:-mi ei surjta
me see.PAST-lSG [NEC deep
bi:-we-ni siye-we.
be.PRP-ACC-3SG] well-ACC
Ί saw a well which is not deep.'
Ge, ei bua diga:-ma-ni xa-ma-ni
well this God eat.PP-ACC-3SG remainder-ACC-3SG
ni-du bu-zeye-fi?
who-DAT give-FUT-lPL.IN
'Well, to whom shall we give the remainders of what the God has
eaten?1 (SKX 264)

79.2. Internal strategy

In this type of relative clause the subordinate participle follows the relativized
noun and is immediately adjacent to it. The relativized noun tends to be located at
the beginning of the superordinate clause, often (but not exclusively) in the
clause-initial position and is likely to be topicalized. If it is not clause-initial, the
subject of the superordinate clause may precede it.

This strategy provides examples of the so-called "internal" relative clause
(Keenan 1985); the relativized noun is internal to the relative clause and does not
constitute its syntactic head. Sentence (1392b) exemplifies the external (gapped)
relative clause and (1392c) illustrates the internal relative clause. The gap is
shown by the symbol 0. In (1392c) the relativized noun occupies the same
syntactic position as in the initial sentence (1392a), namely, is direct object
encoded by the Accusative. Note that the relativized noun in (1392c) does not
control number agreement into the superordinate clause, as does the head noun in
(1392b).

(1392) a. Bi od'o-i zugdi-ziga-we wo:-ni.
me grandfather house-PL-ACC make.PAST-3SG
'My grandfather built houses.'

b. Bi od'o-i wo:-ni zugdi-ziga
[me grandfather 0 make.PP-3SG] house-PL
uligdig'a-yku.
beautiful-PL
'The houses built by my grandfather are beautiful.'

c. Bi od'o-i zugdi-ziga-wa
[me grandfather-1SG house-PL-ACC
wo:-ni uligdig'a.
make.PP-3SG] beautiful
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682 Relative clause

'The houses built by my grandfather are beautiful'
or: 'As for the houses built by my grandfather, they are beautiful.'

The participle bears case markers that show the syntactic role of the relativized
noun within the matrix clause. In different-subject sentences it is also marked for
the Possessive which cross-references the relative clause subject.

The relativized noun must immediately precede the participle, while all
secondary elements within the internal relative clause precede the relativized noun
and typically the embedded subject as well:

(1393) a. Ei timani si kniga xebu-o:-me-i
[this morning you book bring-PP-ACC-2SG]
Tolia tarji-ge.
Tolja read-PERF
'Tolja has (already) read this book you brought in the morning.'

b. E:xi-ni zali duixi-ni karja sulikta-ni
sister-3SG [barn inside-3SG deer intestine-3SG
bi-si-me-ni gazi-si-e-ni.
be-PP-ACC-3SG] collect-IM-PAST-3SG
'The sister collected the deer intestines which were in the barn.'
(K 127)

19.2.1. Relativized subject

No Destinative or Resultative Participles are found in this type, with the exception
of rare examples where the Destinative Participles function as the Past Participle
(7.10.1.3.2).

(1394)#i sita-i jexe-kci j'eu-ke yene:-nL
[me son-lSG sing-DP] what-IND go.PAST-3SG
'My son went somewhere, singing.'

The same-subject sentences use impersonal participles. Plurality may be marked
by the collective word getu, cf. (1396).

(1395) a. Bi nansule-mi metu-o: bolnica-le
[me study-INF fmish-PP] hospital-LOC
etete-zejje-i.
work-FUT-lSG
'Having finished my studies, I will work at a hospital.'
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Internal strategy 683

b. Ei b'ata sagdi ede: wakca-i
[this boy big become.PP] hunt-PRP
ni: ede-zeye-ni.
man become-FUT-3SG
'This boy when he grows up will be a hunter.'

c. Teu metu-o: sama urjtu-we
[all finish-PAST] shaman tambourine-ACC
sewe-si:-ni to:-lo.
spirit-V-3SG fire-LOC
'Having finished everything the shaman (beats) the tambourine and
calls spirits before the fire.'

d. B'ata sagbai tuka-wasi-mi zolo
[boy barefooted run-DIV-INF] [stone
camna:-tigi-ni bugdi: wa:-ni.
break.PP-LAT-3SG] foot.REF kill.PAST-3SG
'The barefooted boy was running everywhere, and wounded his
foot on a broken stone.'

(1396) a. Ni:-ziga ule:-we xuene-i getu
[man-PL meat-ACC cut-PRP PL]
kusige-we nodo:-ti.
knife-ACC lose.PAST-3PL
'The people who were cutting the meat lost the knife.'

b. Wac'a esi-gi-e-ni ni: suala-yisi-mi
few become-REP-PAST-3SG [man ski-V-INF
noni: getu.
can.PRP PL]
Tew people are left who can make skis.'

If the subjects of the superordinate and the relative clause are not coreferential but
the relativized noun is the subject of the relative clause, the personal participle
forms are used. The participle takes the 3rd personal suffix and the case suffix or
the postposition marking the syntactic role of the relativized noun in the
superordinate clause.

(1397) a. Bi mo: zegde-i-le-ni bi-si-mi.
me [tree burn-PRP-LOC-3SG] be-PAST-lSG
Ί was in the burning forest.'

b. Moxo camna:-ma-ni aisi-gi-u-zeye.
[mug break.PP-ACC-3SG] mend-REP-PAS-FP
'The broken mug should be mended.'
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684 Relative clause

c. Aziga sebzeyke jexe-i-we-ni teu
[girl interesting sing-PRP-ACC-3SG] all
aju-iti.
like-3PL
'Everybody likes the girl who sings nicely.'

d. Bu a:nta noligi seune-we
we [woman blue kerchief-ACC
seunele:n-zi-ti dia-si-e-mu.
put.on.PAST-INST-3PL] say-IM-PAST-lPL.EXC
'We were talking to the women who put on the blue kerchief.'

e. A:nta songo-i-we-ni gazi-e-ni.
[woman cry-PRP-ACC-3SG] take-PAST-3SG
'He took away the crying woman.' (Schneider 1936: 14)

f. Onto tukca saya culini xetigeni:-we-ni
[one hare hole through jump.PRP-ACC-3SG]
Kanda mafa ku'ai-ni due-le-ni
Kanda old.man ear-3SG top-LOC-3SG
pali-gde yingada:-ni.
black-FOC grease.PAST-3SG
'The old man Kanda greased the hare which jumped through the hole
with black on its ears.'

g. Aziga ma:ma-i uli:-ni
girl [grandmother-REF sew.PRP-3SG
ca:-du-ni gusi:-ni.
behind-DAT-3SG] play-3SG
"The girl is playing behind the sewing grandmother.'

19.2.2. Other positions relativized

If the syntactic position relativized is other than the subject, the topicalized
relativized noun precedes the relative clause. It takes the case marker, showing its
syntactic role in the subordinate clause. The participle takes the case suffix which
marks the role of the head noun within the superordinate clause and the personal
inflection referring to the subject of the relative clause. Thus, the relativized noun
and the participle might not have the same case. The subject of the relative clause
usually precedes the relativized noun, as is demonstrated by most of the examples
cited in this section. However, it may also follow it, cf.:

(1398) a. Ono-jo yimayku-we hi
write-IMP.2SG [tale-ACC me
yima-si:-we-i.
tell-IM.PRP-ACC-lSG]
'Write down the tale that I am telling.'
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Gazi-je oloxi-we hi tirjeni
take-IMP.2SG [squirrel me yesterday
\va:-ma-i.
kill.PP-ACC-lSG]
Take the squirrel that I killed yesterday.'
Ei tege-we si uli-e-i
[this gown-ACC you sew-PP-2SG]
musei-du bi:-ni.
museum-DAT be-3SG
This gown that you made is in the museum.'

19.2.2.1. Same-subject and different-subject sentences

Examples (1399) demonstrate different-subject sentences, and examples (1400)
same-subject sentences. Examples (1401) show the impersonal relative clause
where the participle is marked for the 3rd person Plural.

(1399) a. Bi nakta-wa kusige-si-e-mi bi
me boar-ACC knife-V-PAST-lSG [me
od'o-i kusige-we bu-o:n-zi-ni.
grandfather-lSG knife-ACC give-PP-INST-3SG]
Ί cut the boar with the knife my grandfather had given to me.'

b. Si anda-i rjene:-ni bi
you freind-2SG go.PAST-3SG [me
ag'a-i xoton-du bagdi:-tigi-ni.
brother-ISO city-LOC live.PRP-LAT-3SG]
'Your friend went to the city where my brother lives.'

c. Si karja-wa wa:-i dili-we-ni
[you deer-ACC kill-PRP.2SG] head-ACC-3SG
bi zawa:-mi.
me take.PAST-lSG
Ί took the head of the deer you killed.'

d. Ni: kaija enime-ni wa-zaya-wa-ni
man [deer female-ACC-3SG kill-FP-ACC-3SG]
igbesi-e-ni.
chase-PAST-3SG
The manj chased the female deer which hej was going to kill.'
(Schneider 1936: 143)

e. Ono okto-si:-ti kuliga ni:-we
how medicine-V-3PL [snake man-ACC
ikteme-le-i-we-ni ?
bite-SING-PRP-ACC-3SG]
'How do they treat a man bitten by a snake?'
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(1400) a. Belie-we b'an-zi-fi
[fairy-ACC meet.PP-INST-SS]
cuja-si-e:-ti.
night.shelter-V-PAST-3PL
"They spent the night with the fairy they met.' (Schneider 1936: 143)

b. Men-e kärja-i wa:-mi kä:-la-ni
[REF-0 deer-REF kill.PP-SS side-LOC-3SG]
te-ini.
sit-3SG
'He is sitting near the deer he killed.'

(1401) a. Xaluga-wa rjala-la-ni xeke-he-me-ti
[hammer-ACC hand-LOC-3SG tie-PP-ACC-3PL]
asukta-gi-he-ni Tuguma.
untie-REP-PAST-3SG Tuguma.
'Tuguma untied the hammer tied to his (father's) hand.'
(Schneider 1935a: 12)

b. Abdä: mo:-wo tugbule:-le-ti
leaf [tree-ACC cut.down.PP-LOC-3PL]
tiymele:-ti.
fall.PAST-3PL
'The leaves were falling down on the cut tree.'

19.2.2.2. Relativized possessor

When the possessor is relativized it precedes the possessed noun which takes the
3rd person inflection, so this configuration does not differ from the regular
possessive construction (13.1). In its turn the possessed noun is followed by the
participle which has the case suffix showing the role of the relativized noun in the
superordinate clause and the personal inflection referring to the subject of the
relative clause. In (1402a) the possessed noun emugde-ni 'his stomach'
corresponds to the subject of the relative clause, therefore it is not case-marked.

(1402) a. N'aula emugde-ni uni:-du-ni eniye-ni
[child stomach-3SG hurt.PRP-LOC-3SG] mother-3SG
caja-wa bu-o:-ni.
tea-ACC give-PAST-3SG
'The mother gave some tea to the child whose stomach was hurting.'

b. Teyku bugdi-ni camna:-ma-ni
[chair leg-3SG break.PP-ACC-3SG]
wende-le-je.
throw-SING-IMP.2SG
'Throw away the chair whose legs are broken.'
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If the syntactic role of the possessed noun in the relative clause is other than the
subject, it is indicated by the case suffix on the possessed noun, for example, the
Accusative suffix on igi-we-ni 'his tail' as in (1403a) or neyu-me-ni 'her brother'
in (1403b).

(1403) a. In'ei igi-we-ni xua-nda:-ti
[dog tail-ACC-3SG cut-SEM-PP-3PL]
eme-gi-e-ni.
come-REP-PAST-3SG
'The dog whose tail was cut off came.'

b. Si a:nta ner/u-me-ni
you [woman younger.sibling-ACC-3SG
wa:n-tigi-ti nene-i.
kill.PP-LAT-3PL] go-2SG
'You are going to a woman whose brother was killed.'

19.2.2.3. Passive and Resultative relative clauses

Passive participles are often used within the internal strategy. The relative clause
with the passive participle is always impersonal (that is, its subject is either
indefinite or generic). The relativized noun in passive relative clauses is also its
object and is marked for the Accusative. The role of the relativized noun within
the superordinate clause is marked by the corresponding case suffix on the
participle. The passive participles lack personal forms. The following examples
illustrate the use of the Past passive participles (1404), the combined
Passive-Resultative participle with a passive meaning (1405a), the ordinary
Resultative Participle (1405b), and passive Necessitative participles (1406).

(1404) a. Kusige-we zu:-se-zi ule:-\ve
[knife-ACC sharpen-PP.PAS-INST] meat-ACC
di:-ni.
cut-3SG
'He is cutting the meat with the sharpened knife.'

b. Mo:-wo tugbu-se-le te:-mi.
[tree-ACC fell-PP.PAS-LOC] sit-lSG
Ί was sitting on the fallen tree.'

c. Ei hi xebu-si-mi gampa-wa
this me bring-IM-lSG [porridge-ACC
olokto-so-wo.
cook-PP.PAS-ACC]
'Now I bring the cooked porridge.'
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ά. Mo: mo-lo-so k :-di-ni egdi
[tree tree-V-PP.PAS] side-DAT-3SG much
hie.
be.PRES.HAB
'There is a lot of cut wood next to him.'

(1405) a. Bi te:-mi wopti-we kimpi-ktu-se
me sit-lSG [door-ACC close-RES-PP.PAS
ca:-du-ni.
behind-DAT-3SG]
Ί am sitting near the closed door.'

b. Bi b'a-gi-e-mi kusige-we campi-ktu-we.
me fmd-REP-PAST-lSG [knife-ACC break-RES-ACC]
Ί found a broken knife.'

(1406) a. Ono-wo ono-u-zeye o-du
[letter-ACC write-PAS-FP] this-DAT
bi:-zeye-ni.
be-FUT-3SG
'The letter which should be written will be here.'

b. Bi sita-ΐ sayxua-i diga-u-zeye-we
me son-lSG [lunch-REF eat-PAS-FP-ACC]
teu mal'a timadule.
all consume.PERF morning
'My son ate in the morning all the lunch which had to be eaten.'

19.2.3. Internal relative clauses with case-agreement

In certain fairly rare cases the relativized nominal and the participle may be
marked with the same case (always the Accusative). Case agreement in internal
relative clauses is more frequent than in external relative clauses, especially in the
Northern dialect. In principle, it may be analyzed either as an instance of "real"
agreement (1407), or as a kind of apposition (1408). In the latter case the head
nominal is extracted out of the relative clause and is typically separated from it by
a pause and an intonation break.

(1407) a. Su:-we su:-ne-i-we-ni toko
[sun-ACC son-V-PRP-ACC-3SG] cloud
dakpi-e-ni.
cover-PAST-3SG
'The cloud covered the shining sun.'
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b. Zu: mafa sita-wa-ni
[two bear child-ACC-3SG
eme-i-we-ti b'a-ni.
come-PRP-ACC-3PL] get.PAST-3SG
'He met two coming bear cubs.' (SKX 82)

(1408) a. Ni:we jagdugu-xi bi:-we-ni
[man-ACC) [spectacles-ADJ be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
ise:-mi.
see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw a man, a bespectacled one.'

19.3. Discontinuous relative clauses

The relative clause can be separated from its head by other lexical material. In
this case the relative clause is normally either postposed after the finite verb or
fronted to the beginning of the sentence. It seems that the non-adjacent relative
clause is triggered by a kind of "topic-promotion" of the head noun and appears
under the same conditions as other discontinuous modifiers (24.2.1.2).
Semantically, it is likely to be non-restrictive. Like the other discontinuous
modifiers, the participle within the discontinuous relative clause agrees with
the head noun in case. This is the general requirement for discontinuous
constituents in Udihe. The syntactic constraint on the discontinuous relative
clause is that the head noun must correspond to the subject or the direct object
role within the superordinate clause; other grammatical relations do not trigger
the non-adjacent relative clause.

19.3.1. Relativized subject

Example (1409) below illustrates the same-subject sentence with the relative
clause non-adjacent to the head noun sagdinta Old men', but postposed after the
finite verb. The participle takes the impersonal form since the subjects of the two
clauses are coreferential.

(1409) a. Sagdinta wac'a esigi-e-ni anana
old.man few become-PAST-3SG [long.ago
bagdi-e-me-ti sa-i getu.
live-PP-ACC-3PL know-PRP PL]
'There are few old men left who know how the people lived before.'
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b. Ucitelnica eme-gi-e-ni Jara-du
female.teacher come-REP-PAST-3SG [Yar-DAT
bi: getu.
be.PRP PL]
"There came the teacher who lives (with her family) in Yar.'

In (1410) the subjects are not coreferential and the participle bears personal
affixes that refer to the subject of the relative clause. The participle and the head
nominal agree in case. The case affix shows the syntactic role of the head nominal
within the matrix clause.

(1410) a. Zakpu-ma b'a-gi-e-ni
eight-ACC get-REP-PAST-3SG
zegde:-me-ti.
[scorch.PAST-ACC-3PL]
'He got eight scorched (animals).' (K 150)

b. Bi nua-ma-ni ise-si-e-mi Jara-du
be he-ACC-3SG see-IM-PAST-lSG [Yar-DAT
bagdi:-we-ni.
live.PP-ACC-3SG]
Ί saw him living (when) he was living in Yar.'

c. Bi kuti na:-la-ni te:-mi Iwana wa:-ni.
me tiger skin-LOC-3SG sit-1SG [Ivan kill.PP-3SG]
Ί am sitting on the skin of the tiger killed by Ivan.'

Some examples are also found where the personal affix on the participle is
missing even in the case of a different subject.

(1411) a. Bi k u wa:-mi uti getu-we
me all kill.PAST-lSG that PL-ACC
sun-e-we wa:-ma.
[you-0-ACC kill.PP-ACC]
•I killed all of those who killed you.' (K 178)

b. Mun-e-we-de a-ta-i mute
we-0-ACC-FOC NEG-SUBJ-2SG finish
nada-sa namu tagala-ni bagdi:-\ve.
[seven-ADJ sea behind-3SG live.PRP-ACC]
'You won't catch us, who live behind the seventh sea.' (K 180)
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19.3.2. Other positions relativized

Examples of a direct object relativized with the discontinuous strategy are (1412).

(1412) a. Si kusige-i b'a-gi~e-i
you knife-2SG fmd-REP-PAST-2SG
galakta-gi-e:-mi ?
[search-REP-PP-SS]
'Did you find the knife you were looking for?'

b. Utemi soy o ule: -we-ni e-iti
therefore bear meat-ACC-3SG NEG-3PL
diga xunazi nazakta-i wa-ma-ni.
eat sister [brother-REF kill.PP-ACC-3SG]
'That is why sisters do not eat meat of the bear killed by their brother.'

c. Bi ila tieze-we bu-si-e-mi ni:
me three money-ACC give-IM-PAST-lSG [man
geli:-we-ti.
ask.PRP-ACC-3PL]
Ί gave out the three rubles that the people asked for.'

d Bi kuti-we ise:-mi wakca-i
me tiger see.PAST-lSG [hunt-PRP
getu sienisi-e-me-ni.
PL wound-PP-ACC-3SG]
Ί saw the tiger wounded by hunters.'

e. Min-e-we hi ic'a bi-ye:-i
me-O-ACC me small be-IC-lSG
wondo:-mo-ti b'a-gi-e-ti xonto
[throw.PP-ACC-3PL] fmd-REP-PAST-3PL other
ni:.
man
'The other people found me abandoned when I was small.'

The following examples demonstrate some rare cases of adjunct relativization
where the discontinuous strategy is employed.

(1413) a. Xai elile-ni e-si-ni i:n-e
yet time-3SG NEG-PAST-3SG come-0
bi kala-gi-zerje-i.
me tum-REP-FUT-lSG
"The time has not yet come when I turn again (into a man).'
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b. Eme-gi:-ni kawa-tigi bagdi: ni:
come-REP-3SG tent-LAT [live.PRP man

be.PRP-LAT-3PL]
'He comes to the tent where people live.' (SKX 296)
Men-e bua-la-i bagdi-ne-gi-e-ti
REF-0 place-LOC-SS live-DIR-REP-PAST-3PL
guasa nede:-fei ka:-la-ni.
[bitch put.PP-SS.PL] side-LOC-3SG
'They returned to live at their place, next to which they had put the
bitch.'(SKX 212)

19,4. Copular relative clauses

Copular constructions as described in Chapter 17 also form relative clauses
which basically follow the general patterns (19.1 and 19.2) for the relativized
subject (the subject of the copular construction in this case). Such relative
clauses have some kind of intensifying meaning; they stress the idea that the
object denoted by the head noun is selected from a set of other similar objects.
Both the regular participle of the copula hi:- and the Habitual participle bie are
found in such relative clauses. Examples of external relative clauses with the
copular construction are:

(1414) a. Aja-da tor/do-do bie
[good-FOC straight-FOC be.PRP.HAB]
daumi-we zoko:-ni.
bridge-ACC put.PAST-3SG
'He made a bridge which is good and straight.' (K 107)

b. Ute bi: ni:-we gen-e-mi.
[so be.PRP] man-ACC fetch-0-lSG
Ί came to fetch a man of such kind.' (K 137)

c. Omo-s'o ni: xebu-si:-ni
one-REST man carry-IM-3SG
sina-du-i... agbi bi: kusige-we.
burden.frame-DAT-REF [wide be.PRP] knife-ACC
One man was carrying a knife which is wide on his burden frame.'
(SKX 326)

d. Omo a:nta eu-o:-ni, sikele bi:
one woman come.down.PAST-3SG [young be.PRP]
a:nta eu-o:-ni.
woman come.down-PAST-3SG
One woman came down, the woman who was younger came
down.' (SKX 276)
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Headless relative clauses 693

The internal strategy is more frequent. The participle of the verb 'be' takes the
3rd person personal suffix referring to the head of the relative. For natural semantic
reasons the head noun in this type of clause can be expressed only by a lexical
noun, that is, is always in the 3 person. As is usual in the internal relative clause,
the participle might take the case suffix marking the semantic role of the head in
the superordinate clause. Very seldom does the participle hi: lack a personal
inflection in this type (1415b), similar to other postposed modifiers (24.2.1.2.3).

(1415) a. Bi ga:gi-e-mi umac'a-i xeku
me pick.up-PAST-lSG [short-FOC rope
bi:-we-ni.
be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί picked up the rope, which is short.'

b. Pakula dia-si-e-ni gabzi ni:
Pakula say-IM-PAST-3SG [cheerful man
ei bie-zi.
NEG be.PRP.HAB-INST]
'Pakula was talking to a man who is not cheerful.'

c. Nic'a sita bi:-we-ni emuge-le
[small child bi.PRP-ACC-3SG] cradle
u:-iti.
tie.PAST-3PL
"They use to tie down the children who were small to the cradle.'
(SKX 286)

d. Bua koli-ni teu-ni ni: bi:-ni
place law [all-3SG man be.PRP-3SG]
koli-ni bua xuen-di-ni.
law-3SG place surface-DAT-3SG
"The law of the taiga is a law for ALL people in the forest.'
(SKX 312)

79.5. Headless relative clauses

Headless relative clauses either have a specific meaning (19.5.1) or are
non-specific generalized clauses (19.5.2).

19.5.1. Specific headless relative clauses

The participles functioning in headless relative clauses are inherently
substantivized; however, there is no formal marker of substantivization. The
participle itself takes the case suffix indicating the role of the hypothetical head
nominal in the superordinate clause. They can refer to inanimate things.
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(1416) a. Diga-u-zege bi-si-me-ni diga:-ni.
[eat-PAS-FP] be-PP-ACC-3SG eat.PAST-3SG
'He ate what had to be eaten.'

b. N' diga wakca-i-zi-ni t'aula-za-mi.
[Nadiga hunt-PRP-INST-3SG] use-SUBJ-lSG
Ί will perhaps use what Nadiga uses when hunting.' (Schneider
1936: 143)

c. Tikte dian-a-i-we-ti tai-mi
[blueberry say-0-PRP-ACC-3PL] pick.up-INF
bi-zeye-fi olondo-wo gun-e-i-we-ti
be-FUT-lPL [ginseng-ACC call-0-PRP-ACC-3PL]
olondo-mo-zoyo-fi.
ginseng-V-FUT-lPL
'We will pick up what is called blueberry, we will collect what is
called ginseng.'

d. Zawa-ja Wolodia kopala-i-we-ni.
take-IMP.2SG [Volodya dig-PRP-ACC-3SG]
'Take what Volodya is digging up (about potatoes).'

e. Mafasa alu-i-we-ni uniya-wa
[old.man serve-PRP-ACC-3SG] spoon-ACC
zawa-mi diga-mi ca:la-ini.
take-IMF eat-INF want-3SG
'She took the spoon, ate what had been served by the old man, and
agreed.'

f. Ei tege-we ebie uli-se-digi-de
this gown-ACC [earlier sew-PP.PAS-ABL-FOC]
uligdig'a \vo-zoyo-L
beautiful make-FUT-lSG
Ί will make this gown even more beautiful than the one sewn earlier.'

The headless relative clause can refer to a human being without being formally
different from the former type, so the exact reading must be understood from the
context.

(1417) a. Ja:-la anci ede:-me-ni-de
[eye-PART no become.PP-ACC-3SG-FOC]
igisi-mi.
keep-lSG
Ί am keeping the one who lost his sight.'
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Headless relative clauses 695

b. Bagdi: getu kese-lege-ti sulikta
[live.PRP PL] suffer-PURP-3PL intestine
bede o:-zo.
like become-SUBJ
'Let it become like intestines so that people (living ones) suffer.'
(K 108)

c. Bie ei getu tu:-we teu
[be.PRP.HAB this PL] shaman.pole-ACC all
toktogi-e-mi.
cut.down-PAST-lSG
Ί have cut down the shaman pole of the living (people).' (K 184)

The same structure is employed for headless relative clauses that refer to a place.
In this grammar they are addressed in the chapter on adverbial clauses, see 21.2.

The same-subject clause is expressed with the impersonal forms of the
participles. Plurality is regularly marked with the collective word getu, cf.:

(1418) a. Bu dian-a:-mu udie kei-we-ni
we speak-PAST-lPL [Udihe language-ACC-3SG
egze-i getu-we.
understand-PRP PL-ACC]
'We were speaking to those who understood Udihe.'

b. Bi ise:-mi min-tigi tuka-i
me see.PAST-lSG [me-LAT run-PRP
getu-we.
PL-ACC]
Ί saw (people) running to me.'

c. Aja wakca-mi noni: getu soyo-zi
[good hunt-IMF can.PRP PL] bear-INST
e-ini yele.
NEG-3SG be.afraid
'Those who can hunt well are not afraid of the bear.'

Examples of the headless relative with Necessitative Participles (1419) and with
passive participles (1420) are presented below.

(1419) a. Bi nixe-u-zeye-i egdi
me [do-PAS-FP-lSG] many.
Ί have a lot to do.'

b. Nua-ni etete-u-zeye-ni wac'a.
he-3SG [work-PAS-FP-3SG] little
'He has to do a little work.'
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(l42 )Anana bi-se-we or/mo-so.
long.ago [be-PP.PAS-ACC] forget-PP.PAS
The past is forgotten.'

19.5.2. Generalized headless relative clauses

The generalized relative clause may involve different formal types of predicate.
On the finite generalized relative clause see 18.3.2.1. Participial non-finite
generalized relative clauses are quite rare; one example is presented below.

(1421) Ono bi:-we-de e-ζΐ galu.
[how be.PRP-ACC-FOC] NEG-IMP.2SG hate
'Don't hate her, whatever she is.' (K 166)

In (1422) we present examples of a non-finite generalized relative clause based
on the Infinitive, in (1423a) one based on the Perfective converb, in (1423b)
one based on the Past Participle, and in (1424) ones based on the Conditional
Converb. As demonstrated by (1422a) the superordinate clause in this case can
have a semantically redundant correlative word, in this case a universal
quantifier teu 'all, everything'.

(1422) a. Nua-ni j'e-we-de nixe-mi
[he-3SG what-ACC-FOC do-INF]
teu ge:-zi m'ei nixe-ini.
everything bad-INST only do-3SG
'Whatever he was doing, he was only doing it badly.'

b. Ni-de bi-mi eme-je-u.
[who-IND be-INF] come.in-IMP-2PL
'Whoever you are, come in.'

(1423) a. Ni-de eme-isi-ni hi mamasa-i
[who-IND come-PC-3SG] me wife-ISO
agda-ini.
be.glad-3SG
'Whoever comes, my wife is glad.'

b. I:-le yene:-me-ni si d'ofo-ni-de.
what-LOC go.PP-ACC-3SG you like-3SG-FOC
'Wherever one goes, it is like you.'
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(1424) a. Siye j'e-le-de bi-li saga-wa
rat [what-LOC-IND be-CC.SS] hole-ACC
o:-iti.
make-3PL
'Wherever they are, rats make holes.' (SK 353)

b. Ono-do irjeni bi-lisi-ni e-zi te:-gi.
[how-IND cold be-CC-3SG] NEG-IMP.2SG stand-REP
'However cold it may be, do not get up.'

19.5.3. Indefinite headless relative clauses

Headless relative clauses are used when the reference of a potential head is
indefinite, in the sense 'unknown to the speaker.' Its plurality may be rendered by
the 3rd person Plural subject agreement marker on the participle, as in (1425b).

(1425) a. Eje-ne-mi eje-ne-mi ise:-ti uli
float-DIS-INF float-DIS-INF see.PAST-3PL [water
ka:-la-ni p'a-sa bi:-\ve-ni.
side-LOC-2SG black-ADJ be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
'When they were floating down they saw something black on the
riverbank.'(SKX112)

b. yene-mi rjene-mi unakta meje-di-ni
go-INF go-INF river.strech end-DAT-3SG
belie-ziga ise:-ti kiai xo:n-dile-ni
fairy-PL see.PAST-3PL [hill surface-LOC-3SG
bieuge king 'e ilana-i-we-ti.
shining smooth shine-PRP-ACC-3PL]
The fairies went further and on the stretch of the river they saw
something shining and smooth on top of the hill.' (SKX 146)

79.6. Depletives

Copredicative adjectives and participles (depletives) modify a subject and a
particular class of objects but cannot be associated with other grammatical
relations. They may be of several types. Copredicative participles take the
Nominative case, while Copredicative adjectives mostly take the Instrumental
(sometimes also the Nominative). As some of examples below illustrate, the
depictive element does not need to be adjacent to the noun phrase that controls it.

On Copredicative postpositional constructions see section 10.2.2.2.3.
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19.6.1. Relative clauses as depletives

A passive or resultative relative clause that functions as a depictive is usually
postnominal. A participial depictive can only be controlled by the subject.

A depictive with a resultative meaning describes the state which results from
the previous action in which the participant that corresponds to the modified noun
played a role of patient. Such a resultative may be expressed by the Past passive
participle or the Resultative Participle. Example (1426a) illustrates the passive
participle in the Nominative in such a function. For the Resultative Participle the
Instrumental case is optional (1426b).

(1426) a. N'aula teu butusige-se eme-gi-e-ni.
boy [all soil-PP.PAS] come-REP-PAST-3SG
"The boy came home all soiled.'

b. Nua-ni teu konko-ktu(-zi) eme-gi-e-ni.
he-3SG [all beat-RES(-INST)] come-REP-PAST-3SG
'He came all beaten up.'

19.6.2. Adjectival depictives

19.6.2.1. Subject depictives

The following verbs normally allow a copredicative adjective (the list is not
exhaustive): verbs of movement (xuli- 'walk', yene- 'go, leave', etc.), decausative
perception verbs (ise-pte- 'be seen', düi-pte- 'be heard'), and some intransitive
verbs (bagdi-gi- 'be born', bagdi- 'live', te:- 'sit'). The copredicative Adjective is
always postposed with respect to the nominal it modifies, and does not have to be
immediately adjacent to it. It necessarily takes the Instrumental case, while the
modified nominal (the subject) is obviously in the Nominative.

(1427) a. Mo: nemnec'e-zi ise-pte-ini.
tree thin-INST see-DEC-3SG
'The trees look thin.'

b. Uti n'aula ami-mi bubei-zi
this child father-REF similar-INST
bagdi-gi-e-ni.
live-REP-PAST-3SG
'This child was born looking like his father.'

c. Nua-ni sebzeyke-zi yeni-ge.
he-3SG cheerful-INST go-PERF
'He left cheerful.'
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Below we illustrate the Nominative adjectival depictive, which is a fairly rare
case.

(1428) a. Eku te:-mi.
quiet sit.PAST-lSG
Ί was sitting quiet.'

b. Si elu ni:-ne-h-i.
you adult man-V-PAST-2SG
'You became adult.' (K 314)

c. Su: xutag'ai ise-pte:-ni.
sun crimson see-DEC.PAST-3SG
"The sun seemed crimson.' (SK 391)

19.6.2.2. Object depictives

Certain direct objects also allow copredicative determiners. These are mostly
objects of creation verbs such as wo:- 'make' and uli- 'sew' (1429), verbs of
appearance and change of possession like bu:- 'give' (1430) and a few other verbs
which have a resultative component in their meaning (1431). As in the case of
subject depictives, the depictive adjective which modifies the object of creation is
postnominal and takes the Instrumental case.

(1429) a. Sagdi-zi wo:-jo kuxna-wa.
large-INST make-IMP.2SG kitchen-ACC
'Make a kitchen large.'

b. Nua-ti ei uniqa-wa aisi-zi wo:-ti.
he-3PL this spoon-ACC gold-INST make.PAST-3PL
"They made this spoon from gold.'

c. 'Ana xe:-we-ni agbi-agbi-zi
boat bottom-ACC-3SG wide-wide-INST
o:-ti.
make.PAST-3PL
'They made the bottom of the boat very wide.' (SK 109)

(1430) Μΐη-du z :-wa xul'a-zi bu-o:-ti.
me-DAT money-ACC extra-INST give-PAST-3PL
'They gave me extra money.'

(1431) rjala-ti begdi-ti tu: sak m-zi
hand-3PL foot-3PL all bloody-INST
cuhasi-e-ti.
beat-PAST-3PL
'They beat their hands and feet till they were bleeding.' (SK 1077)
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Note that objects of most transitive verbs, that is, those that cannot be
characterized as verbs of appearance and creation, do not control depictives.
Thus, in (1432a) secondary predication is expressed with the regular relative
clause, while a depictive structure would be impossible (1432b).

(1432) a. Bi ise:-mi
me see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw him beaten.'

b. *Bi ise:-mi
me see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw him beaten.'

nua-ma-m
he-ACC-3SG

nua-ma-ni
he-ACC-3SG

koijko:-mo-ti.
beat.PP-ACC-3PL

koqko-ktu-zi
beat-RES-INST

The direct object modified by a depictive may be deleted under coreference
with a previously mentioned element. In all other respects the construction is the
same as with the overtly present object.

(1433) a. Zugdi
house

b.

malu-le-ni ule-ze-fi
corner-LOC-3SG dig-SUBJ-lPL.IN

na:-wa, sagdi-ζί ule-ze-i.
large-INST dig-SUBJ-2SG dig-SUBJ-IMP.2SG
'Let us dig earth in the comer of the house, dig it more (literally:
large).'
Xatjgus 'a-zi ule:-ti.
shallow-INSTR dig-PAST-3SG
'(They) have dug a shallow hole/

An example of the Nominative adjectival object depictive is presented below.

(1434) fioligi butu-o:-ni aka-wa-ni.
black paint-PAST-3SG back-ACC-3SG
'He painted his back black.' (SKX 216)

19.6.2.3. Number agreement

The subject (1435) and the object (1436) control number agreement on the
depictive adjective. There is never a Plural marker on the noun itself.

(1435) a. Nua-ti zo:tjku-yku-zi
he-3PL poor-PL-INST
'They live poorly.'

b. Ei mo: gugda-rjku-zi
this tree tall-PL-INST
'These trees grew tall'.

bagdi:-ti.
live-3PL

grow.PAST-3PL
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c. Sagdä-yku ju-o:-ti.
big-PL grow-PAST-3PL
'They grew big.' (K 170)

(1436) a. Zueze-we aja-yku-zi wo:-ti.
table-ACC nice-PL-INST make.PAST-3PL
'They made tables nicely.'

b. yic 'a-Yjjku-zi xua-ini.
small-PL-INST cut-3SG
'He cuts it into small (pieces) (literally: he cut them small).'

c. Kusige-we etei-yku-zi ziu-gi-se.
knife-ACC sharp-PL-INST sharpen-REP-PP.PAS
'The knives are sharpened sharp.'

d. Kakcima-wa yic'a-yku-zi montolie bombolie
flat.cake-ACC small-PL-INST round round
kakeima-yisi:.
flat.cake-V.PRP
'They make flat cakes small and very round.' (SK 541)

This property formally differentiates depictives from qualificative adverbs
derived from adjectives with the Instrumental suffix -zi (10.1.3.1.1). The latter
never take Plural agreement.
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Chapter 20
Complement subordinate clause

This chapter deals only with non-finite complement clauses. Finite complement
clauses, and, in particular, direct and indirect speech constructions, are
addressed in Chapter 18. On subordinate questions see section 23.1.4.

The complement subordinate clause in Udihe is a sentential argument with
the syntactic role of the subject (20.1) or the direct object (20.2). The predicate
of the non-finite complement clause is expressed by the Infinitive (7.6.3), a
participle (7.6.1) or, less frequently, by the Purposive Convert) (7.6.2.1). The
particular strategy of forming the complement clause is mostly determined by
the matrix verb, therefore the verbs that require each particular type of
complement subordinate clause are given here in a representative list. The
chapter is organized according to the formal types of the complement
subordinate clauses which basically correspond to the valence patterns of the
matrix verbs.

As in the other subordinate clauses (Chapters 19 and 21), the subject of the
complement subordinate clause may or may not be coreferential with the
superordinate clause subject. In the former case the subordinate clause
predicate is marked by same-subject switch-reference affixes, in the latter case
by different-subject affixes. The coreferential subject is often anaphorically
dropped, either from the superordinate clause or from the subordinate clause.
Some types of complement subordinate clauses allow only either same-subject
or different-subject. These are discussed in more detail.

In the sentence, the subject complement clause (sentential subject) occupies
the linear position usually associated with the subject (see 24.1.2). The object
complement subordinate clause normally immediately precedes its head, the
matrix verb, but it can also be separated from the matrix verb by VP adverbs or
other elements. The postposing of the complement clause in the postverbal
position is allowed. The complement clause itself is head-final, although
younger speakers occasionally allow non-verb-final complement clauses,
apparently under the influence of the Russian word order (1.5.2.2.2). The
subject, if overtly present within a complement clause, tends to occupy the
leftmost position.
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704 Complement subordinate clause

20.1. Sentential subject

20.1.1. Infinitival sentential subject

The infinitival sentential subject is possible with one- or two-place predicates
of state that normally participate in copula constructions in the superordinate
clause (17.2.3.1). The copula predicates that take sentential subject
complements are the following:

(1437)^: 'bad' aja 'good'
sebzeyke 'interesting' xei 'tasty'
mayga 'difficult' tuge 'quick'
eke 'slow' go: 'long'
gugda 'high' zas'a 'easy'
seuni: 'dangerous, scary' so:ndo 'sin'
jaza OK' sei 'chilly'
safani 'tiring, boring' egdi 'a lot'
kiab'au 'tight' (SK1013) namai 'warm'
ba: anci 'no place'
liyga-liyga bie 'sticky'
tembu-tembu bie 'springy'

The modal predicates that belong to this group are actually Past passive
participles or Necessitative passive participles of the verbs metu- 'finish,
accomplish' and mute- 'possible' in the affirmative and the negative form:

(1438) a. metu-se 'finished'
e-u-se metu 'unfinished

b. mute-u-zeye 'possible'
e-u-zeye mute 'forbidden, not possible'

Normally these predicates take the experiencer argument expressed by the
Dative noun phrase (17.2.3.1). The second argument (if present) may
correspond to the subordinate clause controlled by the Dative experiencer of
the superordinate clause (20.1.1.3). When the predicates listed in (1437) govern
the complement subordinate clause whose subject is not coreferential with the
Dative experiencer, the subordinate clause is finite. This case is treated in
18.3.1.5. Finally, the impersonal non-controlled infinitival subordinate clause
may function as the only argument (20.1.1.1).
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20.1.1.1. Impersonal clauses

The impersonal sentential subjects are semantically close to finite agentless
clauses (16.2.5). However, as distinct from finite agentless constructions, it
seems that sentential subject clauses are mostly of generic character, and
cannot be interpreted as indefinite (in the sense of "not known to the speaker").
Both the simple Infinitive (1439) and the Impersonal Infinitive (1440) occur in
this type, but the latter is more typical of the Northern dialect.

(1439) a. Ei terjku-le te:-mi ketu nektes'e.
[this chair-LOC sit-INF] very short
'This chair is very short to sit on.'

b. Xoton-tigi rjene-mi da:s'a.
[city-LAT go-INF] close
'It is not far to go to the city.'

c. Suese-we aisi-gi-mi e-u-zerje metu.
[axe-ACC mend-REP-INF] NEG-PAS-FP finish
'It is not possible to mend the axe.'

d. Ei wo:-tigi tukti-mi
[this mountain-LAT climb-INF]
metu:-zeye.
fmish.PAS-FUT
'It is possible to climb this mountain.'

e. Gaunda-zi yene-mi eke.
[pole-INST go-INF] slow
'It is slow to move with poles (on the river).'

(1440) a. O-du bagdi-mu aja.
[this-DAT live-Mi] nice
'It is nice to live here.'

b. Ge: cemne-mu.
bad [deceive-IMI]
'It is bad to deceive (people).'

c. Seuni: emus'e xuli-mu.
dangerous [alone travel-IMI]
'It is dangerous to travel alone.' (SK 848)

Furthermore, it appears that the matrix predicate (an adjective) can express the
number of an object participant of the subordinate clause. We have only one
example at our disposal: in (1441) the adjectival Plural marker -rjku indicates
the plurality of the subordinate clause object mo:-wo 'trees'. The subordinate
clause is shown in brackets.
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(1441)Ei mo:-wo juosi-mi zas'a-ijku.
[this tree-ACC cut-INF] easy-PL
'It is easy to cut these trees.'

20.1.1.2. Personal clauses

Occasionally, the infinitival construction may be used in a personal sense. The
subject is not specified but refers to particular people, cf.:

(1442) a. Gusi-mi seuni: ede:-ni.
[play-INF] dangerous become.PAST-3SG
'The game became dangerous.'

b. Zile xegie-le-ni digene-mu aja bi-ze.
[anvil under-LOC-3SG hide-Mi] nicebe-SUBJ
'It would be nice to hide under the anvil.' (K 157)

The Infinitival clause governed by the matrix predicate aja 'nice' has a
personal meaning when the subject is either overtly present (1443) or deleted
under coreference (1444). Since the Infinitive does not take agreement markers,
the subject agreement is suppressed. Such a subordinate clause expresses a
wish or indirect exhortation.

(1443) a. Abuga-i eme-gi-mi-de aja.
[father-1SG come-REP-INF-FOC] nice
'It would be nice if my father came.'

b. Si xeli bude-mi-de aja.
[you soon die-INF-FOC] nice
Ί wish you would die soon!'

c. Si teijku-i camna:~ma-ni
[you chair-2SG break.PP-ACC-3SG
aisi-mi-de aja.
mend-INF-FOC] nice
'It would be nice if you repaired the broken chair.'

(1444) a. Ni:-we alasi-mi-de aja.
[man-ACC wait-INF-FOC] nice
'It would be nice to wait for this man.' (K 144)

b. Ei-mi nodo-de aja.
[NEG-INF lose-INF] nice.
Ί wish he wouldn't lose (it).'

c. W'ali-m(i) aja.
[fight-TNF] nice
'It would be nice to fight (meaning: let us fight).' (K 177).
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Sentential subject 707

20.1.1.3. Dative control

The predicates of state listed in 20.1 take the experience! Dative argument (see
also 17.2.3.1) that controls the subordinate clause. The subordinate clause
subject must be coreferentially omitted. This is shown with the symbol 0 in the
glosses.

(1445) a O-du xuli-mi sin-du aja.
[0this-DAT walk-INF] you-DAT good
'It is nice for you to walk here.'

b. Bi aziga-du-i b'oto-wo diga-mi
me girl-DAT-lSG [0 mushroom-ACC eat-INF]
xei.
tasty
'It is tasty for my daughter to eat mushrooms.'

c. Ei kaya-la nuan-di-ni ijua-mi
this bed-LOC he-DAT-3SG [0 sleep-INF]
ketu tembu-tembu hie.
very spring-string be.PRES.HAB
'It feels like a spring for him when he sleeps on this bed.'

d. Ei terjku-le te:-mi nuan-di-ni aja.
[0 this chair-LOC sit-INF] he-DAT-3SG good
'It is nice for him to sit on this chair.'

In this type the predicates mute-u-zeye 'possible', e-u-zeqe mute 'be forbidden,
not possible', metu-se 'finished', e-u-se metu 'unfinished' do not occur since
their meaning is impersonal. The equivalent personal meaning is rendered by
means of finite constructions in one of the non-indicative moods.

A sentential subject of this type is often expressed by the Infinitive with the
Durative derivational suffix (8.2.2.4), see also 20.2.1.

(1446) a. Min-du ketu marjga sun-du bagdi-kce-mi.
me-DAT very strong [you-DAT live-DUR-INF]
'It is very difficult for me to stay with you.'

b. Min-du safani: etete-kce-mi.
me-DAT boring [work-DUR-INF]
Ί got bored working.'

This construction sometimes allows a Nominative subject as well, in the same
way as the variation Nominative/Dative is acceptable in the Desiderative copular
construction (17.2.3.2).
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708 Complement subordinate clause

(1447)Bi-le j'e-le-de mafa-la-mi aja.
me-FOC what-LOC-IND man-V-INF good
'It is good for me to marry somebody.' (SKX 188)

20.1.2. Participial sentential subject

This is an infrequent type. Unlike the previous two varieties of sentential
subjects, the participial sentential subject does not occur with the predicates of
state listed in 20.1, but is a complement to the decausative perception verbs
such as dui-pte 'is heard' and ise-pte 'is seen' or the decausative verb sau-pte-
'be known' (see also in section 16.1.4.2).

(1448) a. Ini:-ti düi-pte.
[laugh.PRP-3PL] hear-DEC
'Laughing is heard.'

b. Nua-ni jexe-i-ni go:-lo düi-pte.
[he-3SG sing-PRP-3SG] far-LOC hear-DEC
'His singing is heard far away.'

c. M: xuli:-ni sa-u-pte-ini.
[man walk.PRP-3SG] know-CAUS-DEC-3SG
'It is known that people walk (here).'

It seems that it is possible to introduce participial sentential subjects by means
of some copular predicates. However, we may simply deal here with two
coordinated clauses.

(1449) a. Bueni bagdi:-ni min-digi go:-do
he live.PRP-3SG me-BL far-FOC
ei hie.
NEG be.PRES.HAB
'He doesn't live far from me.'

b. Deu-i-ni anci-gde odo:-ni.
get.tired-PRP-3SG no-FOC become.PAST-3SG
Tiredness went away.' (SK 116)

c. Sita-ni xauntasi-si:-ni xer/teni bi-si-ni.
child-3SG ask-IM.PRP-3SG bored be-PAST-3SG
'She was bored with her son's questions.' (SKX 172)

d. Ei wah odo:-ni.
NEG.PRP kill become.PAST-3SG
Time came when you cannot kill anything.' (SKX 210)
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20.2. Sentential object

The sentential complements follow several distinct morpho-syntactic strategies
determined by the individual matrix predicate.

20.2.1. Infinitival sentential object

The infinitival complement clause is always of the same-subject type. Some of
the matrix verbs that govern the infinitival complement clause exhibit a
semantic similarity with the typical auxiliary verbs in other languages, while
other verbs correspond semantically to typical subject-control verbs. In fact, it
is not at all clear whether such constructions in Udihe should be treated as
biclausal or monoclausal ("clause-union" type). Normally, the Infinitive
precedes the matrix verb and the subject of the two verbs appears only once on
the surface, preceding the Infinitive.

The following verbs take an infinitival subject-controlled complement
clause: aspectual (phase) verbs (1450a), some modal predicates (1450b),
emotional and evaluative predicates (1450c), and cognitive verbs (1450d). The
complement clause has the factive meaning.

(1450) a. zafanda-
metu-
\vadi-

b. noni-
mute-
ca:la-
nixe-
dakca-
kokpi-
ekele anci bi-

c. gagda-
jwjde-
kese-
safani: b 'a-
juede-
munali-
elu-
jemei b 'a-
yele-
azana-
xakza-

d. tati-
s 'aina-

'begin'
'finish
'finish'
'can'
'be able, can'
'want'
'have to'
'be going'
'have enough time, manage'
'have no time'
'be lazy'
'like, be fond of
'suffer'
'get bored'
'be enthusiastic'
'be sorry to'
'be bored'
'get disgusted'
'be afraid'
'be embarrassed'
'be embarrassed'
'get accustomed'
'get accustomed'
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egze- 'be expert at'
tatusi- 'learn'

Examples:

(1451) a. Iwana wadi-e-ni jexe-mi.
Ivan stop-PAST-3SG [sing-INF]
'Ivan stopped singing.'

b. Nua-ni noni:-ni uli-mi.
he-3SG can-3SG [sew-INF]
'She can sew.'

c. Bi odu te:-mi safani: b'a-mi.
me [here sit-INF] boring get.PAST-lSG
Ί am bored sitting here.'

d. Uti ni:-tigi ise-si-mi jemei b'a-ini.
[this man-LAT see-IM-INF] disgust get-3SG
'He is disgusted to look at this man.'

e. Bi sita-i ba:-za ge-tigi-ni
me son-ISO [place-N surface-LAT-3SG
xuli-mi aja egze-ini.
walk-INF] good be. expert-3SG
'My son is an expert at orienting in the forest.'

The verbs azana- 'be embarrassed', xagza- 'be embarrassed, kese- 'suffer', as
well as the modal verbs mute- 'be able', elu- 'ne bored', munali- 'be sorry to',
and kokpi- 'have enough time, manage' often introduce an imperfective
durative situation and co-occur with the Infinitive augmented by the Durative
suffix -kcA (8.2.2.4), cf. also 20.1.1.3.

(1452) a. Si emus'e bagdi-kce-mi kese-i.
you [alone live-DUR-INF] suffer-2SG
'You are suffering from living on your own.'

b. Gagi-kce-mi-de e-si-de kokpi-gi.
[take-DUR-INF-FOC] NEG-PAST-FOC manage-REP
'(She) did not manage to take (it) away.'

c. Tuka-kca-mi ei-ni mute.
[run-DUR-INF] NEG-3SG can
'He can't run.'

d. Ag'a munali-e-ni mun-du
brother sorry-PAST-3SG [we-DAT
ule:-we bu-kce-mi.
meat-ACC give-DUR-INF]
'The brother felt sorry for giving us some meat.'
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20.2.2. Participial sentential object

In the participial complement clause the subordinate predicate is an active
participle in one of the tensed forms. The participle takes the Accusative case
and the personal inflection referring to the subject of the subordinate clause
(different-subject). In same-subject sentences the participle is not inflected for
case (is in the Nominative). This has a formal parallel in the construction with
the reflexive object: the Accusative of the reflexive element is formally
homonymous to the Nominative, see 22.3.2. The following types of participial
sentential object are distinguished: object-controlled clause (20.2.2.1),
non-controlled clause (20.2.2.2), and arbitrary controlled clause (20.2.2.3).

20.2.2.1. Object control

The subordinate clause subject may be controlled either by the direct object
(20.2.2.1.1) or by the indirect object (20.2.2.1.2) of the matrix clause. A
necessary prerequisite for omitting one of the coreferential arguments (either a
subordinate clause subject or a matrix clause object) is the overt presence of its
antecedent in the linearly preceding clause. Note that the referential null in the
subordinate subject position can control reflexivization (22.32.3.2).

20.2.2.1.1. Direct object control

Object-control matrix verbs take the complement clause in which the subject is
controlled by the Accusative object of the matrix clause. The subject may be
overtly present in the subordinate clause in the Nominative form, but can also
be omitted under coreference. In both cases the personal different-subject
inflection of the participle refers to the subject of the subordinate clause. The
following verbs take the object-controlled complement clause:

(I453)alasi- 'wait' belesi- 'help'
xaja- 'disturb' dcajuli- 'disturb'

In the sentence the object-controlled complement clause is not normally
adjacent to the object of the superordinate clause, but follows the matrix verb,
cf.:

(1454) a. Ei b'ata abuga-i belesi-e-ni
this boy father-REF help-PAST-3SG
zugdi-we wo:-mo-ni.
[house-ACC make.PP-ACC-3SG]
'This boy helped his father to build the house.'
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712 Complement subordinate clause

b. Bi sin-e-we o-du alasi-ze-mi
me you-0-ACC this-DAT wait-SUBJ-lSG
(si) eme-gi:-we-i.
[(you) come-REP-PRP-ACC-2SG]
Ί will wait for you here until you return.'

Typically the object must be overtly present within the matrix clause.
However, when the subordinate clause precedes the matrix clause and contains
the overt subject, the object can be anaphorically omitted, cf.: (1455a) and
(1455b).

(1455) a. N'aula-ziga od'o-wo-i xaja-iti
child-PL grandfather-ACC-REF disturb-3PL
etete-i-we-ni.
[work-PRP-ACC-3SG]
"The children disturb the grandfather's work.'

b. Bi etete-i-we-i xaja-i.
[me work-PRP-ACC-lSG] disturb-2SG
'You are disturbing my work.'

20.2.2.1.2. Indirect object control

The verb ka:ni:- 'forbid' takes a complement clause controlled by the Lative
indirect object, as in (1456b). In (1456a) it is omitted under coreference with
the previously introduced subordinate clause subject.

(1456) a. Wrac-u Iwana jexe-i-we-ni ka:ni:-ni.
doctor-0 [Ivan sing-PRP-ACC-3SG] forbid-3SG
'The doctor forbids Ivan to sing.'

b. Abuga-i ka:ni:-ni sin-tigi
father-1SG forbid-3SG you-LAT
xuli:-we-i ba: xo:n-dile-ni.
[walk.PRP-ACC-2SG place top-LOC-3SG]
'The father forbids you to go to the forest.'

20.2.2.2. Non-controlled participial clauses

Due to their semantics, some matrix verbs require the complement participial
clause in which only a different subject is allowed and the subject of the
subordinate clause is not controlled by any argument within the superordinate
clause. The subordinate clause subject in this case must be overtly expressed
within the subordinate clause as a Nominative noun phrase. As in all participial
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subordinate clauses, the participial inflects for the Accusative case and
obviously takes only different-subject personal inflections.

The following verbs belong to this type:

(I457)zakta- 'imitate' aju- 'like'
nitine- 'gossip'

Sentence examples:

(1458) a. Kolo aju:-ini si telwju-si:-we-L
Kolo like-3SG [you story-V-PRP-ACC-2SG]
'Kolo likes what you are telling.'

b. Bi 'ai-we umi:-we-i nitine-iti.
[me vodka-ACC drink.PRP-ACC-lSG] gossip-3PL
'They are gossiping that I drink vodka.'

c. Bi k ga buni:-we-ni zakta-mi.
me [deer roar.PRP-ACC-3SG] imitate-1SG
Ί imitate the deer roaring.'

20.2.2.3. Participial clauses with arbitrary control

This frequent type is formally similar to the previous one, however the subject
of the complement clause can be controlled by the subject of the superordinate
clause (same-subject situation) or by any other element within the
superordinate clause or outside it (different-subject situation). In the former
case, the subject is not overtly present in the complement clause itself. In the
latter case it is optional. The participle takes the Accusative in different-subject
sentences; in same-subject sentences, the Accusative marking on the participle
is missing (see 22.5.1.2). On the Instrumental participial clause see 20.2.2.3.5.

As demonstrated below, with matrix verbs of saying and perception the
complement clause tends to be located post-verbally although the preverbal
position is also common.

20.2.2.3.1. Verbs of arbitrary control

Matrix verbs that belong to this group are cognitive verbs, verbs of saying,
perception and evaluation, mostly with a factive but sometimes also with a
non-factive meaning:

(I459)t'osi- 'dream' sa:- 'know'
ζοηϊ- 'remember' agda- 'be glad'
xono- 'be surprised' orjmo- 'forget'
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telwjusi- 'tell sorjo- 'cry about'
ise- 'see' d isi- 'hear'
me- 'laugh' sebune- 'be interested'

'feel' xaundasi- 'ask'
'realise' dogdi- 'hear'
'find, see' <#an- 'tell about, speak

about'

20.2.2.3.2. Different-subject sentences

Examples of different-subject sentences are:

(1460) a. Bu telwyu-si-e-mu wakca-ΐ ni:-tigi
we story-V-PAST-lPL.IN hunt-PRP man-LAT
nua-ti zugdi-we wo:-mo-ti.
[he-3PL house-ACC make.PP-ACC-3PL]
'We told the hunter that they have built the house.'

b. Bi xono:-mi nua-ti
me get.surprised-lSG [he-3PL
eme-gi-e-me-ti.
come-REP-PP-ACC-3PL]
Ί was surprised that they returned.'

c. Bi mede-mi abuga-i
me feel-ISO [father-ISO
eme-gi-e-me-ni.
come-REP-PP-ACC-3SG]
Ί feel that the father has come.'

d. Bi ise:-mi si etete-i-we-L
me see.PAST-lSG [you work-PRP-ACC-2SG]
Ί saw that you were working.'

e. Zu: ni: yene-i-we-ni ise:-ni.
[two man go-PRP-ACC-3SG] see.PAST-3SG
'He saw two men walking.'
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20.2.2.3.3. Same-subject sentences

In same-subject sentences the subordinate participle takes no case inflection,
cf.:

(1461) a. Nua-ni telwju-si-e-ni min-tigi
he-3SG story-V-PAST-3SG me-LAT
Moskva-tigi xuli-e-mi.
[Moscow-LAT go-PP-SS]
'He told me that he had travelled to Moscow.'

b. Jexe-ze-mi men-e bagdi-e-mi.
sing-SUBJ-lSG [REF-0 live-PP-SS]
'Let me sing about my own life.'

c. Zugdi-tigi yene-zeye-mi-de οητηο:.
[house-LAT go-FP-SS-FOC] forget.PAST
'He forgot to go home.'

20.2.2.3.4. Impersonal clauses

The impersonal interpretation of the subordinate clause is licensed by the
impersonal form of the participle. The subject of the subordinate clause is
naturally absent.

(1462) Wakca-i-we dian-a-ini.
[hunt-PRP-ACC] say-0-3SG
'He speaks about hunting.'

20.2.2.3.5. Participial Instrumental clauses

The verb ijele- 'be afraid' takes a participial complement clause in which the
participle has the Instrumental case (and not the Accusative as in most other
complement clauses). Only the Future Participle occurs in this clause, both in
the different-subject (1463a) and same-subject (1463a) form.

(1463) a. Bi yele-mi nua-ni unugu-le-zeye-zi-ni.
me be.afraid-lSG [he-3SG iDlness-V-FP-INST-3SG]
Ί am afraid he will get sick.'

b. Nua-ni yele-ini teyku-digi
he-3SG be.afraid-3SG [chair-ABL
tiyme-le-zeye-zi:.
fall-SING-FP-INST.SS]
'He is afraid to fall from the chair.'
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The verb nele- can also take the infinitival complement (20.2.1), in which case
the complement clause is always subject-controlled.

20.2.2.3.6. "Double-object" constructions with the complement clause

The following verbs allow a second direct object in addition to the object
complement clause:

(1464) ceze- 'believe somebody about something'
(w)uisi-- 'rescue somebody from something'
sa:- 'know something about somebody'
dian- 'say something to somebody'
sa-wan- 'inform somebody about something'
dogdi- 'listen to somebody saying something'

As demonstrated by the following examples, the non-sentential direct object
does not have to be coreferential with any elements of the subordinate clause:

(1465) a. Nua-ni min-e-we uisi-e-ni kuti
he-3SG me-O-ACC rescue-PAST-3SG [tiger
min-tigi xokco-i-we-ni.
me-LAT attack-PRP-ACC-3SG]
'He rescued me from the attack of the tiger.'

b. Bi bude-zeye-we-i nua-ni min-e-we
[me dye-FP-ACC-lSG] he-3SG me-O-ACC
uisi-e-ni.
rescue-PAST-3SG
'He rescued me from death.'

c. Nua-ma-ni teu sa:-iti men-e
he-ACC-3SG all know-3PL [REF-0
mamasa-i wa:-ma-ni.
wife-REF kill.PP-ACC-3SG]
'Everybody knows about him that he has killed his wife.'

d. Bi sin-e-we ceze-mi Iwana
me you-0-ACC believe-1SG [Ivan
eme-gi-zeije-we-ni.
come-REP-FP-ACC-3SG]
Ί believe you that Ivan will return.'

c. Sagdi-nta-fai teu-ni dogdi-zeye-ti nua-ni
big-N-REF.PL all-3SG listen-FUT-3PL he-3SG
j'e-we-de digan-a-i-we-ni.
what-ACC-IND say-0-PRP-ACC-3SG
'All people will listen to what their old man is saying.' (SKX 310)
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20.2.2.4. Copular complement clauses

There are two formal types of the complement participial clause with the
adjectival copular predicate (such as those addressed in 17.2.2.1.1). First, the
copula can be overtly present as the subordinate participial predicate which,
according to the general rule, takes the Accusative case and the personal
inflection that refers to the subordinate clause subject.

(1466) a. Bi sa:-mi b sa βηηιβ
me know-ISO [channel wide
hi:-we-ni.
be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί know that the channel is wide.'

b. Bi ise:-mi uti ni:
me see.PAST-lSG [that man
mui-mu¥ hi:-we-ni.
teethless-teethless be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί saw that this man is toothless.'

c. Bi sa:-mi nua-ti elu ni:
me know-lSG [he-3SG honest man
bi:-we-ti.
be.PRP-ACC-3PL]
Ί know that they are honest people.'

d. Bi sa:-mi uti pag'a bi:-we-ni.
me know-lSG [that stupid be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί know that he is stupid.'

In the second case the copula is omitted and the Accusative and personal
inflections attach to the adjective itself.

(1467) a. Bi ise:-mi b sa eyme-we-ni.
me see.PAST-lSG [channel wide-ACC-3SG]
Ί saw that the channel is wide.'

b. Bi sa:-mi uti pag'a-wa-ni.
me know-lSG [that stupid-ACC-3SG]
Ί know that he is stupid.'

c. Bi abuga-i sa:-ini hi kui
me father-1SG know-3SG [me very
tnayga-wa-i.
strong-ACC-1SG]
'My father knows that I am very strong.'

d. Nua-ni ini:-ni hi xanxi-we-i.
he-3SG laugh-3SG [me foolish-ACC-lSG]
'He is laughing over that I am foolish.'
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There is no apparent semantic difference between the two types of the copular
adjectival subordinate clauses.

20.2.2.5. Complement clauses and relative clauses

Complement clauses of arbitrary control exhibit remarkable formal parallelism
with internal relative clauses, that is, relative clauses where the predicate
follows the relativized noun (19.2). Ambiguity may arise if the head noun
corresponds to the object of the superordinate clause verb and this verb may
also take a complement clause. Thus,

(1468)5i guaizime yua-i-we-ni b'a-mi.
me [bear sleep-PRP-ACC-3SG] fmd.PAST-lSG

means both Ί saw a sleeping bear' and Ί saw that the bear was sleeping'.
In this situation the correct reading can sometimes be deduced from the subject

determiner within the subordinate clause and the character of the subject itself.
Usually the subject of the relative clause is indefinite and the subject of the
complement clause is definite. For example, in (1469) the subject is modified by
the anaphoric pronoun uti 'this' (1469a), or is a personal pronoun (1469b) and
personal pronouns are unlikely to relativize. These examples only allow a
complement reading.

(1469) a. Bi ise:-mi uti ni:
me see.PAST-lSG [this man
mut-muf hi:-we-ni.
toothless-toothless be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί saw that this man is toothless.'
*'I saw that man who is toothless.'

b. Bi sa:-mi si c'o aja wakca-i
me know-lSG [you very good hunt-PRP
ni: bi:-we-i.
man be.PRP-ACC-2SG]
Ί know that you are a good hunter.'
*'I know you who are a good hunter.'

In (1470) the subject of the subordinate clause is indefinite and the preferred
reading is with the relative clause although a complement clause reading is also
possible.
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(1470) Bi omo ni:-we ise:-mi
me one man-ACC see.PAST-lSG
muf-mut bi:-\ve-ni.
[toothless-toothless be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί saw one man who was without teeth.'
'I saw that one man was without teeth.'

Example (1471) lacks any formal indicators of the defmiteness/indefiniteness of
the noun b sa 'channel' and is totally ambiguous between the "complement" and
the "relative" reading.

(1471) Bi sa:-mi b sa eyme bi:-we-ni.
me know-ISO [channel wide be.PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί know that the channel is wide.'
Ί know a channel which is wide.'

Note also that if the subject in the relative clause is not relativized it is always
clause-initial, and the participle immediately follows the head noun (19.2.3).
However, the subject of the complement clause does not have to be clause-initial.
Consequently, (1472) is an example of the complement clause and cannot be
understood as a relative clause because the subordinate subject (ma/α 'bear') is
preceded by another element internal to the embedded clause (the object
kalima-wa 'whale').

(1472)t/f/ ni: kalima-wa mafa diga-i-we-ni
this man [whale-ACC bear eat-PRP-ACC-3SG]
b'a-ni.
found.PAST-3SG
'This man saw that the bears were eating the whale.' (K 176)
*'This man saw the bears that were eating the whale.'

20.2.2.6. Evidential complement clause

According to the materials of Simonov, Kjalundzjuga and Xasanova (1998), in
the Northern dialect the evidential particle gune may introduce a complement
clause formed with the participle in the Accusative. The meaning of this
construction is the same as the meaning of the finite clauses containing gune
(see 12.1.2.1). It is exemplified below.
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(1473) a. Malta caji-la-ni pogo bun-me-ti
back side-LOC-3SG body cover-PP-3PL
gune.
EV
'(It looks like) there is a covered body by the back (of the house).'
(SKX 132)

b. Bi-mie bi-mie bua pou-pou
be-INF be-INF place dark-dark
odo-li:-we gune.
become-INC.PRP-ACC EV
'After a while (he saw that) it grew dark outside.' (SKX 210)

c. Dogbo nada gaja-ziga zugdi
night seven bird-PL house
xo:n-dile-ni dono-gi:-we gune.
top-LOC-3SG perch-REP.PRP-ACC EV
'In the night (he heard) that seven birds perched on top of the
house.'(SKX 218)

We have no evidence for such a construction in the Southern dialect.

20.2.3. Converbial sentential object

The converbial sentential complement is expressed by the Purposive Converb
(7.6.2.1).

20.2.3.1. Subject control

The Purposive Converb takes personal inflections that cross-reference the
subordinate subject, either different-subject inflections or same-subject
inflections. The converbial subject-controlled complement clause has irrealis
modality: it always refers to the prospective situation in the future with respect
to the moment of speech.

20.2.3.1.1. Subject-control verbs

The following verbs take the subject-controlled converbial complement clause:

(I414)ca:la- 'agree' nixe- 'be going to'
dakca- 'be going to' xeline- 'be in a hurry'
belexi- 'prepare' safa- 'be tired'
alasi- 'wait'
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Examples:

(1475) a. Masa etete-tigi yene-lege-mi xeline-ini.
Masa [work-LAT go-PURP-SS] hurry.up-3SG
'Masa is in a hurry for work.'

b. Minti gulin-e-lege-fi belexi-fi.
we [leave-0-PURP-SS.PL] prepare-1PL.EX
'We are preparing to leave.'

c. Bagdi: getu zugdeme zugde-me
live.PRP PL Zugdeme Zugdeme
gune-lege-ti safa:-ni.
say-0-PURP-3PL be.tired.PAST-3SG
'He was tired that everybody called Zugdeme Zugdeme.' (K 148)

20.2.3.1.2. The verb dakca- 'be ready to, be going to'

The verb dakca- 'be ready to, be going to' is a subject-control verb which takes
either the infinitival complement clause or the converbial complement clause. The
infinitival clause is present when there is no active participation of the subject in
the subordinate situation (1476a). The converbial clause is used when the subject
is supposed to control the situation of the subordinate clause (1476b).

(1476) a. Ele xuili-mi dakca:-ni.
[soon boil-INF] be.going.PAST-3SG
'It was going to boil.'

b. Nua-ti Moskwa-tigi yene-lege-fi
he-3PL [Moscow-LAT go-PURP-SS.PL]
dakca-iti.
be.going-3PL
'They are going to go to Moscow.'

20.2.3.1.3. The verb nixe- 'be going to, have to'

The verb nixe- normally means 'do, make', but it can also have modal
meaning. When it takes the converbial subject-controlled complement it means
'be going to do something', while when it takes the infinitival
subject-controlled complements it rather means 'have to do something',
compare (1477) with (1478).

(1477) a. Bi Οΐοηο-tigi qene-mi nixe-mi.
me [Olon-LAT go-INF] do-lSG
Ί have to go to Olon.'
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722 Complement subordinate clause

b. Men-e kaiyktt-ΐ gene-gi-lege-mi
[REF-0 brake-REF fetch-REP-PURP-SS]
nixe-ini.
do-3SG
'She has to take back her brake (for leather).'

(1478) a Ma:ma-i uli-lege-mi nixe-ini.
grandfather-ISO [sew-PURP-SS] do-3SG
'My grandmother is going to sew.'

b. Ugda-tigi tugbu-lege-mi nixe-ini.
[boat-LAT cut.wood-PURP-SS] do-3SG
'He is going to cut wood for the boat.'

c. Bi zali-we wo-logo-mi nixe-mi.
me [barn-ACC make-PURP-SS] do-lSG
Ί am going to make a barn.'

20.2.3.2. Object control

In object-controlled converbial clauses, the subordinate subject is coreferential
with the object of the superordinate clause. The object is normally dropped
under coreference and cross-referenced by different-subject inflections on the
converb. As in the case of the subject-controlled converbial clause, the
object-controlled converbial clause expresses the irrealis modality.

20.2.3.2.1. Direct object control

With the following matrix verbs the superordinate clause Accusative object
controls the subordinate clause:

(\419)tatusi- 'teach' numnisi- 'teach'
gele- 'ask' mudeusi- 'persuade'

Sentence examples:

(1480) a. Nua-ni min-e-we gele-ini bi
he-3SG me-O-ACC ask-3SG [me
belesi-lege-i.
help-PURP-lSG]
'He asked me to help.'

b. Bi Nura-wa uli-lege-ni tatusi-mi.
me Niura-ACC [sew-PURP-3SG] teach-1SG
Ί teach Njura to sew.'
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20.2.3.2.2. Indirect object control

For the following group of verbs the complement clause is controlled by the
indirect object that corresponds to the Lative recipient argument of the matrix
verb:

(1481)000- 'write' dian- 'say'

Sentence examples:

(1482) Dian -a-ja abuga-tigi nua-ni min-tigi
tell-0-IMP.2SG father-LAT [he-3SG me-LAT
eme-lege-ni.
come-PURP-3SG]
'Tell your father to come to see us.'

20.2.3.2.3. The verb kaja- 'send, order'

The verb kaja- has two valence patterns with slightly different meanings: it
takes the Accusative argument in the meaning 'send', and the Lative argument
in the meaning Order'; in both cases this argument controls the complement
clause; compare (1483) and (1484).

(1483) a. Eniye-i min-e-we kaja:-ni
mother-ISO me-O-ACC send.PAST-3SG
limona-wa t'ei-ne-lege-i.
[schizandra-ACC collect-DIR-PURP-1SG]
'My mother sent me to collect berries of schizandra (a local variety
of creeper).'

b. Jegdige min-e-we kaja:-ni si
hero me-O-ACC send.PAST-3SG [you
aziga-r/i-we-i gele-lege-i.
daughter-AL-ACC-2SG ask-PURP-lSG]
"The hero sent me to ask (you to give him) your daughter.' (K 158)

(1484) Wakca-na-laga-ti kaja:-mi hi
[hunt-DIR-PURP-3PL order.PAST-lSG] me
nua-ti-tigi.
he-PL-LAT
Ί ordered them to go hunting.'

The object can be omitted from either the complement clause or the
superordinate clause, or both. In the latter case, the only overt marker of the
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724 Complement subordinate clause

controlling argument is the different-subject personal inflection on the
subordinate predicate.

(1485) Wakca-na-laga-ti kaja:-mi.
[hunt-DIR-PURP-3PL] order.PAST-3PL
Ί ordered them to go hunting.
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Chapter 21
Adverbial clause

Most adverbial clauses in Udihe are non-finite: they can be infinitival,
participial, or converbial. The morphology of the Infinitive, the active
participles, and the con verbs is described in Chapter 7; other types of
participles are not used in the adverbial clause (for the one exception see
21.3.1.6). The semantic type of the infinitival and converbial adverbial clauses
is largely determined by the subordinate predicate itself, that is, by the
particular type of converbs or infinitive. The semantic type of the participial
clause is normally conditioned by the case- or postpositional marking on the
participle. In this chapter, the adverbial non-finite clauses are classified
according to their formal and semantic types.

Typically the position of the adverbial clause in the sentence is either at the
beginning or at the end. It does not intrude between verbal arguments or
between an argument and the verb, with the exception of the infinitival manner
clause (21.1.1) when it consists of one word (the predicate). There is a strong
tendency to front the adverbial clause. However, a purpose clause is usually
postverbal.

27.7. Infinitival adverbial clauses

The infinitival adverbial clause expresses the manner or a concomitant action,
but it may also have a wide range of additional meanings (temporal, causal, or
concessive). Not infrequently it has a coordinative function, that is, is not
syntactically embedded in the matrix clause.

The infinitival clause is normally controlled by the subject of the
superordinate clause. Some exceptions to this rule are addressed in 15.1.1.6.2.

21.1.1. Manner clauses

The following examples illustrate the infinitival clause of manner or
concomitant action. The situations of the superordinate and the subordinate
clause are simultaneous in this case, and the subordinate clause situation is
normally imperfective.
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726 Adverbial clause

(1486) a. Sugzä susa-li-e-ni men-e ama:la-i
fish escape-INC-PAST-3SG [REF-0 after-REF
ugda-wa tayda-mi.
boat-ACC carry-INF]
'The fish escaped carrying the boat after itself.'

b. rjua-ini xeypi-mi-de.
sleep-3SG [snore-INF-FOC]
'He sleeps snoring.'

c. Solo-mi nua-ni uli-tigi
[move.upstream-INF] he-3SG water-LAT
ete:-ni.
look.PAST-3SG
'He looked at the water while moving upstream.'

d. Nua-ni soyo-mi telurju-si-e-ni.
he-3SG [cry-INF] story-V-PAST-3SG
'He was speaking while crying.'

e. Bi eke-le anci bi-mi zeuze-we
me [time-LOC no be-lSG] food-ACC
diga-mi.
eat-INF

eat in a hurry (literally: being without time).'

21.1.2. Coordinative clauses

Less frequently the infinitival clause expresses an action which is anterior with
respect to the situation of the superordinate clause. This action tends to
immediately precede the superordinate clause situation without being separated
from it by a large interval of time, and is perfective:

(1487) a. Zaujja tene nua-ma-ni ise-mi
greenling CONT [he-ACC-3SG see-INF]
täli-e-ni.
escape-PAST-3SG
'And the greenling (a sort of salmon), having seen him, escaped.'

b. Ba:-za ge-digi-ni eme-gi-mi
[place-N surface-ABL-3SG return-REP-INF]
etete-li-gi-e-ni.
work-INC-REP-PAST-3SG
'(Immediately) after returning from the forest, he started working.'

c. Nua-ni ijele-mi susa-gi-e-ni.
he-3SG [be.afraid-INF] escape-REP-PAST-3SG
'Having got frightened, he escaped again.'
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Infinitival adverbial clauses 727

d. Jegdige tuka-ma-mi um'a-i
hero [ran-INTN-INF] hook-REF
gagi-e-ni.
take-PAST-3SG
"The hero ran and took his hook.' (K 143)

Examples (1487) might best be translated into European languages using the
coordinated construction, cf. for (1487a): 'the greenling saw him and escaped',
for (1487b) 'He returned from the forest and started working', etc. Indeed,
coordination of this type is missing in Udihe and the adverbial infinitival clause
is its closest equivalent.

21.1.3. Causal clauses

An additional causal meaning of the infinitival clause is demonstrated by the
following examples.

(1488) a. Agda-mi abuga soyo-li-e-ni.
[be.happy-INF] father cry-INC-PAST-3SG
'The father cried from happiness.'

b. Deu-mi eke:-ni.
[get.tied-INF] stop.PAST-3SG
'He stopped from tiredness.'

c. Gekti-mi bude:-ni.
[freeze-DSfF] die.PAST-3SG
'He died from cold.'

d. Lali-mi bude:-ni.
[starve-INF] die.PAST-3SG
'He died from hunger.'

21.1.4. Concessive clauses

An additional concessive meaning of the infinitival adverbial clause is
illustrated below.

(1489) a. N'aula bi-tni kui-ni anci.
[young be-INF] strength-3SG no
'Although he is young, he does not have strength.'
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728 Adverbial clause

b. Nina ic'a bi-mi xai min-e-we
[Nina small be-INF] still me-O-ACC
belesi:-ni.
help-3SG
'Although Nina is small, she helps me.'

c. Zo:rjku bi-mi e-iti etete.
[poor be-INF] NEG-3PL work
'Although they are poor, they don't work.'

In concessive clauses the infinitival predicate is often followed by the
contrastive focus particle -gdA (12.1.1.8).

(1490) Nua-ni n'aula-gda bi-mi nukte-ni
[he-3SG child-FOC be-INF] hear-3SG
c'ama ede:-ni.
white become.PAST-3SG
'Although he is young, his hair has become white.'

27.2. Participial locational clauses

The participial locational clause corresponds to the adverbial clause introduced
by 'where' in European languages. It can have different spatial meanings of the
locative, lative, and ablative type. It is formed with the personal form of the
active participle, which takes the corresponding case suffix or postposition, and
the personal inflection indicating the subject of the subordinate clause. Such a
subordinate clause is formally indistinguishable from the headless relative
clause (19.5) with an empty head referring to some kind of place, and should
perhaps be analyzed as such.

The following sentences illustrate the locational adverbial clause, in which
the participle takes Locative (1491), Dative (1492), Ablative (1493), and Lative
(1494) case marking, or is followed by a locational postposition (1495).

(1491) a. Magazina bi-si-le-ni kuluba-wa
[shop be-PP-LOC-3SG] club-ACC
wo-woq-ki-ti.
make-CAUS-PAST-3PL
"They have built a club where there used to be a shop.'

b. Bi 'ana-wa egdi ni: bi-zeye-le-ni
me boat-ACC [many man be-FP-LOC-3SG]
nede-zeye-mi.
put-FUT-lSG
Ί will put my boat where there will be a lot of people.'
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Participial locational clauses 729

c. Dampi: zugdi bi-sin-dile-ni zuf
[old house be-PP-LOC-3SG] exactly
tegi-ze-i.
stand-SUBJ-2SG
'Stand exactly at the place where the old house was.' (K 166)

(1492) a. Anana hi bagdi-en-du-i mo:
[long.ago me live-PP-DAT-lSG] tree
bagdi-gi-e-nL
grow-REP-PAST-3SG
'Where I used to live trees have grown up again.'

b. Buji ga:ma:-ni ni: bi-sin-di-ni
animal bone-3SG [man be-PP-DAT-3SG]
bi-si-ni.
be-PAST-3SG
'The bones of the animals were in the place where men used to live.'
(Schneider 1936: 143)

(1493) a. Sorjo gegbeyku-we hi nede:-digi:
bear berry-ACC [me put.PP-ABL.lSG]
gagi-e-ni.
take-PAST-3SG
Ά bear took berries from where I put them.'

b. Bi abuga-i etete-i-digi: e-si-ni
me father-lSG [work-PRP-ABL.SS] NEG-PAST-3SG
eme-gi.
come-REP
'My father has not come from work.'

(1494) a. Bi egdi b'oto bagdi:-tigi-ni
me [many mushroom grow.PRP-LAT-3SG]
ηβηβ-ζβηβ-ϊ.
go-FUT-lSG
Ί will go to where there are many mushrooms.'

b. Duisi-en-tigi gakpasi-e-ni.
[hear-PP-LAT.SS] shoot-PAST-3SG
'He was shooting towards where he heard (the sounds).' (Schneider
1936: 143)

(1495) a. To: zegde-i-ni do-lo-ni
[fire burn-PRP-3SG inside-LOC-3SG]
bi-si-mi.
be-PAST-lSG
Ί was in the burning fire.'
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b. Uti Zu:li sita yua-i-ni ka:-la-ni
that Zuli [child sleep-PRP-3SG side-LOC-3SG]
eme:-ni.
come.PAST-3SG
'That Zuli came closer to the sleeping child.' (Schneider 1937: 70)

c. Su: gakpa-i-ni eh-tigi-ni nede-iti.
[sunraise-PRP-3SG side-LAT-3SG] put-3SG
'They put (it) in the direction of the raising sun.' (SK 229)

27.3. Temporal clauses

To form a temporal adverbial clause, convert«, or participles with different
case and postpositional marking, are used.

21.3.1. Participial temporal clauses

In the participial temporal clause postpositions follow the Present or Past active
participles in the personal form. All postpositions take the 3rd person Singular
inflection (on the personal inflection of postpositions see 10.2.1.2). The
meaning of such a clause and its temporal relationship to the situation of the
superordinate clause is largely determined by the postposition itself.
Alternatively, the participle in the temporal adverbial clause takes case
inflections, although in this function only a few cases are possible.

21.3.1.1. Temporal clauses with the postposition zuliete, zulieni 'before'

Only the Present Participle co-occurs with this postposition. The situation of
the subordinate clause follows the situation of the superordinate clause.

(1496) a. Si eme-gi: zuliete Iwana
[you come-REP.PRP.2SG before] Ivan
magazina-tigi xuli-se:-ni,
shop-LAT go-EXP.PAST-3SG
'Ivan had gone to the shop before you came.'

b. Bi mamasa-la-i zulie-ni emus'e
[me wife-V-PRP.SS before-3SG] alone
bagdi: bi-s'e-i.
live.PRP be-PERF-lSG
'Before I got married, I lived on my own.'

c. Gawa-na-i zulie-ni yen'e.
[dawn-V-PRP before-3SG] go.PERF
'He left before dawn.' (SK 336)
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21.3.1.2. Temporal clauses with the postposition amädani 'after'

The subordinate clause predicate corresponds to the Present Participle. The
situation of the subordinate clause precedes the situation of the superordinate
clause:

(1497) a. Sie-we b'a-mi ama:-la-ni
[wound-ACC get.PP-SS behind-LOC-3SG]
ge:-zi dogdi-mi.
bad-INST hear-lSG
'After I got wounded, I heard badly.'

b. Nua-ni r/ene:-ni ama:-la-ni bi
[he-3SG go.PP-3SG behind-LOC-3SG] me
emus'e esi-gi-e-mi.
alone become-REP-PAST-lSG
'After he left, I remained alone.'

c. Kelge diga-i: ama:-la-ni begdi:
cat eat-PRP.SS behind-LOC-3SG leg.REF
ku 'ai: au-ini.
ear.REF wash-3SG
'The cat washes paws and ears after eating.' (SK 195)

21.3.1.3. Temporal clauses with the postposition dexi 'until'

The situation of the subordinate clause expressed with the Present Participle
indicates the temporal limit for the situation described in the superordinate
clause.

(1498) a. Men-e sagdani: dexi o-du
[REF-0 get.old.PRP.SS until] this-DAT
bi-zeye-ni.
be-FUT-3SG
'He will live here until he gets old.'

b. Belem umac'a ede-i-ni dexi
[completely short become-PRP-3SG until]
xua-ja.
cut-IMP.2SG
'Cut until it gets completely short.'
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732 Adverbial clause

21.3.1.4. Temporal clauses with the postposition ekindini, ekinduni, doloni
'when, during'

The situations of the superordinate and the subordinate clause are
simultaneous, but do not last for the same period of time; normally the situation
of the superordinate clause is included in the temporal interval described by the
subordinate clause. Both Present and Past Participles seem to be allowed in this
type, depending on the time reference of the adverbial clause.

(1499) a. Bu bana:-u ekindini
[we move.PP-lPL.EX when]
ma:ma-u bude:-ni,
grandmother- 1PL.EX die.PAST-3SG
'Grandmother died when we were moving.'

b. Bi etete-i ekindini min-e-we
[me work-PRP.lSG when] me-O-ACC
e-zi-u dcujula.
NEG-MP-2PL disturb
'Don't disturb me when I am working.'

A similar meaning may sometimes be rendered by the postposition dolo-ni
'inside', cf.:

(15QO)yene-i dolo-ni cegente-i.
go-PRP inside-3SG chase.away-2SG
'While you are walking you are chasing (animals) away.' (SKX 28)

21.3.1.5. Temporal clauses with the postposition agdaduni, agdalini 'while'

The situation of the superordinate and the subordinate clause are simultaneous
and develop in parallel for roughly the same period of time. Only Present
Participles are used.

(1501) a. Si dian-a-i agda-du-ni bi
[you talk-0-PRP.2SG between-DAT-3SG] me
caja-wa teu umi-e-mi.
tea-ACC all drink-PAST-lSG
'While you were talking, I drank all the tea.'

b. Bi jexe-i agda-li-ni
[me sing-PRP.lSG between-PROL-3SG]
nua-ni teu diga:-ni.
he-3SG all eat.PAST-3SG
'While I was singing, he ate everything.'
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21.3.1.6. Temporal clause with the postposition edeisini 'when'

The time reference of the situations described in both the superordinate clause
and the subordinate clause are in the future; however, the subordinate predicate
is the Past Participle (1502) or Past passive participle (1503). Mostly
same-subject sentences occur in this type.

(1502) a. Xoton-tigi gene: edeisini ma:usa-wa
[city-LAT go.PP when] gun-ACC
gada-zaya-ti.
buy-FUT-3PL
'When they go to the city, they will buy a gun.'

b. Ba:-za ge-digi-ni eme-gi-e
[place-N surface-ABL-3SG come-REP-PP
edeisini etete-li-zene-ni.
when] work-INC-FUT-3SG
'When he comes back from the forest, he will start working.'

c. Bi umi-e edeisini jexe-zeye-i
[me drink-PP when] sing-FUT-lSG
'When I drink, I will sing.'

(1503) a. Seutige na:-la buge-se edeisini kwjka
[nut earth-LOC put-PP.PAS when] cedar
bagdi:-ni.
grow-3SG
Ά nut, when put in earth, grows into a cedar tree.'

b. Wayba-wa xugi-le-te edeisini e-ini
[turtle-ACC turn-SING-FOC when NEG-3SG]
mute xugi-kce-mi.
can turn-DUR-INF
'If you turn a turtle (upside down), it can not turn (back).'

In the clauses with the postposition edeisini the Past Participle is used in its
impersonal form, that is, it does not take any affixes indicating same-subject or
different-subject. This probably reflects the origin of the construction in
question: the postposition edeisini is historically the Perfective Converb of the
verb ede- 'become' optionally augmented by the 3rd person affix -ni (<
ede-isi-ni). Originally the subordinate clause construction might have had the
possessive meaning, and the literal translation of the subordinate clause in
(1502a), for example, should have been something like 'their becoming of
going to the city'. The content verb here acts in its bare form, as the possessor
normally does (13.1).
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21.3.2.7. Temporal clauses with the participle in the Ablative

The ablative case suffix -digi- marks the participle in the adverbial clause with
the meaning 'as soon as'. It can be either the Future Participle (1504a) or the
Present Participle of the inchoative verb (1504b). The time reference of the
superordinate clause is the future.

(1504) a. Nua-ni eme-gi:-digi-ni
[he-3SG come-REP.PRP-ABL-3SG]
yene-zeye-fi.
go-FUT-lPL.IN
'We will leave as soon as he comes.'

b. Tigde tigde-li:-digi-ni kuyka
[rain rain-INC.PRP-ABL-3SG] cedar
xegie-le-ni te:-zeye-fi.
under-LOC-3SG sit-FUT-lPL.IN
'As soon as it starts raining we will sit down under the cedar.'

The same structure can render the meaning 'since'.

(1505) Ehinerji jehi seh odo-ini bahta bagdien-digi-ni.
today nice year become-3SG boy be.born.PP-ABL-3SG
Today it is nine years since the boy was born.' (SK 696)

21.3.2.8. Temporal clauses with the participle in the Instrumental

The adverbial clause with the Past Participle in the Instrumental case (with -zi-
case inflection) mostly expresses the situation that is prior to the situation of
the superordinate clause. This is only allowed when the subject of the
subordinate clause is coreferential with the subject of the superordinate clause,
and this is marked by same-subject personal inflections on the participle. The
corresponding meaning for the different-subject clause is expressed by the
Perfective Con verb, see 21.3.4.

The subordinate construction with the Past Participle in the Instrumental case
can be used only when the superordinate clause refers to the present or the past,
while anteriority in the future may only be expressed by the Perfective Convert)
(21.3.2.2). Such an adverbial clause often implies a causal meaning, as in
(1507). Exceptionally, it may also express simultaneous action (1508).
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Temporal clauses 735

(l 506) a. Minti go: go yua:-zi-fi
[we long sleep.PP-INST-SS.PL]
eteyi-e-fl.
wake.up-PAST-1PL.IN
'After having slept for a long time, we woke up.'

b. Tigde ba:-la tigde:n-zi
[rain place-LOC rain.PP-INST.SS]
wadi-e-ni.
stop-PAST-3SG
"The rain, after starting outside, finished.'

c. Zeuze-we mala:-zi-fi
[food-ACC consume.PP-INST-SS.PL]
eme-gi-e-mu.
come-REP-PAST-lPL.EX
'After consuming the food, we came back.'

d. Oaja-wa umi-mi metu-o:n-zi
[tea-ACC drink-INF fmish-PP-INST.SS]
yene:-ni.
go.PAST-3SG
'After finishing drinking tea, he left.'

(1507) a. Si utebe diay-kin-zi: xagza-L
[you so say-PP-INST.SS] be.ashamed-2SG
'You are ashamed because you said so.'

b. Gektin-zi: teu buk-ki-ti.
[freeze.PP-INST.SS] all die-PAST-3PL
'Everybody died from cold.' (K 121)

c. Jegdige muisi-e-ni susa:-ni
hero think-PAST-3SG [escape.PAST-3SG
etete-zeqe-zi: ·
work-FP-INST.SS]
'The hero thought: she escaped from working.' (K 154)

(1508) Si sorjo:n-zi-gde bagdi:.
[you cry.PP-INST.SS-FOC] live.PRP
'You live crying.'

In the Northern dialect such a construction is also found in the different-subject
sentences.
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736 Adverbial clause

(1509) Digene:n-zi-le xaku Zarjdalafit tekceli
[hide.PP-INST-CONT soon] Zandalafu with.noise
eme-gi-e-ni.
come-REP-PAST-3SG
'As soon as she hid, Zandalafu returned with noise.' (K 105)

21.3.2.9. Temporal clauses with the participle in the Accusative

This fairly rare type of temporal clause is based on the Accusative of the
Present or Past Participle. It expresses a temporally associated situation,
typically temporally close to the main clause situation, but the exact
relationship between two clauses remains semantically non-specified. The
subordinate clause may express a simultaneous and related situation involving
a different participant (1510), as well as have a concessive or conditional
meaning (1511), cf.:

(1510) a. Ze gulin-e-mi nixe-i-we-ni
[soon go-O-INF do-PRP-ACC-3SG]
tigde-li-e-ni.
rain-INC-PAST-3SG
'As soon as he was ready to leave, it started raining.'

b. Ono nixe-zeije kuliga ikte-me:-me-ni?
how do-FUT [snake tooth-V.PP-ACC-3SG]
'What to do when a snake bites (you)?'

c. Bi tausi:-we-i kuge-je.
[Me forge.PRP-ACC-1SG] pump-IMP.2SG
'While I am forging, pump the bellows.' (SKX 284)

d. Ali ami-m(i) eme-gi-si-kce-i-we-ni
[when father-REF come-REP-IM-INT-PRP-ACC-3SG]
ei-de telwju-si-wen-e.
NEG-FOC story-V-CAUS-0
'When the father was going to come home, she did not let him (her
son) tell.'

e. B'oto anana taji-e-ti
mushroom earlier gather-PAST-3PL
e-si-me-n(i)-de bolo-gi.
[NEG-PP-ACC-3SG-FOC autumn-REP]
'Earlier they gathered mushrooms before the autumn came.'

(1511) a. Ono ja-za-mi ni: xuktu:-me-ni?
howPROV-SUBJ-lSH [man carry .away .PP-ACC-3SG]
'What shall I do if somebody carried a man away?' (SKX 154)
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Temporal clauses 737

b. Wa:-ma-i ono nixe-ze-mi?
[kill.PP-ACC-2SG] how do-SUBJ-lSG
'If you killed (him), what shall I do?'

In the same-subject sentences the embedded participle is not marked for the
Accusative (see 22.5.1.2), as shown in (1512). The subordinate clause may be
formally passivized, as in (1513), where the subordinate clause is expressed by
the impersonal passive Necessitative Participle marked by the 3rd person
agreement affix. The corresponding passive and non-passive clauses are
synonymous.

(1512) Etete-zerje bi-si-mi Petra Oloqo-tigi
[work-FUT be-PP-INF] Peter Olon-LAT
rjene:-ni.
go.PAST-3SG
'(Although) he had to work, Peter went to Olon.'

(1513) a. Bu etete-u-zeye bi-si-me-ni 'ai-we
[we work-PAS-FP be-PP-ACC-3SG] vodka-ACC
sene umi-u.
only drink-1PL.EX
'(Although) we have to work, we only drink vodka.'

b. E-u-zeye bi-si-me-ni yene:-mi.
[NEG-PAS-FP be-PP-ACC-3SG] go.PAST-lSG
'(Although) I did not have to I went.'

21.3.2.10. Temporal clauses with the participle in the Dative

The temporal copular clause may be marked with the Dative on the impersonal
participle, normally when it refers to the natural phenomena (cf. also the Dative
temporal adjuncts discussed under 15.4.2.1). However, example (1515b) below
shows that this condition is not necessary.

(1514)Timadu-le z'e su: gakpain-du-ni
morning-LOC [soon son rise.PP-DAT-3SG]
eke ili-way-ki-ni uti aziga.
quiet stand-CAUS-PAST-3SG that girl
'In the morning as soon as the son rose he put this girl so she stood
quietly.' (SKX 162)

It should be noticed that in this type impersonal forms of participles are fairly
frequently used although the embedded subject is overtly present.
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738 Adverbial clause

(1515) a. Timadu-le puile hi:-du
[morning-LOC before.sunrise be.PRP-DAT]
te:-gi-e-ni.
sit-REP-PAST-3SG
'He got up in the morning before sunrise.'(K 197)

b. So:ndo sagdi sama-ziga sama-si-si:-du
sin [big shaman-PL shaman-V-IM.PRP-DAT]
a:nta bi:-ni zugdi-du.
woman be-3SG house-DAT
'It is forbidden for a woman to be in any house where big shamans
are shamanizing.' (SKX 214)

21.3.2.11. Temporal clauses with the participle in the Lative

These type of clauses denote temporal limit of the action.

(1516) a. rjica aziga sagdi odo-i-tigi
[little girl big become-PRP-LAT]
igi-si-e-ni.
feed-IM-PAST-3SG
'(The man) used to feed a little girl (his future wife) till she grew
up.'(SK351)

b. Jeh-ti αηα-ηΐ odo:-ni bi
nine-ORD year-3SG become.PAST-3SG [me
o-du bagdi:-tigi:.
this-DAT live.PRP-LAT.lSG]
'It is nice years since I have been living here.' (SK 696)

21.3.2. Converbial temporal clauses

21.3.2.1. Temporal clauses with the Imperfective Con verb

The Imperfective Convert» expresses a situation simultaneous to the situation of
the superordinate clause. The subordinate clause serves as a temporal
background for the superordinate clause. Both simultaneous situations refer to
the past, so the Imperfective Converb conveys an absolute-relative tense: its
intrinsic point of reference is both the moment of speech (anteriority) and some
moment in the past (simultaneity). The situation of the subordinate clause is
progressive in its character, and so tends to be the situation of the superordinate
clause, although it can sometimes also describe a perfective event.

Both same-subject (1517) and different-subject (1517) sentences are possible
for this type.
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(1517)a. Nua-ti n'aula bi-yie-fi min-tigi
[he-3PL child be-IC-SS.PL] me-LAT
mendele xuli-du-ge.
often come-PL-PERF
'When they were children, they often used to come to me.'

b. Xatala bi-yie-i ni:-we aju-o:-mi.
[girl be-IC-lSG] man-ACC love-PAST-lSG
'When I was a girl, I loved one man.'

c. N'aula bi-yie-i nua-ti coyku-we-ti
[child be-IC-SS] he-3PL window-ACC-3PL
xaji-e bi-s 'e-i.
break.PP be-PERF-lSG
'When I was a child, I broke their window.'

d. Bi sita-i ic'a bi-yie-i bou bi-s'e.
[me son-ISO small be-IC-SS] fat be-PERF
'When my son was small, he was fat.'

e. Mintiyic'a bi-yie-fi udie keje-zi
[we small be-IC-SS.PL] Udihe language-INST
m 'ei diay-ki-ß.
only speak-PAST-lPL.IN
'When we were young, we were speaking only Udihe.'

(1518) a. Tigde-yie-ni ba: mo:
[rain-IC-3SG] place tree
xegie-le-ni te:-mi.
under-LOC-3SG sit.PAST-lPL.IN
'When it was raining we were sitting under the tree.'

b. Eniye-i cei-we cei-yisi-yie-ni hi
[mother-1SG soup-ACC soup-V-IC-3SG] me
xunazi: iege-we we-i bi-s'e.
sister. 1SG gown-ACC make-PRP be-PERF
'When my mother was cooking the soup, my sister was sewing a
gown.'

c. Bi beixi yene-yie-i nua-ni jexe-i
[me out go-IC-lSG] he-3SG sing-PRP
bi-s'e.
be-PERF.
'When I was going out he was singing.'

d. Bi eniye-i olokto-yie-ni hi
[me mother-1SG cook-IC-3SG] me
belesi bi-s 'e-i.
help be-PERF-lSG
'When my mother was cooking, I was helping.'
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740 Adverbial clause

21.3.2.2. Temporal clauses with the Perfective Converb

The Perfective Converb expresses the perfective situation temporally anterior
with respect to the situation of the superordinate clause. Anteriority holds for
different tenses in the superordinate clause-the Past (1519), the Present (1520)
and the Future (1521). The Perfective Converb conveys the relative past tense.

(15 19) a. In'ei-we tindaiji-ge-si yene:-ti caixi.
[dog-ACC let-PERF-PC.SS] go.PAST-3PL further
'Having loosened the dogs they went further.'

b. Nua-ni o-du bi:-ni
he-3SG this-DAT be-3SG

[autumn-REP-INC-PC-3SG]
'He has been living here since autumn.'

(1520) a. Nua-ni eme:-ni magazina
he-3SG came.PAST-3SG [shop
kimpigi:-si-ni.
close-PC-3SG]
'He came after the shop had closed.'

b. Umi-du-ge-si jexe-du nua-ti.
[drink-PL-PERF-PC.SS] sing-PL he-3PL
'Having drunk they usually sing.'

(1521) a. Tege-we si uli:-si muzei-du
[gown-ACC you sew-PC.2SG] museum-DAT
bi-zeye-ni.
be-FUT-3SG
'After you sew the gown, it will be in the museum.'

b. Omo neyi-ni bi-s'e-si yene-zeye-ni.
[one day-3SG be-PERF-PC.SS] go-FUT-3SG
'He will leave after having been (here) for one day.'

c. Bi eme-gi-ge-si sin-tigi
[me come-REP-PERF-PC.SS] you-LAT
zima-zaya-i.
visit-FUT-lSG
'When I come back, I will visit you.'

As discussed below, temporal clauses with the Perfective Converb have a
slightly different meaning for the same-subject and the different-subject
converbs, which may ultimately reflect the absence of formal parallelism
between these two forms (cf. 7.6.2.3).
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21.3.2.2.1. Same-subject sentences

The same-subject forms of the Perfective Convert) tend to express not only, and
perhaps not primarily, the temporal meaning (1522), but also the manner or the
accompanying circumstances (1523), or clausal coordination (1524).

(1522) a. Bi sagdi ed'e-si wakca-zaga-i.
[me big become.PERF-PC.SS] hunt-FUT-lSG
'When I get big, I will hunt.'

b. Dami-we yikpes'e-si tukca
[tobacco-ACC breath.PERF-PC.SS] hare
simpi-li-e-ni.
Sneeze-INC-PAST-3SG
'After having breathed the tobacco, the hare started sneezing.'

c. Umi-ge-si: jexe-i nua-ni.
[drink-PERF-PC.SS] sing-PPR he-3SG
'After drinking he sings.'

(1523) a. Kept'e-si tayi:-ni.
[lie.PERF-PC.SS] read-3SG
'He reads lying down (having lain down).'

b. Bi mo: do:-tigi-ni ise-si-e-mi
me tree top-LAT-3SG see-IM-PAST-lSG
su:-we rjala-zi: dakpi-ge-si.
[sun-ACC hand-INST.REF close-PERF-PC. SS]
Ί was looking at the top of the tree, having blanked out the sun
with my hand.'

(1524) a. Kasanziga xukti-wesi-ge-si kepte-gi-e-ni.
[puppy run-DIV-PERF-PC.SS] lay-REP-PAST-3SG
'The puppy lay down after having run.'

b. Bi digay-ka-si rjene:-mi.
[me say-PERF-PC.SS] go.PAST-lSG
'After having spoken I left.'

c. Bi digan-a-kc'a-si wadi-e-mi.
[me say-0-DES.PERF-PC.SS] stop-PAST-lSG
Ί wanted to speak, (but) changed my mind.'

Such clauses, then, exhibit an anterior correlate to the infinitival adverbial
clauses of manner or concomitant action (21.1), while a purely temporal
meaning of anteriority for the same-subject temporal clauses is expressed by
the participle in the Instrumental case (21.3.2.8).
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21.3.2.2.2. Different-subject sentences

The different-subject converbial forms normally tend to express a purely temporal
situation since the Instrumental participial clauses addressed in 21.3.2.8 are absent
for different-subject sentences The adverbial clause corresponds to a perfective
situation prior to the situation of the superordinate clause:

(1525) a. Nua-ni eme:-ni magazina
he-3SG came.PAST-3SG [shop
kimpigi:-si-ni.
close-PC-3SG]
'He came after the shop had closed.'

b. Xeydegi:-si jakpa-na-gi:-ni, bugdi:
[step-PC. ISO] canyon-V-REP-3SG [foot.REF
windegi:-si kico-no-gi:-ni bombo-no-gi:-ni.
lift-PC. 1SG] hill-V-REP-3SG hillock-V-REP-3SG
'When I step down, a canyon appears, when I lift my foot a hill
appears, a hillock appears.'

If the superordinate clause verb is clearly imperfective, the subordinate clause
may have a simultaneous meaning. In (1526a) it expresses the perfective event
which takes place with the imperfective situation of the superordinate clause as
its background (the superordinate clause verb is in the Progressive). In (1526b)
the superordinate clause and the subordinate clause situations develop
simultaneously in the past.

(1526) a. Bi erne-gi:-si bi sita-i rjua-mi
[me come-REP-PC.lSG] me son-ISO sleep-INF
bi:-ni bi mamasa-i ule:-we olokto-mi
be-3SG me wife-ISO meat-ACC cook-INF
bi:-ni.
be-3SG
'When I come, my son is sleeping and my wife is cooking meat.'

b. Ag'a zugdi: wo-isi-ni bu
[brother house.REF make-PC-3SG] we
belesi-u bi-s'e-u.
help-lPL.EX be-PERF-lPl.EX
'When my brother was building a house, we were helping him.'

Like practically all temporal clauses, the temporal clause with the Perfective
Convert» can imply an additional causal meaning.
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(l 527) a. Bi sita-i sogo-isi-ni utemi
[me son-ISO cry-PC-3SG] therefore
amä:sa:-mi.
be.late.PAST-lSG

was late because my son was crying.'
b. Su: su:ni:-si-ni xokto og'ou-gi-e-ni.

[sun shine-PC-3SG] road dry-REP-PAST-3SG
"The road dried up from the sun.'

c. Nua-ni bude:-ni kuliga ikteme-le-isi-ni.
he-3SG die.PAST-3SG [snake bite-SING-PC-3SG]
'He died from a snake's bite.'

d. Bi ge: eteie-isi: tagda:-ni.
[me bad work-PC. 1SG] get.angry.PAST-3SG
'He got angry because I had worked badly.'

21.3.2.3. Temporal clauses with the Conditional Con verb

Conditional Converbs are only used sporadically within a temporal clause.

(1528) a. Ulikte a:da-lisi-ni sama
[shaman.lard ready-CC-3SG] shaman
eme-ini joxo ka:-tigi-ni.
come-3SG pot side-LAT-3SG
'When the shaman lard becomes ready, the shaman comes to the
pot.'

b. Ele sikie-gi-lisi-ni
[soon evening-REP-CC-3SG]
susa-gi-kte-iti.
escape-REP-DIST-3PL
'As soon as evening comes, they run away.'

c. Nua-ni yua-li: xuanti:-ni.
[he-3SG sleep-CC.SS] snore-3SG
'When he sleeps, he snores.'

d. Bua xuen-di-ni in'ei gekti-li: to:
[place surface-DAT-3SG dog freeze-CC.SS] fire
ka:-la-ni keyte-i nami-si:-ni.
side-LOC-3SG side-REF warm-V-3SG
'When a dog freezes in the forest, it warms its sides near the fire.'
(SK 373)
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21.4. Purpose clauses

The purpose clause is marked by the Purposive Convert), which takes
switch-reference markers, either of the same-subject (1529), or the different
subject (1530).

(1529) a. Bi ketu egdi-me diga:-mi
me very much-ACC eat.PAST-lSG
\vakca-na-laga-mi.
[hunt-DIR-PURP-SS]
Ί ate very much (so I would be able) to go hunting.'

b. yua-laga-mi dakca:-ni.
[sleep-PURP-SS] wrap.PAST-3SG
'He wrapped himself up in order to sleep.'

(1530) a. Si teluyu-si-je nua-ti sa-laga-ti.
you story-V-IMP.2SG [he-3PL know-PURP-3PL]
'Tell so that they know.'

b. Wa-gi-wey-ki-ni jegdige-we teu
ki!l-REP-CAUS-PAST-3SG hero-ACC all
ul'e-si maηga-na-gi-la:-ni.
fead.PERF-PC.SS [strong-V-REP-PURP-3SG]
'She brought the hero to life, feeding him so he would become
strong again.' (K 197)

c. Minti abuga-tigi zawonile-ze-fi nua-ni
we father-LAT call-SUBJ-lPL.IN [he-3SG
eme-lege-ni.
come-PURP-3SG]
'We will call your father so that he comes.'

In the different-subject sentence, the subordinate subject can be arbitrarily
controlled or controlled by any element of the superordinate clause. Examples
(1531) illustrate control by the object of the superordinate clause; example
(1532) illustrates control by the possessor within the superordinate clause. The
controlled subject of the subordinate clause is omitted under identity with an
element of the superordinate clause.

(1531) a. Zueze bugdi-we-ni xua-je narjga
table leg-ACC-3SG cut-IMP.2SG little
naktas'a ede-lege-ni.
[short become-PURP-3SG]
'Cut the table legs so they will be a little shorter.'
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b. Na: igbene-le:-ni kedeliqku-zi kede-itL
[skin soften-PURP-3SG] brake-INST brake-3PL
'They brake skin with brakes so that it gets softer.1

(1532)5/ ugda-i nusisi-zerje-i dogbo
me boat-ISO pitch-FUT-lSG [night
e-lege-ni ise-pte.
NEG-PURP-3SG see-DEC]
Ί will put pitch on the boat so that it won't be seen in the night.'

Purposive Convert) sometimes renders the intentional meaning, without
actually referring to the purpose, cf.:

(1533) Pa-ligi mafa-wa gida-la:-mi
black-ADJ bear-ACC spear-PURP-SS
auj-i \va:-ni.
brother.in.law-REF kill.PAST-3SG
'(Intending) to stab with a spear the black bear, he killed his
brother-in-law.' (K 131)

27.5. "Instead"-clauses

The clause that corresponds to the English subordinate clause with the
subordinator 'instead' is participial in Udihe. It can only be controlled by the
subject of the main clause, that is, the participle takes the same-subject
inflections. "Instead"-clauses vary in their modality.

21.5.1. Irrealis clauses

The irrealis "instead"-clause implies that the situation described by the
superordinate clause has been realized contrary to the speaker's expectation
described by the subordinate clause. The superordinate clause verb is therefore
in one of the past tenses. Such a subordinate clause is expressed by the Future
Participle in the Instrumental case.

(1534) a. Ma: ma tege-we uli-zeye-zi:
[grandmother gown-ACC sew-FP-INST.SS]
xoyto-wo gada:-ni.
other-ACC bye.PAST-3SG
'Instead of sewing a gown, grandmother bought another one.'
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b. Etete-zeye-zi: 'ai-we sene umi:.
[work-FP-INST.SS] vodka-ACC only drink.PRP
'Instead of working, he only drinks vodka.'

21.5.2. Realis clauses

In the second type of "instead"-clause the situation of the main clause itself has
not been realized but is either expected to be realized in the future (in which
case the verb has the Future form), or is induced by the speaker (in this case the
verb in the superordinate clause is in the Imperative). The modality of the
subordinate clause remains unspecified; it can be either realis or irrealis,
depending on whether the situation described by the subordinate clause is in
progress at the moment of speech or is hypothesized by the speaker. Such a
subordinate clause uses the Present Participle, followed by the postposition
bede 'like'. In the examples that follow, in (1535a) and (1535b) the situation of
the subordinate clause can be understood as either hypothesized or in progress,
in (1535c) it is certainly taking place at the moment of speech.

(1535) a. Bi ni-we-de geli: bede bi
[me who-ACC-IND call.PRP.SS like] me
men-e nixe-zeye-i.
REF-0 do-FUT-lSG
'Instead of calling somebody, I will do it myself.'

b. Si uti tege-we saqadi: bede
[you that gown-ACC mend.PRP.SS like]
imexi-we gada-ja.
new-ACC buy-IMP.2SG
'Instead of mending this gown, buy a new one.'

c. Si ute bede te:-i bede
[you that like sit-PRP.SS like]
jexe-je.
sing-IMP.2SG
'Instead of sitting like this, sing.'

21.6. Causal clauses

The causal relation between two clauses is expressed by a participial clause
with one of two specialized postpositions. The subordinate clause participle
only takes the Past or the Present form in this case. An additional causal
meaning may be implied by the infinitival clause (21.1.3) and different types of
temporal clauses (21.3).
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21.6.1. Causal clauses with the postposition dieleni 'because'

The postposition dlele-ni 'because' expresses the pure causal relationship:

(1536) a. Bi diag-ki-mi diele-ni w'ali:-ti.
[me say-PP-lSG because-3SG] fight-3PL
'They are fighting because of what I said.'

b. Iwana belesi-e-ni diele-ni zugdi-ne-mi
[Ivan help-PP-3SG because-3SG] house-DEST-REF
wo:-mi.
make.PAST-lSG

built a house because of Ivan's help.'
c. Bi Moskwa-du aja nansule:-mi diele-ni

[me Moscow-LAT good study.PP-SS because-3SG]
eitene uditela-wa etete-mi.
now teacher-ACC work-lSG
'Because I studied well in Moscow, I work as a teacher now.'

d. Bi xunazi: aja etete:-ni diele-ni
[me sister. 1SG good work.PP-3SG because-3SG]
Moskwa-tigi yene-wen-ki-ti.
Moscow-LAT go-CAUS-PAST-3PL
'They sent my sister to Moscow for having worked well.'

21.6.2. Causal clause with the postposition dalinka(n)di(ni) 'thanks to'

The postposition dalinka(n)di-ni 'thanks to' does not express the cause as such,
but rather implies that the situation of the adverbial clause has positively
influenced the event described by the superordinate clause.

(1537) a. Vie: men-e zug-tigi rjene-ini käsa
meat REF-0 house-LAT go-3SG [eagle
belesi:-ni dalinkandi-ni.
help.PRP-3SG thanks-3SG]
'The meat goes home by itself thanks to the eagle's help.'

b. Si belesi-e-i dalinkadi bi ono-wo
[you help-PP-2SG thanks] me letter-ACC
ono-u:y-ki-mi.
write-PAS.CAUS-PAST-lSG
"Thanks to your help I wrote the letter.'
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748 Adverbial clause

21.7. Comparative clauses

The comparative clause is formed by the participle followed by the
comparative postposition bede 'like' or culi 'exactly like'. Note that there is no
ambiguity with the "instead"-clause which also uses the participle with the
postposition bede, because in "instead"-clauses the superordinate verb is
always in either the Future or the Imperative (21.5). In sentences with
comparative clauses, although the comparative subordinate clause is itself
formally identical to the "instead"-clause, the superordinate clause is clearly
different: it expresses realis modality, and the matrix verb is in the Present or in
one of the past tenses. The situation of the subordinate clause can be either real
or hypothesized.

Examples of the same-subject (1538) and different-subject (1539)
comparative clauses are:

(1538) a. Bi abuga-i ei zulie-ni xuli:
[me father-1SG this before-3SG go.PRP.SS
bede xaisi ute bede xuli:-ni ba:-za
like] still that like go-3SG place-N
ge-tigi-ni.
surface-LAT-3SG
'My father still goes hunting in the same way as he used to.'

b. Ei dogdi: bede te:-ini.
[this hear.PRP.SS like] sit-3SG
'He is sitting as if he does not hear.'

c. Go: tuka-i bede dew-o:-ni.
[long run-PRP.SS like] get.tired-PAST-3SG
'He got tired as if he was running for a long time.'

d. Mo: uli-we xana-zi dakpisi:-ni
tree water-ACC shadow-INST close-3SG
xanäyku-tigi ise-si: bede-de.
[mirror-LAT see-M.PRP.SS like-FOC]
"The trees cover the water with shadows, as if they look in a
mirror.'

(1539) a. Sin-e-we gegbi-e-ti bi gegbi: bede.
you-0-ACC call-PP-3PL [me call.PRP.lSG like]
'They called you as I am called.'

b. Xuda-si: ni: dili-zi: ima:-tigi
fur-V.PRP man head-INST.REF snow-LAT
pigdäm nuxana:-ni seutige
down dive.PAST-3SG [pine.cone
tiijme-i-ni bede kuyka duo-digi-ni.
fall-PRP-3SG like cedar top-ABL-3SG]
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Conditional clauses 749

'The merchant dived with his head into the snow, like a pine cone
which falls down from the top of the cedar tree.'
Sita-ziga iyna od'o digarj-ki-ni
child-PL white.haired old.man say-PP-3SG
cuf-de xuli-li-e-ti.
like-FOC walk-INC-PAST-3PL
'The children started walking exactly as the white haired old man
told (them).' (SKX 324)

21.8. Conditional clauses

In all conditional sentences the protasis is expressed by the subordinate clause
and the apodosis by the superordinate clause. Depending on the general
modality of the sentence, factual condition and counterfactual condition are
distinguished. Some infinitival clauses may also imply conditional meaning
(21.1.1).

21.8.1. Factual condition

21.8.1.1. Converbial clause

The subordinate clause predicate is expressed by the Conditional Convert» with
same-subject or different-subject personal markers. The factual conditional
sentence normally refers to the future, therefore the matrix (aposodis) clause
verb is either in the Future (1540) or in the Subjunctive (1541).

(1540) a. Aziga-ziga olokto-lisi-ti minti
[girl-PL cook-CC-3PL] we
eme-gi-zerje-fi.
come-REP-FUT-lPL.IN
'If the girls cook the food, we will come back.'

b. Tigde tigde-lisi-ni mo: xegie-le-ni
[rain rain-CC-3SG] tree under-LOC-3SG
teu-zeye-fi.
sit-FUT-lPL.IN
'If it starts raining, we will sit under the tree.'

c. Naymu bi-lisi-ni 'ana-wa aisi-zerje-i.
[nice be-CC-3SG] boat-ACC mend-FUT-lSG
'If the weather is nice, I will mend my boat.'

d. Ele xakti-lisi-ni hi eme-zene-i.
[soon get.dark-CC-3SG] me come-FUT-lSG
'If it gets dark soon, I will come back.'
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750 Adverbial clause

e. Na kwnte-lisi-u nua-ni sun-e-we
[again turn.over-CC-2PL] he-3SG you-0-ACC
dukte-zeye-ni.
beat-FUT-3SG
'If you turn over again, he will beat you.'

f. Bi xoton-tigi yene-li: sin-du
[me city-LAT go-CC.SS] you-DAT
konfeta-wa gada-zaya-i.
candy-ACC buy-FUT-lSG
'If I go to the city, I will buy you some candy.'

g. Nua-ni yua-lisi-ni teu eke
[he-3SG sleep-CC-3SG] all quite
dian-a-zaya-ti.
say-0-FUT-3PL
'If he will be sleeping, everybody will speak quietly.'

(1541) Xuaygu-we sayguaza-wa sigua-wa
[cucumber-ACC melon-ACC watermelon-ACC
zomi-lisi: si ayma-i gojou-lo-zo.
steal-CC.2SG] you mouth-2SG crooked-V-SUBJ
'If you steal a cucumber, a melon, or a watermelon, your mouth will
become crooked.'

21.8.1.2. Participial clause with the postposition edeisini 'when, if

A temporal clause with the temporal postposition edeisini 'when, if (21.3.1.6)
can occasionally express a conditional meaning:

(1542) a. Ca:la-i edeisini ei moxo-lo hi:
[want-PRP if] this cup-LOC be.PRP
gampa-wa uniya-la.
porridge-ACC spoon-V
'If you agree, scoop the porridge which is in this cup.'

b. Si mantila-i edeisi hi bude-ze.
[you pour-PRP if] me die-SUBJ
'If you pour (water on me), I might die.'

21.8.2. Counterfactual condition

In counterfactual (hypothetical) conditionals the matrix verb is in the
Conditional mood (7.5.4). The subordinate predicate is expressed by the
Irrealis Conditional Con verb in the Past (1543a, b) or Present (1543c,d). Since
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the Past Conditional Convert) does not have personal forms, the subject of the
subordinate clause must be overtly expressed, as distinct from other types of
subordinate clauses.

(1543) a. Aja bi-muse hi xunazi: jexe-i
good be-COND [me sister. 1SG sing-PRP
bi-si.
be-PAST]
'It would have been nice if my sister sang.'

b. Nua-ni ono-mu:i bi-si ono-muse.
[he-3SG write-DES.PRP be-PAST] write-COND
'If he had wanted to write a letter, he would have written it.'

c. Si ni-we-de gele: bi-si
[you who-ACC-IND ask.PP] be-PAST
sin-e-we belesi-du-muse.
you-0-ACC help-PL-COND
'If you had asked somebody, they would have helped you.'

d. Si e-si twjala bi-si bi
[you MEG-PAST disturb be-PAST] me
wa-muse-i kaya-wa.
kill-COND-lSG deer-ACC
'If you hadn't disturbed me I would have killed a deer.'

If the subordinate clause contains the copular construction (such as those
described in Chapter 17) the first component of the Past Conditional which
corresponds to the verb be- 'be' is omitted. The Past Conditional Converb is
expressed only by the unchangeable copular form bisi. Example (1544a)
illustrates the copular subordinate clause construction with the noun as its
component, example (1544b) the same construction with the Past passive
participle, and example (1544c) the same with the adjective.

(1544) a. Bi sun-zi geje rjene-muse-i
me you-INST together go-COND-lSG
ugda bi-si.
[boat be-PAST]
Ί would have come with you, if I had had a boat.'

b. Tege-we uli-se bi-si sin-du
[gown-ACC sew-PP.PAS be-PAST] you-DAT
bu-muse-i.
give-COND-lSG
'If the gown had been sewn, I would have given it to you.'

c. Eke-xi bi-si bi eme-muse-i.
[time-ADJ be-PAST] me come-COND-lSG
'If I had had time I would have come.'
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752 Adverbial clause

The Irrealis Necessitative Conditional Convert) expresses an additional
necessitative meaning.

(1545) a. Si nagda-ζαηα bi-si e-si:-de
[you reach-FP be-PAST] NEG-PAST.2SG-FOC
nagda.
reach
'You should have reached (the target), but you didn't.'

b. Si ono-u-zeye bi-si
[you write-PAS-FUT be-PAST]
ono-muse-i.
write-COND-lSG
'If you had had to write it, you would have written it.'

c. Bi Oloyo-tigi j'e-we-de nixe-zeye-i
me Olon-LAT [what-ACC-FOC do-FP-lSG
bi-si yene-muse-i.
be-PAST] go-COND-lSG
'If I had had to do something (there), I would have gone to Olon.'

Sometimes in conditional sentences the main clause verb is in the Future or
Necessitative.

(1546) a. Si amba-wa wa:-i bi-si
[you evil.spirit-ACC kill-PRP be-PAST]
memi wa-zaya-i,
REF.ACC kilI-FUT-2SG
'If you kill an evil spirit, you will kill yourself.'

b. Si tu ehi nexe bi-si bi anana
[you so NEG do be-PAST] me long.ago
yene-zeye bi-s'e-i.
go-FP be-PERF-lSG
'If you hadn't done this, I would have left long time ago.'
(Schneider 1937: 82)

21.9. Concessive clauses

There is no specialized means to express the adverbial clause of concession.
Other types of adverbial clauses such as the infinitival manner clause (21.1.4)
often imply concessive meaning.
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Chapter 22
Coreference

This chapter focuses on anaphoric phenomena, namely, pronominal anaphora
(22.1), coreferential deletion (22.2), reflexivization (22.3), reciprocalization
(22.4), and switch-reference (22.5).

22.7. Pronominalanaphora

In the majority of cases both the matrix verb and the verb in the subordinate
clause exhibit agreement with the subject argument, at least in person (for
details see 15.1.1.2). The pronoun that corresponds to the subject is therefore
easily dropped (22.2). However, pronouns in other functions are normally
overtly present in the clause, and, under certain conditions, the subject pronoun
is also overt.

22.1.1. 3rd Person Personal pronouns

In this section we address the difference between the 3rd person Personal
pronoun nua-ni 'he, she' and nua-ti 'they', on the one hand, and bue-ni 'he,
she' and bue-ti 'they' on the other (see 9.1.1). Both types of pronouns refer
only to human entities, but they play different roles in the process of
maintaining coreference in the text. Both can be used cataphorically and
anaphorically.

22.1.1.1. Pronouns nuani 'he, she', nuati 'they'

The pronouns nua-ni/nua-ti commonly serve as deictic pronouns. The example
below shows the deictic pronoun nua-ni followed by the anaphoric pronoun
bue-ni while both refer to the same entity.

(1547) Nua-ni anana min-tigi gele:-ni
he-3SG long.ago me-LAT ask.PAST-3SG
kusige-we buen-du-ni bu-o:-mi.
knife-ACC he-DAT-3SG give-PAST-lSG
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754 Conference

'He has been asking for a knife from me for a long time, and I gave it to
him.'

22.1.1.2. Pronouns bueni 'he, she', bueti 'they'

On the other hand, the pronouns bue-ni/bue-ti are only used anaphorically, their
two main functions being anaphora to a non-topical element, and to a new
(replaced) topic. In both cases the antecedent must be introduced in the
previous context. The topic is roughly defined as an element the proposition is
about (see Chapter 24). Universally, the topic is known to correlate with the
grammatical relation of the subject and to have a high degree of continuity in
the discourse. In Udihe, anaphora to the continuous topic in the subject role is
expressed by the coreferential omission of the subject (22.2.1). A
non-continuous topic naturally cannot be omitted. This explains why the
pronouns bue-ni/bue-ti, which only refer to a non-topic or a non-continuous
topic, are generally the only (non-contrastive) Personal pronouns overtly
present in the texts.

22.1.1.2.1. Anaphora to non-topical elements

Anaphora to non-topical non-subject elements is possible with the pronouns
bue-ni/bue-ti with regard to the animate antecedent, or (u)ti 'that' for the
inanimate antecedent (22.1.2.2.1). In (1548) the anaphoric pronoun bue-ni
functions as a non-subject argument or an adjunct, in (1549) as a possessive
modifier.

(1548) a. Pauza na:-zi-ni Pakula mamasa-ni
roe skin-INST-3SG Pakula wife-3SG
bue-du-ni watuza-wa uli-e-ni.
he-DAT-3SG home.shoes-ACC sew-PAST-3SG
'Pakula's wife has sewn home shoes for him from the roe's.skin.'

b. Bi sa:-mi omo ni:-we mamasa-ni
me know-lSG one man-ACC wife-3SG
buen-digi-ni sagdi.
he-ABL-3SG old
Ί know a man whose wife is older than he.'

c. Bi k na xokto-wo-ni ise:-mi
me deer footstep-ACC-3SG see.PAST-lSG
bue-we-ni e-si-mi ise.
he-ACC-3SG NEG-PAST-1SG see
Ί saw the footsteps of a deer, but I didn't see the deer itself.'
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Pronominal anaphora 755

d. Zeu-de bie, j'eu-j'eu i:-ni
food-FOC be.PRES.HAB what-what kind-3SG
teu bie, nada zali tapci-de.
all be.PRES.HAB seven barn full-FOC
Bue-we-ni tene ei-mi ise.
he-ACC-3SG CONT NEG-1SG see
"There is food, there is everything, seven full barns. But I don't see
him.'

e. Bi anda-i e-si-ni eme-gi.
me friend-1SG NEG-PAST-3SG come-REP
Bue-ni gäundani etete-mi.
he-3SG without work-lSG
'My friend didn't come. I am working without him.'

(1549) a. Bue-ni zakta sile:-we-ni pauza dili-ni
he-3SG millet gruel-ACC-3SG roe head-3SG
diga:-ni.
eat.PAST-3SG
The roe head ate his millet gruel.' (K 140)

b. Petra gada:-ni kusige-we Iwana-du
Peter buy.PAST-3SG knife-ACC Ivan-DAT
bue-ni za:-yi-zi-ni.
he-3SG money-AL-INST-3SG
'Peter bought Ivan a knife with his (Ivan's) money.'

22.1.1.2.2. Anaphora to replaced topic

Examples (1550) represent the pronouns bue-nilbue-ti referring to the replaced
topic in the subject role. For example, in (1550a) the element that corresponds
to the dropped subject of the first two clauses ('he') is the "old" topic replaced
in the third clause Beje-ti loxo bu-o:-ti "They gave him a saber'.

(1550) a. Gida bu-o:-ni. E-si-n(i)-de
spear give-PAST-3SG NEG-PAST-3SG-FOC
ise loxo. Beje-ti loxo bu-o:-ti.
see saber he-3PL saber give-PAST-3PL
'He gave (them) a spear. He did not see a saber. They gave (him) a
saber.' (K 176)

b. Sebie beje-ti tarja:-ti jei ni:
earlier he-3PL count.PAST-3PL nine man
hi-fi guy-ki-ni.
be-lPL.IN say-PAST-3SG
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'Earlier, when they were counting themselves, they said: we are
nine people.' (K 150)

c. Bu-je si uta-wa. Eigaykini
give-IMP.2SG you that-ACC soon
bu:-i edeisini bue-ti daga-zaya-ti
give-PRP when he-3PL burn-FUT-3PL
uta-wa.
that-ACC
'Give it (to them). As soon as you give (it to them), they will burn
it.'

d. Neyu-ni gulin-e-isi-ni bue-ni-de
younger.sibling-3SG go-0-PC-3SG he-3SG-FOC
xaisi titigi-e-se.
also dress-PP-FOC
'After her brother left, she also got dressed.'

e. Bi neyu-i o-du ei-ni
me younger.sibling-lSG this-DAT NEG-3SG
bagdi bue-ηΐ (*nua-ni) Bali-le
live he-3SG Khabarovsk-LOC
nansule-ini.
study-3SG
'My younger brother (sister) does not live here, he (she) studies in
Khabarovsk.'

The pronouns bue-ni/bue-ti may function as Reflexive pronouns when they
refer to the new (replaced) topic (subject), but do not bear the subject role
themselves. There are therefore in a complementary distribution with the
regular Reflexive pronoun men-e (22.3.1) which is used only as a reflexive
anaphor to the regular (non-replaced) topic. When the replaced topic is
expressed by a lexical noun phrase (exi-ni 'the sister' in (1551)) and controls
the possessive noun phrase within the same clause, the possessor is encoded by
the pronoun bue-ni/bue-ti. However, the head of the Reflexive possessive noun
phrase takes the regular Reflexive Possessive affixes.

(1551) Eme-gi-e-ni xaisi exi-ni, xai ute
come-REP-PAST-3SG also sister-3SG also that
eme-gi-e-ni bue-ni neyu-mi
come-REP-PAST-3SG he-3SG younger.sibling-REF
zulie-ni.
before-3SG
'The sister also came, she also came before her brother.'
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22.1.2. Demonstrative pronouns

Both the Demonstrative pronouns ei 'this' and (u)ti 'that' (9.4) can be used
anaphorically, though their functions differ. These pronouns normally refer to
inanimate objects and are the only way to refer back to an inanimate entity.
Under certain conditions they may indicate living people as well. As mentioned
in 9.4, they either act as modifiers or are substantivized and function as
immediate constituents of the clause.

22.1.2.1. The pronoun ei 'this'

The anaphoric-deictic pronoun of the proximal deixis ei is uncommon in the
anaphoric function, however it is not excluded completely.

22.1.2.1.1. Animate person reference

The anaphoric pronoun ei sometimes refers to an animate object. The examples
below illustrate the anaphoric use of the pronoun ei, which refers to living
persons.

(1552)£ϊ getu-we-fi magi-kce-le:-mi ceze
this PL-ACC-1PL.IN kill-DES-PURP-SS true
emende kagampa-ni keje-n(i) ceze:-m(i)
witch liar-3SG word-3SG believe.PAST-lSG
m 'ei-de.
only-FOC
Ί only believed the words of the witch liar, and wanted to kill them.'
(K 183)

22.1.2.1.2. Situation reference

The pronoun ei can refer to the situation rather than to the object or person.

(1553) a. Egdeηke j'eu bi:-ni uti? Ei
interesting what be-3SG that this
guese zauya-wa
pike greenling-ACC
niyme:-ni.
swallow.PAST-3SG
Interesting, what is that? It is that the pike has swallowed the
greenling.'
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b. Egdenke. Ei Kanda mafa sita-i
interesting that Kanda old.man son-REF
wa:-ni.
kill.PAST-3SG
'Interesting. It is that the old man Kanda killed his son.' (K 191)

22.1.2.2. The pronoun (u)ti 'that'

The pronoun (u)ti is the most frequent means of textual anaphora in Udihe. On
its resumptive use see 22.1.3.1. In the attributive function it equally refers to
animate and inanimate entities.

(1554) a. Pakula tene bui-we wa-laga-mi
Pakula CONT animal-ACC kill-PURP-SS
zu:gisi:-ni tukca tene igbe:-ni uti
aim-3SG hare CONT frighten.PAST-3SG that
bui-we.
animal-ACC
'As soon as Pakula aimed at the animal to kill (it), the hare
frightened the animal away.'

b. Ilekpe-sie uti xana-rjku-zi.
try-IM.PRP that guess-N-INST
'He tried with that guessing stone.'

c. In'ei pauza-wa ise:-ni ila in'ei.
dog roe-ACC see.PAST-3SG three dog
Uti in'ei xente-ni emuse a:nta bi-si-ni.
that dog master-3SG one woman be-PAST-3SG
The dogs saw the roe, three dogs. The master of those dogs was a
certain woman.' (K 138)

Below we address its use in the substantivized function.

22.1.2.2.1. Inanimate object reference

Anaphoric pronouns of the series (u)ti mostly refer to inanimate objects, for
example:

(1555) a. Bi ta:mati zueze-we gada:-mi.
me last.year table-ACC buy.PAST-1SG
Uligdig'a bi-s'e uti.
beautiful be-PERF that
'Last year I bought a table. It was beautiful.'
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b. Ei zugdi-we go:-zi wo:-ti,
this house-ACC long-INSTR make.PAST-3PL
uta-wa bi abuga-i wo:-ni.
that-ACC me father-1SG make.PAST-3SG
'It took a long time to build this house; my father built it.'

c. Uta-digi boxoso seymi gakpa:-ni
that-ABL humpback arbalest shoot.PAST-3SG
uta-wa agay-ki-ni.
that-ACC step.over-PAST-3SG
'Then the humpback shot an arbalest and she stepped over it.'
(K 173)

This pronoun in local case forms commonly serves as an anaphoric adverbial
('there'). The antecedent is found within the same clause (1556) or in the
closest left context (1557).

(1556) a Komo uta-du bi:-ni joxo
Komo that-DAT be-3SG pot
xegie-le-ni.
under-LOC-3SG
'Komo is there, under the pot.' (K 150)

b. Sagdi xoto t'atjki-le-ni sagli
big city middle-LOC-3SG big
zugdi-le ila afikta zugdi
house-LOC three store house
uta-la bagdi-e-ni Udie wayza-ni.
that-LOC live-PAST-3SG Udihe tsar-3SG
'In the middle of a big city, in a large house, a three storied one,
there lived the Udihe tsar.' (K 138)

(1557) a. Ule:-ni agdu uta-la
dig.PAST-3SG hole that-LOC
yua-way-ki-ni.
sleep-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'He dug out a hole and put them to sleep there.' (K 132)

b. Pakula ba:-za ge-tigi-ni
Pakula place-N surface-LAT-3SG
yene:-ni. Uta-la ketu iyeni.
go.PAST-3SG that-LOC very cold
'Pakula went to the forest. It is very cold there.'

c. I:-le-de mamasa-na-mi sayu-ini
what-LOC-IND wife-DEST-REF choose-3SG
onto jegdige, uta-wa yene-u.
one hero that-LAT go-lPL.EX
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Ά hero is choosing a wife somewhere, and we are going there.'
(K 171)

22.1.2.2.2. Animate person reference

Although living persons are usually referred by the pronouns bue-ni/bue-ti in
texts (22.1.1.2), the Demonstrative pronoun (u)ti 'that' also performs this
function. Examples (1558) illustrate the use of the pronoun (u)ti referring to the
animate object.

(1558) a. Uti aja-zi ise-si:-ni.
that good-INST see-IM-3SG
'He is looking well.'

b. Bi uti getu-we sola saki-nde-ze-mi,
me that PL-ACC strong clap-INST-3SG
wa-zaya-i hi uti aziga-wa.
kill-FUT-lSG me that girl-ACC
Ί will strike them strongly, I will kill those girls.'

The pronouns bue-ni/bue-ti and (u)ti are sometimes interchangeable. They are
equally permissible when referring to animals, cf. (1560a) and (1560b).

(1559)£/ a:nta bie, uti/beje-ni zugdi-di-ni
this woman be.PRES.HAB that / he-3SG house-DAT-3SG
bagdi-mi.
live-ISO
'This is that woman, I live in her house.'

(1560) a. Bi cinda dian-a-i-we-ni dogdi-e-mi
me bird say-0-PRP-ACC-3SG hear-PAST-lSG
bue-we-ni e-si: ise.
he-ACC-3SG NEG-PAST.1SG see
Ί heard a bird singing but did not see it.'

b. I:-le si imexi in'ei? Bi ali-de
what-LOC you new dog.2SG me when-IND
e-si: ise uta-wa.
NEG-PAST.1SG see that-ACC
'Where is your new dog? I have never seen it.'
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22.1.2.2.3. Situation reference

The anaphoric pronoun (u)ti can refer to situations as well, that is, to a piece of
the text. This is illustrated in (1561), where uti getu substitutes for human
participants, and uti refers to an event.

(1561) Uti getu uti nixe:-ti bi:-ti.
that PL that do.PP-3PL be-3PL
"They did it (themselves).' (K 198)

22.1.2.3. Anaphoric adverbial expressions

Various forms of the Demonstrative (u)ti serve to link a clause to a preceding
discourse. The Nominative form co-occurs with postpositions and adverbials,
which gives rise to fixed adverbial expressions (1562a). Some oblique cases are
used as regular discourse linkers (1562b). In addition, the stem (u)ta- is the
base for several anaphoric adverbs and adjectives (1562c).

(1562) a. (u)te bede, ute be 'in the same way, so'
uti ama:la-ni 'after that'
Mil agdandi-ni 'during that time, then'
ti: emne Once, one day'

b. uta-wa (ACC) 'then'
uta-di(gi) (ABL) 'since, after'
ute-li (PROL) 'then'

c. uta-mi 'so, that is why'
ute-be 'so'
uta-liyeni 'then'
ute-fi Of that kind'
uta-(m)du 'later, after'
ut'a-si 'later, after'
ute-befi 'the same, such'

The adverbs uta-mi and ut'a-si seem to go back morphologically to verbal
forms, the Infinitive, and the Perfective same-subject convert) respectively, as
well as the form uta-di-ge-si 'since then' (SK 463) with an unclear element
-di-. This suggests that the demonstrative stem uta- may have had a verbal
representation in the past. Uta-digi is the Ablative form of the anaphoric
pronoun, while ute-fi is derived with the adjectival suffix -fi (6.4.1.3.1). The
morphological form of the other anaphoric adverbs is not so transparent. Other
anaphoric expressions derived from the same base by means of the participial
forms of the copula verb 'be' are: ute hi: 'such', and ute hie 'such'.

Anaphorical expressions based on the Demonstrative ei are in (1563).
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(1563) ei 'now' ei-ze 'all the time'
eigagkini 'now; as early as now' ei dexi 'till now'
(a-wa) caixi 'since this day' ei zulieni 'formerly'

Examples:

(1564) a. Nua-ni utebe-fi uga-ni.
he-3SG so-ADJ voice-3SG
'He has such a voice.'

b. Bi-de xai(si) uteliyeni nerji-ni
me-FOC also then day-3SG
yene:-mi.
go.PAST-3SG
Ί left on the same day too.'

c. Utemi korjo-mi.
therefore get.thin-lSG
"That is why I am getting thinner.'

d. Tineyi omo mafasa min-e-we
yesterday one old.man me-O-ACC
ute bede cemne:-ni.
that like deceive.PAST-3SG
'Yesterday an old man deceived me in the same way.'

e. Anana bu e bede wo:-i bi-s'e.
before we this like do-PRP be-PERF
'Before, we used to do it like this.'

22.1.3. Correlatives

Correlatives are not common in Udihe, and only appear in certain marginal
constructions.

22.1.3.1. Correlative relative clause

The correlative relative clause does not seem to be a native Udihe construction,
and is used infrequently. The anaphoric pronoun (u)ti occurs in the
superordinate clause.

(1565) a. Min-du ise-wen-e-je uti
me-DAT see-CAUS-0-MP.2SG that
ni:-we kuti-we wa:-ma-ni.
man-ACC tiger-ACC kill.PP-ACC-3SG
'Show me the man who killed the tiger.'
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b. Tineni eme-i getu-we uti
yesterday come-PRP PL-ACC that
getu-we hi ise:-mi.
PL-ACC me see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw those who came yesterday.'

22.1.3.2. Equative correlatives

Other correlative structures correspond semantically to equative constructions.
The dependent clause predicate may be expressed with the Infinitive or, less
frequently, the finite verb. Either the same interrogative pronoun is used both in
the subordinate and superordinate clause (1566), or the interrogative pronoun
of the dependent clause corresponds to the same morphological form of the
anaphoric pronoun (u)ti within the main clause (1567). On the finite correlative
equative relative clause see 18.3.2.2.

(1566) a. Adi ni: bi-mi adi-ma
[how.many man be-INF] how.many-ACC
wo:-iti.
make-3PL
'They make as many (of them) as there are people.' (K 123)

c. Ni ca:la-mi ni unina-la.
[who want-INF] who spoon-V
'He who wants (to do it) may scoop with the spoon.'

d. Ni galakta-mi ni b'a.
[who seek-INF] who find
'He who seeks, finds.'

(1567) Ni: ca:i-la xetigene-mi uti ete-ini.
man far-LOC jump-IMF that win-3SG
'Who jumps further, wins.' (SK 600)

22.2. Coreferential deletion

Coreferential deletion is typical of the subject and less so of the direct object.
Other grammatical relations undergo Coreferential deletion only sporadically. A
nominal head may undergo deletion under identity with the previously
mentioned element, which results in headless structures. Verbs and verbal
phrases undergo elliptical deletion.
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22.2A. Subject deletion

22.2.1.1. Pronoun-drop

Personal pronouns in the subject role are regularly omitted, while agreement
affixes cross-reference their antecedent (15.1.1.2).

(1568) a. Soyo-u.
cry-2PL
'You are crying.'

b. I:-zi tamafi-zege-i?
what-INST pay-FUT-2SG
'With what will you pay?'

The subject is overt when it introduces a new participant within a
presentational contraction (see 24.1.2.2), when it is anaphoric but corresponds
to the new topic (22.1.1.2.2), or when it is contrastive (1569).

(1569) a. -Bi-ke e-zeye-i menze. - Bi hi
me-FOC NEG-FUT-1SG stay me me
hi timana-ni hi menze-mi, hi
me tomorrow-3SG me stay-lSG me
digen-zeqe-i.
hide-FUT-lSG
'-1 won't stay (at home). - Me, me, me, it is me who will stay
tomorrow, I will hide.' (K 105)

b. Si, mamasa-ti, geh-i, si wa-h-i
you wife-3PL bad-2SG you kill-PAST-2SG
sita-fai.
child-REF.PL
'It's your fault, wife, you killed our son.' (SK 259)

22.2.1.2. Coreferential deletion across the conjoint clauses

The Nominative subject controls coreferential deletion across the conjoint
clause, which is one of its definitional properties (15.1.1). Section 18.1.2.1.3
provides examples of coordinated structures with a shared subject. Another
example is presented below.

(1570) a. E-zi wanta to:-wo, zegde-i dele.
NEG-IMP.2SG touch fire-ACC burn-2SG FOC
'Don't touch the fire, (because) you will burn yourself.'
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b. Ca:i-la te-je, aka-i daga-i.
far-LOC sit-IMP.2SG back-REF burn-2SG
'Sit father (from the fire), (because) you will burn your back.'
(SK 268)

When the subject of the first clause does not correspond to the agent argument
of the second conjunct, but to the patient, passivization is the result. The
subject coreference is so maintained and the second clause subject is
coreferentially omitted, cf.:

(1571) a. Buk-ki-ni Uza-la, kalima-du
die-PAST-3SG Uza-CONT whale-DAT
xuktu-w-o:-ni.
carry.away-PAS-PAST-3SG
'Uza died (because) the whale carried him away.' (K 114)

b. Ba:-za ge-tigi-ni e-zi ijene
place-N surface-LAT-3SG NEG-MP.2SG go
soyo-du dig-u-ί dele.
bear-DAT eat-PAS-2SG CONT
'Don't go to the forest, otherwise a bear will eat you.'

c. Gos'o, e-zi erne, Couxi Ma:tu-du
uncle NEG-IMP.2SG come Chouxi Mjatu-DAT
u:-ze-i.
kill.PAS-SUBJ-2SG
'Uncle, don't come (here), (because) Chouxi Mjatu will kill you.'
(SKX 156)

d. Ba:-za ge-tigi-ni e-zi rjene,
place-N surface-LAT-3SG NEG-IMP.2SG
sorjgo-du dig-u:-i.
go bear-DAT eat-PAS-2SG
'Do not go into the wood, (otherwise) you will be eaten by the
bear.'

e. E-uxi yene-je, abuga-du-i
this-LAT come-IMP.2SG father-DAT-2SG
gel-u-i.
call-PAS-2SG
'Come here, your father calls you.'

f. E-zi rjene uta-du wa-u-i.
NEG-IMP.2SG go that-DAT kill-PAS-2SG
'Don't go, he will kill you.'

Although coreferential omission of the direct object is acceptable (22.2.2), the
referential null cannot be controlled by the direct object of the first conjunct.
When the first clause object corresponds to the participant who performs the
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action described by the second conjoint clause, the latter is causative. For
further information on the Causative construction see 16.1.3. Consider (1572),
where the direct object of the first clause corresponds to the causee argument of
the second conjunct (encoded as the direct object Accusative noun phrase).

(1572) a. Min-e-we e-zi casi, min-e-we
me-O-ACC NEG-IMP.2SG tickle me-O-ACC
atana-wan-a-i-de.
suffocate-CAUS-0-2SG-FOC
'Don't tickle me, (because) I will suffocate.'

b. E-zi casi, bude-wen-e-i-de.
NEG-IMP.2SG tickle die-CAUS-0-2SG-FOC
'Don't tickle (me), (because) I will die.'

c. E-zi koyko, soyo-won-o-i-de.
NEG-IMP.2SG beat cry-CAUS-0-2SG-FOC
'Don't beat (him), (because) he will cry.'

d. Mama od'o e-zi-u
grandmother grandfather NEG-IMP-2PL
kwjgede, bude-wen-e-u dele.
pour die-CAUS-0-2PL CONT
'Grandmother, grandfather, don't pour (water on him), you will
destroy him.'

e. Susa-gi-ze-mi bi la
escape-REP-SUBJ-lSG me very
uktu-wen-zeye tigde.
wet-CAUS-FUT rain.
Ί must escape, (otherwise) the rain will make (me) wet through.'

The opposite strategy to maintain subject coreference in this case is
passivization of the second clause, cf.:

(1573)E-z/ wende-le suese-we, aja
NEG-IMP.2SG throw-SING axe-ACC nice
aisi-gi-u-zeye.
mend-REP-PAS-FP
'Don't throw away the axe, it can be mended well.'

22.2.1.3. Subject deletion in the subordinate clause

Elements other than subjects typically do not control coreferential null in the
embedded clause, cf. the following example where the embedded clause
subject corresponds to the oblique element eniye-tigi: 'to my mother' within
the matrix clause and must be replaced by the anaphoric pronoun uti 'that'.
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(1574)Ge enirje-tigi: yene-ze-fl (u)ti
well mother-LAT.lSG go-SUBJ-lPL.IN that
ise-le(ge)-ni.
see-PURP-3SG
'Well, let us go to my mother so that she could have a look (at you).'

22.2.1.3.1. Complement and adverbial clause

The coreference relationships between the elements of the superordinate clause
and the subject of the non-finite subordinate clause are largely regulated by the
switch-reference system (22.5). In same-subject converbial structures the overt
presence of the subject in certain subordinate clauses is strictly ungrammatical,
since the same-subject switch reference markers unambiguously indicate the
identity of the subject participant. This also applies to those subordinate clauses
where the morphological form of the predicate itself necessarily presupposes
the same-subject relationship, namely subordinate clauses with the Infinitive
(22.5.1.3). However, in same subject clauses based on participles (complement
and adverbial clauses) the subject may be replaced by the Reflexive
Nominative pronoun men-e, as shown in 22.2.1.3.

In different-subject subordinate clauses, the omission of the subject basically
follows the same regularities as in superordinate clauses (22.2.1.1). Deletion of
the subordinate subject is illustrated below for the complement clause (1575),
and the adverbial purpose clause (1576). It occurs under coreference with
previously mentioned participants, or certain elements of the superordinate
clause (other than the subject).

(1575) a. Ge utebe ikteme-si:-\ve-ni uti alasi:.
well so gnaw-IM.PRP-ACC-3SG thatwait.PRP
'Well, so he is waiting (for him) gnawing.'

b. Casi:-\ve-ni xeti-si:-we-ni ei
tickle.PRP-ACC-3SG scratch-IM.PRP-ACC-3SG NEG
dogdi.
hear
'He does not hear (them) tickling and scratching (her).'

(1576)Ge eniye-tigi: rjene-ze-fi eniye
well mother-LAT.lSG go-SUBJ-lPL.IN mother
ise-lege-ni.
see-PURP-3SG
'Well, let us go to my mother so that she can take a look.'

For most subordinate clauses there do not seem to be any restrictions on the
potential controller. Certain special control structures of complement clauses
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(subject control, object control, Dative control) are described in Chapter 20.
The subject control ("same-subject") and Dative control clauses demonstrate
obligatory subject drop under; however, in object control clauses the overt
subject in the subordinate clause is not excluded:

(1577) Min-e-we mudousi:-ni hi e-lege-i w'ali.
me-O-ACC persuade-3SG me NEG-PURP-1SG fight
'He is persuading me not to fight.'

22.2.1.3.2. Relative clause

Although the switch reference system is operative for the relative clauses as
well, and the relative clause predicate takes the subject agreement affixes, the
coreferential omission of the relative clause subject is considerably less
frequent than for the other types of subordinate clause. In different-subject
structures even the pronominal subject is normally overtly present.

(1578) a. Ono-jo rjimayku-we hi yimasi:-we-i.
write-IMP.2SG tale-ACC me tell.PRP-ACC-lSG
'Write down the tale I am telling.'

b. Si tineyi sugda:-wa aki-e-me-i
you yesterday fish-ACC catch-PP-ACC-2SG
zauya-zi gegbisi:-ti.
greenling-INST call-3PL
'The name of the fish you caught yesterday is greenling.'

Only in same-subject structures must the relative clause subject be either absent
from the clause or be replaced by the independent Reflexive pronoun men-e
Oneself.

(1579) a. Gulirji-li-e-ni men-e ba:-tigi
go-INC-PAST-3SG REF-0 place-LAT.REF
men-e bi:-tigi.
REF-0 be.PRP-LAT.SS
'He started preparing to go to his own place, to the place where he
used to be.' (K 141)

b. Sita-fai tatusi-e-ti men-e
child-REF.PL teach-PAST-3PL REF-0
noni:-fei.
can.PRP-SS.PL
'They taught their children what they could do themselves.'
(SK 648)
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Note that this pronoun is never used in same-subject sentences where the head
noun is also the subject of the superordinate clause.

22.2.2. Object deletion

Object deletion is far less regular than deletion of the subject (22.2.1). It can be
conditioned by the situation of speech, as in (1580), or motivated by an
anaphoric relationship within the text, as in (1581). The coreferential dropping
of the object pronoun is indicated by brackets in the translations.

(1580) a. Min-du ise-wen-e-je.
me-DAT see-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG
'Show (this) to me.'

b. Timana dogbo-ni zawa-ζαηα-ί hi.
tomorrow night-3SG take-FUT-lSG me
'Tomorrow night I will catch (it).' (K 144)

(1581) a. Zogbo-i zawa-mi zoycili-e-ni.
harpoon-REF take-INF throw-PAST-3SG
'Having taken the harpoon, he threw (it).'

b. Uta-digi jegdige isesi:-ni joxo kwntes'e
that-ABL hero see-3SG pot turn.PERF
gune. Uta-digi nientile:-ni jegdige.
EV that-ABL open.PAST-3SG hero
Then the hero sees that the pot had turned over. Then he opened
it.' (K 150)

c. A:-iti nada kotoi-ziga. Nada silikte
pursue-3PL seven bald-PL seven worm
ede:-ti, ele ele buono-i.
become.PAST-3PL soon soon catch-PRP
'Seven bald men pursued (her). They turned into seven worms, and
nearly caught up (with her).'

d. Zar/dalafot eme-gi:-si-ni k'airjku
Zandalafu come-REP-PC-3SG brake
do-lo-ni kepte-\ve-je.
inside-LOC-3SG lie-CAUS-IMP.2SG
'When Zandalafu returns, put (him) in a (leather) brake.' (K 106)

22.2.3. Headless noun phrases

Most modifying expressions can be used either attributively or independently;
in the latter case they form headless noun phrases. Headless noun phrases are
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fairly frequent. They result from the omission of the head nominal and the
substantivization of the modifier, which receives some head properties and
inflects for case, number, and possession. The following modifiers occur in
headless relative clauses: (i) adjectives; (ii) Cardinal numerals; (iii) pronominal
adjectives (namely, demonstrative pronouns, examples can be found in Chapter
9); (iv) scalar quantifiers egdi 'many, much, a lot' and wac'a '(a) little, (a)
few'; (v) the universal quantifier ten 'all', (11.2.2.1); (vi) Possessive pronouns
(9.1.4); (vii) relative clauses (headless relative clauses are treated in 19.5).

The nominalized modifier takes the collective Plural bound word getu
instead of the regular nominal Plural marker -ziga (4.1.2.2), for example baja
getu 'the rich ones', uti getu 'those, they', egdi getu 'many (of them). The
former is compatible with the adjectival Plural marker -rjku, cf.: sagdä-yku-getu
'the large ones' <large-PL-PL>. It inflects for case and possession in a regular
way.

22.2.3.1. Coreferential omission of the head noun

The omission of the head noun normally happens under identity with another
noun overtly present within the same clause or in the closest left context. In
(1582) we illustrate the headless noun phrase with the substantivized adjective,
and in (1583) with the substantivized Possessive pronoun.

(1582) Kwjgede-je sagdi cuanza-la ic'a-la uli anci.
pour-IMP.2SG large kettle-LOC small-LOC water no
'Pour from the big kettle, in the small one there is no water.'

(1583) a. Si hi zugdi-du-i bagdi: bi
you me house-DAT-2SG live.2SG me
sinirji-le.
yours-LOC
'You live in my house, and I live in yours.'

b. Ei bi oloxi-rji:, ti: tene siniyi.
This me squirrel-AL.SG that CONT yours
'This is my squirrel, that is yours.'

In some cases the substantivized adjective is an apposition to the full noun
phrase.

(l5S4)Bua xuen-dile-ni uligdig'a-wa, men-e ise-i:
place surface-LOC-3SG beautiful-ACC REF-0 see-PRP.SS
ka:la-wa tu: zawa-iti boboi gun-e-mi.
thing-ACC all take-3PL talisman say-0-INF
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'In the forest they take all things they see, all beautiful ones, and call
them talisman.' (SKX 312)

22.2.3.2. Situationally motivated omission of the head noun

The omission of the head noun is often motivated not by a coreferential
relationship, but by direct extralinguistic indication:

(1585) a. Sagda-yku-we pug'a nodo-jo.
large-PL-ACC separately put-IMP.2SG
'Put the large ones apart (of potatoes).'

b. Bi abuga-i di:-me diga-zeye-ni.
me father-ISO four-ACC eat-FUT-3SG
'My father will eat four (of them).'

c. Min-du gili-we bu-je
me-DAT cold-ACC give-MP.2SG
'Give me some cold (water).'

d. Egdi-me diga!
much-ACC eat
'Eat a lot (of it).'

e. Ic'a-yku-de hie sagda-yku-de
small-PL-FOC be.PRES.HAB big-PL-FOC
bie.
be.PRES.HAB
'There are small ones and large ones as well (of potatoes).'

f. Meni-yi-di-fi bu-je-u.
REF-AL-DAT-REF.PL give-MP-2PL
'Give (it) to yours (to your dogs).'

g. Meni-yi-fi dalusi-je-u.
REF-AL-REF.PL feed-IMP-2PL
'Feed yours (your dogs)'.

22.2.3.3. Non-coreferential omission of the head noun

The head of the noun phrase may be omitted when it is not referential but its
identity can be unambiguously understood from a general knowledge of the
world. The adjective may be adverbialized in this case.

(1586) a. Bi ei-mi ca:la guaci-we bi
me NEG-1SG want bitter-ACC me
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zei-we aju:-mi.
sweet-ACC like-lSG
Ί don't want bitter, I like sweet (food).'

b. Nua-ti wac'a-ma wa:-ti.
he-3PL little-ACC kill.PAST-3PL
'They killed few (animals).'

c. Bi nigka-zi wac'a-ma egze-mi.
me Chinese-INST little-ACC understand-ISO
Ί understand little Chinese.'

d. Nua-ni egdi-me etete-ini.
he-3SG much-ACC work-3SG
'He works a lot.'

e. Keige namai-we galakta-ini.
cat warm-ACC seek-3SG
The cat seeks warmth.'

f. Bi men-e zele-i bagdi-e-mi
me REF-0 life-REF live-PAST-lSG
aja-wa-da ge:-we-de.
good-ACC-FOC bad-ACC-FOC
Ί have experienced good and evil in my life.'

g. lyini-tigi las(i) sunali-e-mi hi.
cold-LAT very tremble-PAST-lSG me
Ί was trembling very much with the cold.'

The independent use of the universal quantifier ten (11.2.2.1.2) is basically
conditioned by the same principle.

22.2.4. Predicate dropping

In (1587) we illustrate an ellipsis of the verb which is immediately recoverable
from the linguistic context. The usual answer to a w/z-question consists only of
a questioned constituent in a fully inflected form (1587b). Examples (1588)
present an instance of colloquial speech where all the verbs are omitted, so that
the predicative functions seem to be fulfilled by adverbial expressions.

(1587) a. Uta-digi nugi-e-ti od'oko noxoli
that-ABL go-PAST-3PL old.man first
mamaka ama:za-li.
old.woman after-PROL
Then they went out: the old man in front, the old woman behind.'
(K 158)
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b. Si j'e-we wo-zoyo-i? Ugda-wa.
you what-ACC make-FUT-2SG boat-ACC
'What will you make? A boat.'

(1588) a. E: zegdem guasa i:mi to:
INTER burnt bitch why fire
ka:-ni-de dili-de.
side-3SG-FOC far-FOC
'Hey, burnt bitch, why (are you) close to the fire, (go) further.'
(K 109)

b. Anda, kä:-la-da, kä:-la-da,
friend near-LOC-FOC near-LOC-FOC
gun-e-mi.
say-0-INF
'Friend, nearer (to the fire), nearer, he said.'

Verbs easily undergo ellipsis under negation, when the content verb is omitted
and the negative verb alone bears the predicative function.

(1589) a. Si eme-zeye-i? E-zerje-i.
you come-FUT-2SG NEG-FUT-1SG
'Will you come? I won't.'

b. Safani:, e-zeye-i, oymo:-mi.
boring NEG-FUT-1SG forget.PAST-lSG
'Enough, I won't (tell), I forgot.'

c. E-zeye-i, guy-ki-ni.
NEG-FUT-1SG say-PAST-3SG

won't, he said.' (SKX 164)

22.3. Reflexivization

Formally, reflexivization is expressed by means of the Reflexive pronoun men-
(9.2) or Reflexive Possessive affixes (4.1.4.2). Examples of these two cases are
presented in sections 22.3.1.1 and 22.3.1.2 respectively. The ordinary personal
pronouns and possessive affixes are not used in the reflexive function. There
are no specialized verbal reflexive affixes. Reflexive markers indicate that the
corresponding element is coreferential with another element, its antecedent.
This element is unambiguously identified as the subject (cf. 15.1.1). The
syntactic conditions on reflexivization are addressed in more detail in sections
22.3.2 and 22.3.3.
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22.3.1. Reflexive elements

22.3.1.1. Reflexive pronouns

As mentioned in 9.2, Reflexive pronouns have Singular and Plural forms.
Below we illustrate Reflexive pronouns in argument and adverbial positions in
the Accusative (1590), the Locative (1591), the Instrumental (1592), and the
Destinative(1593).

(1590)a. Ei n'aula me-mui men-e maunda-zi:
this guy REF-ACC REF-0 gun-INST.REF
wa:-ni.
kill.PAST-3SG
'This guy killed himself with his own gun.'

b. Bue-ni me-mui ei-ni aju.
he-3SG REF-ACC NEG-3SG like
'He does not like himself.'

c. Nua-ti mefei ei-ti aju.
he-3PL REF.ACC.PL NEG-3PL like
"They don't like themselves.'

(1591) Natasa men-dile-i hi: -ni.
Natasha REF-LOC-SG be-3SG
'Natasha is at her place.'

(1592)5/ men-zi: geje xebu-si-mi c'o
me REF-INST together take-IM-lSG most
aja-ni in 'ei-we.
nice-3SG dog-ACC
Ί take the best dog for myself.'

(1593) a. Bi men-di-ne-mi ule:-we
me REF-DAT-DEST-REF meat-ACC
gada:-mi.
bring.PAST-lSG
Ί bought some meat for myself.'

b. Su men-di-ne-fei j'e-we
you REF-DAT-DEST-PL what-ACC
ga:zi-e-u?
buy-PAST-2PL
'What did you buy for yourself?'
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Reflexivization 775

c. Bu no: na:-wa-ni
we.EX sable skin-ACC-3SG
men-di-ne-fi wa:-mu.
REF-DAT-DEST-REF.PL kill.PAST-1PL.EX
'We got the sable skins for ourselves.'

22.3.1.2. Possessive Reflexive affixes

Coreference of the possessive modifier with the subject is encoded with
Possessive Reflexive affixes (4.1.4.2). The modifier itself can be expressed by
the Nominative form of the Reflexive pronoun men-e, as in examples (1594),
although this is not obligatory (1595).

(1594)a. Bi men-e in'ei-zi rjene:-mi.
me REF-0 dog-INST.REF go.PAST-lSG
Ί was walking with my dog.'

b. Nua-ti men-e in'ei-zi-fi yene-iti.
he-3PL REF-0 dog-INST-REF.PL go-3PL
"They are walking with their dog.'

c. N'aula-ziga men-e abuga-fi
child-PL REF-0 father-REF.PL
muisi:-ti.
think-3PL
'Children are thinking about their (own) father.'

(1595) a. Bi tinerji nodo:-mi kusige-i.
me yesterday lose.PAST-lSG knife-REF
Ί lost my knife yesterday.'

b. N'aula-ziga in'ei-fi konko-iti.
child-PL dog-REF.PL beat-3PL
'The boys beat their (own) dogs.'

22.3.2. Reflexive object

The possessive reflexive noun phrase in the object function is not marked by
the morphological Accusative; that is, the Nominative and the Accusative are
homonymous. This seems to be conditioned by economy considerations: the
reflexive marking on the object noun phrase unambiguously indicates that this
noun phrase itself cannot correspond to the subject role. Therefore, there is no
need to disambiguate between the subject and the direct object by means of a
special morphological device. Cf. examples (a) with the reflexive
non-Accusative object and (b) with the regular Accusative object.
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(1596) a. Nua-ni (men-e) sita-i ise:-ni.
he-3SG (REF-0) son-REF see.PAST-3SG
Ήβϊ saw hisj son.'

b. Nua-ni sita-wa-ni ise:-ni.
he-3SG son-ACC-3SG see.PAST-3SG
'Ffei saw hisj son.'

(1597) a. Bue-ni telunu-si:-ni (men-e) in'ei.
he-3SG story-V-3SG (REF-0) dog.REF
Ήβί is talking about hisj dog.'

b. Bue-ni teluyu-si:-ni bue-ni in'ei-we-ni.
he-3SG story-V-3SG he-3SG dog-ACC-3SG
'He; is talking about hisj dog.'

(1598) a. Bi kusige-i nodo:-mi.
me knife-REF lose. PAST-1SG
Ί lost my knife.'

b. Bi si kusige-we-i nodo:-mi.
me you knife-ACC-2SG lose.PAST-lSG
'Host your knife.'

In a similar fashion, the participle within the embedded complement, adverbial
or relative clause that is accusatively marked in different-subject sentences
remains in the Nominative in the same-subject structures (See Chapters 19-21).
The Destinative reflexive object is marked by the Destinative case.

(1599) a. Peimu-ne-mi wo:-ni, irjzala-ma
raft-DEST-REF make.PAST-3SG fir.tree-ADJ
gou-ne-mi wo:-ni.
pole-DEST-REF make.PAST-3SG
'He made a raft and a pole for himself from a fir-tree.' (K 119)

b. Mamasa-na-mi i:-le b'a-i?
wife-DEST-REF what-LOC fmd.PAST-2SG
'Where did you find a wife for yourself?' (K 146)

c. Jandasa xaisi agdu-ne-mi ule-ini.
badger also hole-DEST-REF dig-3SG
The badger is also digging a hole for himself.'

22.3.3. Antecedent of the reflexive element

As was mentioned in 15.1.1, the only controller of reflexivization within the
clause is the subject. No other elements, including subjectoids, which exhibit
certain subject properties (15.1.3), are able to become an antecedent of
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Reflexivization 111

reflexive relationship. Sentence (1600a) demonstrates that the reflexive
element (the Reflexive Possessive affix -i in this case) cannot be controlled by
the direct object (ni:-we), (1600b) demonstrates the same for the indirect object
(nerju-du-ϊ), (1600c) for the adverbial element (aziga 'girl'), and (1600d) for
the passive agent (b'ata-du 'by the boy').

(1600) a. Nua-ni jagdugu-xi ni:-we
he-3SG spectacles-ADJ man-ACC
ise:-ni zugdi-du-i.
see.PAST-lSG house-DAT-REF
Ήβί saw a manj in spectacles in his^j house.'

b. Nua-ni xula za:-wa nerju-du-i
he-3SG extra money-ACC younger.sibling-DAT-REF
bu-o:-ni zugdi-du-i.
give-PAST-lSG house-DAT-REF
'Hei gave extra money to hisj brotherj in his^j house.'

c. B'ata aziga z : te:-ini zugdi-du-i.
boy girl next sit-3SG house-DAT-REF
'The boyj is sitting next to the girlj in hisj/«j house.'

d. *Oloxi b'ata-du men-e maunda-zi:
squirrel boy-DAT REF-0 gun-INST.REF
wa-wo:-ni.
kill-PAS.PAST-3SG
"The squirrel was killed by the boy with his own gun.'

The following example demonstrates that reflexivization can be controlled by
the pronominal Nominative subject that corresponds to the patient/theme
argument in the Passive construction:

(1601) Nua-ni abuga-du-i danci-w-o:-ni.
he-3SG father-DAT-REF curse-PAS-PAST-3SG
'He was cursed by his father.'

Linear precedence as such does not ensure reflexivization control, as in (1602)
where the direct object n'aula-wa 'child' does not trigger Reflexive affixes on
the element abuga-ni 'his father', even when preceding it.

(1602)Ei n'aula-wa bue-ni abuga-ni wa:-ni.
this child-ACC he-3SG father-3SG kill.PAST-3SG
'This child was killed by his father.'

However, in practice the subject almost always precedes the target of
reflexivization.
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The Reflexive element does not act as a subject itself, unless it is used in an
emphatic function with the meaning 'independently, by itself (9.2.1.1).

(1603) a. *Men-e nakta-wa ise:-mi.
REF-0 boar-ACC see.PAST-3SG
'He himself saw the boar.'

b. *Men-e sita-i nakta-wa ise:-mi.
REF-0 son-REF boar-ACC see.PAST-3SG
'His son saw the boar.'

The subject antecedent of the reflexive element may be absent from the
clause. In this case we either deal with an impersonal construction in which the
reflexive has no syntactic antecedent at all (see 15.1.4.2), or the subject is
dropped under coreference.

(1604) a. Men-e in'ei-du-fei bu-je.
REF-0 dog-DAT-REF.PL give-IMP.2SG
'Give it to your dogs.'

b. Men-e kawa-tigi: neu-gi-e-ni
REF-0 tent-LAT.REF carry-REP-PAST-3SG \
loyko-wo.
pot-ACC
'He carried the pot to his grass tent.'

If the subject antecedent corresponds to an interrogative pronoun, it lacks a
reference.

(1605) Xeune-mi je'u getu buyie-fei
be.surprised-lSG who PL dead-REF.PL
eje-u kte-iti.
float-CAUS-DIS-3PL
Ί am surprised: who are those (people) who make their dead float
(down the river)?' (SK 1025)

22.3.3.1. Clause-bound control

The relationship between the reflexive element and its antecedent holds within
a simple clause. The reflexive element can be found in any position in the
clause. The set of examples below shows that virtually any element within this
domain can be controlled for reflexivization: a modifier noun phrase (1606a),
the argument of an adjective (1606b), and an immediate constituent of the
clause, which in this case corresponds to the Dative causee argument (1606c).
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Reflexivization 779

(1606) a. Sita-na-i begdi-le-ni sasa:-ni.
child-PL-REF foot-LOC-3SG make.hole.PAST-3SG
'He made holes in the feet of his children.' (K 169)

b. Sita ami-mi bejeku.
child father-REF like
"The child looks like his father.'

c. El tege-we a:nta xunazi-du-i
this gown-ACC woman sister-DAT-REF
uli-wey-ki-ni.
sew-CAUS-PAST-SSG
'The woman let her sister sew this dress.'

Examples (1607) show that the target of reflexivization can be found within the
scope of the secondary predicate, as indicated by the bracketing.

(1607) a. Nua-ni gagda-i anci-du-ni bagdi-mi
he-3SG [friend-REF no-LOC-3SG] live-INF
ei-ni mute.
NEG-3SG can
'He can't live without his friend.'

b. Uti n'aula ami-mi bubei-zi
this child [father-REF similar-INST]
bagdi-gi-e-ni.
live-REP-PAST-3SG
'This child was born looking like his father.'

22.3.3.2. Control across clauses

The superordinate clause subject controls the reflexivization of the subordinate
clause subject, as illustrated in (1608). In (1608a), the superordinate null
subject is the antecedent of the Possessive suffix on the subject noun phrase
within the subordinate adverbial purpose clause (neyu-mi). In (1608b) the
superordinate subject wayba-yi-ni 'the tortoise' controls the Reflexive
Possessive suffix on the relative subordinate clause subject oloxi-rji: (<
oloxi-qi-i) 'its squirrel'.

(1608) a. J'e-we-de zawa-ini neyu-mi
what-ACC-IND take-3SG [younger.sibling-REF
e-lege-ni tagda-gi.
NEG-PURP-3SG recognize-REP]
'She takes everything so that her brother does not recognize her.'
(K 167)
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b. Wayba-yi-ni ise-si:-ni aja-zi-de
tortoise-AL-3SG see-IM-3SG good-INST-FOC
oloxi-yi: xayka-kca-i-we-ni.
[squirrel-AL.REF choke-DUR-PRP-ACC-3SG]
'The tortoise took a good look at the choking squirrel.'

These examples involve dependent clauses based on non-finite verbal forms. In
(1609) we show that the same applies to finite clauses. In (1609a) the finite
subordinate clause subject b'ata-ηί: 'her son' stands in the reflexive
relationship to the matrix clause (null) subject. In (1609b) the two clauses are
conjoint, while (1609c) is an example of the finite correlative construction.

(1609) a. Ise-si:-ni, b'ata-ηί: omo aziga gumu
see-IM-3SG [boy-AL.REF one girl EV
eme-ini.
come-3SG]
'She sees that her son and a girl are coming.'

b. Xeke tiijme:-ni xegi, sogdo-i
suddenly fall.PAST-3SG down back-REF
bukta-bukta-da.
break-break-FOC
'Suddenly he fell down and broke his back.'

c. Men-e j'e-le uni: bi-si-ni
REF-0 what-LOC be.sick.PRP be-PP-3SG
uta-la ni:-du begdi-le-ni
that-LOC man-DAT leg-LOC-3SG
ηαΐα-la-ni aula-way-ki-ni.
arm-LOC-3SG swell-CAUS-PAST-3SG
'Where he felt pain himself, there he caused a tumor on man's arms
and legs.' (SK 660)

The opposite relationship is ruled out. In (1610a) the null subject of the
embedded clause is referred to by Possessive affixes on the superordinate
clause subject (mama-ni ami-ni mamasa-ni 'his mother, his father, and his
wife'). However, this does not trigger reflexivization: non-reflexive
Possessives must be present, while Reflexive Possessives in such a case would
be ungrammatical. Example (1610b) demonstrates that the subordinate subject
cannot control Reflexive affixes on the superordinate subject even if it precedes
it linearly, that is why the non-reflexive Possessive affix is used (sita-ni 'her
son').
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(1610) a. Ma:ma-ni ami-ni mamasa-ni
grandmother-3SG father-3SG wife-3SG
ise-si:-ti narjna-tigi degdi-gi:-we-ni.
see-IM-3PL [sky-LAT rise-REP.PRP-ACC-3SG]
'His grandmother, his father, and his wife saw him rising back to
the sky.'

b. Enirje eme-gi:-ni zulie-ni zube
[mother come-REP.PRP-3SG before-3SG] two
casa ηιια: bi-s'e sita-ni.
hour sleep.PP be-PERF son-3SG
'Before the mother came, her son had slept for two hours.'

Crucially, elements of the subordinate clause other than its subject are not
controlled for reflexivization by the superordinate clause subject. In other
words, the relationship between the antecedent and the reflexive element
cannot cross the subject. For example, in (161 la) the element of the
subordinate clause nua-ma-ni 'him' is not reflexive, although it is coreferential
with the superordinate clause subject n'aula 'child'. The same holds for

(1611) a. N'aula muisi:-ni abuga-ni nua-ma-ni
child think-3SG [father-3SG he-ACC-3S
men-zi geje xebu-ze
REF-INST together take-SUBJ
wakca-na-mi gun-e-ini.
hunt-DIR-INF] say-0-3SG
'The childi thinks that the father will take him hunting.'

b. Mamasa-na-tigi-ni digaij-ki-ni e-le-ti
wife-PL-LAT-3SG say-PAST-3SG NEG-PURP-3PL
xerjisi nua-ni xokto-wo-ni.
step he-3SG footstep-ACC-3SG
'He told his wives not to step on his footsteps.' (SKX 316)

The elements of the subordinate clause other than its subject are controlled by
the subject of the clause within which they occur, as shown in (1612). The
reflexive element in (1612a) is aka-i 'his (selfs) back', while its antecedent is a
subject of the subordinate purpose clause od'o 'grandfather'. In same-subject
sentences the reflexive elements found in the superordinate and the subordinate
clause naturally have the same antecedent (1613).
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(1612) a. Egdi-we to: ilasi-je od'o
much-ACC fire kindle-IMP.2SG [grandfather
aka-i siesi-lege-ni.
back-REF warm-PURP-3SG]
'Make a lot of fire so that the grandfather warms his back.' (K 171)

b. Su: ai-le-i gakpa-gi: dexi
[sun seat-LOC-REF shine-REP.PRP till]
rjua-ini.
sleep-3SG
'She sleeps till the sun again starts shining in its seat.'

(\6l3)Men-e kärja-i wa:-mi kä:-la-ni
[REF-0 deer-REF kill.PP-SS] side-LOC-3SG
te:-ini.
sit-3SG

is sitting near the deer hej killed.'

In the object control sentence (1614) reflexivization is controlled by the zero
subject of the subordinate clause. Its antecedent is the direct object of the
matrix clause (Si Saya-wa).

(1614) Ute bede wadi-wey-ki-ni Pakula Si
hat like stop-CAUS-PAST-3SG Pakula Si
Saya-wa ayda-i tai-wasi-kce-i-we-ni.
San-ACC [0 tax-REF collect-DIST-DUR-PRP-ACC-3SG]
'In such way Pakulaj made Si Sanj to stop collecting his*j/j taxes.'

22.3.3.3. Split antecedents

Udihe allows for "split antecedents" for reflexives. In this case there is only partial
identity between the subject referent and the reflexive element, namely, they stand
in an inclusive relationship to each other. In the example below, the reflexive
possessor is semantically Plural, as is indicated by the Plural reflexive element
-fei. The subject is in the Singular, but semantically its referent is part of the set
denoted by the reflexive element. The second member of the set is denoted by an
Instrumental noun phrase Ajaula-zi.

(1615) Kico Ajaula-zi soyo-ti guas'a-yi-fei
Kico Ajaula-INST cry-3PL bitch-AL-REF.PL
nanta-mi.
sorry-INF
'Kioo with Ajaula cried, feeling sorry for their bitch.' (SKX 212)
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A similar case is illustrated in (1616), where the subject participant is only one
of two referents indicated by the Reflexive Plural marker. In principle, the
Possessive marker -fi in b'ata-rji-fi Our son' can be understood either as a
Reflexive affix or as a 1st person Plural inclusive Possessive affix, since these
markers are homonymous. The lack of the Accusative case inflection, however,
rather implies the first interpretation (see 22.3.2 on the lack of the object
marker on reflexive objects).

(1616) /: -du omo-s Ό b 'ata-yi-fi
what-DAT one-ADJ boy-AL-lPL.IN
ja-la:-mi \va-kca-i si uta-wa?
PROV-PURP-SS kill-DES-2SG you that-ACC
'Why do you want to kill our only son?' (K 190)

Note that the Udihe switch reference system, which is partly based on
reflexives, also marks partial identity of referents as coreferentiality (see
22.2.5).

22.4. Reciprocalization

By reciprocal we mean those constructions in which each of the participants
denoted by the subject noun phrase corresponds to two different semantic roles
(for example, agent and patient, agent and recipient, etc). In Udihe even the
oblique object and many adjuncts can reciprocalize: reciprocalization is
conditioned by semantic rather than syntactic constraints. The first antecedent
of the reciprocal, however, is always the subject participant.

Reciprocal construction may involve a voice-driven verbal derivation,
marked with the suffix -masi- (8.2.1.1). Such "morphological" reciprocals were
addressed in section 16.1.5. In addition, the reciprocal meaning can be
expressed lexico-syntactically, by means of Reciprocal pronouns (22.4.1) or
syntactic reduplication (22.4.2), but without morphological changes in the verb.
The lexical reciprocal elements overtly indicate which non-subject participant
is involved in the reciprocal relationship. Lexico-syntactic reciprocalization
does not seem to affect the valency of the verb, while morphological
reciprocalization is often accompanied by a valency reduction
(detransitivization).
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22A.I. Constructions with Reciprocal pronouns

22.4.1.1. Reciprocal object

The reciprocal meaning can be expressed exclusively by Reciprocal pronouns
when the two semantic roles that correspond to these pronouns are the agent
and the patient. Thus the Reciprocal pronoun corresponds to the direct object
role. The object Reciprocal pronouns are mef(e)i or its reduplicated variant
mef(e)i-mef(e)i 'each other' (9.3). The subject may be the Plural noun (1617),
or the collective Singular noun (1618). In the latter case the antecedent is in the
Singular. The verb always takes Plural agreement affixes. The construction is
ambiguous because it can refer to any number of participants larger than one.

(1617) a. Nua-ti oymo:-ti mefei-mefei-de.
he-3PL forget.PAST-3PL REC-REC.ACC.PL-FOC
'They forgot each other.'

b. Nua-ti mefei-mefei teti-gi:-ti.
he-3PL REC-REC.ACC.PL dress-REP-3PL
'They dress each other.'

c. N'aula-ziga mefei-mefei uli-zi ekpisi:-ti.
child-PL REC-REC water-INST spray-3PL
'Children are spraying water at each other.'

d. Bu mefei-mefei e-u b'a-gi.
we REC-REC.ACC.PL NEG-1PL.EX fmd-REP
'We do not find each other.'

e. Nua-ti mefei-mefei yele-wasi:-ti.
he-3PL REC-REC.ACC.PL be.afraid-CAUS-3PL
'They frighten each other.'

(1618)£ϊ zugdi-yke mefei teu aju-iti.
this house-N REC.ACC.PL all love-3PL
'In this family everybody loves one another.'

Reciprocalization of an oblique object may sometimes be expressed by the
Nominative form of the Reciprocal pronoun, and this is not morphologically
marked on the verb. At out disposal we only have examples where an
Instrumental (1619) or an Ablative (1620) object is reciprocalized.

(1619) a. Nua-ti men-e-men-e yele-iti.
he-3PL REC-O-REC-0 be.afraid-3PL
'They are afraid of each other.'

b. Nua-ti men-e-men-e zima-mi xuli:-ti.
he-3PL REC-O-REC-0 visit-INF go-3PL
'They give visits to each other.'
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(1620) Men-e-men-e dekte-li-e-ti.
REC-O-REC-0 separate-INC-PAST-3PL
'They started separating from each other.' (Schneider 1937: 28)

22.4.1.2. Reciprocal modifier

When the coreferential relationship holds not between the subject and the
immediate constituent of the clause, but between the subject and the possessor,
this is expressed by the Nominative Reciprocal pronoun in the modifier
function (9.3). There do not seem to be any syntactic restrictions on the role of
the head noun within the clause: it can correspond either to the argument or to
the adjunct. Remarkably, the Nominative Reciprocal pronoun is
morphologically identical to the repeated form of the Reflexive pronoun
men-e-men-e. However, in the reciprocal construction the head noun is not
marked by any Possessive suffixes. This makes it different from the Reflexive
Possessive Plural construction, which requires a reflexive possessive marking
on the head noun. Cf. (1621a) with a reflexive reading and (1621b) with a
reciprocal reading.

(1621) a. Men-e-men-e xokto-zi-fi
REF-O-REF-0 road-INST-REF.PL
yene-kte-gi-e-ti.
go-DIST-REP-PAST-3PL
"They went on along their road.'

b. Men-e-men-e xokto-zi yene-kte-gi-e-ti.
REC-O-REC-0 road-INST go-DIST-REP-PAST-3PL
'They went back on each other's road.'

For distributive reflexives (see 9.2.1.1) the possessive marking on the head is
optional, cf.:

(1622) a. Men-e-men-e sina-wa xeli xeli
REF-O-REF-0 burden. frame-ACC quick quick
obol'o.
divide.PERF
'Each if them quickly put on his own burden frame.'

b. Uta bede bagdi-e-ti men-e-men-e na:-di-fei.
that like live-PAST-3PL REF-O-REF-0 land-DAT-REF.PL
'They started living like this, each on his own land.' (SKX 326)

This fact may indicate that the Reciprocal pronoun and sometimes the
distributive Reflexive pronoun function as an adverbial rather than a possessor
within a possessive noun phrase.
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786 Coreference

In such reciprocal constructions the verb exhibits Plural agreement.

(1623) a. Mamaka mafasa men-e-men-e
old.man old.woman REF-O-REF-0
nukte-le kitiga-si:-ti.
hair-LOC pull-IM-3PL
'The old man and the old woman are pulling each other's hair.'

b. Men-e-men-e kusige-we gele-masi:-ti,
REF-O-REF-0 knife-ACC ask-REC-3PL
'They ask for each other's knife.'

22.4.2. Constructions with reduplications

These constructions are available when the reciprocal relationship holds
between the subject and an adverbial element that would normally be expressed
with a postpositional noun phrase. The verb shows Plural agreement, and the
plurality of the subject is expressed either morphologically or through
coordination. Reciprocalization is encoded by the reduplication of the
postposition, cf. (1624a) and (1624b):

(1624) a. B'ata aziga zä: te:-ini.
boy girl next sit-3SG
The boy sits next to the girl.'

b. B'ata aziga zä: zä: te:-iti.
boy girl next next sit-3PL
'The boy and the girl sit next to each other.'

The reduplicated postposition is here the only Reciprocal marker. In addition, it
specifies which non-subject participant is involved in the reciprocal relation.

22.4.2.1. Reduplication of postpositions

The reduplicated reciprocal construction is, of course, subject to semantic
restrictions, but generally is available with all or most postpositions.

(1625)a. Amä:ta amä:ta tukä-iti n'aula-ziga.
after after run-3PL child-PL
'Children are running after each other.'
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Reciprocalization 787

b. Ut'asi tene uti kU'ai-ziea dieli-e-ti
fly-PAST-3PL

Ut'asi
then
ama:ta
after

tene uti
CONT that
ama:ta.
after

kil'ai-ziga
seagull-PL

'Then these seagulls flew, one after another.' (K180)
c. Zä: zä: xuli:-ti.

next next walk-3PL
'They are walking next to one another.'

d. Nua-ti geje geje xuli:-ti.
he-3PL with with go-3PL
"They walk with one another.'

f. D'ofo d'ofo bagdi:-ti.
like like live-3PL
"They go through life looking similar to one another.'

22.4.2.2. Reduplication of other elements

The repetitive reciprocal construction is also possible when the subject is
coreferential with the argument of an adjective (such as those described in
6.3.2) or an adverb; in this case it requires its reduplication.

(1626) a. Xa:-mule bejeku bejeku bi:-ni.
relative-N similar similar be-3SG
'Relatives look like each other.'

b. Pazi pazi bagdi-li-e-ti.
separately separately live-INC-PAST-3PL
'They started living separately from each other.' (SK 463)

The example below illustrates highly individualized expressions which involve
the reduplication of a noun.

(1627)a. Zolo kakt'a kakt'a gekti-wen-e-mi.
stone half half freeze-CAUS-0-lSG

make stones to freeze against one another.' (K 124)
b. Bi abuga-i zuala zuala-zi ima:-wa

me father-1SG ski ski-INST snow-ACC
giugi:-ni.
shake.off-3SG
'My father is shaking the snow off by (beating) the skis against
one another.'

c. Ule:-we geje geje obolo-zoyo-fi.
meat-ACC together together divide-FUT-lPL.IN
'Let us divide the meat equally.'
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788 Coreference

d. bu:-zi k'a-fa k'a-fa sikti-si-mi
flint-INST edge-ACC edge-ACC hit-IM-INF
'to hit flints against one another' (SK 470)

e. Wac'a wac'a okto-wo jeugie-mi tu:
little little medicine-ACC bring-INF all
okto-si-e-ni.
medicine-V-PAST-3SG
'He brought a little of each medicine and cured (him) with them
all.'(SK 214)

f. Sagdi bu:-we b'a ut'as(i) zolo-zi
big flint-ACC find then stone-INST
zolo-zi kakta-sie, nekce-iti.
stone-INST split-IM.PRP keep-3PL
'When they find a big flint, they split it (hitting) one stone against
another and keep it.'

Finally, clausal reduplication is also possible when the verb express a naturally
reciprocal situation.

(1628) a. Ni maje ni maje ana-masi:-ti.
who strong who strong push-REC-3PL
'They push each other (trying to see) who is stronger.' (SKX 302)

b. Gusi:-ti b'ata-ma sita-ziga ni ete-i
play-3PL boy-ADJ child-PL who win-PRP
ni ete-i.
who win-PRP
'The boys play with each other (trying to see) who will win.'
(SKX 302)

22.5. Switch reference

As in canonical switch-reference systems, in some contexts Udihe opposes the
same- subject (SS) markers and the different-subject (DS) markers. Same-subject
markers indicate the coreference of two subjects. Functionally, they appear to
maintain the topic, that is, the central participant controlling zero-anaphora in a
given fragment of text ("topic continuity"). Different-subject markers indicate a
lack of coreference between two subjects, and the lack of topic continuity. The
ability to control same-subject switch reference markers is the most important
grammatical property for identifying the subject (see 15.1.1), and is not shared by
any other grammatical relations. As in most languages, the switch reference
system in Udihe works for all persons in spite of the fact that it is clearly
redundant for the 1st and 2nd person singular.
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The same-subject/different-subject relation in Udihe holds between the
superordinate clause and the non-finite subordinate clause (the relative clause
(Chapter 19), the complement clause (Chapter 20), and the adverbial clause
(Chapter 21). However it does not hold between two independent clauses or
between the main clause and the finite subordinate clause. It is always the
subordinate clause that is marked for same-subject/different-subject, while the
main clause is the controlling one. When a subordinate clause is syntactically
embedded in another subordinate clause, the switch-reference relationship in it is
always controlled by the immediately super-ordinate clause. For example, in
(1629) the same-subject marker on kuzi-ge-si 'having bent down' indicates the
cofererence with the subject of the immediately superordinate clause 'Ivan picked
something up', which is in its turn embedded in the main clause Ί saw'. Example
(1629b) demonstrates "three-level" same-subject relationship.

(1629) a. Bi ise:-mi Iwana kuzi-ge-si
me see.PAST-lSG [Ivan [bend.down-PERF-PC.SS]
j'e-we-ke zawa-i-wa-ni.
what-ACC-IND take-PRP-ACC-3SG]
Ί saw that Ivan bent down and picked something up.'

b. Men-e mala-zarja-i bodo-si-mi
[[REF-0 finish-FP-SS] count-IM-INF]
olokto:-ni.
cook.PAST-3SG
'He cooked (it) counting what he himself would finish (eat).' (K 129)

On the surface expression of the subject in subordinate clauses see 22.2.1.3.

22.5.1. Encoding of switch reference

In Udihe, there are two strategies indicating the same-subject, depending on the
clause type. Both of these strategies are attested cross-linguistically (Haiman and
Munro 1983).

22.5.1.1. The "syncretic" strategy

The same-subject can be indicated by a syncretic portmanteau morph that
encodes not only the same-subject but also the function of the subordinate
clause. This morpheme is different from the morpheme used in the
corresponding type of different-subject clause. Here the mere choice of a
particular switch-reference morpheme indicates the type of syntactic relation.
In addition, the different-subject relationship is encoded by the subject
agreement marker.
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790 Coreference

The syncretic strategy is used in adverbial clauses with Conditional
Converbs (7.6.2.4) and Perfective Converbs (7.6.2.3). In (1630) we illustrate
the switch-reference contrast for the Conditional Converb: example (1630a)
illustrates the same-subject, example (1630b) the different-subject. In (1631)
the Perfective Converb is represented by both the same-subject form
(metu-ge-si 'having finished') and the different-subject form (a:da bi:-si-ni
'after it is ready').

(1630) a 'Ai-we umi-lie jexe-zerje-ti.
[vodka-ACC drink-CC.SS.PL] sing-FUT-3PL
'If they drink some vodka, they will sing.'

b. Eke bi-lisi-ni 'ana-wa aisi-zeye-i.
[time be-CC-3SG] boat-ACC mend-FUT-lSG
'If I have time (if there is time), I will mend the boat.'

(1631) Gusi-mi metu-ge-si ulikte-ni
[play-INF fmish-PERF-PC.SS] lard-3SG
olokto-gi:-ni olokto-mi a:da bi:-si-ni.
cook-REP-3SG cook-INF ready be-PC-3SG
'Having finished playing he cooks the lard to a turn.'

22.5.1.2 The "reflexive" strategy

This strategy is used in all types of clauses with active participles (7.6.1.1), as
well as in adverbial clauses with Imperfective Converbs (7.6.2.2) and
Purposive Converbs (7.6.2.1). The same morph marks the clause type in
clauses with the different-subject and the same-subject. It is obligatorily
followed by a switch-reference affix, which is either a usual agreement
Possessive suffix (4.1.4.1) for different-subject, or a Possessive Reflexive
suffix for same-subject: -i or -mi (variations are conditioned by the historical
stem type, see 4.1.4.2) for Singular and -f(e)i for Plural subject. The Singular
same-subject marker -i is employed in Present and Future Participles and in the
Imperfective Converb. The Singular same-subject marker -mi is employed in
Past Participles and Purposive Converbs. In same-subject relative clauses of a
certain type (19.1.1) the personal affix on the participle can be completely
absent.

In (1632) we illustrate the switch-reference contrast for the adverbial clause
with an Imperfective Converb, and in (1633) and (1634) for the adverbial
purpose clause.
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(1632) a. Nua-ni ei aziga-wa ic'a bi-yie-i
he-3SG this girl-ACC [small be-IC-SS]
aju-o:-ni.
love-PAST-3SG
'He loved this girl when he was young.'

b. Nua-ni ei aziga-wa ic'a bi-yie-ni
he-3SGt his girl-ACC [small be-IC-3SG]
aju-o:-ni.
love-PAST 3SG
'He loved this girl when she was small.'

(1633) a. Aziga aja tege-\ve teti-gi:-ni
girl good gown-ACC dress-REP.PRP-3SG
alagdig'a bi-lege-mi.
[pretty be-PURP-SS]
'The girl dresses up nicely in order to be pretty.'

b. Aziga aja tege-we teti-gi:-ni b'ata
girl good gown-ACC dress-REP.PRP-3SG [boy
aju-lege-ni.
love-PURP.3SG]
'The girl dresses up nicely in order for the boy to love (her).'

(1634) a. Sa:-laga-mi tatji-ja a-wa.
[learn-PURP-SS] read-IMP.2SG that-ACC
'Read this to learn it.'

b. Bi sa:-laga-i tayi-ja a-wa.
[me learn-PURP-lSG] read-IMP.2SG that-ACC
'Read this so that I can learn it.'

The same-subject participles follow the same pattern as the reflexive nouns:
the Accusative is homonymous with the Nominative (cf. 22.3.2). So, in
sentential object complement clauses that are normally expressed by the
Accusative of the subordinate participle (20.2.2.1) and in the Accusative
temporal clauses (21.3.2.9), the participle appears in the Nominative in the
same-subject clause, cf. (1635a) and (1635b). The same applies to the relative
clause where the participle would normally be marked for the Accusative
(1636).

(1635) a. Nua-ni telwju-si-e-ni Iwana Moskva-tigi
he-3SG story-M-PAST-3SG [Ivan Moscow-LAT
xuli-e-me-ni.
go-PP-ACC-3SG]
'He said that Ivan had traveled to Moscow.'
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792 Conference

b. Nua-ni telwyu-si-e-ni Moskva-tigi
he-3SG story-V-PAST-3SG [Moscow-LAT
xuli-e-mi.
go-PP-SS]

said that hei had traveled to Moscow.'

(1636) a. Ni: te:-ni nwjui in'ei-we wa:-ni
man sit.PAST-3SG [wolf dog-ACC kill.PP-3SG
ka:-la-ni.
side-LOC-3SG]
The man sat near the dog killed by the wolf.'

b. M: te:-ni men-e in'ei
man sit.PAST-3SG REF-0 [dog.REF
wa:-mi ka:-la-ni.
kill.PP-3SG side-LOC-3SG]
'The manj sat near the dog that hej killed.'

c. Bi oloxi wa:-mi anda-du-i teu
[me squirrel kill.PP-SS] friend-DAT-REF all
bu-o:-mi.
give-PAST-lSG
Ί gave all the squirrels I killed to my friend.'

Switch-reference for these types of clauses is therefore based on the reflexive
marking, and the same-subject relation can be viewed historically as a
particular instance of reflexivization. Reflexives, as distinct from the switch
reference system, usually encode coreference rather than its absence (Comrie
1983: 22); in the pattern in question both coreference and non-coreference of
two subjects are expressed, by means of different affixes.

22.5.1.3. Infinitival clauses

The infinitival subordinate clauses, complement clause (20.1.1, 20.2.1) and
adverbial clause (21.1), do not allow a different-subject relationship (except for
clauses controlled by the Dative experiencer, see 20.1.1.3, and certain cases of
an inalienable possessive relationship between two subjects, see 15.1.1.6.2). So
the corresponding different-subject clauses do not exist. The Infinitive
(7.6.3.1.1) itself is derived from the verbal stem with a suffix -mi, which seems
to go back to the Reflexive (same-subject) Singular affix; so, at least
historically, it is associated with the "reflexive strategy" (22.5.1.2). The
Infinitive can be viewed historically as a reflexive form of a bare verbal stem.
Since a specialized Plural suffix is missing, the Infinitive can encode
coreference for both Singular and Plural subjects. Examples for Singular
(1637) and Plural (1638) subjects are:
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(1637) a. Sin-e-we onto Kanda mafa gene-mi
[you-0-ACC one Kanda old.man engage-INF]
eme:-ni.
come.PAST-3SG
One old man Kanda came to arrange for your engagement.'

b. Mafa-la-mi soyo:-ni.
[man-V-INF] cry.PAST-3SG
'(She) was crying while getting married.'

(1638)A.7tta anana uyta-wa uli-mi dian-a-mi
woman long.ago [boot-ACC sew-INF] say-INF
uli-e-ti.
sew-PAST-3PL
'In older times women used to sew boots while talking (to each other).'

22.5.1.4. Summary

The overall formal system of switch-reference is presented below.

(1639) Switch-reference system

predicate of the SS SG SS PL DS
subordinate clause

"Syncretic" strategy
Perfective Converb -si -du-si -isi- + Possessive
Conditional Converb -lie -li -lisi- + Possessive
Perfective Converb -nA: -nA:

"Reflexive" strategy
Present and Future
Participles -i -fei Possessive
Past Participles -mi -fei Possessive
Imperfective Converb -i -fei Possessive
Purposive Converb -mi -fei Possessive
Infinitive -mi -mi

22.5.2. Number mismatches

As was shown in 22.5.1, the switch-reference system is largely based on
Reflexives. As is well known, cross-linguistically the system of Reflexives
tends to be more reduced in comparison with the non-reflexive personal
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system. Since Reflexive merely indicate that one participant is coreferential
with another participant (usually the subject), opposition in person and number
is redundant. In the same way the switch-reference markers specify a certain
coreferential relationship between the clauses in the discourse sequence: they
show that two events share the same subject participant, and therefore do not
need to be specialized in person and number.

In Udihe, neither Reflexives nor switch reference markers are opposed for
different persons, but they demonstrate the opposition between Singular and
Plural. Thus the particular property of Udihe is the consistent distinction
between the Singular and Plural in all same-subject forms. A question arises
concerning how the language treats the ambiguous cases of semantic
"inclusion", when a subject participant of one clause is a member of a group of
participants that correspond to the subject of the second clause. Such situations
can be understood cross-linguistically either as same-subject or as
different-subject.

The possible number mismatches relevant for Udihe are schematized in
(1640) and certain cases are studied below.

(1640) "inclusive" subject "subset" subject
we (IN) me, you (SG, PL), he/they, we (EX)
we (EX) me, he/they
you (PL) you (SG), he/they
they he/they

Although our material is not complete, it seems that all cases of semantic
inclusion between two subjects must be marked by same-subject switch
reference markers on the subordinate clause predicate. Recall from section
15.1.1.6.2 that the part-whole relationship between two subjects is encoded as
same-subject in the infinitival clauses. Unfortunately, we do not have evidence
to show how it is marked in other types of dependent clauses.

22.5.2.1. The 3rd person number mismatches

With 3rd person subjects, when the subject of one subordinate clause
semantically includes the subject of the superordinate clause, this is encoded by
a same-subject Plural marker on the subordinate clause predicate. In (1641) the
subordinate clause subject is in the Plural and the superordinate clause subject
is in the Singular. The Plural here indicates rather the number of the
subordinate clause subject than that of the main clause subject, that is, it refers
to the actual number of participants of the corresponding clause, but does not
indicate coreference of the two subjects in a strict sense.
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(1641) a. Tima-dule te:-gi-en-zi-fi
[tomorrow-LOC get.up-REP-PAST-INST-SS .PL]
sul'ai dian-a-ini.
fox speak-0-3SG
'The next day after they got up the fox spoke.' (K 156)

b. Diga-si-mi metu-o:n-zi-fi sul'ai
[eat-IM-INF fmish-PP-INST-SS.PL] fox
dian-a-li-e-ni.
speak-0-INC-PAST-3SG
'After they finished eating the fox started speaking.'

c. Diga-laga-fi ei-de ge:-ne.
[eat-PURP-SS.PL] NEG-FOC ask-DIR
'He does not go to ask for food for them to eat.'

d. Baja mafa-wa sauli-masi-le-fi
rich old.man-ACC have.feast-REC-PURP-SS.PL
gele:-ni.
invite.PAST-3SG
'He invited the rich man to have a feast together.'

Similarly, partial coreference may be indicated by an infinitival form, cf.:

(1642) Bagdi-mi bagdi-mi ti emne uti loxo
[live-IMF live-INF] that once that shaggy
in'ei mafa-ni diana:-ni.
dog husband-3SG say.PAST-3SG
'They lived, lived, and once that husband of the shaggy dog spoke.'

The reverse case is when the main clause subject is in the Plural and the
subordinate clause subject is in the Singular and corresponds to one of several
referents of the superordinate clause subject. In such a case the subordinate
clause is marked as same-subject, as in (1643).

(1643) Timana-ni guliy-ki-ti sul 'ai-yi:
tomorrow-3SG leave-PAST-3PL [fox-AL.REF
uykala-na:.
carry-PC.SS]
'The next day they left while he was carrying the fox.' (K 154)

22.5.2.2. The 1st and 2nd person number mismatches

In the following example the main clause subject is the 1st person Plural
Inclusive, while the embedded clause subject is 2nd person Singular, so it is
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included in the reference of the main clause subject. The embedded clause is
marked by the same-subject switch-reference marker.

(1644) Si min-e-we diga-za-mi gu-mi
[you me-O-ACC eat-SUBJ-lSG say-INF]
no:xan-du gusi-ze-fi minti.
first-DAT play-SUBMPL.IN we.IN
'Before you say to me "I will eat (you)", let's play together.' (SKX 156)

If the subject of the superordinate clause ('you', 'me', 'we (EX)' or 'he') is a
semantic subset of the 1st person Plural subject of the subordinate clause, this is
marked by the agreement affix -f(e)i on the subordinate clause predicate.
Remarkably, the affix -f(e)i is ambiguous: it corresponds both to the Plural
same-subject and the 1st person Plural inclusive agreement marker. So it is not
possible to decide on formal grounds whether the affix on the subordinate
participle indicates same-subject or not. Given that in all other cases of
semantic inclusion Udihe indicates coreference rather than lack of coreference,
we will regard this affix as an indicator of the same-subject relationship.

(1645) a. Ba:tu edese negus'e gundi:-ni
Bätu spouse brother without-3SG
afasi-lege-fi eme-i.
[embrace-PURP-lPL.SS] come-IMP.2SG
'My husband Bätu, come and let us embrace (one another) while
my brother is absent.' (K 127)

b. Teti-e ise-lege-fi.
dress-IMP.2SG [see-PURP-lPL.SS]
'Put (it) on so we can have a look.' (K 160)

c. Min-e-we tatusi-ja gakpasi-laga-fi.
me-O-ACC teach-IMP.2SG [shoot-PURP-lPL.SS]
'Teach me, so we can shoot (together).' (K 151)

d. Bua-ixi nu:-gi-u-ze, Biatu-ziga,
place-LAT go.out-REP-2PL-HORT Biatu-PL
megze-le:-fei.
[compete-PURP- 1PL.SS]
'Go outside, Biatu, so we can compete.' (SKX 88)

e. Ge yene-ze-mi bi lali
well go-SUBJ-lSG me [starve
e-lege-fi.
NEG-PURP-1PL.SS]
'Well, I will go so that we do not starve.'

In example (1646) the subject of the superordinate clause is the inclusive
'we', while the subject of the embedded clause is the exclusive 'we'. In such a
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situation the speaker herself is the only participant of both situations. However,
the subordinate clause is also marked as same-subject.

(l646)Minti i:rj-ki-ti bu anana
we come-PAST-lPL.IN [we.EX long.ago
bagdi-e-fi zugdi-le.
live-PP-SS.PL] house-LOC
'We came to the house where we used to live.'
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Chapter 23
Questions and negation

23.1. Questions

Examples of deliberative and rhetorical questions are given in section 7.9.2.4
and 7.9.5.3, and of tag questions in 9.5.1.3. Echo-questions have not been
recorded. On embedded questions see 23.1.4.

23.1.1. WTt-questions

In w/t-questions the question word (a certain form of the Interrogative pronoun)
replaces the questioned constituent. Question words are listed in 9.5. Any
constituent of the main clause can be questioned in this way. The position of
the question word is strictly before the finite predicate, in accordance with the
more general rule on the preverbal position of the focus element (24.1.1). The
only exception is the question word i:mi 'why' (23.1.1.6). In questions to the
modifier the whole modified noun phrase must immediately precede the
predicate. The preverbal question word, like other focus elements (24.1.1), may
be sentence-initial (1647), however, other constituents (in particular the
subject) can precede it, as in (1648).

(1647) a. J'e-we nixe-ini si sita-i?
what-ACC do-3SG you child-2SG
yua-ini.
sleep-3SG
'What is your son doing? Sleeping.'

b. Ag'a, ono nixe-i hi ja:-yi?
elder.brother how do-PRP me cow-AL.lSG
'Brother, how is my cow?'

(1648) a. Si j'e-uxi mafa-la-i? Iwana-tigi?
you what-LAT man-V-2SG Ivan-LAT
'Whom are you marrying? John?'

b. Kuliga-tigi ni mafa-la-za?
snake-LAT who man-V-SUBJ
'Who would marry a snake?'
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800 Questions and negation

On very rare occasions a question word may be separated from the verb by a
verbal modifier.

(1649) J'e-le mayga uni: ?
what-LOC strong hurt.PRP
'Where does it hurt a lot?'

In copular constructions described in Chapter 17, when the subject is
questioned, the w/i-word precedes the copula and the predicative word is
postposed.

(1650) J 'eu hi: -ni xekui ?
what be-3SG hot
'What is hot?'

In addition to position, the question word is marked by a rising intonation
(3.5.4).

23.1.1.1. Questions to the noun phrase

Questions to noun phrases are formed with the interrogative pronouns j'eu, j 'e-
'what' and ni 'who' in the corresponding case. The subject wÄ-word triggers 3rd

person Singular agreement on the finite verb. Examples (1651) illustrate
questions to the subject; examples (1652), (1653a), (1653b), (1653c), and
(1653d) illustrate questions to the Accusative, Ablative, Dative, Instrumental,
and Locative arguments, respectively. The question to an object of a
postposition is shown in (1654).

(1651) a. J'eu tiyme-le:-ni?
what fell-SING.PAST-3SG
'What fell down?'

b. Ni gada-zcuja-ni xeleba-wa?
who buy-FUT-3SG bread-ACC
'Who will buy bread?'

(1652) a. J'e-we bu-zerje-ni aziga-ziga-du?
what-ACC give-FUT-3SG girl-PL-DAT
'What will he give to the girls?'

b. J'e-we noni:-ni si sita-i?
what-ACC can-3SG you child-2SG
'What can your son do?'
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(1653) a. Ni:-digi susa:-ni ei n'aula?
who-ABL escape.PAST-3SG this boy
'From whom did this boy escape?'

b. Ni:-du ge: bi-s'e?
who-DAT bad be-PERF
'Who felt bad?'

c. Ni:-zi xulise:-i si?
who-INST travel.PAST-2SG you
'With whom did you travel?'

d. J'e-le nansule-i?
what-LOC study-2SG
'Where do you study?'

(1654) J 'eu die-ni wa 'li-e-fi ?
what because-3SG fight-PAST-lPL.IN
'Because of what did we fight?'

The following example illustrates a question to the possessor noun phrase.

(1655)Ei j'eu getu 'ana-ti eje-ini?
this what PL boat-3PL float-3SG
'Whose (Plural) boat is floating here?' (SK 666)

23.1.1.2. Questions to adverbial elements

The list of the interrogative adverbs can be found in 9.5.3, examples are
presented in (1656).

(1656) a. Ali yene-zeye-ti \vakca-i ni:-ziga?
when go-FUT-3PL kill-PRP man-PL
'When will the hunters leave?'

b. Si ali olokto-zoyo-i?
you when cook-FUT-2SG
'When will you cook?'

c. Si ono muisi-si:?
you how think-IM.2SG
'What do you think?'

d. J'e-du uta-wa nixe:-i?
what-DAT that-ACC do.PAST-2SG
'What did you do this for?'
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802 Questions and negation

23.1.1.3. Questioning with the interrogative pro-verb

The interrogative pro-verb ja- (9.5.4) co-occurs with the object question word
(23.1.1.3.1) or is used as the only question word in the clause. Adverbial
elements may also be questioned with various forms of the interrogative
pro-verb (23.1.1.3.2).

23.1.1.3.1. Questions to the verbal phrase

Examples of questions where the interrogative pro-verb co-occurs with the
Accusative object interrogative pronoun j 'e-we 'what' are:

(1657) a. J'e-we ja:-i?
what-ACC PROV-2SG
'What were you doing?'

b. Si j'e-we ja-zaya-i?
you what-ACC PROV-FUT-2SG
'What will you do?'

c. Ono ja:-i ma:usa-i?
how PROV.PAST-2SF gun-REF
'What did you do with your gun?' (SK 431)

Such questions refer to the whole verbal phrase and do not presuppose an
answer that includes only the direct object. Thus, the answer to (1657) can be,
for example, (1658a), but not (1658b).

(1658) a. Olokto-ζοηο-ί.
cook-FUT-lSG
Ί will cook.'

b. *ugda-wa
boat-ACC
'a boat'

23.1.1.3.2. Questions to adverbials

When the interrogative pro-verb is the only interrogative word in the sentence,
its various morphological forms express various, normally adverbial,
interrogative meanings. For example, the interrogative pro-verb in the
Directive form corresponds to the meaning 'go for which reason?' (1659).
When used in the subordinate clause the Purposive Converb of the
interrogative pro-verb corresponds to the meaning 'what for?' (1660), and the
directive Infinitive renders the meaning 'why' (1661).
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(1659) 5t jay-na-sa:-i min-tigi?
you PROV-DIR-EXP.PAST-2SG me-LAT
'What did you come to me for?'

(l66Q)J'e-du b'ata-yi-fi ja-la:-m(i)
what-DAT boy-AL-REF.PL PROV-PURP-SS
wa-kca-i si uta-wa?
kill-DES-2SG that-ACC
'Why and for what do you want to kill our only son?' (K 190)

(1661) a. J'e-ne-mi gele-i si norjo-wo?
what-DIR-INF ask-2SG you glue-ACC
'Why are you asking for glue?'

b. J'e-ne-mi kumtesi: si?
what-DIR-INF turn.2SG you
'Why do you turn over?'

23.1.1.4. Questions to modifiers

Any constituents of the noun phrase may be questioned. The question words
j'eu 'what sort of, and ni 'whose' questioning a possessive modifier require
that the head noun be marked by the 3rd person Singular Possessive affix. On
the possessive construction see 13.1.

(1662) a. J'eu mo:-ni asi gugda?
what tree-3SG very tall
'What is this very tall tree?'

b. J'eu ule:-we-ni si olokto:-i?
what meat-ACC-3SG you cook.PAST-2SG
'What sort of meat did you cook?'

Questions to non-possessive modifiers are formed with the interrogative
pro-adjectives (9.5.2) such as ono-fi, onob(u)i 'which' (Northern dialect), ali-fi
'from what time',j'e-me 'which, made of what', j'eu-ze 'which side', and adi
'how many, how much'.

(1663) a. Adi-ti zugdi-du si bagdi:?
how.many-ORD house-DAT you live.2SG
'In which (number) house do you live?'

b. J'e-me bui sagdi?
what-ADJ animal big
'Which animal is the biggest?'
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804 Questions and negation

c. Ono-fi tege-we gazi-e-i si?
how-ADJ gown-ACC bring-PAST-2SG you
'Which gown did you bring?'

d. Onobui boko tege-ni?
which color gown-3SG
'What color is his gown?' (SK 731)

c. J'eu-ze e:-le-ni karja diga-ini?
what-N side-LOC-3SG deer ear-3SG
On which side (of the river) does the deer graze?' (SK 277)

23.1.1.5. Questions to copular constructions

Questions to predicative words expressed by various noun phrases are formed
by substituting the interrogative pronoun j'eu 'what' in the corresponding case
form for the questioned constituent. In (1664) we exemplify questions to the
nominative noun phrase (construction described in 17.2.1.2), in (1665)
questions to adverbial predicative words (17.2.2.2.3), and in (1666) questions
to the predicative word of the comparative postpositional construction
(17.2.2.2.4).

(1664) a. Si gegbi: j'eu?
you name.2SG what
'What is your name?'

b. Abuga-i gegbi-ni j'eu bi-s'e?
father-2SG name-3SG what be-PERF
'What was the name of your father?'

c. Si Iwana-zi i:-mule bi-u
you Ivan-INST what-N be-2PL
za:-mule-s xa:-mule-s?
cousin-N-DIS brother-N-DIS
'Who are you and Ivan to one another, cousins or brothers?'

(1665) a. Anna i:-le bi:-ni?
Anna what-LOC be-3SG
'Where is Anna?'

b. J'e-digi keige?
what-ABL cat
'Where is the cat from?'

(\666)J'eu bede ede:-mi bi?
what like become.PAST-lSG me
'What happened to me?'
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In adjectival (17.2.2.1.1), possessive (17.2.2.3), and destinative (17.2.2.1.2)
copular constructions, the question word cannot replace the predicative
element. Instead, the construction is transformed: the wA-word functions as a
prenominal modifier of the subject, while the modified noun occupies the
predicative position (1667). The head noun of the possessive (1668) or the
destinative (1669) noun phrase corresponds to the finite predicate and takes the
possessive marker.

(1667) a. Ei ono-fi mo:?
this how-ADJ tree
'What sort of tree is it?'

b. Ali-fi na:? Zua-fi?
when-ADJ skin summer-ADJ
'What sort of skin? A summer one?'

c. J'e-me tege?
what-ADJ gown
'What is the gown made of?'

d. J'e-me seu? Kwjka-ma seu?
what-ADJ oar cedar-ADJ oar
'What is the oar made of? Of cedar?' (K 133)

(1668) a. Ni kusige-ni?
who knife-3SG
'Whose is this knife?'

b. J'eu xokto-ni?
what footstep-3SG
'Whose are the footsteps?'

(1669) a. Ni kusige-ne-ni?
who knife-DEST-3SG
'For whom is the knife?'

b. J'eu xei-ne-ni?
what handle-DEST-3SG
'What is the handle for?'

23.1.1.6. The question word 'why'

The question word i:mi/j'emi 'why' is the only wA-word that need not be
located in the immediately preverbal position: it is usually clause-initial and
can be separated from the verb by other lexical material (1670). However, it
may also be strictly preverbal, as in (1671).
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806 Questions and negation

(1670) a. B'ata teu muisi-e-ni i:mi cinda ute
boy all think-PAST-3SG why bird that
bede diay-ki-ni.
like say-PAST-3SG
The boy was thinking all the time why the bird spoke like this.'
(K 168)

b. I:mi ketu tuge-zi eme-gi:?
Why very quick-INST come-REP.2SG
'Why did you return very quickly?' (K 166)

c. J'emi si dill: kapta-i?
why you head.REF wrap-2SG
'Why did you wrap up your head?'

(1671) Kanda mafa j'emi bude:-ni? Lali-mi
Kanda old.man why die.PAST-3SG starve-INF
bude:-ni.
die.PAST-3SG
'What did the old man Kanda die from? From hunger.'

The expression ono bi-mi 'why' (literally: 'being how') seems to behave in the
same way, that is, it does not have to be immediately preverbal:

(1672) Ono bi-mi wopti-we kimpigi-e-ti?
how be-INF door-ACC close-PAST-3PL
'Why did they close the door?'

21.1.1.7. Multiple w/i-questions

Multiple wA-questions are allowed, although rarely; an example is (1673).

(1673) a. J'e-we ni-tigi diay-ki-ni?
what-ACC who-LAT say-PAST-3SG
'What did he say, and to whom?'

b. Ono imi ute bede ede-i?
how why that like become-PP
'How and why did it happen like this?'

The examples below illustrate multiple embedded questions.
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(l674)a. Uta bede gusi-mi b'ata-ma sita-ziga
that like play-INF boy-ADJ child-PL
rjica-digi sa:-iti ono-do onobui
small-ABL know-3PL how-FOC which
bui xokco-i-we-ni, ono-do
animal attack-PRP-ACC-3SG how-FOC
wakca-i-we.
hunt-PRP-ACC
'Playing like this boys learn how each animal attacks and how one
should hunt.'(SKX 302)

b. Sagdi ma:ma tu: ise-si:-ni
big grandmother all see-IM.PRP-3SG
ni-de ono sita-wa igi-si:-we-ni.
who-IND how child-ACC feed-IIM.PRP-ACC-3SG
'The great grandmother always looks at who brings up children,
and in which way.' (SKX 304)

We do not have evidence for any superiority effects in multiple w/i-questions.

23.1.2. Yes-no questions

Yes-no questions are not marked by any additional morphological means or
changes in word order compared to the corresponding declarative sentence.
They are differentiated from them only by intonational patterns: the last word is
marked by a higher and more prolonged intonational contour (3.6.4). The finite
verb normally occupies the clause-final position. Examples (1675) show
ordinary yes-no questions, and examples (1676) illustrate negative yes-no
questions.

(1675) a. Nua-ni tue eme-gi-ze?
he-3SG winter come-REP-SUBJ
'Will he come in winter?'

b. Xeleba bie? Anal.
bread be.PRES.HAB no
'Is there any bread? No.'

c. Bu sun-dule αηα-la-si-ze-u?
we.EX you.PL-LOC night.shelter-V-IM-SUBJ-lPL.EX
'Can we spend the night in your house?'

(1676) a. Si e-i sa:?
you NEG-2SG know
'Don't you know?'
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808 Questions and negation

b. Wasia e-s'e mamasa-la?
Vasia NEG-PERF man-V
'Hasn't Vasia married?'

c. Si kusige-le anci hie?
you knife-LOC no be.PRES.HAB
'Don't you have a knife?'

23.1.3. Contrastive questions

Contrastive questions are marked by the focus clitic particle -nA or -nu
following a contrastive element. In w/i-questions the particle is used when the
subject questioned is in explicit or implicit contrast with certain other elements
(1677). In polar questions it normally follows a focused predicate (1678), while
(1679) shows a focus on the spatial adverb. The contrastive word is marked by
a rise in intonation, but the clitic does not attract it to itself.

(1677) a. Si min-e-we dian-a-i bi-s'e-i
you me-O-ACC say-0-PRP be-PERF-2SG
si-ne ono ja:-i?
you-CONT how PROV-2SG
'You were cursing me, and what are YOU (yourself) doing?'
(K 157)

b. Ei-ne j'eu basa-ni?
this-CONT what river-3SG
'And what is THIS river called?' (as opposed to the previous one)
(K 153)

c. Dili-ni-ne He bi:-ni?
head-3SG-CONT where be-3SG
'And where is HIS HEAD?'

d. Xuda-na?
fur-CONT
'And what about the FUR?'

e. Si-ne tuxi j'eu nixe:-i?
you-CONT sledge what do.PAST-2SG
'Sledge, what did YOU do?'

(1678) a. Begdi: xua-nda:-ni-nu?
leg.REF cut-SEM-PAST-3SG-CONT
'Did she cut off her leg?' (K 154)

b. Ni:-je, emus'e bagdi:-nu?
man-VOC alone live.2SG-CONT
'Man, do you live on your own?' (K 165)
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c. Iwana zugdi-du bi-s'e-nu?
Ivan house-DAT be-PERF-CONT
'Was Ivan at home?'

d. Sin-du xekui-nu?
you-DAT hot-CONT
'Do you feel hot?'

e. Uti ni: niqka-nu?
that man Chinese-CONT
'Is this man Chinese?'

f. Imexi-nu xeleba ?
new-CONT bread
'Is the bread fresh?'

(1679) Si' baga:-za-nu bi-s'e-i?
you other-N-CONT be-PERF-2SG
'Were you on the other side (of the river)?'

The contrastive question particle -nu attached to the predicate can also express
a rhetorical question, for example:

(1680) Bi tukti-ze-mi sin-du ata-mi
me climb-SUBMSG you-DAT NEG.SUBJ-1SG
tugbu-nu seutige-we?
drop-CONT nut-ACC
Ί will climb up, won't I drop a nut for you?'

23.1.4. Alternative questions

There are several types of alternative questions. None of these types is formed
with only one disjunctive element (such as or in English). Instead two
disjunctive elements are used. Intonation typically rises at the end of the first
disjunct and falls at the end of the sentence.

23.1.4.1. Alternative questions with the pro-verb

The alternative question can be formed with the pro-verb ja- as the second
disjunct. The pro-verb takes the same morphological form as the finite verb in
the first disjunct: in (168la) they are both in the 2nd person Singular Future, in
(1681b) in the 3rd person Singular Present. This type is used when the
alternatives are described by the same verb in a positive and a negative form.
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810 Questions and negation

(1681) a. Si eme-zeye-i ja-zaya-i?
you come-FUT-2SG PROV-FUT-2SG
'Will you come or not?'

b. Tigde-ini ja:-ini?
rain-3SG PROV-3SG
'Is it raining or not?'

23.1.4.1. Alternative question with the particle -As(i) ... -As(i) 'either ... or'

The alternative question may be formed with the disjunctive particle -As(i)...
-As(i) 'either ... or' (for the use of this particle in declarative disjunctive
sentences see Chapter 18). It follows the finite verb in the first disjunct and the
interrogative pro-verb ja:- present in the second disjunct in the same
morphological form (1682). Less frequently the disjunctive particle -As(i)
follows only the last disjunct (1683).

(1682) a. Si muisi:-si ono nixe-du-ze yene-du-ze:-s
you think-PC.2SG how do-PL-SUBJ go-PL-SUBJ-DIS
ja-du-ze:-s.
PROV-PL-SUBJ-DIS
'According to you, what will they do, will they go or not?'

b. Eineyi kino bi-ze:-s ja-za:-s?
today movie be-SUBJ-DIS PROV-SUBJ-DIS
'Will there be a movie today or not?'

(1683) a. J'e-we ja-zaya-i? 'Ana-na-mi
what-ACC PROV-FUT-2SG boat-DEST-REF
o:-zarja-ie, utuygie-ne-mi o:-zaya-i-esi?
make-FUT-2SG canoe-DEST-REF make-FUT-2SG-DIC
'What will you make (for yourself) - a l(large) boat or a canoe?'
(SK 395)

b. J'e-we ja:-i? yua-i, etete-i,
what-ACC PROV-2SG sleep-2SG work-2SG
gayda-gi:-esi?
idle-REP.2SG-DIS
'What are you doing? Are you sleeping, working, or idling again?'
(SK394)

If the disjunction applies to a non-predicate constituent, this is also marked by
the particle -As(i) ... -As(i), which follows the disjoint constituents. In such a
case the sentence contains only one finite predicate.
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(l 684) a. J'e-\ve xokto-ni käya:-s ogbö:-s?
what-ACC footstep-3SG deer-DIS elk-DIS
'Whose footsteps are these: a deer's or an elk's?'

b. Si bugdi: i:-zi \va:-i
you leg.2SG what-INST kill-2SG
suese-zi-es kusige-zi-es?
axe-INST-DIS knife-INST-DIS
'What did you cut your leg with, an axe or a knife?'

c. Si ei zugdi-du bi:-es ei
you this house-DAT be.2SG-DIS this
gagda-du bi-es?
other-DAT be.2SG-DIS
'Do you live in this house or in another one?'

d. Si Ima bäsa-li-ni-es Bild
you Iman river-PROL-3SG-DIS Bikin
bäsa-li-ni-es eine-i?
river-PROL-3SG-DIS float-2SG
'Do you float on the river Iman or the river Bikin?'

e. Uti gegberjku amta-ni ono-fi-gde
that berry taste-3SG how-ADJ-FOC
zej-es zuj-es?
sour-DIS sweet-DIS
'What sort of taste do these berries have - sour or sweet?'

f. Si j'e-uxi xulise-i Iman-tigi-esi
you what-LAT go-lSG Iman-LAT-DIS
Samarga-tigi-esi ?
Samarga-LAT-DIS
'Where are you going - to Iman or to Samarga?'

23.1.4.2. Alternative questions with the particle -nu ... -nu 'either... or'

The clitic particle -nu... -nu 'either ... or' expresses disjunction in questions. It
seems basically to have the same meaning as the particle -As(i) ... -As(i),
although it is likely to render a greater degree of emphasis. Below it is shown
following the predicate and the non-predicate constituent, although the former
function is more typical of this particle.

(1685) a. Su xulise:-u-nu ja:-u-nu?
you go.PAST-2PL-DIS PROV.PAST-2PL-DIS
'Did you go or not?'
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b. Si timana zikta-wa
you tomorrow bluebeny-ACC
gatj-na-zaya-i-nu ja-zaya-i-nu ?
fetch-DIR-FUT-2SG-DIS PROV-FUT-2SG-DIS
'Will you go to collect blueberries tomorrow?'

c. Iwana eme-gi-ge-nu ja:-nu?
Ivan come-REP-PERF-DIS PROV.PERF-DIS
'Has Ivan returned or not?'

d. Tiyeni kino bi-s'e-nu ja:-nu?
yesterday movie be-PERF-DIS PROV.PERF-DIS
'Was there a movie yesterday or not?'

(1686) /: -le una-za-i ama: -za-la-nu
what-LOC travel-SUBJ-2SG back-N-LOC-DIS
zulie-ze-le-nu?
front-N-LOC-DIS
'Where will you travel: in the front or in the back?' (K 153)

23.1.4.3. Alternative questions with negation

If in an alternative question the second negative alternative is emphasized, this
is expressed in the second disjunct with negative verb e- which takes the
morphological form of the content verb, or the negative auxiliary anci. Both the
finite verb in the first disjunct and the negative verb in the second disjunct are
followed by the clitic particle -nu... -nu.

(1687) Xeleba bie-nu anci-nu ?
bread be.PRES.HAB-CONT no-CONT
'Is there bread or not?'

Less frequently, in alternative questions with negation the disjunctive particle
-As(i) follows only the second (negative) disjunct:

(1688) a. Iwana sin-du kusige-we bu-ge
Ivan you-DAT knife-ACC give-PERF
e-si-ni bu-o:s?
NEG-PAST-3SG give-DIS
'Did Ivan give you the knife or not?'

b. Koko ijen'e e-si-ni yene:-s?
Koko go.PERF NEG-PAST-3SG go-DIS
'Did Koko leave or not?'
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23.1.4.4. Alternative questions with juxtaposition

Alternative questions may be formed by the mere juxtaposition of disjoint
constituents.

(1689) a. J'eu digan-a-ini, ni: j'eu cinda-ni
what say-0-3SG man what bird-3SG
digan-a-ini?
speak-0-3SG
'Who is speaking, is a man or some bird speaking?' (K 122)

b. Ono ja-za-fi? Guli-ne-ze-fi,
how PROV-SUBJ-1PL.IN leave-DIR-SUBJ-lPL.IN
ekei-ze-fil
stay-SUBJ-lPL.IN
'What shall we do? Shall we leave or stay?' (SK 394)

23.1.5. Indirect questions

23.1.5.1. Finite clause

The finite subordinate clause is described in Chapter 18. In indirect constituent
questions the question word immediately precedes the subordinate clause
predicate. The question word (interrogative pronoun) may have the same form
as regular question words used in direct questions (9.5). Alternatively, indirect
questions may be formed with non-specific indefinite pronouns derived with
the clitic particle -dA (9.6.2), which function here as interrogative pronouns
(1691). In both cases, the subordinate clause is not followed by any evidential
particles, even if this is required for the corresponding non-interrogative
subordinate clauses (18.3.1).

(1690) a. Si muisi-si: ono nixe-ini?
you think-IM.2SG how do-3SG
'How do you think it will be?'

b. Ise-ne-je ni eme:-ni.
look-DIR-IMP.2SG who come.PAST-3SG
'Go and look at who has come.'

c. Nua-ni xauntasi-e-ni ono hie Nina.
he-3SG ask-PAST-3SG how be.PRES.HAB Nina
'She asked how Nina is.'
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d. Bi ei-mi sa: ono-fi unugu
me NEG-1SG know how-ADJ disease
bi:-ni.
be-3SG
Ί don't know which disease he has.'

e. Bi ei-mi sa: ono bi-zeye-i.
me NEG-1SG know how be-FUT-lSG
Ί don't know how I will live.'

(1691) a. Bi ise-ne-ze-mi su j'e-zi-de
me see-DIR-SUBJ-lSG you what-INST-IND
ijele-kce:-u.
be.afraid-DUR.PAST-2PL
Ί will go and see what you were afraid of.' (K 158)

b. Nua-ni rjua-mi t'osi:-ni ono-do
he-3SG sleep-INF dream-3SG how-IND
ti:gisi:-ni no: -wo.
take-3SG sable-ACC
'He is dreaming about how he takes away the sables.'

c. J'e-uxi-de susa:-ni ni-de ei
what-LAT-IND escape.PAST-3SG who-IND NEG
sa:.
know
'Where she escaped to, nobody knows.' (K 164)

23.1.5.2. Non-finite clause

Non-finite participial complement clauses are addressed in length in Chapter
20. They are based on the Accusative forms of participles. In such clauses only
non-specific indefinite pronouns with the particle -dA can be used in the
interrogative function.

(1692) a. Si min-tigi noxoli gakpa-ja bi
you me-LAT first shoot-IMP.2SG me
ise-lege-i si ono-do gakpa-i-wa-i.
see-PURP-lSG you how-IND shoot-PRP-ACC-2SG
'Shoot at me first, so I can see how you shoot.' (K 152)

b. Duisi-je j'e-we-de dian-a-i-we-L
listen-IMP.2SG what-ACC-IND say-0-PRP-ACC-lSG
'Listen to what I am saying.'
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c. Adi-de k sa dieli:-we-ni
how.many-FOC eagle fly.PRP-ACC-3SG
ni:-de e-ini sa:.
who-IND NEG-3SG know
'Nobody knows how long the eagle was flying.'

d. Bi zoni-e-mi abuga-i ono-do
me recall-PAST-lSG father-1SG how-JND
wakca:-ma-ni.
hunt.PP-ACC-3SG
Ί recalled how my father was hunting.'

e. Bi gafai mo:-wo ise:-mi ono-do
me thorny tree-ACC see.PAST-lSG how-IND
gegbi-si:-we-ti ei- sa:.
name-V.PRP-ACC-3PL NEG-1SG know
Ί saw a thorny tree, I don't know what it is called.'

f. J'e-uxi-de susa-ζαηα-ηί e-ini sa:.
what-LAT-IND escape-FUT-3SG NEG-3SG know
'He doesn't know where he will escape to.'

23.1.5.3. Alternative indirect questions

Both for finite and non-finite subordinate clauses there are two types of
alternative questions: with the interrogative pro-verb and with the negative verb
in the second disjunct.

23.1.5.3.1. Alternative indirect question without negation

In non-finite subordinate complement clauses an alternative question is
expressed with the indefinite pro-verb ja- which takes the same morphological
form as the subordinate clause predicate (namely, the participle in the
Accusative). The disjunctive particle -dA ... -dA follows the subordinate clause
predicate and the second predicate expressed by the indefinite pro-verb ja-.
Although formally the clause is organized as an alternative question, questions
without negation in fact correspond semantically to indirect polar (yes-no)
questions ('whether'-questions).

(1693) a. fwana xaundasi-e-ni imo:-wo
Ivan ask-PAST-3SG butter-ACC
gada:-ma-u-de ja:-ma-u-de.
buy.PP-ACC-lPL.EX-DIS PROV.PP-ACC-1PL.EX-DIS
'Ivan asked whether we bought butter.'
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816 Questions and negation

b. Nua-ni xaundasi-e-ni bu
he-3SG ask-PAST-3SG we
xulise:-me-u-de ja-ma-u-de.
travel.PP-ACC-lPL.EX-DIS PROV.PP-ACC-1PL.EX-DIS
'He asked whether we were traveling.'

c. Say-na-ja magazina
know-DIR-IMP.2SG shop
nientili-gi-e-me-n(i)-de ja-ma-n(i)-de.
open-REP-PP-ACC-3SG-DIS PROV.PP-ACC-3SG-DIS
'Go and ask whether the shop has opened.'

d. Ise-ne Sonia eme-gi-e-me-n(i)-de
see-DIR Sonja come-REP-PP-ACC-3SG-DIS
ja-ma-n(i)-de.
PROV.PP-ACC-3SG-DIS
'Go and see whether Sonja has come.'

e. Say-na Sonia-tigi timana sata-wa
know-DIR Sonya-LAT tomorrow sugar-ACC
xuda-si:-we-n(i)-de ji:-we-n(i)-de.
fur-V.PRP-ACC-3SG-DIS PROV.PRP-ACC-3SG-DIS
'Ask Sonya whether they will sell sugar tomorrow.'

f. Bi ei-nti sa: eineyi kino
me NEG-1SG know today movie
bi-zeye-we-n(i)-de ja-zarja-wa-n(i)-de.
be-FP-ACC-3SG-DIS PROV-FP-ACC-3SG-DIS
Ί don't know whether there will be a movie today.'

In finite subordinate questions the disjunctive particle -As(i)... -As(i) is used
instead of the particle -dA ... -dA, so the finite indirect alternative question does
not differ formally from the direct alternative question (23.1.4).

(1694) a. Xaundasi-je ono nixe-ze guline-zeye-ni-es
ask-IMP.2SG how do-SUBJ go-FUT-3SG-DIS
ja-zaya-ni-es.
PROV-FUT-3SG-DIS
'Ask what he will do: will he go?'

b. Bi ei-mi sa: o-du niqka
me NEG-1SG know this-DAT Chinese
bagdi-ze:-s ja-za:-s.
live-SUBJ-DIS PROV-SUBJ-DIS
Ί don't know whether the Chinese people will live here.'
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Bi ei-mi sa: timana-ni
me NEG-1SG now tomorrow-3SG
yene-ze-fi-es ja-za-fi-es
go-SUBJ-lPL.IN-DIS PROV-SUBJ-1PL.IN-DIS
ba:-za ge-tigi.
place-N surface-LAT
Ί don't know whether we will go to the forest tomorrow or not.'

23.1.5.3.2. Alternative indirect questions with negation

In alternative indirect questions with negation the negative alternative is
highlighted and the negative verb e- functions as a predicate of the second
disjunct. As in indirect alternative questions without negation, in non-finite
clauses predicates in both disjuncts are marked with the particle -dA ... -dA
(1695), while in the finite clause the particles -As(i)... -As(i) (1696) or -nu ...
-nu (1697) are present.

(1695) a. Bi ei-mi sa: nua-ni tala-wa
me NEG-1SG know he-3SG raw.fish-ACC
aju-i-we-n(i)-de e-i-we-n(i)-de.
like-PRP-ACC-3SG-DIS NEG-PRP-ACC-3SG-DIS
Ί don't know whether he likes raw fish or not.'

b. Ni:-de ei sa: anana ni:
who-IND NEG know long.ago man
o-du bi-si-me-n(i)-de
this-DAT be-PP-ACC-3SG-DIS
e-si-me-n(i)-de.
NEG-PP-ACC-3SG-DIS
'Nobody knows whether people used to live here before or not.'

c. Cala-i-we-ti-de ei-we-ti-de
want-PRP-ACC-3PL-DIS NEG-ACC-3PL-DIS
xaundasi-je.
ask-IMP.2SG
'Ask whether they want (it) or not.'

(1696) a. Ise-ne-je zugdi-du bi:-ni-es anci
see-DIR-IMP.2SG house-DAT be-3SG-DIS no
bi:-ni-es Iwan.
be-3SG-DIS Ivan
'Go and see whether Ivan is at home or not.'

b. Ise-ne-je xeleba bie-s anci-es.
see-DIR-IMP.2SG bread be.PRES.HAB-DIS no-DIS
'Go and see whether or not there is any bread.'
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818 Questions and negation

(1697) Memi ise:-ni tege bie-nu
REF.ACC see.PAST-3SG gown be.PRES.HAB-DIS
anci-nu.
no-DIS
'She looked at herself to see whether or not she was wearing a gown.'
(K 163)

23.1.5.4. Indirect yes-no questions

Indirect yes-no questions are formed by means of a particle -dA on the
dependent predicate, cf.:

(1698)C#/ xekui-we-ni-de amtala-ja.
tea hot-ACC-3SG-FOC try-IMP.2SG
Try whether the tea is hot.' (SK 1036)

23.2. Negation

Except for some special constructions, Udihe does not make the formal
difference between sentence negation and constituent negation. Examples of
these two negation types are presented below in 23.2.1 and 23.2.2, respectively.
In both cases, negation is expressed with the negative auxiliary verb e-/ei-,
which precedes the content verb and may take various morphological forms,
e.g. e-si-ti etete-du 'they were not working' <NEG-PAST-3PL work-PL>, e-s'e-li
etete 'without having worked' <NEG-PERF-CC.SS workx For more
information on the conjugation of the negative verb and the form of the content
verb in negative sentences see 7.3 and 7.1.4. In certain copular constructions
negation is expressed by the impersonal copula anci 'no'.

Normally, the negative verb immediately precedes the content verb;
however, it is sometimes possible for it to be placed after the verbal stem, as
below.

(1699) a. Nada gida bul'a-wa-ni xai-ge-si
seven spear shaft-ACC-3SG break-PERF-PC.SS
bude e-zi-u.
die NEG-MP-2PL
'Having broken the shafts of seven spears you won't die.' (SKX 84)

b. rjene-ze-mi hi, lali e-lege-fi.
go-SUBJ-lSG me starve NEG-PURP-1PL.IN
Ί should leave so we will not starve.'
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Negation 819

It is occasionally possible to insert other lexical material between the negative
auxiliary and the content verb, as is shown below. This is not a very frequent
option, however. The constituent that can be inserted between the negative verb
and the content verb is normally an oblique or indirect object (1700), or some
kind of adjunct (1701).

(1700) a. E-te-mi-ne zugdi-tigi i:mi i:?
MEG-SUB J-1SG-CONT house-LAT why enter
'Why don't you enter the house?' (K 158)

b. E-zi min-zi ine
NEG-IMP.2SG me-INST laugh
'Don't laugh at me.'

c. Mafa ama:-wa-ni dili-we-ni
bear back-ACC-3SG head-ACC-3SG
e-iti a:nta-du diga-wan-a.
NEG-3PL woman-DAT eat-CAUS-0
'They don't let a woman eat a bear's back and head.' (SKX 308)

(1701) a. E-zerje-fi ute nixe.
NEG-FUT-1PL.IN that do
'We will not do it this way.'

b. E-zi in'ei-zi gusi.
NEG-IMP.2SG dog-INST play
'Don't play with the dog,'

23.2.1. Sentence negation

23.2.1.1. Regular negation

Here we exemplify ordinary sentence negation (1702) and negation of some
special constructions: the subjectless sentence (1703a), the agentless passive
(1703b), the active agentless construction (1703c), the impersonal
Necessitative (1703d), and the passive (1703e).

(ll02)Koko ijene:-ni ama:-la-ni ali-de
Koko go.PP-3SG after-LOC-3SG when-IND
e-s'e-i ise-gi-se.
NEG-PERF-1SG see-REP-EXP
'After Koko left, I never saw him again.'

(1703) a. E-ini tigde.
NEG-3SG rain
'It is not raining.'
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820 Questions and negation

b. Ja: xaba-wa-ni e-u-zeye umi.
cow milk-ACC-2SG NEG-PAS-FP drink
One shouldn't drink the milk.'

c. Ei teuni-le e-iti egbesi.
this lake-LOC NEG-3PL swim
'They don't swim in this lake.'

d. E-u-zeye diga bi-si-ni.
NEG-PAS-FP eat be-PAST-3SG
One shouldn't have eaten.'

e. Utemi mo:kt'oi o:kto'i do-ni-ni
therefore bushes grass inside-DAT-3SG
uta-wa e-u-ji ise.
that-ACC NEG-PAS-PRP see
'Therefore it can't be seen in the bushes and grass.' (Caruain
1935: 17)

The negative auxiliary typically takes scope over the fully derived verb
(preferred reading), but it also can refer to the verbal stem. Scope ambiguity is
demonstrated in the following example:

(1704) Ei-de telwyu-si-wen-e.
NEG-FOC story-V-CAUS-0
'He does not let him to tell.'
'He let him not to tell.'

23.2.1.2. Inchoative negative construction

Inchoative situations in the Past can be negated in two ways, depending on the
scope of negation. If the negation takes scope over the whole proposition ('did
not start doing something'), this is expressed formally in a regular manner:
with the negative verb in the Past and the content verb bearing the inchoative
suffix -//- (8.2.2.1). When the inchoative operator remains outside the scope of
negation ('started not doing something', that is, 'stopped doing something'),
Udihe uses a special construction. It indicates that the action no longer takes
place. The construction contains (in this order) the Present form of the negative
verb e-i, the bare stem of the content verb, and the verb ede- 'become' in the
Past tense with the corresponding agreement affix. Cf. (1705a) and (1705b):

(1705) a. N'aula e-si-ni soyo-li.
child NEG-PAST-3SG cry-TNC
'The child didn't start crying.'
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b. N'aula ei soyo ede:-ni.
child NEG cry become.PAST-3SG
The child stopped crying.'

More examples of the inchoative negative construction are provided below.
Note that in (1705d) the direct object is located between the negative verb and
the content verb.

(1706) a. Bi xunazi: ei qua ede:-ni.
me sister. 1SG NEG sleep become.PAST-3SG
'My sister stopped sleeping.'

b. Jej'e-u ei uni ede:-ni.
grandfather-!PL.EX NEG sick become.PAST-3SG
Our grandfather stopped being sick.'

c. Eitene ei-mi-de ono ede:-mi.
now NEG-1SG-FOC write become.PAST-lSG
Ί stopped writing now.'

d. Ei-de in'ei-we koyko ede:-ni.
NEG-FOC dog-ACC beat become.PAST-3SG
'He stopped beating the dog.'

23.2.1.3. Alternating action

When the periphrastic construction of alternating action (7.11.1) includes the
positive and the negative form of the same verb, negation is expressed with the
Present stem of the negative verb, the content verb in a bare form, and the
inflected Past or Perfect form of the verb ede- 'become'.

(1707)Zto:-za ge-tigi yene-mu:i-ni ei
place-N surface-LAT go-DES-3SG NEG
rjene-mu:i ed'e.
go-DES become.PERF
'He sometimes wants to go to the forest, and sometimes does not want
to.'

23.2.1.4. Negation of state

The stative negative construction is formed analytically with the copular verb
hi- in the corresponding personal form and the content verb: a stem followed
by the contrastive clitic particle -gdA (12.1.1.8).
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822 Questions and negation

(1708) a. Nua-ni tu: tu: yene-gde bi:-ni.
he-3SG all all go-FOC be-3SG
'He is not coming for a long time.'

b. Bi jexe-gde bi-mi.
me sing-FOC be-lSG
Ί don't sing.'

c. Eineni diga-gde bi:-ni.
today eat-FOC be-3SG
'He does not eat today.'

23.2.1.5. Copular constructions

There exist five formally different ways of negating copular clauses (Chapter
17) depending on the semantics and the formal organization of the
construction.

23.2.1.5.1. Negation of existential and possessive constructions

Existential (17.2.1.3) and possessive (17.2.1.4) constructions, which require the
Habitual impersonal copula hie in declarative sentences, are negated with the
impersonal existential negation anci 'there is no, there are no' in various
temporal forms (see 7.1.4). The existential meaning is shown in (1709) for the
Present tense, in (1710) for the Past tense, and in (1711) for the Subjunctive.
The negative possessive construction is shown in (1712).

(1709) a. O-du tue ima: anci.
this-DAT winter snow no
There is no snow here in winter.'

b. Min-du sata hie s'ei-de anci.
me-DAT sugar be.PRES.HAB salt-FOC no
Ί have sugar, but no salt.'

(1710) a. Sele-gi-e-ni ni:-de anci
wake-REP-PAST-3SG man-IND no
bi-si-ni.
be-PAST-3SG
'He woke up and nobody was there.' (K 176)

b. Anna zugdi-du anci bi-s'e.
Anna house-DAT no be-PERF
'Anna was not at home.'
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(1711)7ϊ/ηαηα Anna zugdi-du anci bi-ze.
tomorrow Anna house-DAT no be-SUBJ
'Tomorrow Anna won't be at home.'

(1712) a. Nua-ni unugu-ni anci.
he-3SG disease-3SG no
'He does not have a disease.'

b. Bi abuga-i anci.
me father-1SG no
Ί don't have a father.'

c. Uti ni:-le omo gagda qala-ni anci.
that man-LOC one another arm-3SG no
'This man does not have one arm.'

Existential and possessive copular constructions with the copula ede- 'become'
are negated with the negative copula anci (often with the focus particle -gdA)
and the verb ede- in the corresponding form. The resulting meaning is 'remain
without', 'disappear'.

(1713) a. Eitene dawa o-du anci ede:-ni.
now salmon this-DAT no become.PAST-3SG
'In those days no salmon remained.'

b. Min-dule mo:-do anci ede:-ni.
me-LOC wood-FOC no become.PAST-3SG
Ί remained without wood.'

c. E:xi ic'a ede:-ni, anci
frog small become.PAST-3SG no
ede:-ni.
become.PAST-3SG
'The frog became small (and) disappeared.'

23.2.1.5.2. Negation of habitual constructions

Copular constructions with the habitual meaning (17.1.2.2) are negated with
the uninflected Present stem of the negative verb ei in combination with the
Habitual form of the verb 'be' bie. This type of negation applies to adjectival or
nominal constructions with a habitual or generic meaning (1714) including
subjectless constructions (1715), as well as to destinative participial
constructions (1716), and constructions of alienable possession (1717).

(1714) a. Ei mo: gugda ei bie.
this tree tall NEG be.PRES.HAB
'This tree is not tall.'
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b. Bi unapti: aisi ei bie.
me ring.lSG gold NEG be.PRES.HAB
'My ring is not gold.'

c. Bi ge:-i ei bie.
me fault-ISO NEG be.PRES.HAB
'lam not guilty.' (SK 259)

(1715) a Go:-do ei bie.
long-FOC NEG be.PRES.HAB
'It wasn't long.'

b. Xakti ei bie.
dark NEG be.PRES.HAB
'It is not dark.'

(\716)Odekolona umi-kci ei bie.
eau.de.cologne drink-DP NEG be.PRES.HAB
'Eau de cologne is not for drinking.'

(1717)/sz oloxi sinirji ei bie.
this squirrel yours NEG be.PRES.HAB
'This squirrel is not yours.'

23.2.1.5.3. Negation of a construction with a personal copula

Copular constructions that express a temporal state and normally require a
personal non-habitual copula (17.1.1) are negated with the negative verb e- in
the corresponding personal form and the content verb 'be' in the form bie. This
negation type is, therefore, formally similar to the negation of non-copular
constructions (23.2.1.1). In (1718) the negative adjectival construction with
non-habitual copula is illustrated, in (1719) the construction with a quantifier,
in (1720) the adverbial construction, in (1721) the nominal copular
construction, and in (1722) the resultative construction. In adjectival
constructions the adjective may precede the negative verb as in (1718a), but it
may also be located between the negative verb and the verb bie, as in (1718b)
and(1718c).

(1718) a. Si zueze-i imexi e-ini bie.
you table-2SG new NEG-3SG be.PRES.HAB
'Your table is not new.'
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b. Nua-ni uga-ni e-ini
he-3SG voice-3SG NEG-3SG
hie.
be.PRES.HAB
'His voice is not high.'

c. El xeku e-ini
this rope NEG-3SG
'This rope is not short.'

(lll9)O-du sugdä: egdi
this-DAT fish much
'There are not many fish here.'

(1720) Go: e-zeye-i
long NEG-FUT-1SG
•I won't be here long.' (K 159)

umac a
short

e-ini
NEG-3SG

hie
be.PRES.HAB

(1721) a. Na: ni:-ni
earth man-3SG

am not an earth person.'
b. Pakula xuda-si: ni:

Pakula fur-V.PRP man
hie.
be.PRES.HAB
'Pakula is not a merchant.'

ei-mi
NEG-1SG

lämugas 'a
high

hie.
be.PRES.HAB

hie.
be.PRES.HAB

o-du.
this-DAT

hie.
be.PRES.HAB

e-im
NEG-3SG

(1722) Sugdä:-wa e:-ktu e-ini
fish-ACC clean-RES NEG-3SG
'The fish is not cleaned.'

hie.
be.PRES.HAB

An example of the negative copular construction in the subordinate clause in is
(1582).

(1723) A hi anda-i ei
you me friend-2SG NEG
sin-e-we e-muse-i-de
you-0-ACC NEG-COND-1SG-FOC

bie
be.PRES.HAB

bi-si
be-PAST
ceze.
believe

'If you were not my friend I would not believe you.'

bi
me

23.2.1.5.4. Negation of the Proprietive

The Proprietive forms with the suffix -xi (4.3.1) are negated in a special way.
The Proprietive forms are not present in the negative construction. Instead, the
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826 Questions and negation

possessed noun in the Partitive is combined with the impersonal copula andi.
As in the non-negative counterpart, the construction in question does not
contain any possessive noun phrase. However, as demonstrated in (1725), the
Partitive can be formed from the nominal stem augmented by the suffix of
inalienable possession -ψ-.

(1724) a. Nua-ni kesi-le anci.
he-3SG luck-PART no
'He does not have luck.'

b. Bi ag'a-i omo gagda bugdi-le anci.
me brother-ISO one another leg-PART no
'My brother does not have one leg.'

c. Timana bi eke-le anci bi-zene-i.
tomorrow me time-PART no be-FUT-lSG
Ί will not have time tomorrow.'

(\125)Saina za:-ni-le anci bi:-ni.
perhaps money-AL-PART no be-3SG
'Perhaps he does not have any money.'

In (1726) the copula ede- 'become' is illustrated within the construction in
question.

(1726) a. Bu mo:-lo anci ede:-mu.
we wood-PART no become.PAST-lPL.EX
'We remained without wood.'

b. Nua-ni za:-la anci ede:-ni.
he-3SG money-PART no become.PAST-3SG
'He remained without money.'

Note that proprietive adjectives in -xi are negated following the pattern in
23.2.1.5.3, cf.:

(1727)Nwa-m meje-xi e-ini hie.
he-3SG mind-ADJ NEG-3SG be.PRES.HAB
'He is not clever.'

23.2.1.5.5. Desiderative construction

The desiderative copular construction (17.2.3.2) is negated by the uninflected
Present stem of the negative verb ei, which precedes the Desiderative noun.
This is illustrated in (1728), while (1729) shows the same construction with the
copula ede- 'become'.
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(1728) a.

b.

Ei-de diga-mugdi.
NEG-FOC eat-DESN
'He does not want to eat.'
Eitene ei-de
now NEG-FOC
'Now I don't want to eat.'

diga-mugdi.
eat-DESN

(1729) a.

b.

ede:-ni.
become.PAST-3SG

Ei-de umi-mugdi
NEG-FOC drink-DESN
'He stopped feeling thirsty.'
W'atayi nua-ni diga-mugdi
before he-3SG eat-DESN
eitene ei-de diga-mugdi
now NEG-FOC eat-DESI

bi-si-ni,
be-PAST-3SG
ede:-ni.
become.PAST-3SG

'Previously he wanted to eat, now he has stopped wanting to.'

23.2.1.6. Subordinate clause

Negation in the subordinate clause is formally organized in the same way as in
the main clause, that is, with the negative verb in the corresponding
morphological form and the bare stem of the content verb. In the following
examples the subordinate clause is marked with square brackets in the glosses.

23.2.1.6.1. Complement clause

Examples of the copular (1730a) and non-copular (1730b) participial
complement clause are:

(1730) a. Bi sa:-mi nua-ti elu ni:
me know-lSG [he-3PL fair man
e-i-we-ti hie.
NEG-PRP-ACC-3PL be.PRES.HAB]
Ί know that they are not fair people.'

b. Bi ise:-mi si e-i-we-i
me see.PAST-lSG [you NEG-PRP-ACC-2SG
etete.
work]
Ί saw that you didn't work.'
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828 Questions and negation

23.2.1.6.2. Relative clause

Example of headed (1731) and headless (1732) negative relative clauses are:

(1731) a. sa:-wu-i ba:-za
know-PAS-2SG place-N
e-si-me-ni xuli.
NEG-PP-ACC-3SG go]

b.

d.

Uti ni:-we
that man-ACC
ge-le-ni
[surface-LOC-3SG
'You can recognize the man who has (never) gone to the forest.'
Si ugai el hie sina-wa
you [heavy NEG be.PRP.HAB] sack-ACC
zawa:-i.
take.PAST-2SG
'You took a sack, a not heavy one.'
Sunta ei hie joxoso-wo olonzi
[deep NEG PRP.HAB] river-ACC fording
dau-zeye-fi.
cross-FUT-!PL.IN
'We will cross by foot a river which is not deep.'
sama e-i hie ni:
sahman NEG-PRP be.PRES.HAB man
'a person who is not a shaman' (SK 157)

e-si-me-ni ada
[NEG-PP-ACC-3SG get.ripe]put-DvlP.2SG

'Put those that are not ripe separately (about tomatoes).'

padig 'a.
separately

In the Present tense copular relative clause the content verb 'be' co-occurs with
the negative verb in the form of either a regular Present Participle bi:(-) or the
Habitual form bie. The former is normally found within the internal relative
clause (19.2) in which the relative clause predicate (participle) follows the
relativized noun and is marked by case and personal markers. Examples
(1733)-(1735) show that the case suffix is either added to the bare participle form
(examples (a)) or to the negative auxiliary participle (examples (b)).

(1733) a. Bi ei-mi aju ni:
me NEG-1SG like [man
bi:-we.
be.PRP-ACC]
Ί don't like people who are not fair.'

elu
fair

e-iti
NEG-3PL
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b. Bi ei-mi aju ni: elu
me NEG-1SG ike man fair
e-i-we-ti hie.
NEG-PRP-ACC-3PL be.PRES.HAB]
Ί don't like people who are not fair.'

(1734) a. Bi sa:-mi ni:-we lusa
me know-ISO man-ACC [Russian
keje-we-ni e-iti
language-ACC-3SG NEG.PRP-3PL
egze-we.
understand-ACC]
Ί know people who don't understand Russian.'

b. Bi sa:-mi ni:-we lusa
me know-ISO [man-ACC Russian
keje-we-ni e-i-we-ti
language-ACC-3SG NEG-PRP-ACC-3PL
egze.
understand]
Ί know people who don't understand Russian.'

(1735) a. Bi dia-si-e-mi gabzi ni:
me say-IM-PAST-lSG [cheerful man
ei bie-zi.
NEG be.PRP.HAB-INST]
Ί talked to a man who was not cheerful.'

b. Bi sa:-mi gugda mo: e-i-we-ni
me know [tall tree NEG-PRP-ACC-3SG
bie.
be.PRES.HAB]
Ί know a tree which is not tall.'

23.2.1.6.3. Adverbial clauses

The following examples demonstrate different types of adverbial clauses with
the negative verb in the corresponding form: the Purposive Convert» (1736), the
Conditional Converb (1737), and the Infinitive in the adverbial clause of
manner (1738).

(1736) a. yene-ze-mi hi lali e-lege-fi,
go-SUBJ-lSG me [starve NEG-PURP-1PL.IN]
Ί will go so that we don't starve.'
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830 Questions and negation

b. Bi ugda-i nusisi-zeye-i dogbo
me boat-ISO resin-FUT-lSG [night
e-lege-ni ise-pte-i.
NEG-PURP-3SG see-DEC-PRP]
Ί will resin the boat, so that it won't be seen at night.'

c. Bu e-lege-u qua eniye
[we NEG-PURP-1PL.EX sleep] mother
imayku-we imasi-e-ni.
tale-ACC tell-PAST-3SG
'The mother told a tale so that we don't fall asleep.'

d. Bue-ni eme:-ni e-lege-mi etete.
he-3SG come.PAST-3SG [NEG-PURP-SS work]
Ήβ came in order not to do any work.'

(1737) a. Si e-lisi: yene bu wakca-mi
[you NEG-CC.2SG go] we hunt-INF
e-zeye-u noni.
NEG-FUT-1PL.EX can
'If you don't go, we won't be able to hunt.'

b. Bi e-li olokto-si lali-muse-i.
[me NEG-CC.SS cook-M] starve-COND-lSG
'If I don't cook, I will be hungry.'

c. Bi ule-we e-lisi: olokto bi
[me meat-ACC NEG-CC.1SG cook] me
mafa-i min-e-we naugdasi-zeye-ni.
husband-1SG me-O-ACC curse-FUT-3SG
'If I don't cook meat, my husband will curse me.'

(1738) a. Ule:-we ei-mi wa: zug-tigi
[meat-ACC NEG-INF kill] house-LAT
e-zeye-u eme-gL
NEG-FUT-1PL.IN come-REP
'Without finding meat, we won't return home.'

b. Nua-ti ei-mi ca:la e-si-ti ono.
he-3SG [NEG-INF want] NEG-PAST-3PL write
'They wouldn't have written (it) without wanting to.'

c. Ei-mi-de etete kino-tigi yene:-ni.
[NEG-INF-FOC work] cinema-LAT go.PAST-3SG
'He went to the cinema without working.'

If the subordinate clause contains the existential copular construction, the
impersonal negative copula anci precedes the verb bi- in the corresponding
form, for example, the Perfective Convert» in (1739), the Conditional Convert)
in (1740), or the Infinitive in (1741). For non-existential copular constructions
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in the subordinate adverbial clause negation is formed with the Present stem of
the negative verb ei and the corresponding form of the verb hi- (1742).

(1739) a. Na: xu-ni anci bi-si-ni min-zwje
[earth smell-3SG no be-PP-3SG] we-both
omo-si-gi-zetje-fi.
one-V-REP-FUT- 1PL.IN
'If there is no earth smell, we two will unite again.'

b. Bi eke-le anci bi-si
[me time-PART no be-PAST]
e-muse-i nene.
NEG-COND-1SG go.
'If I didn't have time, I wouldn't go.'

(\14G)Sugza: anci bi-lisi-ni lali-kce-zeije-fi.
[fish no be-CC-3SG] starve-INT-FUT-lPL.IN
'If there is no fish, we will be hungry.'

(1741)Sw: anci bi-mi xai namai.
[sun no be-INF] still warm
'Although there is no sun, it is still warm.'

(l742)Nua-ni ei uni bi-si geje yene-muse.
he-3SGNEG be.ill be-PAST together go-COND
'If he were not ill, he would have come (with us).'

23.2.1.6.4. Generalized relative clause

Affirmative generalized relative clauses can be both finite (18.3.2.1) and
non-finite (19.5.2), but in the negative form only the non-finite construction is
allowed. Sentences with the generalized negative relative clause express the
non-existence of the class of objects characterized by the relative clause. The
superordinate clause of such sentences is a negative existential construction
with the existential negative copula anci. The relative clause is headed by an
indefinite non-specific pronoun (9.6.2) with the negative interpretation, or an
expletive word such as ba: 'place, nature'. The relative clause predicate
corresponds to the Destinative Participle (7.6.1.4). Like the regular relative
clause (Chapter 19), the generalized negative relative clause can be prenominal
or postnominal.

In prenominal clauses the Destinative Participle is not marked by a personal
inflection. In most cases it immediately precedes the head (indefinite pronoun)
as in (1743), but can be extraposed as well (1744). The Future passive
participle can occasionally function as the predicate of such a relative clause
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832 Questions and negation

(1745). The prenominal negative generalized relative clause normally has an
impersonal interpretation.

(1743) a. Diga-kci j'eu-de anoi.
[eat-DP what-IND] no
There is nothing to eat.' (K 146)

b. yene-kci ba:-ni anci.
[go-DP place-3SG] no
'There is no place to go.'

(\T44)O-du j'e-we-de anci umi-kci.
this-DAT [what-ACC-IND] no [drink-DP]
'There is nothing to drink here.'

(lT45)Nua-ni zugdi-du-ni j'eu-de anci diga-u-zeye.
he-3SG house-DAT-3SG [what-IND] no [eat-PAS-FP]
"There is nothing to eat in his house.'

The postnominal generalized relative clause usually includes the subject
encoded by the Nominative noun phrase. However, the subject agreement is
suppressed: the relative clause predicate (the Destinative Participle) always
takes the 3rd person suffix -ni independently of the person and number of the
subject, cf. (15.1.1.2.1).

(1746) a. Bi nua-tigi-ni j'e-we-de dian-a-kci-ni
[me he-LAT-3SG what-ACC-IND talk-0-DP-3SG]
anci.
no
Ί don't have anything to talk about with him.'

b. Bu i:-le-de bagdi-kci-ni anci bi-s'e.
[we what-LOC-IND live-DP-3SG] no be-PERF
Ί don't have anything to live in.'

c. Minti j'e-uxi-de nene-kci-ni anci.
[we what-LAT-IND go-DP-3SG] no
'We don't have anywhere to go.'

Note that the Nominative subject is located within the relative clause itself, as
indicated by the bracketing. A piece of evidence for this comes from the
position of adverbs: they can precede the relative clause subject but cannot
follow it, as illustrated in (1747).
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(1747) O-du bi(*o-du) ni:-tigi-de
this-DAT [me (*this-DAT) man-LAT-IND
dian-a-kci-ni anci.
say-0-DP-3SG] no
'Here I don't have anyone to talk to.'

In the Northern dialect, the impersonal Infinitive can be used in the
generalized negative relative clause.

(1748)J'e-we-de tau-mu anci.
what-ACC-IND put-IMI no
'There is nothing to put (in the sack).' (SK 429)

23.2.1.7. Negative words

Udihe does not exhibit negative concord. No overt negative elements appear
under the scope of sentence negation. Non-specific indefinite pronouns formed
with the clitic particle -dA (9.6.2) function as negative pronouns.

Either the negative word itself (1749) or the noun phrase with the negative
modifier (1750) must be strictly preverbal. In subjectless existential
constructions the negative word is located before the predicative noun (1751).

(1749) a. J'e-we-de a-ta-i b'a si.
what-ACC-IND NEG-SUBJ-2SG get you
'You won't get anything.'

b. Belie i:-le-de e-si-ni te:.
fairy what-LOC-IND NEG-PAST-3SG sit
'The fairy did not sit anywhere.' (K 34)

c. Zugdi-du ni:-de anci.
house-DAT man-IND no
'There is nobody in the house.'

(l750}J'eu-de keje-we-ni e-zi
what-IND word-ACC-3SG NEG-IMP.2SG
dian-a.
say-0
'Don't say any words.' (K 174)

(1751) J 'e-le-de okto anci.
this-LOC-IND medicine no
"There is no medicine anywhere.'
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834 Questions and negation

There can be several negative pronouns in a clause, all with a negative
interpretation, cf.:

(lT52)Ni:-de j'e-we-de e-ini sa:.
who-IND what-ACC-IND NEG-3SG know
'Nobody knows anything.'

23.2.2. Constituent negation

Constituent negation does not differ in a formal respect from sentence negation.
When a constituent is negated but the contrasting alternative is not overtly
expressed, the clause is interpreted as sentence negation. Constituent negation
becomes apparent only in the situation of overt contrast, when the negated
constituent is formally opposed to another semantically similar element
(23.2.2.1). Only for some constituents is negation expressed by some
specialized sentence constructions (23.2.2.2).

23.2.2.1. Contrastive constituent negation

When a contrastive focus constituent is negated, the contrasting element is also
present in the sentence. It is in some way expressed in the conjoint clause with
the affirmative interpretation. In the negative clause negation is expressed in a
formally regular manner, while the verb in the conjoint clause takes the same
morphological form. Examples (1753) present the negation of the nominal
constituent, examples (1754) the negation of the predicative element of the
copular construction, and example (1755) the negation of the finite verb.

(1753) a. Nua-ni ei zugdi-le e-ini bagdi
he-3SG this house-LOC NEG-3SG live
xoyto-lo bagdi: -ra.
another-LOC live-3SG
'He lives not in this house but in the other one.'

b. Bi Stepana-zi e-si-mi wakca,
me Stepan-TNST NEG-PAST-1SG hunt
Iwana-zi wakca:-mi.
Ivan-INST hunt.PAST-lSG
Ί hunted not with Stepan but with Ivan.'
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c. Sele-me emuge-we hi ei-mi gele,
iron-ADJ cradle-ACC me NEG-1SG ask
aisi-me-\ve gele-mi.
gold-ADJ-ACC ask-lSG
Ί am not asking for an iron cradle, I am asking for a gold one.'
(Schneider 1937: 86)

(1754) a. Bi moxo-i c'aligi e-ini bie
me cup-ISO white NEG-3SG be.PRES.HAB
xulaligi bi:-ni.
red be-3SG
'My cup is not white but red.'

b. Ei b'ata e-ini bie aziga
this boy NEG-3SG be.PRES.HAB girl
bi:-ni.
be-3SG
'This is not a boy, but a girl.'

(n55)Giusa-wa e-si-mi wa: sieni-e-mi.
roe-ACC NEG-PAST-1SG kill wound-PAST-lSG
Ί didn't kill the roe, but wounded it.'

The contrastive alternative may be rendered with the expression ei bie 'not',
cf.:

(1756) a. Ei Iwana eme-gi-e-ni Petra
this Ivan come-REP-PAST-3SG Peter
ei bie.
NEG be.PRES.HAB
'This is Ivan who has returned, not Peter.'

b. Ise-je j'eu xokto-ni, Mya:-s
see-IMP.2SG what footstep-3SG deer-DIS
ogbo:-s.
elk-DIS
'See whose footsteps these are, a deer's or an elk's?'

(1757) £0/70 ei bie, ogb xokto-ni.
deer NEG be.PERS.HAB elk footstep-3SG
"They are not the deer's, but the elk's (the footsteps).'
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23.2.2.2. Non-contrastive constituent negation

Special constructions for non-contrastive constituent negation are used in
certain cases, normally when the negated constituent expresses some kind of
secondary predication. Such constructions are formed with the copula anci in
certain case forms and the Partitive form of the possessed noun.

23.2.2.2.1. Negation of the circumstance adjunct

The construction with the negated circumstance adjunct (15.4.5.6) means
'without something'. It has two formal types. First, the adjunct can be negated
with the negative copula in the Instrumental case (anci-zi <no-INST>), which
follows the possessed noun in the Partitive form (1758). Personal pronouns do
not have the Partitive form (1759). The circumstance adjunct is enclosed in
brackets in examples below.

(1758) a. Bi caja-wa umi-mi sata-la anci-zi.
me tea-ACC drink-ISO [sugar-PART no-INST]
Ί drink tea without sugar.'

b. Bi zueze-we tikpe-le anci-zi
me table-ACC [nail-PART no-INST]
wo:-mi.
make.PAST-lSG
Ί made a table without nails.'

c. J'e-we bui-we-ni ku'ai-la anci-zi
what-ACC animal-ACC-3SG [ear-PART no-INST]
b 'akta-wan-a-i-ze.
hear-CAUS-0-IMP.2SG-HORT
'Let all animals listen (as if they were) without ears.'

d. Mende-le anci-zi sigili-je.
[end-PART no-INST] stir-IMP.2SG
'Stir without stopping.'

(1759)5« anci-zi zuge b'a-mu bu.
[you no-INST] trouble get.PAST we
'We had trouble without you.'

Second, in the construction in question the copula anci can take the Ablative
case and is inflected with the 3r person personal affix -ni, so its resulting form
is anci-digi-ni <no-ABL-3SG>. The possessed noun then appears in the
Nominative case. There does not seem to be any semantic difference between
these two options.
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(l 760) a. Ei suese anci-digi-ni nua-ni
[this axe no-ABL-3SG] he-3SG
e-ini xuli.
NEG-3SG walk
'He does not walk without this axe.'

b. Ei kusige anci-digi-ni e-ini etete.
[this knife no-ABL-3SG] NEG-3SG work
'He does not work without this knife.'

23.2.2.2.2. Negation of the temporal adjunct

A temporal adjunct which is normally encoded by the Dative noun phrase
(15.4.2.1) is negated with the Dative case of the negative copula inflected with
the 3rd person personal affix (anci-du-ni <no-DAT-3SG>). Examples are:

(1761) a. exe-ni anci-du-ni
elder.sister-3SG no-DAT-3SG
'while her older sister is absent'

b. Si sita-na-i anci-du-ni zugdi-du
[you son-PL-2SG no-DAT-3SG] house-DAT
simu-simu bie.
quiet-quite be.PRES.HAB
'It is quiet in the house without your sons.'

c. Nua-ni gagda-i anci-du-ni bagdi-mi
[he-3SG friend-REF no-DAT-3SG] live-INF
e-ini mute.
NEG-3SG can
'He can't live without his friend (in the absence of his friend).'

d. bua tue-ni xokto anci-di-ni gene-mi
place winter-3SG road no-DAT-3SG go-INF
'walking in winter in the forest without a road' (SK 94)

The following example demonstrates that when the argument of the negative
copula is a personal pronoun, the copula can take personal inflections other
than that of the 3rd person.

(1762) Bi andi-du-i bagdi:.
me no-DAT-1SG live.2SG
'You live without me.' (SK 778)

With respect to living persons similar meaning can be also rendered by
means of the postposition geun-di(le)-ni 'in the absence of somebody' (see
10.2.1.3.2).
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23.2.2.2.3. Negation of the Proprietive

The Proprietive is negated with the copula anci and the Partitive form of the
possessed noun. This construction behaves like most regular modifiers, that is,
it can be either prenominal or postnominal (on postnominal extraposed
modifiers see 24.2.1.2.3). In the prenominal modifying construction the copula
is in the Nominative (1763). Such a negative modifier in the Nominative case
normally functions as a co-predicative element (1764).

(1763) / kusige-i bu-o:-mi nukte-le anci
me knife-ISO give-PAST-lSG hair-PART no
ni:-du.
man-DAT
Ί gave my knife to a bald person (a person without hair).'

(1764) a. Nua-ni za:-yi-le anci eme:-ni.
he-3SG money-AL-PART no come.PAST-3SG
'He came without money.'

b. Bi zugdi-le anci bagdi-mi.
me house-PART no live-ISO
Ί live without a house.'

Besides this, the negative possessive construction with the copula anci can
be conjoint to the clause; such cases are addressed in 18.1.2.2.2.
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Chapter 24
Information structure and word order

This chapter deals with the effects of information structuring on the surface
shape of the clause. We assume that the information structure is an independent
level of clause representation that deals with the "packaging" of the
information in the utterance. The relevant units of the information structure
here considered as primitives are topic and focus. In their definition we will
rely heavily on the practice of Lambrecht (1994) where they are identified in
relation to one another and to the corresponding proposition. Topic will be
understood as the subject about which the proposition is pragmatically
construed (Lambrecht 1994: 131). The existence of a topic participant is
presupposed by the speaker, so topic is always (a part of) the pragmatic
presupposition of the utterance. Focus will be understood as "the semantic
component of a pragmatically structured proposition whereby the assertion
differs from the presupposition" (Lambrecht 1994: 213). If the presupposition
is lacking, the focus and the assertive part of the utterance coincide. Thus,
every sentence has a focus, but not every sentence necessarily has a topic (if it
lacks a pragmatic presupposition). Roughly speaking, sentence elements that
do not correspond to the functions of topic and focus may be viewed as neutral
with respect to information structure.

Although, strictly speaking, the notions "topic" and "focus" refer to relations
at the level of information structure, we will use these terms to refer to the
corresponding elements of the clause as well. Topic normally corresponds to a
non-verbal constituent whose referent is mentioned in the discourse, although
new topics are possible as well. As distinct from the topic, focus can
correspond not only to the nominal constituent, but to a verbal constituent as
well.

We will further assume that information structure functions stand in a certain
mapping relationship to syntactic and semantic units. However, this is a matter
of considerable controversy, and no attempt will be made to describe here such
mapping relationships in Udihe. This chapter only concentrates on the
correspondences between a particular information structure status and the
linear order of the sentence elements. As demonstrated below, word order in
Udihe is primarily motivated by information structure considerations, although
grammatical information is also relevant.

Section 24.1 deals with word order at a clause level. Additional information
about word order can also be found in other chapters, particularly those on
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questions and negation (Chapter 23), on the adverbs (10.1.7), and the particles
(Chapter 12). Word order within a regular NP is treated in Chapter 13.

In some cases the information structure, together with semantics, conditions
the sentence construction, that is, the encoding of semantic units by
grammatical relations. Some remarks on this may be found in Chapter 16 on
the valence-changing operations. Such alternative constructions at the level of
the clause were discussed in Chapter 16. In section 24.2 we address the word
order and information structure driven alternative encoding of sentence
elements within a noun phrase, while in 24.3 we focus on copular
constructions.

24. L Word order at a clause level

Udihe exhibits certain typological features of a head-final SOV language: a
head-final noun phrase (Chapter 13) and relative clause (19.1), a left-branching
complement embedded clause before the matrix verb (Chapter 20),
postpositions (10.2), etc. Indeed, the SOV order is the most common
statistically as well. The typical SOV order is illustrated by examples below.

(1765) a. Mamasa ule:-we olokto-ini.
old.woman meat-ACC cook-3SG
The old woman is cooking meat.'

b. Omolo-i wopti-we kimpigi-e-ni.
granddaughter-1SG door-ACC close-PAST-3SG
'My granddaughter closed the door.'

c. Cinda-ziga jegdige ag'a-du kuge-we
bird-PL hero brother-DAT bellows-ACC
kuge:-ti.
blow.PAST-3PL
"The birds blew (the fire) with bellows for the brother hero.'
(SKX 76)

Cross-linguistically, subject is known to correlate with topic information
structure status, while the direct object is likely to encode the focus (in the
sense of narrow focus). The SOV order in Udihe seems to be a result of three
independent requirements: (i) the preverbal position of the focus (24.1.1), (ii)
subject/topic initiality (24.1.2), and (iii) verb finality (24.1.3). Requirement (i)
appears to be inviolable, therefore, when an element other than the direct object
corresponds to the focus function, the SOV order is abandoned. Requirements
(ii) and (iii) can easily be violated. As a result, the SOV order appears
non-rigid, deviations being motivated by specific information structure
requirements.
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Word order at a clause level 841

Elements that do not bear the focus or topic functions in the information
structure seem to be located relatively freely in the sentence. Clausal adverbs
tend to stand in the clause-initial position (10.1.7.1).

24.1.1. Focus position

The most important requirement of Udihe word order is the preverbal position
of the focus element. In a clause that does not involve any constituents other
than SOV, this, under normal discourse conditions, results in the preverbal
position of the object. The reason for this is that in such sentences the object
typically corresponds to the focus function, while the subject normally
corresponds to the topic function. In clauses with a more complicated structure,
the focus element is necessarily strictly preverbal independently of its semantic
role. Other elements are located either before the focus element or after the
verb. Different cases are exemplified below.

The focus element (especially the focus that bears an additional contrastive
implication) is highlighted by a high pitch intonation. In the translations we
will capitalize the element that corresponds to the focus function.

24.1.1.1. Question words

Question words are universally known to be pragmatically and formally
associated with the focus. In Udihe, the position of the question word is
necessarily strictly preverbal. On exceptions see 23.1.1.6. Examples of
preverbal question words, clause-initial (1766) and non clause-initial (1767) are
cited below.

(1766) a. I:-le b'a-i si mamasa-na-mi?
what-LOC fmd.PAST-2SG you wife-DEST-REF
'WHERE did you find a wife for yourself?' (K 146)

b. Ei ni: bi:-ni Susana neyu-ni?
this man be-3SG Susan younger.sibling-3SG
'Is THIS MAN Susan's younger brother?'

(1767) a. Urn 'a i:-du xuaja:-i?
hook what-DAT break.PAST-2SG
'WHY did you break the hook?' (Ki l l )

b. Sugza:-wa j'eu diga-gi-e-ni?
fish-ACC what eat-REP-PAST-3SG
'WHO ate the fish again?' (K 148)
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842 Information structure and word order

24.1.1.2. Subject focus

When the subject bears a focus status, the possible word orders are OSV
(1768a) or SVO (1768b). In (1768b)-(1768c) the focus bears an additional
contrastive implication.

(1768) a. Ei kusige-we min-du Iwana bu-ge.
this knife-ACC me-give Ivan give-PERF
'This knife was given to me by IVAN.'

b. Komo, si zomi: hi sugza:-yi-we-i?
Komo you steal.2SG me fish-AL-ACC-lSG
'Komo, is it YOU who steal my fish?' (K 148)

c. Ei Iwana eme-gi-e-ni Petra ei
this Ivan come-REP-PAST-3SG Peter NEG
hie.
be.PRES.HAB
'This is IVAN who has come, not Peter.'

24.1.1.3. Adverbial elements in focus

Certain (predicate) adverbials are likely to correspond to the focus function and
are therefore mostly found in the immediately preverbal position (cf. 10.1.7.1).
Examples of the preverbal focus on the instrumental noun phrase (1769a), the
temporal adverb (1769b), and on manner adverbs (1770) are cited below. As
can be seen, the direct object is separated from the verb by the focus element
(1770).

(1769) a. Jogoso tene asi kaygäs'a mo: uli-we
river CONT very narrow tree water-ACC
xana-zi dakpisi:-ni.
shadow-INST close-3PL
'The river is very narrow, the trees cover the water WITH
SHADOWS.'

b. Susana timana eme-zeqe-ni?
Susan tomorrow come-FUT-3SG
'Will Susan come TOMORROW?'

(1770) a. Ei tege-we ge:-zi wo:-ti.
this gown-ACC bad-INST make.PAST-3PL
'They had sewn this gown BADLY.
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b. Ei dogbo-ni sin-e-we ono-do
this night-3SG you-0-ACC how-FOC
nixe-mi zawa-za-mi.
do-INF catch-SUBJ-lSG
Ί will catch you this night ANYWAY.' (K 145)

When degree adverbials and quantifiers within a noun phrase bear the focus
function, they are located immediately before the verb, while the head noun is
postposed (see section 24.2.1.2 on discontinuous constituents).

24.1.2. Subject initiality

The subject is normally clause-initial, especially in the absence of any oblique
constituents.

(1771) a. Bi si anda-i bi-mi.
me you friend-2SG be-lSG
Ί am your friend.'

b. Nua-ni pensija-wa taulagi-e-ni.
he-3SG pension-ACC get-PAST-3SG
'He got a pension.'

Subject initiality can be violated in the following cases.

24.1.2.1. "Scene-setting" expressions

Clausal adverbs (sometimes referred to as "external topics" or "scene-setting"
expressions) are normally situated clause-initially, and therefore precede the
subject, cf. 10.1.7.1. They take scope over the whole clause and express spatial
or temporal aspects of the situation described.

(1772)a. Wei-du c'aligi ja: bi:-ni.
garden-DAT white cow be-3SG
'In the garden there is a white cow.'

b. Utem(i)-de pauza barjcala:-ni.
then-FOC roe kick.PAST-3SG
'Then the roe kicked (him).'

c. Neyi-ni timana suala teti-gi:,
day-3SG tomorrow ski dress-REP.PRP
gulin 'e.
leave.PERF
'The next day he put on his skis and left.'
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844 Information structure and word order

24.1.2.2. Presentational construction

A new participant is usually introduced in the discourse as a subject within
presentational constructions in which the correlation between the subject and
the topic is violated. In Udihe the (indefinite) subject of presentational
sentences is regularly postposed after the verb. It may be immediately
postverbal, as in (1773), or separated from the verb by other lexical material, as
in (1774).

(1773) a. Tukä-ini pauza mo:kt'oi do-lo-ni
run-3SG roe bushes inside-LOC-3SG
"There is a roe running in the bushes.'

b. Eme-kte:-ti tukca.
come-DIST.PAST-3PL hare
"There the hares came.'

c. Xegdi-le-ni tirjmele:-ni omo seutige.
bottom-LOC-3SG fell.PAST-3SG one nut
One nut fell down.'(K 137)

d. Kete b'asa-la-ni hie gula.
Kete river-LOC-3SG be.PRES.HAB rock
"There is a rock on the river Kete.' (SKX 308)

(ni4)Agda-si-mi adga-si-mi liymelei-rii uta-digi
oar-V-INF oar-V-INF fell.PAST-3SG that-ABL
kuliga.
snake
'He was mooring, mooring, (and) a snake fell from there.'

24.1.2.3. Predicate focus

The subject is postposed to the postverbal position when the focus extends over
the verb alone. This covers the following cases: (i) an "urgent news" report
(1775); (ii) when the verb is in potential contrast (1776) or questioned (yes-no
questions as in (1777) and answers to them); or (iii) when the action itself is
emphasized and presented with an effect of immediateness (1778).

(1775) a. Buk-ki-ni Uza.
die-PAST-3SG Uza
'UzaDIED.'(K114)

b. yene-zeye-i hi.
go-FUT-lSG me
'lamLEAVING.'(K 148)
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c. Ge zeli-we is'e Pakula.
well bulltrout-ACC see.PERF Pakula
'Well, Pakula saw a bulltrout (a sort of salmon).'

d. Uta-digi tene kepte-mi ise-si:-te
that-ABL CONT lie-INF see-IM.PRP-FOC
te:-gi-e-ni gune belie-n(i)-de.
get.up-REP-PAST-3SG EV girl-3SG-FOC
'While lying down he then saw that the girl GOT UP.' (K 145)

(m6)Ono-do ja: sin-e-we uisigi-zeye-i bi.
how-IND PROV you-0-ACC rescue-FUT-lSG me
'Whatever happens, I will RESCUE you.' (K 188)

(mi)Diga-u su?
eat-2PL you
'Did you EAT?'

(1778) a. Jogoso-li solo-ini Pakula ugda-zi.
river-PROL go.upstream-3SG Pakula boat-INST
'Pakula is MOVING UP the river in the boat.'

b. Ute bede xuli-mi ji:n-e-m(i) bi.
that like go-INF come-0-lSG me
'So I came WALKING.' (K 181)

24.1.3. Verb finality

Verb finality is violated by the subject postposed under certain conditions
(24.1.2). In addition, it can be violated as a result of object postposing. When
an element other than the direct object corresponds to the focus function, the
direct object in the transitive clauses is likely to be postposed and stand after
the verb (1779). However, it may also be located before the focus element, so
variants such as (1780a) and (1780b) are both acceptable, while the latter is
likely to express a greater degree of contrast.

(\119)Nua-ti tutulu gele-masi:-ti kusige-we.
he-3PL always ask-REC-3PL knife-ACC
'They always ask for a knife from each other.'

(1780) a. Bi nua-ma-ni rjala-zi: zawa-za-mi.
me he-ACC-3SG hand-INST.REF take-SUBJ-lSG
Ί would take him by the hand.'
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846 Information structure and word order

b. yala-zi·' zawa-za-mi hi
hand-INST.REF take-SUBJ-lSG me
nua-ma-ni.
he-ACC-3SG
Ί would take him by the hand.'

In the language of the younger generation the object may be postposed without
any particular information structure motivation, under the influence of Russian.
This is possible even when the object is a (non-contrastive) focus, cf. (178 la)
and(1781b).

(1781) a. Pakula zeli-we Is'e.
Pakula bulltrout -ACC see.PERF
'Pakula saw a bulltrout (a sort of salmon).'

b. Pakula is'e zeli-we.
Pakula see.PERF bulltrout-ACC
Takula saw a bulltrout (a sort of salmon).'

Elements other than subject and direct object may occasionally follow the
verb. They are normally all kinds of adjuncts (1782), as well as the modifiers of
the focused verb (see 10.1.7.2).

(1782) a. Nada kotoi-ziga bi-si-ti eni mule.
seven bald-PL be-PAST-3PL mother with
There lived seven bald ones with their mother.'

b. Sita-ni tuka-na:-ni zugdi-tigi.
child-3SG run-DIR.PAST-3SG house-LAT
'His son ran home.'

24.2. Information structure within the noun phrase

This section describes alternative organizations of the non-possessive (24.2.1)
and possessive destinative (24.2.2) noun phrase that are conditioned by the
different distribution of information structure functions between their
components.

24.2.1. Non-possessive noun phrase

Here we focus on the alternative organization of the modified non-possessive
noun phrase, mostly those in which the modifier corresponds to an adjective or
a quantifier. As was argued in Chapter 13, the noun phrase is normally
head-final. Attributive agreement in case is absent, while agreement in number
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is optional (13.2.2). The relation between the head and the non-possessive
modifier is not encoded by any special morphological device. However, under
conditions driven mainly by considerations of information structure there may
be variance in word order and the encoding of the attributive relationship
within a noun phrase.

Generally speaking, the regular organization of the noun phrase described in
Chapter 13 is observed when both the modifier and the head noun bear the
same status in the information structure (topic, focus, or neutral). This results in
the noun phrase being unpartitioned from the point of view of information
structure. When their statuses differ, either the modifier is raised (24.2.1.1), or
the noun phrase is organized discontinuously (24.2.1.2).

24.2.2.1. Modifier raising

Certain types of modifiers can be raised to the head position. Typically, the
construction is motivated by some sort of modifier's foregrounding. It is
observed when the head noun and the modifier bear different information
structure functions, namely, either the head is topicalized (cf. the topicalizing
internal relative clause (19.2)) or the modifier is in (contrastive) focus, or both
of these conditions hold.

(1183) gene-mi jegdige xokto agdan-di-ni
go-INF hero road middle-DAT-3SG
ogbie-we wa:-ni, ogbie bogo-wo-ni.
moose-ACC kill.PAST-3SG moose fat-ACC-3SG
'The hero was walking and on half way he killed a moose, a FAT
moose.' (SKX 186)

However, this condition does not seem to be very strong. Sometimes modifier
raising is available in the same contexts where a non-raising adjective-noun
construction is used. For example, in (1784a) a regular noun phrase (saqta
mamaka Old woman') is coordinated with a moidifier-raising construction
(ni:nta sarjta-ni Old man'). The same is in (1784b).

(1784) a. Sarjta mamaka ni:nta sarjta-ni uli
old old.woman man old-3SG water
ka:-la-ni xeyefol'e-si ut'asi Lurjie-tigi
edge-LOC-3SG kneel-PP.SS then Lungie
xeyki-si:-ti.
bow-IM-3PL
'An old woman or an old man kneel down near the water and
bow to Lungie.' (SK 1043-1044)
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848 Information structure and word order

b. Ninta sayta-ni bi-mi abuga bi-ze-i,
man old-3SG be-INF father be-SUBJ-2SG
saqta a:nta-ni bi-mi eniye bi-ze-i.
old woman-3SG be-INF mother be-SUBJ-2SG
'If you are an old man, be my father, if you are an old woman, be
my mother.' (SKX 224)

The raised modifier acquires the following head properties: (i) it is an
obligatory constituent of the clause; (ii) it bears morphological markers that
show the external syntactic relations of the noun phrase in the clause (case
markers); (iii) it is located in a typical head position, that is, phrase-finally; and
(iv) it is marked by the possessive affix in the same way as the head of the
possessive phrase (13.1), which suggests that the initial head nominal is
demoted to the position of possessor. The structure of the noun phrase with the
raised modifier is as follows:

(1785) noun - modifier + the case marker + the 3rd person personal affix -ni

The following modifiers undergo raising: adjectives (24.2.2.1.1), certain
quantifiers (24.2.2.1.2), and the relative clause. The internal relative clause (the
"topicalizing" relative clause) was discussed in 19.2. The information structure
requirement that conditions this type of relative clause is basically the one that
conditions the raising of other modifiers, namely, the topicalization of the head
noun. Most quantitative nouns with a partitive meaning (13.3.3.2), numerals,
possessive modifiers (13.1), modifiers expressed by a postpositional phrase
(13.5), or the oblique-case noun (13.6) do not undergo raising, although some
of them may be postnominal.

When the raised modifier construction is in its turn the head of the
possessive phrase, the possessive affix -ni is replaced by the possessive affix
that refers to the possessor of the possessive phrase. In (1786b) the raised
quantificational noun (tie 'pair') bears the 2nd person personal marker, cf. the
regular construction (1786a).

(1786) a. si tie kolo-wo-i 'your pair of mittens' (ACC)
<you pair mitten-ACC-2SG>

b. si kolo tie-we-i 'your pair of mittens' (ACC)
<you mitten pair-ACC-2SG>

24.2.1.1.1. Adjectival modifier raising

In (1787) we exemplify postnominal adjectival modifiers that bear the 3rd

person personal marker -ni and a case affix indicating the syntactic role of the
noun phrase. In these examples, adjectival modifiers bear new information (are
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in focus), and the head noun is part of a pragmatic presupposition, i.e. (a part
of) the topic. In addition the raised adjectival modifier may express a high
degree of the quality, as in (1788).

(1787) a. Bi zugdi namai-du-ni bagdi-mi.
me house warm-DAT-3SG live-ISO
Ί live in a warm house.'

b. Ogb bui kuaj'a-ni bi:-ni.
elk animal swift-3SG be-3SG
"The elk is a swift animal.'

c. Asasa, banixe, b'ata ni: baja-ni.
thanks thanks boy man rich-3SG
'Thank you, thank you, dear fellow.'

d. Bi caja xekui-zi-ni daga:-mi.
me tea hot-INST-3SG burn.PAST-lSG
Ί burnt myself with hot tea.'

e. Jegdige maNga-wa-ni telwju-si-ze-mi.
hero strong-ACC-3SG story-V-SUBJ-lSG
'Let me tell about a strong hero.'

f. Tuduze bombo-ni olokto-i.
potato round-3SG cook-PRP
'He cooks round potatoes.'

g. Ule: naligi-we-ni xekui uli-le
meat raw-ACC-3SG hot water-LOC
ula-je.
wet-IMP.2SG
'Wet the raw meat with hot water.'

(1788) a. Bi ali-de e-si: b'agdi-se b'ata
me when-INDNEG-PAST.lSG meet-EXP boy
mayga-wa-ni.
strong-ACC-3SG
Ί have never met such a strong boy.'

b. Bi od'o-i edi mayga-wa-ni
me grandfather-1SG wind strong-ACC-3SG
ise-si-e-ni.
see-IM-PAST-3SG
'My grandfather saw a very strong typhoon.'

c. Bi ali-de e-si: ise kuliga
me never NEG-PAST.1SG see snake
sagdi-we-ni.
big-ACC-3SG
Ί have never seen such a big snake.'
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850 Information structure and word order

24.2.1.1.2. Quantifier raising

Scalar quantifiers egdi 'many, much', wac'a 'little, few', xa: 'some' are raised
under the same conditions as adjectives, and form the same construction, cf.:

(1789) a. Bu ni: egdi-tigi-ni yene-mu.
we man many-LAT-3GS go-lPL.EX
'We visit many people.'

b. Eineyi ni: egdi-ni.
today man many-3SG
'There are many people today.'

The raising of the universal quantifier teu (11.2.2.1) is fairly frequent.

(1790) a. Ni: teu-ni zeu-we diga-wa ca:la.
man all-3SG food-ACC eat-ACC like
'All people like eating.'

b. Bi o-du ni: teu-me-ni sa:-mi.
me this-DAT man all-ACC-3SG know-lSG
Ί know all the people here.'

c. Ιηβηΐ teun-di-ni eme-gi:-de
day all-DAT-3SG come-REP.PRP-FOC
eme-gi:.
come-REP.PRP
'He comes and comes again every day.'

d. Ni: teun-tigi-ni lauli-mi gusi:-ni.
man all-LAT-3SG dance-INF play-3SG
'He is playing, dancing for all the people.'

Some quantitative nouns with a partitive meaning (13.3.3.1) can undergo
raising as well.

(1791) omo kolo tie-ni One pair of mittens'
<one mitten pair-3SG>

24.2.1.1.3. Lack of possessive marking

In particular cases the raised modifier is not marked for the 3rd person Singular,
although otherwise the construction remains the same: the modifier is
phrase-final and takes case markers indicating the role of the phrase in the
external syntax. The lack of possessive marking is typically observed when the
adjective modifies the indefinite pronoun (either the specific indefinite pronoun
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j'eu-ke (9.6.1) or the non-specific indefinite pronoun j'eu-de (9.6.2)), although
for neither is the possessive affix totally impossible, as shown in (1793).

(1792) a. Bi ise-mi j'eu-ke xulaligi bi:-ni.
me see-lSG what-IND red be-3SG
Ί can see: there is something red.'

b. J'eu-ke seuni-we t'osi-e-ni bize.
what-IND scary-ACC dream-PAST-3SG must
'He must have dreamt about something scary.'

c. Gazi-je min-du j'eu-de
bring-IMP.2SG me-DAT what-IND
uligdig'a-we-de.
beautiful-ACC-FOC
'Bring me something beautiful.'

(1793) a. Bu-je min-du j'eu-de
give-IMP.2SG me-DAT what-IND
xekui-we-ni.
strong-ACC-3SG
'Give me something strong.'

b. Bi ise:-tni j'eu-ke c'aligi-we-ni.
me see.PAST-lSG what-IND white-ACC-3SG
Ί saw something white.'

The content components of the compound adjectives (6.4.4) when raised
within the noun phrase are never marked with the 3rd person possessive marker
(1794). This also applies to some other adjectives (1795).

(1794) a. Geygem xulu mo:-ni toydom
slim ash.tree tree-3S straight
bede hie.
like be.PRES.HAB
'She is slim like a straight ash-tree.' (SKX 188)

b. Guas'a-ni toci-nenene-de xukti-e-ni.
bitch-3SG thin-ADJ-FOC run-PAST-3SG
'His very thin bitch came running.' (SKX 260)

(1795) a. Bi si in'ei bubu-\ve ise:-mi.
me you dog alike-ACC see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw a dog like yours.'

b. Bi sofjo seuni:-yku-we ise:-mi.
me bear frightful-PL-ACC see.PAST-lSG
Ί saw frightful bears.'
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c. Bi ise:-mi zueze xegie-ni
me see-lSG house place.below-3SG
keyku-we.
empty-ACC
Ί saw the empty place under the table.'

d. E:xi-we ja: noligi-zi o:-iti.
frog-ACC eye green-INST make-3PL
'They make a frog with green eyes.' (SK 397)

e. Omos'o iyamukta-i boktoli tugbo:-ni.
one tear-REF round drop.PAST-3SG
'He dropped one round tear.' (SKX 218)

Finally, the quantifiers teu 'all' and egdi 'a lot, many, much' may raise without
being marked for the 3rd person Possessive.

(1796) a. Ni: teu min-e-we sa-du.
man all me-O-ACC know-PL
'Every man knows me.'

b. Uti sewexi teu onto ba:-la
that idol all one place-LOC
omo-si-e-k, to:-lo jaktuna:-ni.
one-V-PAST-EXPR fire-LOC kindle.PAST-3SG
'He gathered together all the idols in one place and lit the fire.'

c. Sita-na-i teu aja bi:-ti.
child-PL-lSG all good be-3PL
'All of my children are healthy.'

d. Bi H'aula egdi-du bu-o:-ni konfeta-wa.
me child many-DAT give-PAST-3SG candy-ACC
Ί gave candy to many children.'

24.2.1.1 A. Number agreement in the phrase with a raised modifier

The rules of number agreement within the phrase with the raised modifier do
not seem to differ from those that operate in the regular noun phrase (Chapter
13). The controller of agreement is the noun. Although plurality does not have
to be morphologically marked on the noun itself, a semantically Plural noun
triggers a Plural affix on the adjective, see the following example and also
(1795b).

(l791)Min-du mo: imexi-yku-we wjkala:-ti.
me-DAT tree new-PL-ACC carry.PAST-3PL
'They brought me new wood.'
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When the noun is formally in the Plural, number agreement is obligatory (cf.
13.2.2).

24.2.1.2. Discontinuous constituents

Discontinuous noun phrases appear in two cases: (i) when the modifier is in
focus and located strictly preverbal, while the head noun is postposed; (ii)
when the modifier stands at the end of the sentence, after the finite verb.

24.2.1.2.1. Adjectival modifier in focus

According to the general principle of Udihe word order (24.1), the focused
constituent occupies an immediately preverbal position. Modifiers, when they
bear a strong (contrastive) focus, may be located preverbally, while the head
noun marked for case is postposed. Such a construction is mostly typical of
different kinds of quantifiers and will be referred to as "quantifier float"
(24.2.2.2.2), however, adjectival modifiers are also attested in focus position.
Examples (1798b) illustrates a discontinuous adverbial clause.

(1798)a, Seuni: seuni: xulis'e guy-ki-ni
wful awful come.PERF say-PAST-3SG
Zarjdalafu tene-le.
Zandalafu CONT-FOC
'She said: the AWFUL Zandalafu came.' (K 105)

b. Caixi e-zi xuli auqa-digi.
far NEG-MP.2SG go night.shelter-ABL
'Don't go FAR AWAY from the night shelter.' (SK 252)

24.2.1.2.2. Quantifier float

The floated quantifier always has a morphologically bare Nominative form, as
distinct from the constructions where the postposed quantifier agrees in case
with the head nominal (13.3.6). The floated quantifier, therefore, behaves
morphologically as an unchangeable adverb rather than an adjective or other
determiner.

The quantifiers that undergo floating are: the universal quantifiers teu and
käu (in the Northern dialect) 'all', the scalar quantifiers la(si), egdi, and ta(si)
'many, much, a lot', and - less frequently - some quantitative nouns with
partitive meaning (13.3.3). Floated quantifiers do not inflect for case.

The floated quantifier is located in the immediately preverbal position and
bears the focus function. Quantifier float is normally triggered by the subject,
as shown in (1799) or the direct object, as in (1800). It seems that grammatical
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854 Information structure and word order

relations other than the subject and the direct object cannot trigger quantifier
float. Typically the head noun immediately precedes the quantifier, but this is
not necessary so. It may be postposed after the verb (1801).

(1799) a. Mo: abda:-ni teu guline-kte:-ti.
three leaf-3SG all leave-DIST.PAST-3PL
'ALL the leaves of the tree fell down.'

b. Si min-du teu gida-si-u-ze-i.
you me-DAT all spear-V-PAS-SUBJ-2SG
'You will ALL be killed with a spear by me.' (K 158)

c. Zuha duVarjki-ni kaunta egdi bagdi:.
summer middle-3SG butterfly much live.PRP
There are A LOT of butterflies in the middle of summer.'
(SK 1096)

(1800) a. Xunxuze ni:-we l si magi-e-ti.
robber man-ACC many kill-PAST-3PL
'Robbers killed MANY people.'

b. Xaisi nada namit-wa teu dew-o:-ni.
again seven sea-ACC all cross-PAST-3SG
'He crossed ALL seven seas again.' (K 181)

c. Mafa gegberjku-we teu aptasi-e-ni.
bear berry-ACC all squash-PAST-3SG
'The bear squashed all the berries.' (SK 924)

(1801) a. Bi sin-digi l si wa-ζαηα-ί cinda-wa.
me you-ABL many kill-FUT-lSG bird-ACC
Ί will kill MORE birds than you.'

b. L si olokto:-ti zeu-we.
much cook.PAST-3PL food-ACC
'They cooked LOTS OF food.'

c. Ma:ma-la t : wa:-ni
grandmother-CONT much kill.PAST-3SG
sugz :-wa-la um'a-zi-la.
fish-ACC-CONT hook-INST-CONT
'Grandmother killed LOTS OF fish with the hook.' (K 109)

d. Ima: teu dei-zerje-ni xokto-wo.
snow all cover-FUT-3SG road-ACC
'Snow will cover ALL the roads.'

e. Bi moxo tapci gada:-mi gegberjku-we.
me mug full collect.PAST-lSG berry-ACC
'We collected a WHOLE bowl of berries.'
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f. egdi lagbay-ki bi-mi siekte...
much stick-PP be-INF thread
'if there were a lot of thread that had stuck ....' (SK 1096)

24.2.1.2.3. Extraposed modifier

The modifier that is located discontinuously from its head at the right edge of
the clause is usually separated from the rest of the sentence by a pause, and
bears a rising intonation. Formally constructions with the extraposed modifier
are completely identical to the constructions with the non-adjacent relative
clause (19.3). The extraposed modifier normally takes the case marker that
indicates the syntactic role of the head nominal, but does not take a possessive
suffix. Cf. construction (1802a) with modifier raising and (1802b), where the
modifier is extraposed:

(1802) a. Bu-je min-du j'eu-de
give-IMP.2SG me-DAT what-IND
xekui-we-ni.
hot-ACC-3SG
'Give me something hot.'

b. Min-du j'e-we-de bu-je
me-DAT what-ACC-IND give-IMP.2SG
xekui-we-de.
hot-ACC-FOC
'Give me something hot.'

Since the head nominal within the clause is marked for case, its syntactic role is
indicated twice in the sentence. We only have examples of the Accusative and
Nominative noun phrases with postposed modifiers at our disposal. The head
noun controls the Plural marking on the postposed modifier, as in (1804b)
below. It is not entirely clear, however, whether we are here dealing with an
instance of attributive agreement, or whether the modifier is clause-external
and should be analyzed as substantivized.

There seem to be two forms of modifier postposing. The first is motivated by
information structure considerations, namely, the afterthought status of the
postposed element. By "afterthought" we mean an element added after the
completion of the sentence to clarify an element of the clause, such as, for
example, sagdi basa-la 'a large river' in (1803a) or uti ninta-wa 'that man' in
(1803b).

(1803) a. Omo bäsa i:y-ki-ti, sagdi basa-la.
one river come-PAST-3PL large river-CONT
'They reached one river, a large river.' (K 153)
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856 Information structure and word order

b. Uti mo:-iji-ni bue-we-ni a:kta-mi
that tree-AL-3SG he-ACC-3SG chase-INF
tukte-li-e-ni, uti ninta-wa.
beat-INC-PAST-3SG that man-ACC
"The wooden sticks began to chase him, they began to beat this
man.'

The most common situation, however, is when the modifier alone is postposed
as an afterthought element. Typically it "doubles" the case marking of the head
nominal, as in (1804), however, it may also appear unmarked for case, as in
(1805). In the latter case we may in fact be dealing with a coordinated
construction (see 18.1.2.2).

(1804) a. Xoyto mamasa-\va gada-laga-ni nixe-ini
other wife-ACC take-PURP-3SG do-3SG
paki-\ve uligdig 'a-wa.
skilful-ACC beautiful-ACC
'He is going to take another wife, a skilful one, a beautiful one.'

b. Bi zu-be soyo-wo b'agdi-s'e-i
me two-ACC bear-ACC meat-EXP.PERF-lSG
seuni:-jjku-we.
scary-PL-ACC
Ί met two bears, scary ones.'

c. Ni aziga-yi-ni eme:-ni
who girl-AL-3SG come.PAST-3SG
alagdig'a-i-de?
beautiful-FOC-FOC
'Whose girl has come, so beautiful?'

d. Mo:-wo gada-ja egdi-we-de
wood-ACC bring-IMP.2SG much-ACC-FOC
aka-i siesi-lege-i.
back-lSG warm-PURP-lSG
'Bring wood, a lot (of it), so that I warm up my back.' (K 171)

e. Min-du j'e-we-de bu-je
me-DAT what-ACC-IND give-IMP.2SG
emei-we-de.
sharp-ACC-FOC
'Give me something that is sharp.'

(1805) a. Bi ni:-we ise:-mi jagdugu-xi.
me man-ACC see.PAST-lSG spectacles-ADJ
Ί saw a man, in spectacles.'
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b. Ni wo:-ni tege-ne-i ketu
who make.PAST-3SG gown-DEST-2SG very
uligdig'a?
beautiful
'Who made you a dress, a very beautiful one?' (K 163)

The second case of the modifier extraposing is conditioned by formal
considerations (the "heavy" modifier). "Heavy" modifiers are those that take an
argument: two-place adjectives (6.3.2), postpositional phrases (10.2.3), and the
negative modifier (18.1.2.2.2). Although they are not excluded from a
head-adjacent position (see the examples in the corresponding sections), a
strong tendency is observed for them to be located discontinuously. In (1806)
we illustrate adjectives that take an oblique argument, and in (1807)
postpositional phrases. In the latter case, the discontinuous modifier is normally
unmarked for case. However, in (1808) the postposition takes a case marker.

(1806) a. Bi ni:-we ise:-mi ami-mi
me man-ACC see.PAST-lSG father-REF
bubui-we.
like-ACC
Ί saw a man looking like my father.'

b. Bi in'ei-we ise:-mi si
me dog-ACC see.PAST-lSG you
in 'ei-digi-de maijga-wa.
dog-ABL-FOC strong-ACC
Ί saw a dog stronger than yours.'

(1807) a. Bi ise:-mi n'aula-wa Iwanabubu.
me see.PAST-lSG child-ACC Ivan like
Ί saw a child looking like Ivan.'

b. Bi abuga-i ise:-mi Iwana zuye.
me father-1SG see.PAST-lSG Ivan both
Ί saw my father with Ivan.'

(1808) Galakta-mi wa-li-la-mi marjga ni:-we,
seek-lSG kill-INC-PURP-SS strong man-ACC
men-e kui: bede-we.
REF-0 strength.REF like-ACC
Ί am looking for a strong man to fight with, (a man) equally strong to
me.'(SK881)
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858 Information structure and word order

24.2.1.3. Summary of the structure of the noun phrase

The table below presents different patterns of the structure of the
non-possessive noun phrase with a possible information structure motivation.
Patterns (1809c) and (1809d) are instances of the discontinuous noun phrase,
which is shown with the symbol V (verb) intervening between its components.

(1809) possible information structure
motivation

a. [modifier N + case] informationally unstructured
noun phrase

b. [N modifier + case + ni] topicalized noun
c. [modifier] V [N + case] modifier in focus
d. [N + case] V [modifier (+ case)] afterthought modifier

24.2.2. Information structure in destinative constructions

In the regular possessive destinative noun phrases in the object role the head
noun (the destinative object) encodes the person and number of the possessive
modifier (the benefactive) by means of personal agreement affixes, see 13.1.

24.2.2.1. Topicalized object

The topicalized destinative object is encoded twice in the sentence: first within
the regular destinative noun phrase, second, as the Accusative direct object
promoted to sentence-initial position. Cf. (1810a), which illustrates the regular
destinative construction, and (1810b) where the topicalized object is encoded
with the Accusative noun phrase ei suese-we 'this axe'.

(1810) a. Men-e nerju-i suese-ne-ni
REF-0 younger.sibling-REF axe-DEST-3SG
wo:-mi.
make.PAST-3SG
Ί made an axe for my younger brother.'

b. Ei suese-we men-e neyu-i
this axe-ACC REF-0 younger.sibling-REF
suese-ne-ni wo:-mi.
axe-DEST-3SG make.PAST-lSG
This axe, I made it for my brother.'
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Information structure within the noun phrase 859

The topicalized left-dislocated Accusative noun phrase is normally separated
by a pause from the rest of the sentence, and should perhaps be analyzed as
clause-external, cf. also the following example:

(1811) ß zugdi-we hi anda-i zugdi-ne-ni
this house-ACC me friend-1SG house-DEST-3SG
wo-iti.
make-3PL
'This house, they are building it for my friend.'

24.2.2.2. Modifier in focus

If the destinative object takes a modifier other than the destinative modifier (for
example, an adjective) it may be focused. As was argued in 24.1.1, the major
requirement of Udihe word order is the preverbal position of the focus element,
with the result that certain focus modifiers must be placed in the preverbal
position. This results in the discontinuous noun phrase (24.2.1.2). For
destinative constructions another strategy applies: the focus modifier within the
destinative noun phrase does not occupy the strictly preverbal position, but
modifies the Accusative object located in the preverbal position. The object,
therefore, is syntactically "doubled" as the Accusative object located in the
preverbal position and as the Destinative object (normally clause-initial). The
latter corresponds to the presuppositional (topical) part of the utterance.

(1812) a. Bi men-e suese-ne-mi aja suese-we
me REF-0 axe-DEST-REF nice axe-ACC
ga:zi-e-mi.
bring-PAST-lSG
'As for an axe for myself, I brought a nice one.'

b. Seudi-ne-i namai seudi-we gada-ja.
kerchief-DEST-lSG warm kerchief-ACC buy-IMP.2SG
'As for the kerchief for me, buy a warm one.'

c. Bi men-e ami-mi tege-ne-ni
me REF-0 father-REF gown-DEST-3SG
seule-me sexi-we gazi-e-mi.
silk-ADJ cloth-ACC bring-PAST-lSG
'As for the clothes for my father, I brought a silk cloth.'

d. Pakula ugda-na-mi imexi-we
Pakula boat-DEST-REF new-ACC
wo:-ni.
make.PAST-3SG
'As for the boat for Pakula, he made a new one for himself.'
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860 Information structure and word order

e. Ulikte dili-ne-ni kuliga dili-ni
lard head-DEST-3SG snake head-3SG
duo-ni wo-iti.
shape-3SG make-3PL
'As for the lard's head, they make (it in the) shape of a snake's
head.'

24.2.2.3. Topicalized benefactive

The topicalized benefactive (the destinative modifier) is raised out of the
modifier position within the destinative noun phrase and encoded by the
independent Dative noun phrase. Obviously, it cannot be omitted from the
sentence like a regular (non-topicalized) destinative modifier. The possessive
modifier within the destinative noun phrase itself is absent but anaphorically
referred to by means of the possessive affixes. Cf. (1813a) and (1813b).

(1813) a. Bi au-na-ni gada:-mi.
me cap-DEST-3SG buy.PAST-1SG
Ί bought him a cap.'

b. Bi nuan-di-ni au-na-ni gada:-mi.
me he-DAT-3SG cap-DEST-3SG buy.PAST-lSG
'For him, I bought a cap.'

More example examples are:

(1814) a. Men-e nerju-du-i suese-ne-ni
REF-0 younger.sibling-DAT-REF axe-DEST-3SG
wo:-mi.
make.PAST-lSG
'For my younger brother, I made this axe.'

b. Ami-ni b'ata-ma sita-du-i
father-3SG boy-ADJ child-DAT-REF
ada-na-ni o:-ini.
arrow-DEST-3SG make-3SG
'The father is making an arrow for his son.'

24.2.2.4. Summary on information structure within the destinative noun phrase

Below we present the patterns of organization of the possessive destinative
constructions with possible information structure motivations. Symbol B here
refers to the noun phrase that corresponds to benefactive (the potential recipient
of the destinative object), Ο denotes the object noun).
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(1815) possible information structure
motivation

a. [Β Ο + DEST + possessive] informationally
unstructured noun phrase

b. [O + ACC] [Β Ο + DEST + possessive] topicalized object

c. [Β Ο + DEST + possessive] [modifier Ο + ACC]
modifier in focus

d. [B + DAT] [O + DEST + possessive] topicalized recipient

24.3. Information structure in copular constructions

On the regular structures of copular constructions see Chapter 17.

24.3.1. Intensifying the adjective

In adjectival copular constructions (17.2.2.1.1), the predicative adjective may
take the 3rd person personal marker -m. This situation expresses a certain
semantic and perhaps information structure content, namely, the high degree of
the feature denoted by the adjective, cf. the attributive adjectives that use the
same device for the same purpose (24.2.1.1.1). Sentence (1816d) is an example
of the Resultative Participle in the predicative position. The affix -ni here
intensifies the meaning of the adjective.

(1816) a. Bi sita-i ketu pag'a-ni.
me son-ISO very stupid-3SG
'My son is very stupid.'

b. K ya kuaja-ni.
deer fast-3SG
"The deer is very fast.'

c. Zua xekui-nL
summer hot-3SG
'The summer is very hot.'

d. Tege guzaga-na-ktu-ni.
gown tear-DIST-RES-3SG
'The gowns are all torn up.'

e. Ei z : sagdi-ni.
this coin large-3SG
'This coin is (very) large.'
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f. Kuliga egdi-ni.
snake much-3SG
'There are a lot of snakes.' (SK 1097)

24.3.2. Topicalized subject

The topicalized subject of copular constructions may be repeated twice within
the sentence: first, in the clause-initial position as the subject, second, as the
predicative element. The predicative word of the initial copular construction is
demoted to the modifier position. For example, the construction (1817b) with
the topicalized subject ΟΙοηο wo:-ni Olon mountain' is syntactically derived
from the regular copular construction (1817a). The predicative part gugda wo:
'high mountain' in (1817b) consists of the modifier gugda 'high' which
corresponds to the initial predicate and the "doubled" subject wo: 'mountain'.

(1817) a. ΟΙοηο wo:-ni gugda.
Olon mountain-3SG high
Olon mountain is high.'

b. ΟΙοηο wo:-ni gugda wo:.
Olon mountain-3SG high mountain
'As for Olon mountain, it is high.'

(1818)i/fi ni: aja ni:.
that man nice man
'That man is nice.' (SK 82)

A range of copular constructions behave in this way: adjectival and
nominative constructions (24.3.2.1), destinative constructions (24.3.2.23), and
alienable possessive constructions (24.3.2.2).

24.3.2.1. Adjectival and Nominative constructions

Examples of adjectival and nominative copular constructions with the
topicalized subject are presented in (1819) and (1820) respectively.

(1819) a. Bi zugdi: ' mo:-mo zugdi.
me house. 1SG tree-ADJ house
'As for my house, it is made of wood.'

b. Ei b sa aja b sa.
this river nice river
'As for this river, it is nice.' (K 154)
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c. Ei 'ana imexi 'ana.
this boat new boat
4 As for this boat, it is new.'

(1820) a. Ei mo: kurjka mo:-ni bi:-ni.
this tree cedar tree-3SG be-3SG
'As for this tree, it is a cedar.'

b. Ei n'aula udie n'aula-ni bi:-ni.
this child Udihe child-3SG be-3SG
'As for this boy, he is Udihe.'

24.3.2.2. Alienable possession constructions

In alienable possession copular constructions the predicative word corresponds
to the noun with the alienable possession suffix -rji- (17.2.2.3). Such a noun
does not function attributively. Therefore in constructions with the topicalized
subject, the possessive modifier within the predicative noun phrase is expressed
by the regular Nominative noun, cf.:

(1821)£i zugdi bi anda-na-i zugdi-ti.
this house me friend-PL-1SG house-3PL
'As for this house, it is my friends' house.'

24.3.2.3. Destinative constructions

In the destinative copular constructions (17.2.2.2.1) the possessive destinative
noun phrase in the predicative function expresses the designation of the subject
participant ('as my daughter', 'as our servant', etc.). In constructions with the
topicalized subject, the predicate corresponds to the destinative phrase, where
the head (the noun in the Destinative case) lexically repeats the subject.

(1822)£i au bi abuga-i au-ne-ni.
this cap me father-1SG cap-DEST-3SG
'As for this cap, it is for my father.'

24.4. Topicalization of other constituents

24.4.1. Extra-clausal topic

Generally speaking, an extra-clausal topic promoted to the beginning of the
sentence is not typical of Udihe, however, such a construction is available in
rare cases. Sentences (1823) are examples of colloquial speech where the
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topicalized constituents corresponding to the possessor are extracted from the
clause. The topicalized elements are separated by pauses from the rest of the
sentence. The possessed noun phrase bears the possessive marking which
anaphorically refers to the topicalized possessor.

(1823) a. Tukti-koe-i getu nuati ga:ma-ti gula
climb-INT-PRP PL they bone-3PL rock
xegien-du-ni bie.
bottom-DAT-3SG be.PRES.HAB
'As for those who wanted to climb, their bones are at the bottom of
the rock.'(SKX 98)

b. Biatu-ziga kawa do-nigi-ni keje-ti
Biatu-PL tent inside-ABL-3SG voice-3PL
dio-pto:-ni.
hear-DEC.PAST-3SG
'As for Biatu, their voices were heard from inside the tent.'
(SKX 88)

c. M: bo:kto-zi su:le-i getu nua-ni
man kidney-INST be.sick-PRP PL he-3SG
degdi-ni xwjnaf-xwjnaf bie.
face-3SG pale-pale be.PRES.HAB
'Those people who have kidney disease, their faces are very pale.'
(SK 1017)

More regularly the possessive modifier can be topic-promoted out of the
possessive copular construction, in which case the possessive marking on the
predicative noun is missing and he construction can perhaps be reinterpreted as
an existential construction (17.2.1.3).

(1824) a. Nua-ni ila ke: in'ei bie.
he-3SG three vicious dog be.PRES.HAB
'As for him, he has three vicious dogs.'
(literally: 'As for him, there are three vicious dogs.')

b. Bi mamasa-i uligdig'a-i nukte
me wife-lSG beautiful-FOC hair
bi-s'e.
be-PAST.HAB
'As for my wife, she had beautiful hair.'
(literally: 'As for my wife, there was beautiful hair.')

Subject topicalization may be expressed by means of the Infinitive of the verb
hi- 'be' bi-mi (which is also used as a lexicalized time adverb, typically at the
beginning of the sentence, see 10.1.2.2). This is mostly typical of the Northern
dialect.
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(1825) a. Mo: bi-mi o:kto bi-mi tu: lu:
tree be-INF grass be-INF all bright
zegde-ini.
burn-3SG
'The trees, the grass, they are all burning very brightly.' (SKX 92)

b. Tege-ni bimi buf-buf ono-mo.
gown-3SG be-INF equal-equal ornament-ADJ
'His gown, it is (covered) with equal ornaments.' (SK 191)

c. Tukca:-si ima:-si bi-mi, tukca bi-mi —
hare-DIS snow-DIS be-INF hare be-INF
caligi, ima: bi-mi- xwjuligi
white snow be-INF grey
'Either this is a hare or snow; for a hare it is (too) white, for snow,
it is (too) grey.' (SK 368)

24.4.2. Topicalization by means of the Infinitive

The Infinitive in the beginning of the sentence may serve to topicalize the
concept denoted by this verb. It is either the same verb as the main verb (1826)
of differs from it (1827).

(1826) a. Uta bede gusi-mi egdi ni: gusi:-ti.
that like play-INF many man play-3PL
'As for this game, a lot of people play.' (SKX 304)

b. Ono-wo o:-mi-de onobui onobui
ornament-ACC make-INF-FOC which which
ono-wo o:-i.
ornament-ACC make-PRP
'As for making ornaments, they make all sort of them.' (SK 732)

c. Wa:-mi-ke e-zi wa:.
kill-INF-FOC NEG-MP.2SG kill
'As for killing, don't kill (anybody).' (Schneider 1937: 82)

d. Bu:-m(i)-de bu-te-m(i)-ze.
give-INF-FOC give-PERM-lSG-HORT
'As for giving (it), OK, I will give (it).' (Schneider 1937: 86)

(1827) Gusi-mi mafa-g 'asi: -ti, nakta-g 'asi:-ti.
play-INF bear-V-3PL boar-V-3PL
'As for playing, they play bear (hunting) and boar (hunting).'
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Chapter 25
Texts

In this chapter we provide samples of the orthography that has been used to
render the Udihe materials, namely, the Latin-based orthography of Schneider
(text no. 1), the partly phonetic transcription based on Cyrillic which KormuSin
(no. 2) and Sunik (no. 3) have adopted, the official Udihe orthography
established by Simonov for the Northern dialect, on which see section 1.6.3
(text no. 4), and the Cyrillic orthography of Perexval'skaja (no. 5). Unless
indicated otherwise, for these texts we have wholly preserved not only the
orthography but also the punctuation and the paragraph divisions of the original
sources. For technical reasons, the character / here stands for a velar fricative γ
reportedly present in the Northern dialect, and the character η stands for a velar
nasal. We apply them instead of other Cyrillic-based symbols used in the
sources. We have also provided versions of these texts in our own phonological
transcription, with glosses. The second part of the chapter (nos. 6-14)
comprises texts recorded in the course of our fieldwork among the Bikin
Udihe. They are published here for the first time. Consequently, texts no. 1-4
represent the Northern dialect, while all the other texts are from the Southern
(Bikin) dialect.

In texts 6-11 we have used the following conventions. Unlike in the main
text of the grammar, in this chapter we have marked "stylistic" phonological
variations (see 2.1.5), such as vowel reduction (a reduced vowel is included in
brackets) or vowel lengthening. Certain allophonic, free and idiolectal phonetic
variations may also be reflected; on these see 2.1.3, 2.1.4, 2.2.3. Thus we were
trying to preserve the individual properties of the speaker to some extent,
remaining within the phonological transcription as much as possible. The
symbols used are as follows:

{ } Russian words that are not integrated into the language, or occasionally
entire sentences when the speaker slips into Russian. The same symbol marks
the corresponding word in the translation. However, if the Russian word
doubles a Udihe word in the same grammatical function, it is not repeated in
the translation.

[ ] Passages of the text added by another speaker while listening to the
text.

Places that remained unclear.
< > Occasions when the storyteller accidentally uses one word instead

of another and normally corrects himself or herself afterwards.
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() In the Udihe text the brackets indicate parts of the word omitted by
the speaker. In the translations they show words that do not have a counterpart
in the Udihe sentence, as is the usual practice in this grammar.

The translations are neither entirely free, nor entirely literal. We have left
some interjections untranslated, and also the "replacing" indefinite particle cuji,
which is used when the speaker is looking for the right word (9.6.4.4).

1. Kuti 'Tiger' (Carusin 1935: 17)

Minti buadifi kuti wac'a bia, namahi buadu-tana agdi. Kuti närjgi dujkini
bihini. Igaktani soligisi, p'aligisi kadanana öi. Utami mökt'oi, ökt'oi donini
utawa auji isa.

Kaiga 3ugdidu sigawa wäkcaini, kahi bua xuandini oloxiwa wäkcaini,
kuti-tana naktawa wäkcaini, m Owani - mujiwa, jehaewe-da, xorjtowa-da
wäini. NTwa-da wäini. Slonosi-tana kuti galaini. i^amahi buadu wäkcai
slonolo unkasi, kutiwa wäkcaiti, xaisi nawa-da xoktodini ulaiti tinmalagani.

Minti ba:-di-fi kuti wac'a hie, namahi
we place-DAT-lPL.IN tiger few be.PRES.HAB warm
ba:-du tene egdi.
place-DAT CONT many
There are few tigers in our forests, but in warm countries there are many of
them.

Kuti na:tjgi di:nki-ni bihi-ni.
tiger manchu.bear size-3SG be-3SG
The tiger is similar in size to the Manchu bear.

Irjakta-ni soligi-zi p'aligi-zi kede-nene o:-i.
fur-3SG orange-INST black-INST stripy-ADJ make-PRP
Its coat has orange and black stripes.

Utemi mo:kt'oi o:kt'oi do-ni-ni uta-wa
therefore bushes grasses inside-DAT-3SG that-ACC
e-u-ji ise.
NEG-PAS-PRP see
Hence it cannot be seen in the grass and bushes.
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Keige zugdi-du sine-we wakca-ini, kahi ba:
cat house-DAT mouse-ACC hunt-3SG marten place
xuon-di-ni oloxi-we wakca-ini, kuti tene nakta-\va
top-DAT-3SG squirrel-ACC hunt-3SG tiger CONT boar-ACC
wakca-ini, ni: O-wo-ni mui-we
hunt-3SG man domestic.animal-ACC-3SG horse-ACC
jah-wa-da xoyto-wo-do wa-ini.
cow-ACC-FOC other-ACC-FOC kill-3SG
The cat hunts for mice in the house, the marten hunts for squirrels in the forest,
and the tiger hunts for boars and kills men's domestic animals, horses, cows
and others.

Ni:-we-de wa-ini.
man-ACC-FOC kill-3SG
It also kills men.

Slono-zi tene kuti yele-ini.
elephant-INST CONT tiger be.afraid-3SG
But it is afraid of the elephant.

Namai ba:-du wakca-i ni: slono-lo
warm place-DAT hunt-PRP man elephant-LOC
u:q-ka-si kuti-we wakca-iti, xaisi
sit-PERF-PC.SS tiger-ACC hunt-3PL also
na:-wa-da xokto-di-ni ule-iti
ground-ACC-FOC road-DAT-3SG dig-3PL
tiyme-lege-ni.
fall-PURP-3SG
In warm countries hunters sitting on elephants hunt for tigers, and they also dig
(holes) in the ground on the roads so that the tiger falls inside.

2. Ada 'Crossing the mountain' (Kormusin 1998: 14)

While rendering Kormusin's transcription we have removed some diachritic
signs.

XogO oyaTHFH y3Ji3MH KaeMOyBacyfiH. ssyrjHY, M3H3 a'nrH
KeyicaeM yBacHHTH, 36B3 y3Ji3MH. KseM6yBace<|)H aM&jian' CSXH pahH3HHH
xyjiairrH. seysHH xyjiaMH flHranaHTH. M3H3 Hao saBairra χοητο yjinns IJSHS.
YJIHB3 yMHJI3MH M3H3 Η3Γ)ΗΖΗ COJ1HHTH, COFHJia'CH yMHHTH. 3Myrfl3H 3Π3Γ3ΗΗ
yHHH. KaeMOyra BOOTH. ΑΛΗ HH HMH, a^HMa BOOTH. KaeMOyra 3ΟΛΟΗΗ
Η3Λ3ΗΤΗ, Hanah, yTa HFH 33yB3, Η'ΠΤΗ Η3Λ3ΗΤΗ. ByaTHrn
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K3CH rariHHTH. YHOJIOHH csrjice HSflsirra. Csrjice, 33y - Key 33ΓΛΗΗΗΗ. HH
X3QKHHHH:

- 33H-A3 cyji3B3H3, afiaHSH Ba:KcaBaH3aiiH, H'YheiH-A3 afia BaHssira, KSCH

Xorjto bua-tigi we:-le-mi kambu-wasi-u-ji.
other place-LAT mountain-V-INF sacrifice-DIS-PAS-PRP
Crossing the mountain (going) to another place one makes a sacrifice.

Zeu-Jji:, men-e 'αρύ k u k rnbu-wasi:-ti
food-AL.REF REF-0 provisions all sacrifice-DIS-3PL
zie-we we:-le-mi.
crest-ACC mountain-V-INF
They sacrifice all their food and provisions while crossing the crest of a
mountain.

Kambu-wasi-e-fi ama:-la-ni se:xi
sacrifice-DIS-PP-SS.PL after-LOC-3SG cloth
pahi-zi-ni xula-iti.
piece-INST-3SG tie-3PL
After making a sacrifice they tie a piece of cloth (to a tree).

Zie-we-ni xula-mi digan-a-iti.
crest-ACC-3SG tie-INF say-0-3PL
While tying it on a crest of the mountain they speak.

Men-e na:-i zawa-iti, xoyto uli-le rjene.
REF-0 earth-REF take-3PL other river-LOC go
They take (pieces) of their earth and go to another place (literally: river).

Uli-we umi-le-mi men-e na:-yi-zi soli:-ti,
water-ACC drink-SING-INF REF-0 earth-AL-INST.REF mix-3PL
sogil'a-si umi:-ti emugde-i
mix.PERF-PC.SS drink-3PL stomach-REF
e-lege-ni uni.
NEG-PURP-3SG hurt
Drinking water they mix it with their earth, they drink it after having mixed it
so that the stomach does not hurt.

K mbuga wo-iti.
altar make-3PL
They make an altar.
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Adi ni: bi-mi adi-me wo-iti
how.many man be-INF how.many-ACC make-3PL
How many people there are, so many they make.
K mbuga zolo-ni zarja nede-iti, jalah, uta-digi
altar stone-3SG coal put-3PL coal that-ABL
zeu-we 'apti: nede-iti.
food-ACC provisions.REF put-3PL
They put hot coal on the altar stone, then they put their food, their provisions.

Bua-tigi digan-a-m(i) digan-a-m(i) kesi geli:-ti.
place-LAT say-0-INF say-0-INF luck ask-3PL
They talk to God, ask for luck.

Ujo-lo-ni seykie nede-iti. Seykie, zeu, k u zegdi:-ni.
top-LOC-3SG ledum put-3PL ledum food all burn-3SG
On the top they put some ledum. Ledum, food, everything is burning.

M: xeyki:-ni, "E-zi-de su:le-wen-e,
man bow-3SG NEG-IMP.2SG-FOC ill-CAUS-0
ajan-zi wakca-wan-za-ja, n h -yi-de aja
good-INST hunt-CAUS-SUBJ-IMP.2SG sable-AL.REF-FOC good
wan-za-ja, kesi bi-wen-z(e)-i."
kill-SUBJ-IMP.2SG luck be-CAUS-SUBJ-IMP.2SG
People are bowing (and saying:) "Don't make us ill, make us hunt well, make
us kill sables well, make us have luck."

3. Sukpaj 'The Sukpai' (Sunik 1968:231-232)

Cyicnaj o'iaTaca^yH'i, 6ya xy3nnyn'H OMOCOFO C'HTS ann'aH'i. OKTOMO
jaTa?yay ΓΘΚΤΗΜ'Η oarzuan'i, ninaa?a SJI'HM'H, rsicrnzry oarAian'i. SH'HH'H

Kanra?ac'i 3yr,amri rasean'i. yri Gaxaea syannisi Γ3Γ6ΉηΗ3ΤΗ.
'H, 3o6oM'i 6arfleaH'i, sya cyrsaea fliraM'e, xya yji3B3 fliraM'e, 713-63̂ 3

HMSXH KOJII OAOJc'in'i canu XOTOJIO Taiyc'iHaaH'i. Taiyc'iac',
3Μ3ΓΉ3ΗΉ, M3H3 Gar^iaM'i K3C3KH33M'H siaiirii, yrn^3TyB3 Taiyc'iHaljriaH'.
M3H3 Η'ΗΦ'Η 3yji3 XH r)3H3Ji3H'H TaTyc'inalJaH'i. MHHTH
3yjI3HXH η3Η3331

Sukpai b'asa-du-ni ba: xo:n-du-ni omo-s'o-go
Sukpai river-DAT-3SG place top-DAT-3SG one-ADJ-FOC
sita bagdi-e-ni.
child be.born-PAST-3SG
On the river Sukpai in the taiga a child was born.
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Okto-mo jat'au-du gekti-mi bagdi-e-ni,
grass-ADJ birth.tent-DAT freeze-INF live-PAST-3SG
cind'a dieli-mi gekti-du bagdi-e-ni.
bird fly-INF freeze-DAT live-PAST-3SG
He was born frozen in a birth tent, in the cold time when birds are flying away.

Eni-ni tege-di: kapt'a-si zugdi-tigi
mother-3SG gown-DAT.REF wrap.PERF-PC.SS house-LAT
gazi-e-ni.
bring-PAST-3SG
His mother brought him home having wrapped him in her clothes.

Uti b'ata-wa Zuatjci-zi gegbi-ni-e-ti.
that boy-ACC Zuanchi-INST call-REP-PAST-3PL
They named this boy Zuanchi.

Kesi-mi zogbo-mi bagdi-e-ni, zua
suffer-INF trouble-INF live-PAST-3SG summer
sugdä-wa diga-mie, tue ule-we diga-mie
fish-ACC eat-INF winter meat-ACC eat-INF
ute bede ni:-ne-ni.
that like man-PL-3SG
He lived in sufferings and troubles, in summer he was eating fish, in winter -
meat, as did (all) his people.

Imexi koli odo-isi-ni sagdixoto-lo
new law become-PC-3SG large city-LOC
tatusi-ne:-ni.
study-DIR.PAST-3SG
When the new power came he went to study in a large city.

Tatusi-ge-si eme-gi-e-ni men-e bagdi-e-mi
study-PERF-PC.SS come-REP-PAST-3SG REF-0 live-PP-REF
kese-kce:-mi zei-tigi: uti getu-we
suffer-DUR.PP-REF kinsman-LAT.REF that PL-ACC
tatusi-ne-gi-e-ni.
teach-DIR-REP-PAST-3SG
After study he returned to the people with whom he lived suffering, he went to
teach them.

Men-e ni:-fi zuleixi rjene-le:-ni tatusi-ne:-ni.
REF-0 man-REF.PL forwards go-PURP-3SG teach-DIR.PAST-3SG
He went to teach his people so that they would go forwards.
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Minti Zuayci tatusi-e-ni bede zuleixi yene-zeye-fi.
we Zuanchi teach-PP-3SG like forwards go-FUT-lPL.EX
We will go forwards, as Zuanchi was teaching (us).

4. Ibenewe nirjka igbe:ni 'How the Chinese drove away the Japanese'
(Simonov, Kjalundzjuga, and Xasanova 1998: 320)

Oar^HaTH. HaMy OyfacaTHnmH 333·™ HFOSHH
OMO MHTjra HHB3: xaxajiasa, HHHTaea, M3H3 Hasan.

M3H3 C33H OaFAHJIHaTH - H 3H3 OflOTH. YflH3-63fl3 KaBai)HCHMH,

. AMaHXH ^ayMH, Β'3ΛΗΛ3φ3Η, 3CHTH MyT3. M3H3 Fy3H M3H3

Niyka-ziga bagdi-e-ti.
Chinese-PL live-PAST-3PL
The Chinese lived.

Namu bugasa-tigi-ni eze-ti igbe:-ni,
sea island-LAT-3SG tsar-3PL chase.PAST-3SG
wa-zarja-zi igbe:-ni, omo miyga ni:-we,
kill-FUT-INST chase.PAST-3SG one thousand man-ACC
xatala-wa, ninta-wa, men-e cawa-i.
girl-ACC woman-ACC REF-0 army-REF
Their tsar drove away to a sea island one thousand people, men, girls, women,
and his army, because (otherwise) they had to be killed.

Uti getu men-e seh-zi: bagdi-li-e-ti,
that PL REF-0 clan-INST.REF live-INC-PAST-3PL
ibene odo:-ti.
Japanese become.PAST-3PL
They started to live in their own clans and become Japanese.

Ό die bede kawa-yisi-mi bagdi-li-e-ti.
Udihe like tent-V-INF live-INC-PAST-3PL
They started living like the Udihe, making (grass) tents.

Amaixi dau-mi w'ali-la-fai e-si-ti
backwards cross-INF fight-PURP-SS.PL NEG-PAST-3PL
mute.
can
They couldn't go back across (the sea) in order to fight.
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Men-e gu:-zi men-e bagdi-li-e-ti.
REF-0 way.of.life-INST.REF REF-0 live-INC-PAST-3PL
They started living in their own way by themselves.

5. Ogb e:xi-de 'Elk and Frog' (Perexval'skaja 1991c: 1-2)

Or6e e'xH-syrje 6araH8TH. ΓΘ, or e ΓΥΗΘΗΗΗ:
- Γθ.ΠΗΗΗΓθ3θφΗ, θχθίί, MHH3yr)8. Τ>τϋ^φΗ carflH naMy
ΘΓΘΠΘ.
-Γθ, Tyicasa!

ryjiHHHaTH-ΛΘ. Θ'ΧΗ-ΓΑΘ ΤΘΤΗΓΘΠΗΘΗΗ or e ΧΘΗΘΤΗΓΉΗΗ. Or6e
TyKfl'HH-θ-θ. JI»CH Tyi i'HH, TyKfl'HH. CarAH HaMy ΘΓΘΛΘ, rjHu'a nainy ΘΓΘΛΘ.

ΘΚΘ'ΗΗ. ΘΚΘΗΟΗ yrn ΘΚΗΗΑΗΗΗ-ΑΘΛΗ Θ'ΧΗ ΧΘΗΘΑΗΓΗΗΗ

/ ** ι- θ ΧθΗ!
-Α?
- A a, K9Ty Maqra 6mi CH. BH ΓΘΗΘ ΘΜΘΓΘ'Η. ΓΘ, H>a

θ'ΧΗ H>a ΧΘΗΘΤΗΓΗΗΗ. Γθ, Η>3 ΤγΚΛ'ΗΗ Or6e, ΛΟηΐίΟΛΗΓΗ, JIOnUOJIHFH. TyK H,

TyKH . H>a ΗΛΘ-ΛΘΛΘ ΘΚΘ'ΗΗ.
- Θ'ΧΘΗ!
-Α?
- Afia, ΘΗΗΗ HM0My θίί Θ'ΧΗ!

Fta ryjiHHH9HH 90-Τ9ΗΘ. Tyica'HH, TyKa'HH. ΘΛ9, aranaMH δγαθ'κΗ-θ-θ or6e.

Ogb e:xi zurje bagdi-e-ti.
elk frog both live-PAST-3PL
Once upon a time there lived an Elk and a Frog.

Ge ogb gun-e-ini "Geinige-ze-β, e:xe-i,
well elk say-0-3SG compete-SUBJ-lPL.IN frog-VOC
min-zuye.
me-both
Well, the Elk said: "Frog, let us compete (in running) against each other.

Tuka-za-fi sagdi namu egelie, rjic'a namu egelie".
run-SUBJ-lPL.lN big sea around small sea around
Let us run around the big sea, and around the small sea."

"Getuka-za!"
well run-SUBJ
"Well, let us run !"
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Gulini-e-ti-de.
go-PAST-3PL-FOC
They left.

E:xi-gde xetige-rji-e-ni ogbö xeje-tigi-ni.
frog-CONT jump-REP-PAST-3SG elk forehead-LAT-3SG
And the Frog jumped on the Elk's forehead.

Ogbö tukä:-nie.
elk run.PAST-3SG
The Elk ran.

Läsi tukä:-ni, tukä:-ni.
very run.PAST-3SG run.PAST-3SG
It was running very much.

Sagdi namu egelie, yic'a namu egelie.
big sea around small sea around
Around the big sea, around the small sea.

Tuka:-nie.
run.PAST-3SG
It was running.

Deu-mi eke:-ni.
get.tired-INF stop.PAST-3SG
It got tired and stopped.

Eke-isi uti ekindi-ni-deli e:xi
stop-PC that when-3SG-CONT frog
xeje-digi-ni xetige-ne: -ni.
forehead-ABL-3SG jump-DIR.PAST-3SG
When it stopped, the Frog jumped from its forehead.

Ogbö diay-ki-ni "E:xie-U".
elk say-PAST-3SG frog-VOC
The Elk said: "Frog!"

"A?"
yes
"Yes?"
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"Aja, ketu mayga hi: si.
well very strong be.2SG you
"Well, you are very strong.

Bi geje eme-gi-e-i.
me with come-REP-PAST-2SG
You came here together with me.

Ge na guline-ze-fi!"
well again go-SUBJ-lPL.IN
Well, let us go again!"

E:xi na xetige-yi-e-ni xeje-tigi-ni.
frog again jump-REP-PAST-3SG forehead-LAT-3SG
The Frog jumped again onto its forehead.

Ge na tukä:-ni ogbö, loycoligi loycoligi.
well again run.PAST-3SG elk long.legged long.legged
Well, the long legged Elk ran off again.

Tuka-i, tuka-L
run-PRP run-PRP
It is running, running.

Na i:-le-dele eke:-ni.
again what-LOC-IND stop.PAST-3SG
It stopped again somewhere.

frog-VOC
"Frog!"

"A?"
yes
"Yes!"

"Aja, e-ini imemu ei e:xi!'
well NEG-3SG drop this frog
"Oh, this Frog will not drop off!"

Na gulini-e-ni ei-tene.
again go-PAST-3SG now-CONT
Then it went again.
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Tukä:-ni, tukä:-ni.
run.PAST-3SG ran.PAST-3SG
It was running, ranning.

Ele atana-mi bude:-nie ogbö.
soon be.out.of.breath-INF die.PAST-3SG elk
Soon the Elk collpsed exhausted and died.

6. Song (sung by Nadezda Pavlovna Kuköenko)

Na:-wa kaja-m(i) kai-yku-zi kaja-m(i)
skin-ACC brake-INF brake-N-INST brake-INF
jexe-ze-m(i).
sing-SUBJ-lSG
I will sing about how we brake leather.

Ge: gune:y kai-yku-zie gune na:-wa kai-za-mie
Well EV brake-N-INST EV skin-ACC brake-SUBJ-1SG
Well, I will brake skin with the brake for skins

sita-na-mi wjta-na-ti wo-logo-mi gune:y,
child-PL-REF shoe-DEST-3PL make-PURP-SS EV
to make shoes for my children,

ami-tie wjta-na-ni wo-logo-mi kai-za-mie.
father-3PL shoe-DEST-3SG make-PURP-SS brake-SUBJ-1SG
to make shoes for their father I will brake skin.

Kaya-da na:-wa-ni nakta-da na:-wa-ni
deer-FOC skin-ACC-3SG boar-FOC skin-ACC-3SG
kai-za-mie gunecy
brake-SUBJ-lSG EV
I will brake the deerskin and the boar skin

käya na:-zi-ni tene xeigi-ne-tiey wo-logo-mi
deer skin-INST-3SG CONT trousers-DEST-3PL make-PURP-SS
gune:y.
EV
to make trousers for them of deer skin.

Eili-ze-mie na:-wa gune kai-za-mi gune
gown-SUBJ-lSG skin-ACC EV brake-SUBJ-1SG EV
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jewe-jewe.
INTER-INTER
I will dress the skin and brake it.

7. Ulikte 'Shaman lard' (told by Nadezda Pavlovna Kukoenko)

Santa ulikte ulikte-si:-ni.
shaman lard lard-V-3SG
The shaman prepares the shaman lard.

Nakta imo:-wo-ni
boar fat-ACC-3SG
dili-we-ni
head-ACC-3SG

xuaji-e-k, kuliga
cut-PAST-EXPR snake
kuliga duo-n(i) bede
snake shape-3SG like

duo-ni
shape-3SG

wo:-k.
make.PAST-EXPR

He cuts the boar fat in the form of a snake, makes a head.

Uti ayi-we joxo-wo
that IND-ACC pot-ACC
He puts a pot on the fire and water.

toxolo:-kt uli-we.
put.on.fire.PAST-EXPR water-ACC

Joxo do-lo-ni nede-iti
pot inside-LOC-3SG put-3PL
ulikte-ne-ti olokto-lo:-ni.
lard-DEST-3PL cook-PC-3SG
They put shaman lard in a pot for cooking.

ulikte-we
lard-ACC

tene
CONT

[Ulikte,] uti
lard that
xeke:-k
tie.PAST-EXPR

joxo wei-le-ni
pot on-LOC-3SG
ulikte agbu-le:-m(i).
lard take-PC-SS

mo:-wo
stick-ACC

He ties a little stick above the pot in order to take out the lard.

Ulikte a:da-lisi-ni, a:da... bi-si-ni
lard get.ready-CC-3SG ready be-PC-3SG
em 'e ka:-tigi-ni joxo-ti(gi), rjala-zi
come.PERF side-LAT-3SG pot-LAT hand-INST

saman
shaman
agbu-ini
take-3SG

ulikte-we. rjala-zi agbu-o:-k.
lard-ACC hand-INST take-PAST-EXPR
When the lard is ready, the shaman comes to the pot, and takes the lard with his
hands.
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Uti mö:, ulikte mö:-lo-ni [zaw 'a-sij...
that neck lard neck-LOC-3SG take.PERF-PC.SS
mo:-lo xeke:-k, uta tu: sigbi: into:-wo,
tree-LOC tie.PAST-EXPR that all squeeze.PRP lard-ACC
tu: sigbi: uli-we-ni.
all squeeze.PRP water-ACC-3SG
He takes the lard off the fire with his hands. He holds by its neck, ties (the lard)
to the stick, and squeezes it all, squeezes the water.

Tu: sigbi-ge-si rjala-zi zaw'a-si
all squeeze-PERF-PF.SS hand-INST take.PERF-PC.SS
gusi:.
play.PRP
Having squeezed it all, then he takes it with his hands, and plays.

Samani-le-ini.
shamanize-V-3SG
He shamanizes.

Lauleli: lauli: lauli: lauli:...
dance.PRP dance.PRP dance.PRP dance.PRP
He dances, dances.

Lauli: lauli: gusi-m(i) laulü-m(i) laulü-m(i)
dance.PRP dance.PRP play-INF dance-INF dance-INF
laulu-m(i) ni: teun-tigi-ni... laulu-m(i) gusi:-ni uti
dance-INF man all-LAT-3SG dance-INF play-3SG that
ulikte-zi.
lard-INST
He dances and plays dancing for all the people dancing with the lard.

Utebe gusi-mi metu-ge-si ha
so play-INF finish-PERF-PC.SS again
olokto-gi-e-k, olokto-m(i) a:da-isi-ni. ...
cook-REP-PAST-EXPR cook-INF ready-PC-3SG
So he finishes playing and cooks it again till it is ready.

Gele-i ni: tu: te:g'e-si zueze ned'e-si,
ask-PRP man all sit.PERF-PC.SS table put.PERF-PC.SS
gele-ini: tu: te: g'e-si solim(i) olokt'o,
ask-PRP man all sit.PERF-PC.SS dried.fish cook.PERF
solimi.
dried.fish
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All the audience sits down and sets up the table, they sit down, and cook a meal
out of the dried fish.

Na arji uli-zi {eto} dawa og'ou,
again IND water-INST this Siberian.salmon dry
dawa olokt'o-si solümi wo-iti,
Siberian.salmon cook.PERF-PC.SS dried.fish make-3PL
They cook {that} salmon again with water, and make a meal out of it.

Ge, ute solimi-zi diga-iti uti ulikte-we
well that dried.fish-INST eat-3PL that lard-ACC
imo:-wo tu: tu: dig' -si,
fat-ACC all all eat.PERF-PC.SS
They eat lard and fat with this dried fish. They eat everything.

8. Oloxi wayba 'Squirrel and Turtle' (told by Nadezda Pavlovna Kukcenko)

Oloxi wayba zuye anda-mule
squirrel turtle both friend-N
Squirrel and Turtle lived as friends.

bagdi-e-tie.
live-PAST-3PL

Bagdie, oloxi gune: "Ge, ijen(e)-ze-f(i)
live.PRP squirrel say.PP well go-SUBJ-lPL.IN
ayi-we seutigi-we digan-a-za-fi."
IND-ACC cone-ACC eat-0-SUBJ-lPL.IN
They lived, Squirrel said: "Well, let us go to eat cedar cones.'

mmti,
we

Wayba gune:-ni
turtle say.PAST-3SG
Turtle said: "Well, let us go.

Bi ono tukti-ze?"
me how climb-SUBJ
(But) how shall I climb up?"

"Ge,
well

yene-ze-f(i).
go-SUBJ-lPL.IN

Oloxi e-ini-de mute, "Bi tukti-ze-m(i).
squirrel NEG-3SG-FOC can me climb-SUBJ-1SG
(Since) it cannot (climb), Squirrel (said:) "I'll climb.

Sin-du ata-mi tugbu seutige-we?"
you-DAT NEG.SUBJ-1SG drop cone-ACC
Won't I drop cones (down) to you?"
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yene:-tie, seutige mo:-lo i:ne:-tie.
go.PAST-3PL cone tree-LOC come.PAST-3PL
They went, came up to a cedar tree.

Oloxi tuktie, oloxi tuktie, warjba-yi-ni
squirrel climb.PRP squirrel climb.PRP turtle-AL-3SG
xegienu alasie.
below wait.PRP
Squirrel is climbing, climbing, Turtle is waiting below.

Oloxi-yi-ni seutige-we diga-li-e-nie.
squirrel-AL-3SG cone-ACC eat-INC-PAST-3SG
Squirrel began to eat cones.

Käkcike nix'e, käkcike nix'e, käkcike.
INTER make.PERF INTER make.PERF INTER
Crack-crack, it goes, crack.

"Si j'eu nixe-i uta-du?"
you what do-2SG that-DAT
"What are you doing there?"

"Bi ei seutige-we ikteme-si-mi, ceme-n(i)-de anci,
me now cone-ACC gnaw-M-lSG kernel-3SG-FOC no
afäktu m 'ei-de.
empty only-FOC
"I am gnawing the cones, there are no kernels, nothing but empty ones.

Uta-wa ikteme-si-mi, afikäkci afikäkci."
that-ACC gnaw-IM-lSG INTER INTER
I am gnawing them, crack-crack."

Ge, ute ikteme-si:-we-ni ut(i) alasi:,
well that gnaw-IM.PRP-ACC-3SG that wait.PRP
wayba alasi: ono-ko nixe-m(i)-de?
turtle wait.PRP how-IND do-DSfF-FOC
Well, Turtle is waiting for (Squirrel) gnawing nuts, what can it do waiting?

Oloxi tugbu-o:-ni seutige-ni mende-de.
squirrel drop-PAST-3SG nut-3SG whole-FOC
Squirrel dropped a whole pine cone.
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Ayi tugbu-si:-ni, tugbu jaza-ta, uti nixe:-ni.
IND drop-IM-3SG drop of.course-FOC that do.PAST-3SG
It dropped a lot, dropped of course, so it was.

Tugbu-si:-ni, uti warjba-rji-ni zawa-mi rjirjme:-ni
drop-IM-3SG that turtle-AL-3SG take-INF swallow.PAST-3SG
seutige-we mende-de, tjiyme:-ni mende-de.
cone-ACC whole-FOC swallow.PAST-3SG whole-FOC
It dropped (a nut), Turtle picked it up and swallowed the whole cone.

Eu-gi-e-ni, oloxi gune:-nl "J'e-uxi
go.down-REP-PAST-3SG squirrel say.PAST-3SG what-LAT
yene-te bi seutige-rji:? "
go-FOC me cone-AL.SG
Squirrel came down and said: "Where has my cone gone?"

"Bi rjirjme:-i bi: uta-wa.
me swallow.PP-lSG be.lSG that-ACC
"I have swallowed it."

"J'e-we yiyme:-i si uta-wa?
what-ACC swallow.PAST-2SG you that-ACC
"Why have you swallowed it?

Bi sin-e-we xeygi-ze-m(i)."
me you-0-ACC trample-SUBJ-lSG
I shall trample on you."

Xerjgisi-li-e-ni oka-la, xerjgisi-mie
trample-INC-PAST-3SG back-LAT trample-INF
jakta-gi: jaza-ta, seutige-yi-we-ni
belch-REP.PRP of.course-FOC cone-AL-ACC-3SG
jakta-gi:.
belch-REP.PRP
(Squirrel) began to trample on (Turtle's) back, and when it was trampling,
(Turtle) belched up the cone.
Jakta ga:-gi-e-k, na [weixi]
belch take-REP-PAST-EXPR again up
tukti-gi-e-k, seutige-yi: na uta-wa
climb-REP-PAST-EXPR cone-AL.REF again that-ACC
diga-li-gi-e-ni.
eat-INC-REP-PAST-3SG I
(Squirrel) picked it up and climbed up again and began to eat cones again.
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Aßkäkci aßkäkci ikteme-si:-ni.
NTER INTER gnaw-IM-3SG
Crack-crack, Squirrel is gnawing the nuts.

"Ge, ele, anci seutige, yene-ze-fi-ge,
well enough no nut go-SUBJ-lPL.IN-HORT
ge yene-ze-fi-ge.
well go-SUBJ-lPL.IN-HORT
"All right, enough there are no nuts left, let's go."

Uti wayba-yi-ni tagda-i jaza-ta, diga-mu:i-ni,
that turtle-AL-3SG get.angry-PRP of.course-FOC eat-DES-3SG
xeygi-si-e-ni, jaktagi-e-ni.
trample-IM-PAST-3SG belch-PAST-3SG
Turtle was angry, of course, (when it) was going to eat, (Squirrel) trampled on
it, it belched.

"Bi-de timana gele-ze-mi sin-e-we.
me-FOC tomorrow ask-SUBJ-lSG you-0-ACC
"Now I will invite you tomorrow.

Si-de timana min-tigi eme-i, zima-zaya-L
you-FOC tomorrow me-LAT come-2SG visit-FUT-2SG
Now you should come tomorrow and visit me.

yene-ze-fi-ge."
go-SUBJ-lPL.IN-HORT
Let us go."

yene:-ti, men-e-men-e zugdi-tigi:
go.PAST-3PL REF-O-REF-0 house-LAT.REF
yene:-ni.
go.PAST-3SG
They went, each of them went to its own house.

"Timana min-tigi zima-ta-i-ze, oloxi."
tomorrow me-LAT visit-PERM-2SG-HORT squirrel
"Come to me tomorrow, Squirrel."

"lyke, (g)uy-ki-ni, zima-ta-m(i)-ze."
OK say-PAST-3SG visit-PERM-lSG-HORT
"All right, it said, I will come."
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Warjba zugdi: rjeni-e-k, muisi-ni "Bi
turtle house.LAT go-PAST-EXPR think-3SG me
uti oloxi-we eineqi zawa-zarja-i, hi uta-wa
that squirrel-ACC today take-FUT-lSG me that-ACC
kesu-si-zeye-i naqga-da.
torture-IM-FUT-lSG little-FOC
Turtle came home and thought: "Today I will take (revenge on) Squirrel, I will
torture it a little."

yeni-e-k uli-tigi, uli-tigi og'ou t'a
go-PAST-EXPR river-LAT river-LAT dry fallen.tree
bi:-li.
be-3SG
It went to the river, there was a dry fallen tree (leading) to the river.

Αηί torjo:-\vo xeke-si-e-k αψ-lege-mi uti...
IND loop-ACC tie-IM-PAST-EXP IND-PURP-SS that
oloxi-we zawa-la:-m(i) ...
squirrel-ACC take-PURP-SS
(Turtle) tied loops to catch that Squirrel.

Xeku-zi tu: toyofu ίοηο: lo-si-e-n(i),
rope-INST all loop loop hang-IM-PAST-3SF
nesi-e-ni uti ayi-le t'a-la
put-PAST-3SG that IND-LOC fallen.tree-LOC
uli-tigi, t'a hie e-uze-le,
river-LAT fallen.tree be.PRES.HAB this-N-LOC
xeke: uti toyofu-ziga ayi-we xeku mei-we-ni.
tie.PP that loop-DM DSfD-ACC rope strong-ACC-3SG
It made the loops on the rope, put it on the fallen tree (leading) to the river,
there was a fallen tree there, tied the small loops on a strong rope.

Ge timana erne:-nie oloxi em'e,
well tomorrow come.PAST-3SG squirrel come.PERF
em'e, em'e, ge em'e.
come.PERF come.PERF well come.PERF
Well, next day Squirrel came, it came.

"Ei, hi ono deu-ze-m(i) si e:-tigi:-ne?"
hey me howcross-SUBJ-lSG you side-LAT.2SG-CONT
"Hey, how should I cross the river to your bank?"
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"Uti t'a-li t'a-la-L"
that fallen.tree-PROL tree-V-IMP.2SG
"Go along the fallen tree."

"J'eu bi:-ni uti montom-ziga-i uti t'a xo:n-dile-ni?"
what be-3SG that circle-PL-FOC that tree top-LOC-3SG
"Why are circles there on the fallen tree?"

"Aja, uti bei ute bede nesi-e-m(i)."
good that in.vain that like put-PAST-lSG
"That's all right, I have put them for no particular reason."

E, (u)te t'a wei-le-ni t'a-la-li-e-ni
INTER that tree on-LOC-3SG tree-V-INC-PAST-3SG
oloxi.
squirrel
Squirrel began to cross the river along the fallen tree.

T'a-la-m(i) xeyd'e jaza-ta uti, ayi
tree-LOC-INF step.PERF of.course-FOC that IND
toyofo-le-ni xeyd'e jaza-ta
loop-LOC-3SG step.PERF of.course-FOC
tiymele:-ni uli-tigi.
fell.PAST-3SG river-LAT
Crossing it (Squirrel) of course stepped on them, it stepped on the loop and fell
into the river.

T'a-ni bugdi-le-ni, ge, uti patanai
get.tied.PAST-3SG foot-LOC-3SG well that flounder
patanai, uli-le xayka-kca-i.
flounder river-LOC choke-INT-PRP
It got tied down with its foot, floundered, floundered, and nearly choked with
water.

Uti ayi wayba-yi-ni ise-si: aja-zi-de
that IND turtle-AL-3SG see-IM.PRP good-INST-FOC
xayka-kca-i-we-ni, oloxi-yi:
choke-INT-PRP-ACC-3SG squirrel-AL.REF
xayka-kca-i-we-ni.
choke-DSfT-PRP-ACC-3SG
Turtle took a good look at the choking Squirrel.
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weisi-gie,
rescue-REP.IMP.2SG

"Anda, min-e-we xaulie
friend me-O-ACC please
bude-m(i) hi, hi xayka-mi."
die-ISO me me choke-1SG
"Friend, please, rescue me, I am dying, I am choking.

ele
soon

"Aja, narjga-da nayga
good little-FOC little
[kesu-li-nde-ze-m(i)].
torture-INC-SEM-SUBMSG
"All right, let me torture you a little.

Uti uli do-lo-ni
that river inside-LOC-3SG
Stay in the water for a while.

ani-nde-ze-m(i)
IND-SEM-SUBJ-1SG

sm-e-we
you-0-ACC

nayga bi-nde
little be-SEM.IMP.2SG

si.
you

Si min-e-we ono
you me-O-ACC how
How you trampled on me!"

xeyisi-ge-i-de."
trample-PERF-2SG-FOC

"Aja, fbofse} [e-zerje-i]
good more NEG-FUT-1SG
e-zetje-i nixe, ge
NEG-FUT-1SG do well

sin-e-we ute
you-0-ACC that
aja bi-ze-m(i),
good be-SUBJ-lSG

ele bude-le, ele xayka:-m(i)."
soon die-FOC soon choke.PAST-lSG
"All right, I will not treat you like that {again}, well, I will be good,
I am dying, I am choking (to death)."

Wayba ise-si:, ise-si:,
turtle see-M.PRP see-IM.PRP
xayka-li-e-ni.
choke-INC-PAST-3SG
Turtle sees: Squirrel is going to choke.

[oloxi]
squirrel

ele
soon

taqda-gi-e,
let.out-REP-PP

Ayi-ni oloxi-yi-ni, rjene-mie
IND-3SG squirrel-AL-3SG go-INF
taijda-gi-e, asta-gi-e-ni. ...
let.out-REP-PP release-REP-PAST-3SG
Squirrel, (Turtle) went, took it out, took it out, and released it.

Torjofa asta-gi-e-ni.
loop release-REP-PAST-3SG
It loosened the loop.
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Tu: nukto:-ni, og'ou-gi-li.
all get.wet.PAST-3SG dry-REP-3SG
(Squirrel) was wet through, then dried itself.

"Ge, \varjba, a-wa caixi aja-zi bi-zeye-fi,
well turtle that-ACC further good-INST be-FUT-lPL.IN
e-zeye-ßi) ute nixe, aja-zi bagdi-zeye-fi.
NEG-FUT-1PL.IN that do good-INST live-FUT-lPL.IN
"Well, Turtle, since this day we will be good (to each other), we will not act
like this (again), we will live well.

Si min-ti(gi) zima-i, hi sin-ti(gi) zima-i.
you me-LAT visit-2SG me you-LAT visit-1SG
Come and visit me, and I will come to visit you.

Si min-e-we ketige wa:-i, hi tene
you me-O-ACC nearly kill.PAST-2SG me CONT
sin-e-we xeyisi-mi ketige wa:-mi.
you-0-ACC trample-INF nearly kill.PAST-lSG
You nearly killed me, and I nearly killed you with my trampling.

A-wa caixi aja-zi xe:ti-zi bagdi-zeye-fi,"
that-ACC further good-INST peaceful-TNST live-FUT-lPL.IN
guy-ki-ni.
say-PAST-3SG
Let us live in peace and friendship from now on," it said.

Ute bede bagdi-li-e-ti.
that like live-INC-PAST-3PL
They began to live this way.

9. How they processed skin (told by Anna Sonljanovna Kancuga)

Uyta-du.
boot-DAT
For making boots.

Nakta na:-wa-ni ga:-gi-e-k, u:-li-u-(i)
boar skin-ACC-3SG take-REP-PAST-EXPR scrape-INC-PAS-PRP
alukta-wa-ni, noxo alukta-wa-ni tu:
suede-ACC-3SG first suede-ACC-3SG all
u:-ge-si pi:j-e:-k, imo:-zi
scrape-PERF-PC.SS sprinkle-PAST-EXPR fat-INST
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pi:, uli:-zi degbi-si:, ut'asi kaj-u-i.
sprinkle.PRP water-INST wet-M.PRP then brake-PAS-PRP
Having taken a boar skin one begins to scrape the inner side of it, first having
scraped the inner side of the skin they sprinkle it with fat, wet it with water,
then it should be braked.

Kai: kai: kai: kai: kai:.
brake.PRP brake.PRP brake.PRP brake.PRP brake.PRP
They brake and brake it.

La kai: xekul(i) dexi-de.
very brake.PRP hot till-FOC
They brake it very much till it gets hot.

Ut'asi xu:gi-e-ti
then turn-PAST-3PL
Then they turn it.

kai: {uze mjagkaja} ayi-nie-nie igbe-nie-nie
brake.PRP already soft IND-3SG-3SG soft-3SG-3SG
eitene, igbene:-n(i).
now soften.PAST-3SG
It is {already} soft now, it has softened.

Cosu-i ga:-gi-e-k,
scraper-REF take-REP-PAST-EXPR
cosu-le-gi-e-k, wagi-gi-e-k.
scraper-V-REP-PAST-EXPR dry-REP-PAST-EXPR
Having taken a scraper they scrape it and dry it.

Og'oma-kta-n(i) na kai:, na:-wa na
dry-RES-3SG again brake.PRP skin-ACC again
kai kai: kai: kai: kai:.
brake.PRP brake.PRP brake.PRP brake.PRP brake.PRP
They brake the dried skin again, brake and brake it.

Igbene-ilie igbene-ilie igbene-ilie na:, na:
soften-3SG soften-3SG soften-3SG skin skin
igbene-isi-ni las(i) aja-zi cosu-le-gi-e-k,
soften-PC-3SG very good-INST scraper-V-REP-PAST-EXPR
gi:na-gi-e-k uyta wo-logo-m(i).
cut-REP-PAST-EXPR boot make-PURP-SS
When the skin has softened, they scrape it properly and cut it out in order to
make boots.
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wo-logo-m(i)
make-PURP-SS

Uyta wo:-i, urjta
boot make-PRP boot
gi:na-gi-e-k.
cut-REP-PAST-EXPR
They make boots, cut out (the skin) in order to make boots.

Ut'asi urjta wo:-i.
then boot make-PRP
Then they make boots.

Urjta w'o-si metu-ge-s(i) tene
boot make.PERF-PC.SS finish-PERF-PC.SS CONT
sarjmi-u-i, sarjmi-si-u-i.
smoke-PAS-PRP smoke-IM-PAS-PRP
Having made boots, having finished one should smoke them.

Xo-niennie ede-de-ili,
yellow-ADJ become-V-3SG
One must smoke till they get yellow.

sarjmi-si-u-i.
smoke-IM-PAS-PRP

Sarjmi-si-m(i) wadi-e-isi i:rjti-n(i)
smoke-M-INF finish-PAST-PC heel-3SG
kiugi:.
smooth.PRP
After they finish smoking, they make the heel smooth.

wu:-i
make.PAS-PRP

ute
that

K'olo-du wo:-Hi xai
mitten-DAT make-3SG too
They make mittens like this too.
Καηα na:-wa-ni u:-i,
deer skin-ACC-3SG scrape-PRP
arji alukta-wa-ni u:-o:.
IND suede-ACC-3SG scrape-PP
They scrape a deer skin, they scrape suede.

bede.
like

{mezdra-wa-ni}
suede-ACC-3SG

Ut'asi dui-zi ula-si:,
then brain-INST wet-IM.PRP
Then they wet it with brain and scrape.

Ula-si-mi cosu-le-i,
wet-IM-INF scraper-V-PRP
They wet and scrape, scrape.

ula-si-mie
wet-IM-INF

cosu-le-i.
scaper-V-PRP

cosu-le-i, cosu-le-i.
scraper-V-PRP scraper-V-PRP
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La ula-si:-ni, limbi-limbi ed'e.
very wet-IM-3SG soaked-soaked become.PERF
They wet very much (till the skin) gets soaked.

Go: go: αηί nuktui nuktui limbi-limbi-de
long long IND wet wet soaked-soaked-FOC
tu: cosu-le-i, tu: cosu-le:, cosu-le:.
all scraper-V-PRP all scraper-V.PP scraper-V.PP
They scrape, scrape for a long time till it gets wet through, gets soaked, they
scrape and scrape.

Uli uta tene wagi-si-gi:, wagi-si-gi:,
water that CONT dry-IM-REP.PRP dry-IM-REP.PRP
cosu-le-i, cosu-le-i, u-gi:-li wagi-e,
scraper-V.PRP scraper-V.PRP dry-REP-3SG dry-PRP
Having dried water they scrape again, dry again, dry again, scrape, scrape,
scraping they dry it.

Adi-me fminutj... αηί tuna {minute}
how.many-ACC minute IND five minute
wagi-sie, na ga:-gi-e, ha cosu-le-i,
dry-M.PRP again take-REP-PRP again scraper-V-PRP
cosu-le-i, neptem-de cosu-le-i.
scraper-V-PRP flat-FOC scraper-V-PRP
They dry (the skin) for five {minutes}, then they take (the skin) again (and)
scrape, scrape, till it gets flat.

Ut'asi na wagi-gi:, xegiele soktu-gi:.
then again dry-REP.PRP down spread-REP.PRP
After that they dry it again, spread it on the floor.
Wagi-si:, wagi-si:, wagi-si:, na cosu-le-i. ...
dry-IM.PRP dry-PRP dry-PRP again scraper-V-PRP
They dry it, dry, dry, and scrape again.

fSovsem} og'ou-de tu: cosu-le-i cosu-le-i.
completely dry-FOC all scraper-V-PRP scraper-V-PRP
They scrape it {when it is completely} dry.

{Sovsem} og'ou-de cosu-le:-k, \vagi-si-e-k,
completely dry-FOC scraper-V.PAST-EXPR dry-IM-PAST-EXPR
kede-z(i) la kede-i kede-zi.
dressing.tool-INST very dress-PRP dressing.tool-INST
They scrape it {when it is completely} dry; having dried it they dress it heavily
with a dressing tool.
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Kede-zi kede-i kede-i.
dressing.tool-INST dress-PRP dress-PRP
They dress it, dress with a dressing tool.

Ut'asi gdeli ηαΐα k'οίο WM:-i ja-za ebede
then CONT hand mitten make.PAS-PRP of.course so
ele sexi bede ede:-de ei-de.
soon cloth like become.PP-FOC this-FOC
After that they make the mittens; (the skin) now becomes (soft) like cloth.

K'olo gi:ne:-k, gi:ne:-k, uta k'olo
mitten cut.PAST-EXPR cut.PAST-EXPR that mitten
\vo:-k, k'olo-yisi:, watuza wo:-i.
make.PAST-EXPR mitten-V.PRP home.shoe make-PRP
They cut out the mittens, cut, sew the mittens, make the mittens, (or) make
home shoes.

Satjmiyku-le sarjmi-si: xo-nienie-de
smoke-LOC smoke-IM.PRP yellow-ADJ-FOC
They smoke them over the smoke, (so that they get) yellow.

10. Xagayku teluyu 'Story about the shaman's guessing' (told by Evdokija
Ivanovna Kancuga)

[Omo a:nta] zima:-n(i) sikie.
one woman visit.PAST-3SG evening
One woman went on a visit in the evening.

Zima: eme-gie...
visit.PAST come-REP.PRP
After visiting she came home.

Timadule te:-gi-le-m(i) j'eu-ke le galakta-la:-m(i),
morning get.up-REP-SEM-ESTF what-ESfD seek-PURP-SS.REP
nientile-m(i) uti nekce-i ayi-wa konz'o-ziga-i
open-INF that chest-REF IND-ACC chest-DIM-REF
ic'ei-ziga-i-de.
small-DM-FOC-FOC
In the morning she got up
and began to seek something, she opened her chest, small chest.
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\vaiga-n(i)-de
earring-3SG-FOC

anci,
no

au-n(i)-de
cap-3SG-FOC
uti ayi-ni
that IND-3SG

anci,
no

Niente-lisi-n(i) j'eu-de anci,
open-CC-3SG what-IND no
belepti-n(i)-de anci, no:-mo
bracelet-3SG-FOC no sable-ADJ
keqku-keqku esi-gi-e-ni
empty-empty become-REP-PAST-3SG
nekce-rjku-m. ...
chest-N-3SG
When she opened it there was nothing, no earrings, no bracelets, no sable cap,
the chest had become empty.

Ge, uta-wa "Xarjasi-je min-e-we xaulie-de.
well that-ACC guess-IMP.2SG me-O-ACC please-FOC
Well, then (she came to the shaman and said) "Guess (who has stolen it) please.

b'a-gi
find-REP.PRP

<B'a-gi-si-ni>
find-REP-PC-3SG
agda-gi-te-m(i)-ze."
thank-REP-PERM-1SG-HORT
Whether you find it or not I'll thank you."

edeisini
if

sin-e-we
you-0-ACC

Sama dian-a-i "Bi
shaman say-0-PRP me
The shaman said: "Will I be able to?'

mute-ze-m(i)
can-SUBJ-lSG

uta-wa?"
that-ACC

"Aja mute-zeye-i."
good can-FUT-2SG
"Please, you will be able."

"Ge, ilekpe-si-ze-f(i)."
well try-IM-SUBJ-lPL.IN
"Well, let us try."

Ilekpe-sie uti xaya-yku-zi.
try-IM.PRP that guess-N-INST
He tried with the guessing tool.

ζοΐο-ηί:
stone-AL.REF

ga:-gie,
take-PRP

αψ
IND

Ge, xarja-rjku
well guess-N
teti-gie.
dress-REP.PRP
Well, he took the guessing tool, the stone, he put on the copper disc.

toli
copper.disc
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"Ge, xaya-ze-f(i).
well guess-SUBJ-lPL.IN
"Well, let us guess.

Ge, uti dian-a-i, ge, onto ni: bie,
well that say-0-3SG well one man be.PRES.HAB
uti nixe bi-lisi-nie ono nixe-zeye-i?
that do be-CC-3SG how do-FUT-lSG
Well, he said, there is one man, what shall I do if it was he (who has stolen it)?

Ono-do e-zeye-i ute b'a-gie edeisini."
how-FOC NEG-FUT-1SG that fmd-REP.PRP if
I'll do nothing (to him) if (the things) are found."

Ge, uti ni: dian-a-i, yene:-k, dian-a-ini
well that man say-0-PRP go.PAST-EXPR say-0-3SG
"Ge, si ei dogbo-ni hi ayi-we-i
well you this night-3SG me IND-ACC-1SG
bi dwjsi: zomi-ne-se:-i?
me thing. 1SG steal-DIR-EXP.PAST-2SG
Well, she went and said to this man, she said: "Well, did you come to steal my
things last night?

Si aja-zi ceze dian-a-isi-ni si ceze
you good-INST truth say-0-PC-3SG you truth
dian-a ceze dian-a ceze dian-a-i edeisini
say-0 truth say-0 truth say-0-2SG if

zä: bu-te-m(i)-ze bi, tu: bu-ge-si
money give-PERM-lSG-HORT me all give-PERF-PC.SS
j'e-we zawa-m(i) j'e-we-de, min-(du)
what-ACC take-INF what-ACC-IND me-DAT
tu: bu-gi-e.
all give-REP-IMP.2SG
If you tell the truth I'll give you money, if you return everything you took, give
me back everything.

J'eu ni:-d(e) e-zeye-i dian-a,"
what man-FOC NEG-FUT-1SG say-0 that-ACC
I'll tell nobody."

Uta-wa ni: dian-a-i "Bi-de e-si-m(i) zawa."
man say-0-PRP me-FOC NEG-PAST-1SG take
The man said: "I did not take it."
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"Si zawa-i.
you take-2SG
"You have taken it.

Bi t'osi-e-m(i). fOna vret}.
me dream-PAST-lSG she lies
I dreamt it. {She is lying.}

T'osi-e-m(i) fgovorit}, t'osi-e-m(i).
dream-PAST-lSG says dream-PAST-lSG
I dreamt it {she said}, I dreamt it.

Ge, dian-a-i, aja-zi dian-a-i.
well say-0-IMP.2SG good-INST say-0-MP.2SG
Please, tell well.

Aja e-zi-de xagza...
good NEG-IMP.2SG-FOC be.shy
Do not be shy.

Si e-lisi: bu-gi, sama-ti(g)i ayi-zeye-i
you NEG-CC.2SG give-REP shaman-LAT IND-FUT-1SG
xana-yku-ti(g)i sama gele-zeye-i.
guess-N-LAT shaman ask-FUT-lSG
If you don't return it, I will ask the shaman to guess.

Sin-du ge: bi-ze e-si: bu-gi.
you-DAT bad be-SUBJ NEG-PC.2SG give-REP
You'll be ill unless you give it back.

Ge, dian-a-i uti, xaulie, dian-a-i, xaulie
well say-0-PRP that please say-0-PRP please
bu-gi-e si, bi ni-tigi-de
give-REP-IMP.2SG you me who-LAT-IND
ali dian-a-i."
when say-0-lSG
She said, please please, give it back, I'll tell nobody."

Ono nixe-ze-m(i)?
how do-SUBJ-lSG
What should she do?
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Ceze zawa:-n(i).
truth take.PAST-3SG
He has indeed taken it.

Ge, ceze zawa:-n(i) "Bi e-si-m(i) zawa"
well truth take.PAST-3SG me NEG-PAST-1SG take
zawa-m(i) gune "E-si-mi zawa" gun-e-ini.
take-INF EV NEG-PAST-1SG take say-0-3SG
Having taken it he still keeps saying: "I did not take it."

Xai "E-si-m(i) zawa.
still NEG-PAST-1SG take
(He keeps saying:) "I did not take it.

E-si-m(i) zawa.
NEG-PAST-1SG take
I did not take it.

Bi e-si-m(i) nixe, e-si-m(i) zomi
me NEG-PAST-1SG do NEG-PAST-1SG steal
uta-wa.".
that-ACC
I did not do it, did not steal it."

fNu} uti tene a:nta dian-a-i "{Nu}... hi,
INTER that CONT woman say-0-PRP INTER me

hi ono nixe?
me how do
The woman said: "Well, what shall I do?

"Si ge:" e-zi gun-e, <e-zi> min-tigi
you bad NEG-MP.2SG say-0 NEG-IMP.2SG me-LAT
e-zi ge: muisi.
NEG-IMP.2SG bad think
Do not blame me.

Zawa-m(i) men-e zawa:-i e-ini-de
take-INF REF-0 take.PAST-2SG, NEG-3SG
bu-gi:.
give-REP.3SG
You have taken it and do not return it.
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Sin-tigi ge: bi-zeye-ni."
you-LAT bad be-FUT-3SG
"You'll be ill."

Ge, onto aya-ni-de omo arja e-si-ni
well one year-3SG-FOC one year NEG-PAST-3SG
hie uti nixe-ze-mie bolo bolo-gi:,
be.PRES.HAB that do-SUBJ-INF autumn autumn-REP.PRP
bude:-ni.
die.PAST-3SG
Less than a year later so it was, he died when the autumn came.

11. Z'oto g'ai-de Otter and Crow' (told by Alexandr Egorovic" Pionka)

Z'oto arji bi-mie, omo z'oto bi-si-ni, z'oto g'ai.
otter IND be-INF one otter be-PAST-3SG otter crow
There once lived an Otter and a Crow.

Z'oto tu: xuli: xuli:, diga-la-m(i) tu: wa:-i.
otter all go.PRP go.PRP eat-PURP-SS all kill-PRP
Otter always goes (hunting), hunts all the time so that it could eat.

Zeuye-we:-s zeuye wa:-ini, sugza:-\va
greenling-ACC-DIS greenling kill-3SG fish-ACC
galakta-ini diga-la:-m(i).
seek-3SG eat-PURP-SS
It kills greenlings (a variety of salmon), seeks for fish to eat.
Bi-mie z'oto ei neyi-ni omo neyi-ni
be-INF otter this day-3SG one day-3SG
muisi: "Anda, ayi g'ai-ma anda-tigi
think.3SG friend IND crow-ADJ friend-LAT
yene-ze-m(i) hi."
go-SUBJ-lSG me
So they lived, one day Otter thinks: "Let me go to my friend Crow."

G'ai-ma anda-n(i) z'oto bi-xi-ni, e,
crow-ADJ friend-3SG otter be-PAST-3SG INTER
g'ai-ma anda-ni eme:-ni.
crow-ADJ friend-3SG come.PAST-3SG
Otter was Crow's friend, it came to its friend Crow.
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"Ge, g'ai anda, i:-digi em'e-i?
well crow friend where-LAT come.PERF-2SG
"Hey, friend Crow, where are you coming from?

Alasi-e diga-la-f(i)
wait-IMP.2SG eat-PURP-lPL.IN

diga-laga-i."

olokto-zo-m(i) bi
cook-SUBJ-lSG me

si
you eat-PURP-2SG
Wait, I'll cook for you to eat in order that you eat."

Kawa do-lo-ni joxo-i
tent inside-LOC-3SG pot-REF
In the house the Otter put the pot on the fire.

Joxo-i toxolo:.
pot-REF put.on.fire.PP
It put the pot on the fire.

Joxo-ni xui:, xui-li-e-ni, joxo
pot-3SG boil.PRP boil-INC-PAST-3SG pot
xuirj-ke gunei z'oto.
dive-PAST EV otter
The pot is boiling, began to boil, Otter dived right down.

toxolo-gi-e z'oto.
put.on.fire-REP-PP otter

cul(i)
through

Joxo cuii xuirj-ki-zi
pot through dive-PP-INST.REF
ei hie ba:-za
NEG be.PRES.HAB place-N

go: bi: go:
long be.PRP long
ge:-tigi omo
surface-LAT one

go:-do
long-FOC
uge
bunch

tei zewje gazi-e-ni, omo uge tei.
whole greenling bring-PAST-3SG one bunch whole
Having dived it very soon brought out a bunch of greenlings, a whole bunch.

Uta tuge-zi olokto:-ni,
that quick-INST cook.PAST-3SG
It cooked quickly, and Crow ate.

g αϊ
crow

diga-ili.
eat-3SG

G'ai metu-ili,
fmish-3SG

bi-mie
be-INF

g αϊ
crow

diga-m(i)
crow eat-INF
dogbo-gi-u.
night-REP-PAS
Crow finished eating, so they lived, one evening Crow comes to Otter.

yene-ilie-ze
go-3SG-FOC
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"G(e), anda, bi-de ele rjeni-m(i)
hey friend me-FOC enough come-INF
agda:-mi si zeuye-we j'e-we
be.glad.PAST-lSG you greenling-ACC what-ACC
diga-way-ki-me-i.
eat-CAUS-PP-ACC-2SG
"Hey, friend, I was walking (to you) too, I am glad that you fed me with
greenling or anything else.

Si-de eme-i min-tigi.
you-too come-IMP.2SG me-LAT
Come to me too.

Timana gdali timana
tomorrow CONT tomorrow
eme-te-i-ze."
come-PERM-2SG-HORT
Come the day after tomorrow."

E, z'oto hi:
INTER otter be.PRP
Otter lived, lived.

"Ei hi anda-i diay-ka
this me friend-1SG say-PERF
gum(u)" g'ai. yeni-ze-m(i)
EV crow go-SUBJ-lSG

ca:-la-n(i)-da
after-LOC-3SG-FOC

hi:.
be.PRP

"nuan-tigi-ni
he-LAT-3SG

hi,
me

eme-i
come-IMP.2SG
j'e-we-de
what-ACC-IND

egdi-we diga-wan-za" gum(u).
many-ACC eat-CAUS-SUBJ EV
"My friend Crow said I should come to her, I should go, she will feed me with
many things," it said.

G'ai-tigi yene-ili, "A, anda, eme:-i,
crow-LAT go-3SG INTER friend come.PAST-2SG
j'ewe gabak, j'e-we nixe-je, gabak.
INTER INTER what-ACC make-2SG INTER
It came to Crow, "Friend, you came, croak, how are you, croak."

Eme-mie joxo-i toxolo-gi-e-n(i) g'ai xaisi.
come-INF pot-REF put.on.fire-REP-PAST-3SG crow too
When it came, Crow put the kettle on the fire, too.
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Joxo-i toxolo-gi-zi: xui-li-zi-ge, z'oto
pot-REF put.on.fire-REP.PP-INST boil-INC.PP-INST-FOC otter
baga:-za-la te:-i.
opposite-N-LOC sit-PRP
The kettle began to boil on the fire, the Otter sits opposite.

Joxo cull xuiy-ku-nie g'ai.
pot through dive-PAST-3SG crow
Crow dived into the kettle.

Alasi:, ei eme-gi, alasi:, ei eme-gi,
wait.PRP NEG come-REP wait.PRP NEG come-REP
alasi:, ei eme-gi.
wait.PRP NEG come-REP
(Otter) waits, it is not coming, (Otter) waits, it is not coming.

"J'eu nene-i?"
what go-PRP
"Why did she leave?"

Ba:-la ise-kte-ne, ba:-la-da anci,
place-LOC see-DIST-DIR place-LOC-FOC no
i:-le-de anci, joxo dujxi-ni olokto-i.
what-LOC-IND no pot inside-3SG cook-PRP
It went to look outdoors, nobody there, (Crow) is nowhere (to be found), it is
being cooked in the pot.

Joxo do-lo-ni ise-si-gi-ni, ei
pot inside-LOC-3SG see-IM-REP-3SG this
sana dugelilie xui:-ni gune joxo
bird.excrement turbid boil-3SG EV pot
do-lo-ni.
inside-LOC-3SG
(Otter) looked into the pot (and sees): the water had become turbid with bird
excrement boiling in the pot.

Ali bude:-ni, {vse}?
when die.PAST-3SG all
When did it die {and it was the end}?

E-si-n(i) mute uli-tigi nene-kce-m(i).
NEG-PAST-3SG can water-LAT put-INT-INF
It could not go into the water.
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Ele tete:-ni.
enough end-SG
This is the end.

12. Wayba Turtle' (told by Andrej Dzandzuleevic Suanka)

Wayba ejekte uli-le e-ini bagdi, wanba
turtle fast water-LOC NEG-3SG live turtle
bagdi-mi to:go uli-le.
live-INF quiet water-LOC
Turtles do not live in fast water, they live in quiet water.

To:go uli-le bagdi-mi, ni:-we ise-i
quiet water-LOC live-INF man-ACC see-PRP
susa:-n(i)-tene, xuine-ini uli duixi-ni.
escape-3SG-CONT dive-3SG water inside-3SG
They live in quiet water, and when they see a man they escape, they dive into
the water.

Xuine-si-e-ti, e-zerje b 'a-gi.
dive-IM-PAST NEG-FUT find-REP
If they dive, they will not be found.

Warjba umakta-ni egdi.
turtle egg-3SG many
Turtle has a lot of eggs.

Umakta-ini egdi-we, egde-yki, egde-yki umakta-ini,
egg-3SG many-ACC many-ADV many-ADV egg-3SG
lasi egdi-me.
very many-ACC
It lays many eggs, lays a lot of them.

Zot: tuya-ma-wa umakta-ini.
ten five-ACC-ACC egg-3SG
It lays fifteen eggs.

Uta onokto-wo ule-isi [onokto] umakta-ini.
that sand-ACC dig-PC? sand egg-3SG
It digs the sand and lays there its eggs.
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Umakta-isi:-tene umakta-m(i) metu-ge, uta-wa teu
egg-PC-CONT egg-INF fmish-PERF that-ACC all
deigi:-ni, teu deigie.
cover-3SG all cover.PRP
Having finished laying eggs it covers them all (with sand).

Uti su:-tigi men-e xekui edisini men-e bagdi:-ni.
that sun-LAT REF-0 warm when REF-0 live-3SG
They grow by themselves in the sun when it is warm.

Arji sita, wayba sita-ni ic'a-i-de,
IND child turtle child-3SG small-FOC-FOC
ic'a-i-de, ic'a-i-de,
small-FOC small-FOC-FOC
Baby turtles are very very small.

Uta beje-ti men-e nugie su:-tigi
that self-3PL REF-0 come.out.PRP sun-LAT
solo-xi:, uli-tigi egbe-xi:, ute bede sagdi
go.upstream-IM.PRP water-LAT swim-IM.PRP that like big
ede-ini.
become-3SG
They come out to the sun by themselves, (go) up the stream, swim to the river,
this way they grow up.

13. Making a fire (told by Susan Cufuevio Geonka)

Bu:-we galakte-iti bita-la, aja aja bu:-we.
flint-ACC seek-3SG spit-LOC good good flint-ACC
They seek a flint in the spit, a very good flint.

Sagdi bu:-we b'a ut'as(i) zolo-zi zolo-zi
big flint-ACC find then stone-INST stone-INST
kakta-sie, nekce-iti.
split-IM.PRP keep-3PL
When they find a big flint, they split it with the stones and keep it.

Uti zolo-zi tene, uti bu:-zi [wo:kto]
that stone-INST CONT that flint-INST grass
wo:kto hi: siya-gdeli, \vo:kto gegbi, sitja-gdeli....
grass be.PRP mouse-FOC grass name.PRP mouse-FOC
And with this stone, this flint (they kindle) grass called "mouse grass".
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Uta-wa rjala-zi: teu cifala:-k,
that-ACC hand-INST all brake.PAST-EXPR
cifala:n-zi-ni teu αηί- bede bi:-ni.
brake.PP-INST-3SG all IND- like be-3SG
They brake it by hand, when it is broken, it looks like this.

[To:] to:-wo ile-iti nixe:n-zi.
fire fire-ACC kindle-3PL make.PP-INST
After that, they make fire.

Uti wo:kto d'a bede, da: bede lemde lemde,.
this grass cotton.wool like cotton.wool like fluffy fluffy
uta-zi uta pu:si-mi: to: ile-iti.
that-3SG that blow-INF fire kindle-3PL
This grass is like cotton-wool, very fluffy; then they make fire blowing on it.

Pusa: fkak spicka ne gorit prosto).
sort.of.grass like match not burns simply.
This grass {does not burn just like a match).

Uti nixe-gdeli d'a-yi-ni zegde-lisi-n(i)-de
that do-FOC cotton.wool-AL-3SG burn-CC-3SG-FOC
pu:si-mi pu: si-mi zegde-li:-ni.
blow-INF blow-SS burn-INC-3SG
After that, they burn the cotton wool, they blow, blow, and burn (it).

Zegde-lisi-ni uta-la taluga-zi [taluga
burn-CC-3SG that-LOC birch.bark-INST birch.bark
guza-lie] {Hi} mo:-wo [mo:-wo mo:-wo] og'ou
tear-3SG or tree-ACC tree-ACC wood-ACC dry
mo:, sakta kua-inie, kua-kta ka:-li
wood brush.willow shave-3SG shaving-N near-PROL
nede-i, pu: si-mi zegde-li:-ni.
put-PRP blow-INF burn-INC-3SG
When it starts burning, they tear off (a piece of) birch bark or put some wood,
dry wood, {or} shave a brush willow and put the shavings nearby and it starts
burning, while they are blowing.

To: ile-iti uta-zi.
fire kindle.PAST-3PL that-INST
They kindled fire with this.
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Bi uta-wa ise-si-e-mi.
me that-ACC see-IM-PAST-lSG
I have seen this.

{Ja videl) uta-wa.
me saw that-ACC
{I have seen} this.

14. Old man Kanda and hares (told by Susan Cufuevio Geonka)

Zu: mafas'a bagdi-e-ti, omo baja, omo zoyku-s'e.
two old.man live-PAST-3PL one rich one poor-N
There were two old men, one was rich, the other was poor.

Bagdi-mie bagdi-mie, uti mafas'a, zoyku mafas'a
live-INF live-INF that old.man poor old.man
dian-a-ini "[Bi] ayi-we sina-si-je
say-0-3SG me IND-ACC burden.frame-V-IMP.2SG
sina-wa."
burden .frame-ACC
They lived, lived, the old man, the poor old man says (to his wife): "Pack my
burden frame."

Xaikte-we jeu-gde-we s'ou-we sina-da-li.
dry.grass-ACC what-FOC-ACC scoop-ACC burden.frame-V-3SG
She packed dry grass, a scoop, everything.

"Uli ka:-la-ni kepte-ne-ze-m(i), tukca min-a-wa
river near-LOC-3SG lie-DIR-SUBJ-lSG hare me-O-ACC
b'a-laga-li"....
fmd-PURP-3SG
"I will go and lie down near the river, so that the hares find me."

Mamaka-yi:-gdeli "Si tene kawa-la tu: saya
wife-AL.REF-FOC you CONT bark.house-LOC all hole
likpisi-je, uke-we xuku-je, ilaka-wa kulegi-je.
plug-IMF door-ACC tie-IMP.2SG bast-ACC prepare-MP.2SG
(He said) to his wife: "Plug up all the holes in the house, close the door, and
prepare the bast.

Tukca min-a-wa b'a-gi:-si:-ni tu: wokti-we, sarja
hare me-O-ACC fmd-REP-PC-3SG all door-ACC hole
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tu: likpigi-je, to: xo:-lo-ni likpigi-je.
all plug-MP.2SG fire over-LOC-3SG plug-IMP.2SG
When the hares find me, plug everything, the door, all the holes, plug (the flue)
over the fire.

Ufa hi: e-lege-ni tukca xo:n-tigi-ni
that be.PRP NEG-PURP-3SG hare outside-LAT-3SG
yene."
go
(Do) so, so that the hares cannot escape outdoors."

Ute- bede yene-gi-e-k, yene:-ni uli
that like go-REP.PAST-EXPR go.PAST-3SG river
ka:-tigi-ni.
near-LAT- 3SG
So he left, he went to the river.

Uli ya:-la-n(i) kepte:-k, kepte:-i, kepte:-i.
river bank-LOC-3SG lie.PAST-EXPR lie-PRP lie-PRP
He lay down on the river bank, he was lying for a long time.

Gagaga ele: sikie-gie... omo tukca
INTER soon evening-REP.PRP one hare
eme:n-zi: ka-li.
come-PP-INST.SS near-PROL
In the evening one hare came up.

"Od'o, Kanda od'o i:mi i:mi bude:-nie,
grandfather Kanda grandfather why why die.PAST-3SG
haigugugu?
INTER
"Why did grandfather Kanda die?

Xaikta-ni-de bie haigugugu, to:-n(i)-de
dry.grass-3SG-FOC bePRES.HAB INTER fire-3SG-FOC
bie haigugugu, s'ou-n(i)-de bie,
be.PRES.HAB INTER scoop-3SG-FOC be.PRES.HAB
haigugugu, i:mi bude-nie?
INTER why die.PAST-3SG
There is dry grass for putting in the boots, the fire, the scoop, why did he die?

Ai-y'ei tukca-nie, haigugugu, eme-je-ue haigugugu,
fir.tree-N hare-3SG INTER come-IMP-2PL INTER
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sakt'ai tukca-nie, die-le tukca-nie,
willow.thicket hare-3SG far.from.river-N hare-3SG
haigugugu, eme-je-ue haigugugu, od'o
INTER come-IMP-2PL INTER grandfather
bude:-me-nie haigugugu kawa-tigi neu-gi-lege
die.PP-ACC-3SG INTER tent-LAT fetch-REP-PURP
haigugugu."
INTER
Hares from the fir tree thicket, come here, hares from the brush willow thicket,
hares from faraway places, come here, in order to fetch the dead grandfather
back to his house."

Ute.
that
(He sang) like that.

Tukca eme-kte:-ni.
hare come-DIS.PAST-3SG
The hares came from different places.

"E:, uta bi:-te."
INTER that bi.PRP-FOC
"Ah, things are like this."

Tu: eme-kte:-ti.
all come-DIS.PAST-3PL
All of them came.

[MafaJ uti od'o mo gölte mogolie
old.man that grandfather around around
mogolie jeukte-si: "Ge, bude:-mi
around check-IM.PRP yes die.PAST-INF

neu-gi-ze-f(i) kawa-tigi, mama-tigi
fetch-REP-SUBJ-lPL.IN tent-LAT wife-LAT
neu-gi-ze-fie."
fetch-REP-SUBJ- 1PL.IN
They checked the old man all over, "Yes (indeed), he has died, let us bring him
back to his house, to his wife."

Neu-gi-li-e-ti, neu-gi-e-k mafasa-wa,
fetch-REP-INC.PAST-3PL f fetch-REP-PAST-EXPR old.man-ACC
neu-gi: zug-tigi, kawa-tigi, neu-gi-e:, mede:
fetch-REP.PRP house-LAT tent-LAT fetch-REP.PRP report
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"Ei od'o uli k :-la-ni gekti-e-me-ni
this grandfather river near-LOC-3SG freeze-PP-ACC-3SG
neu-gi-e-u. "
fetch-REP-PAST- 1PL.EX
They started fetching, brought the old man back to his house, and reported:
"Here, we have brought back the grandfather frozen, from near the river."

"Λ/α, agda, aja", agda:-nie uti mamaka tukca
good be.glad good thank PAST-3SG that old. woman hare
neu-gi-e-me-ni.
fetch-REP-PP-ACC-3SG
"Good, thank you," - the old woman thanked the hares which had brought (the
old man).

Uti agda: -nie, agda: -nie, wokti tu: xekegi-si-e-k.
that thank-3SG thank-3SG door all tie-DVI.PAST-EXPR
She thanked them and meanwhile closed the door.

Mafasa-ni xere xere te:-gi-mie oloyki-zi
old.man-3SG quick quick get.up-REP-INF stick-INST
yene-wasi-e-ni j'eu-zi j'eu olorjki bi-mie jeu,
beat-DIV-PAST-3SG what-INST what stick be-INF what
tamu-zi.
stick-INST
The old man got up quickly and beat (them) with a stick and with everything.

Tu: korjko-si:-li, koyko-do-i, tamu-zi koyko-do-li
all beat-IM-3SG beat-SEM-PRP stick-INST beat-SEM-INC
omo ayi-we tukca-wa ku'ai-la-ni p'ali-gde
one IND-ACC hare-ACC ear-LOC-3SG black-FOC
zegde-li tamu-zi.
burn-3SG stick-INST
He beat them and hit one hare's ears with a charred burnt stick.
{A} tamu paktana tamu-de [Jala] jala zawa uti tamu
and stick hit stick-FOC coal coal ... take that stick
j'eu-gde-zi ... ku'ai-ni p'ali-gde.
what-FOC-INST ear-3SG black-FOC
And the stick with which he hit the hare was burnt, like coal.

Utemi [ku'ai] tukca ku'ai-ni p'aligi hi:,
then ear hare ear-3SG black be.PRP black
ku'ai due-ni p'aligi.
ear end-3SG black
That is why the hares' ears are black, the ends of the hares' ears are black.
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Kanda mafa p'aligi tamu-zi cinge-da:-ni,
Kanda old.man black stick-INSTR hit-V.PAST-3SG
to: tamu-zi-ni....
fire stick-INSTR-3SG
The old man Kanda hit it with the black stick from the fire.

Uta-wa tukca-yi: tu: si:-si:, tu: zeute-tjisi:.
that-ACC hare-AL.REF all skin-IM.PRP all food-V.PRP
They skinned their hares, cooked a lot of different food.

Baja mafa-wa gele:-ti sauli-masi baja
rich old.man-ACC invite.PAST-3PL have.feast-REC rich
mafa-wa sauli-masi-le-fi gele:-ni...
old.man-ACC have.feast-REC-PURP-SS.PL invite.PAST-3SG
He invited the rich man to have a feast together.

Uti dian-a-ini, "Ei zorjku zorjku mafas'a j'eu j'e-we
that say-0-3SG this poor poor man what what-ACC
wa:-li sauli-le-m(i) gele-ini minti-we?"
kill.PAST-3SG have.feast-PURP-INF invite-3SG we.IN-ACC
He says, "What did the poor man kill to invite us for a feast?"

"A:, tukca \va:-ni [sin-e-we] tukca
INTER hare kill.PAST-3SG you-ACC hare
wa:-ni, sauli-le-m(i) geli-yie" ayi
kill.PAST-3SG have.feast-PURP-SS invite-IC IND
mamaka-yi-ni dian-a-ini.
old.woman-AL-3SG say-0-3SG
"He killed hares to invite you for a treat," says his wife.

"Ge, tjene-ze-f[i)", rjene:-ti.
INTER go-SUBJ-lPL.IN go.PAST-3PL
"Well, let us go," and they went.

Gele-rjie [baja-ni] zorjku-s'e, läsi zeute-rjisie
invite-IC rich-3SG poor-N much food-V.PRP
tukca-zi, tukca ule:-we-ni.
hare-INST hare meat-ACC-3SG
The poor man invited (the rich one), cooked much food of the hares, the hare
meat.

Uta diga-si:, xauntasi:, "Si ono wa:-i tukca,
that eat-IM.PRP ask.PRP you how kill.PAST-2SG hare
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l egdi tukca-wa?
very many hare-ACC
Then they ate, (the rich man) asked, "How did you kill so many hares?

La egdi ono wa:-mu?
very many how kill-INF
How can one kill so many?

[Si] hi sin-digi-de egdi wa-zaya-i
you me you-ABL-FOC many kill-FUT-lSG
I will kill even more hares than you did.

Si wac'a wa:-i."
you little kill.PAST-2SG
You killed little."

tukca-wa.
hare-ACC

"Ge, maijga-zi
well strong-INST
"Well, good luck!"

Μα/α gdeli
old.man FOC
timana-ni ayi
tomorrow-3SG IND
The rich old man went
Sina-da-za-fie,
burden.frame-V-SUBJ-
uli ka-la-ni
river near-LOC-3SG

wal'a-ta-i-ze."
luck-PERM-2SG-HORT

baja mafa zug-tigi
rich man house-LAT
mamaka-ni dian-a-ini,
wife-3SG say-0-3SG

home and the next day he said to
bi tukca-wa

1PL.IN me hare-ACC
kepte-ne-ze-mi, tukca
lie-DIR- SUBJ-1SG hare

yeni-e-k,
go-PAST-EXPR
"Dogdie, si!
listen.IMP.2SG you
his wife, "Wife!
ceminele-ze-m(i),
cheat-SUBJ-lSG
min-a-wa
me-O-ACC

gune zug-tigi kawa-tigi gazi-le-ti."
EV house-LAT tent-LAT bring-PURP-3PL
Let us pack my burden frame, I will cheat the hares, I will go and lie near the
river, so that the hares bring me back home.

'Si mute-zeye-i,
can-FUT-2SG

J eu
what

J eu
you what
dian-a-ini.
say-0-3SG
"How can you (do this)," says his wife.

Ge, [si ute be].
well you that like
"Well, it will be like that.

51...
you

mamaka-ni
old.woman-3SG
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Bi ute be zoyku..."
me that like poor
I (will do) like the poor man did."

rjene:-ni sina-da-na:, uli ka:-tigi-ni
go.PAST-3SG burden.frame-V-PC.SS river side-LAT-3SG
yene.'-k, uli ka-la-ni kepte-nie,
go.PAST-EXPR river side-LOC-3SG lie.PAST-3SG
kepte:-i..
lie-PRP
He went to the river bank having packed the burden frame and lay near the
river.

Ele bude bede kepte-ini, kepte-ini.
soon die like lie-3SG lie-3SG
He was lying as if he was going to die.

Omo tukca eme:n-zi:, "Sakt'ai tukca-nie haigugugu,
one hare come.PP-INST.SS willow.thicket hare-3SG INTER
mafa i:m(i) bude:-nie haigugugu.
old.man why die.PAST-3SG INTER
One hare came (and said), "Hares from the brush willow thicket, why did the
old man die?

Ai-y'ei tukca-nie haigugugu, eme-je-ue haigugugu."
fir.tree-N hare-3SG INTER come-IMP-2PL.EX INTER
Hares from the fir-tree thicket, come here."

Tukca-ni em'e, sakt'ai tukca-ni hi:
hare-3SG come.PERF willow.thicket hare-3SG be.PRP
tukca-ni eme-kte:-ti, la eme-kte:-li.
hare-3SG come-DIV.PAST-3PL many come-DIV.PAST-3PL
The hares came up, hares living in the brush willow thicket
came together, many came.

La tukca mogolie mogolie xuli:, jeukte-si:.
many hare around around walk.PRP check-IM.PRP
Many hares walk around and check (if he is really dead).

"Neu-gi-ze-fi kawa-tigi, mama-tigi
bring-REP-SUBJ-lPL.IN tent-LAT old. woman
od'o-wo, od'o gekte-i-\ve-ni."
grandfather-ACC grandfather freeze-PRP-ACC-3SG
"Let us bring the frozen old man back to the bark house, to his wife."
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Ge, neu-gi-li, ge, etne-li onto tukca
well bring-REP-3SG well come-3SG one hare
xukti-li-e-ni, ku'ai-ni p'ali, ku'ai-ni due-ni
skip-INC-PAST-3SG ear-3SG black ear-3SG end-3SG
p'aligi.
black
They started to carry him, here comes a hare with black ears, with black ends
of the ears.

"Alasi-je-u
wait-MP-2PL.EX
"Wait, wait!

E-zi-u nixe!
NEG-IMP-2PL do
Do not do it!

haigugugu,
INTER

alasi-je-u
wait-MP-2PL.EX

haigugugu.
INTER

Tineyi
yesterday
mafa
old.man

min-e-we ute
me-O-ACC this
min-e-we ute
me-O-ACC this

bede omo
like one
bede-gdeli,
like-FOC

uti zotjku
that poor
ku 'ai-la-i
ear-LOC-lSG

Kanda
Kanda

p 'alig(i)-de ku 'ai-de ayi.
black-FOC ear-FOC IND
Yesterday one poor old man, Kanda mafa, (cheated) me like this, (that is why)
my ears are black.

Uli-tigi wende-je a-wa, uli-tigi
water-LAT throw-IMP.2SG this-ACC water-LAT
wende-i, gun-e-ini, mafasa-wa."
throw-IMP.2SG say-0-3SG old.man-ACC
Throw him, this old man, into the water, he said, throw him into the water."

Gegege uta diisi:..,. "Uli-tigi
INTER that hear.PRP water-LAT
haigugugu, e-zi-u neu-gie
INTER, NEG-IMP-2PL carry-REP

wende-je
throw-MP.2SG
haigugugu," xe:ti:-ni.
INTER shout-3SG

The old man heard it, "Throw him into the water, do not carry," he shouted.

Xe:ti-m(i) xe:ti-mi tukca ono-dom
shout-INF shout-INF hare how-IND
xukti-ne:-ni.
skip-DIR.PAST-3SG
Shouting the hares skipped this way and that.

ono-dom
how-IND
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"Gegege, uli-tigi wende-ze-fi, uli-tigi
INTER water-LAT throw-SUBJ-lPL.IN water-LAT
wende-je, gun-e-ini.
throw-IMP.2SG say-0-3PL
"Let us throw him into the water, throw him into the water, (the hare) said.

Tineyi xai uta-zi zoyku zoyku mafasa min-e-(we)
yesterday too that-INST poor poor old man me-O-(ACC)
ani-e-ni ute bede cemine:-ni."
IND-PAST-3SG this like cheat.PAST-3SG
Yesterday, too, the poor old man cheated me like this."

Ge, uli-tigi z'e wende-li:... bogolo uli-tigi
well water-LAT as.soon.as throw-3SGf fat water-LAT
wende... jazata xelibe te:-gi-e-ni,
throw of.course quick get.up-REP-PAST-3SG
omo omo-wo tukca zuke zawa:-ni mafasa,
one one-ACC hare hardly catch.PAST-3SG old.man
baja mafa.
rich old.man
As soon as they threw the fat old man into the water, the man, the old man, got up
quickly and hardly caught one hare.

Ketige uli-tigi wende:-ni.
nearly water-LAT throw.PAST-3SG
They nearly threw him into the river.
nene:-ni zug-tigi, ji:, tukca, sina-wa
go.PAST-3SG house-LAT enter.PRP hare burden.frame-ACC
ayi neu-gi-e-ni.
IND bring-REP-PAST-3SG
He went home, entered, brought back one hare and the burden frame.

"Ketige min-e-we uli-tigi \vende-du-ge tukca-ziga
nearly me-O-ACC water-LAT throw-PL-PERF hare-PL
sanawo:noni, min-e-we cemine:-ni, ei omo-to
damn me-O-ACC cheat.PAST-3SG this one-REST
tukca zawa:-mi, omo-to tukca...
hare take.PAST-lSG one-REST hare
"The hares nearly threw me into the river, damn, they cheated me, I have
caught only one hare, only one."

Uti zoyku mafasa-de inekte-ili, "Gegege, ono
this poor old.man-FOC laugh-3SG INTER how
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min-a-wa zakt'a-si: tukca-du uli-tigi
me-O-ACC do.like.another-PC.SS hare-DAT river-LAT
keti(ge) wende-wo:-ni.
nearly throw-PAS.PAST-3SG
The poor old man laughed, "Ha-ha-ha, he did like me, (but) was nearly thrown
into the river by the hares."
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Chapter 26
Thematic lexicon

The thematic lexicon represents the core vocabulary of Bikin Udihe grouped
into conventional semantic fields. The structure of the lexicon is to some extent
based on Kibrik and Kodzasov (1990), however, it differs from it both in
section divisions and in the position of concrete words. Within each section
words are organized on semantic grounds, while the list of ideophones in 26.3
is presented alphabetically. The lexicon of the Northern dialect is fairly
comprehensively represented in Simonov and Kjalundzjuga (1998-1999).

26.1. Nominals

26.1.1. Body

26.1.1.1. Head and neck

head
neck
skull
chin, jaw
face
cheek
Adam's apple
forehead
temple
eye
wall-eye
pupil of the eye
eyelash
eyebrow
eyelid
ear
lobe of the ear
nose
beak
back of the head
top of the head

dill
müö
(of a bear) zei
zei
degdi
sasa
kayue
xeje
kämikte
ja:
käktugu
niziga
samikte
guluge
kempukte
ku 'ai
cempukte
yo:
zogzo
kekpese
temuge
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914 Thematic lexicon

mouth
lip
tongue
gum
tooth
milk-tooth
fang
molar
throat
bronchial tubes, wind pipe
palate
muzzle, snout
antlers, horns

aqma
xeme
ίηί
texe
ikte
soyoso ikteni
guja, suka
s 'aiguni
zokpo, (sore) kute
kogu
ke
liiimo

26.1.1.2. Trunk

body, trunk
dead body
back
side
shoulder
breast
chest
udder
nipple
waist
penis
vagina
testicles
tail
bottom, anus

beje
bunirje
oka
kente
bogdolo
xaba
tirje
xaba
xaba
eyeze,(back part) sogd , da:ma
w'oso, (of a boy) kaqgu
wa:, (of a girl) luktei
bu:yi
igi, (of a fish) kemdexi
ai

26.1.1.3. Extremities

arm
paw
elbow
hand
fist
palm
finger

rjala
bugdi
iso:
rjala
saqtu
xana
una, (second) so:, (third) dulumti, (fourth)
cimcai ag 'ani, (fifth) cimcai
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phalanx
thumb
nail
claw
handful
back of the hand, instep
nipper
foot of web-footed
sole
leg
ankle
shin-bone
heel
hip
knee
kneecap
lap
hoof

wing
fin

to:
xo:
waikta
cofo
cofo
ijumni, xana umnini
eugge
pataga
xagdigi
bugdi
kuandugu
uiyki
( )
wo:
xeye
bölo
bege
(of a cow, deer, moose, boar) (w)u:, (one half)
kokco
daptä
zu:i, (side) usa, (dorsal) cösökö

26.1.1.4. Internal organs and bones

heart
lung
liver
spleen
stomach
gut
tendon
vein
marrow
roe
bone
shoulder-blade
pelvis
backbone
lumbar vertebrae
fibula, radius
thigh-bone
joint
cartilage

mawa
eunte
x'ei
a:mi
emugde
sulukta
simu
sakä umaktani
uma
cafa
garna
sä:
deuxi
ni:kta
da: ma
He
bo ga
zala
kefutige, neptige
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916 Thematic lexicon

26.1.1.5. Surface of the body

skin, hide
wool
hair
plait
mane
mole
sore, scab
beard
moustache
feather
pimple
scales
callosity
wound
scar
bruise
wrinkle

n , (fish) sugbu, (of a bear) nata
nukte
nukte
jakti, (on the side) xekele, (behind) b nza
nukte
xanikte
koxo
gu(z)akta
gu(z)akta
ofokto
pusilakta
e:je, ekte
sakta
sie
kal
noko
bakci

26.1.1.6. Soft substances and secretions

brain
blood
sweat
tear(s)
saliva
snivel, drool
bile
gall
milk
pus
urine
excrement
bird' s dung, droppings

dui
saka
nieyi
iyamukta
zal
ligba
silie
zo:
kos Ό
ηαηηα
suo
amu
sana

26.1.2. Man

26.1.2.1. Kinship terms and related notions

relative

youth

(of the same generation) xa:, (relative) za:, (by
marriage) seygite
ft 'aula
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child
boy
girl
man
woman
old man
old woman
older man from the same kin
older woman from the same kin
father
mother
son
daughter
grandmother

grandfather
grandchild
brother

sister

uncle

aunt

husband
wife
spouse
bride
groom
mother-in-law
father-in-law
brother-in-law

sister-in-law

sita
b'ata
xatala, (small) aziga
ninta
a:nta
mafasa, sagdinta
mamaka, sagdinta
od'o
mama
abuga
eniye
b 'atama sita, b 'ata
azigama sita, aziga
(father's or mother's elder sister) mama,
(maternalj laulou, (paternal) neinei
od'o, (paternal)jeje, (maternal) lauje
sunze, omolo
(elder) ag'a, (elder, of a woman) nazakta,
(younger)
ηβηιι
(elder) exe, (elder, of a man) xunazi, (younger)
neiju
(mother's brother) gos'o, (father's elder
brother) daja or od'o, (mother's sister's
husband) ifu, (father's younger brother) su:su,
(father's sister's husband) gufu
(father's sister) gugu, (father's elder brother's
wife) da:niija, (father's younger sister, father's
wife younger than mother) exe, (father's
younger brother's wife) semiqa, (mother's
elder sister) ίηαηα, (mother's brother wife)
gimu
mafa
mamasa
gagda, (in an address) dogdi
mamasayati
mafayati
mama, erne, (wife's mother) ele
od'o, ama
(younger sister's husband) keli, (elder sister's
husband) auja
(wife's younger sister, younger brother's
wife's younger sister) bene, (elder brother's
wife) seuze or exe
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son-in-law
cousin

nephew, niece

twins
orphan
widow
widower
clan, kin
family
old maid, spinster
bachelor

kodu
zalä, (younger) nazakta, (mother's elder
sister's child) to:xo
(elder sister's child) neyu, (younger sister's
child) inas 'a
ad'au
aqaza
nau, nau a:ntani
nau, nau nintani
ze:
zugdiyke
xatala mamani
poutuize

26.1.2.2. Social roles

neighbour
guest
friend
enemy
master, owner
ruler
chief, boss
oldest man
hired worker
servant
soldier
merchant
teacher

nimeyke
zima: ni:
anda
bagäu
xente
eze
zaygä
sagdimzi
lauzi, kekese
elci
cawa:
xudasi: ni:
sätjsäya, uciteli

26.1.2.3. Nationalities

Udihe
Chinese
Russian
Japanese
Korean
Jakut
Evenki
Nanai
Oroch

udie
nlnka
lusa
i:bene
gauli
joko
kile
maynm
namwjka
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Nominate 919

26.1.3. Animals

female

male

(of small beasts) guas'a, (of fishes, birds)
enece, (of hoofed animals) eni(n)
(of small beasts) mugeti, (of fishes, birds)
amina, (of hoofed animals) logoso, etige (of
tiger and bear)

26.1.3.1. Domestic animals and fowl

domestic animal
cow
pig
horse
dog
puppy
cat
hen
duck

wo:
ja:
wag
mui
in'ei
kasanziga
keige
n'au

26.1.3.2. Beasts

beast, animal
badger
racoon-dog
hare
squirrel
fox
wolf
chipmunk
mouse
shrew
rat
marten
lynx
hermine
sable
otter
glutton
Siberian weasel
Manchu deer
roe

bui
jandasa
nautu
tukca
oloxi
sul'ai
neyu
xualibanza
siye
ctmdie
sagdi siye
kai(a)
tibzexi
zelexi
no:
z'oto,zugu
οηάο
solo
Ιάίηα, (one-year old) sigis'a, (young) barakca
giusa, pauza
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920 Thematic lexicon

moose
boar

musk-deer
tiger

snow leopard
bear

leopard
lynx
pole-cat
monkey
jackal
bat
flying squirrel

ogbö
nakta, (one-year old) sii:, gulugese, (female)
atiga, (male) zei
anda
kuti, (cub) kuti xuga-ni, (one-year-old) kuti
bakana-ni, (two-years-old) dükto
meku
mafa, soygo, (cub) xuga, (one-year-old)
bakana, (Manchu) na:nirji, (Himalayan)
guaizima
simoule
tibzexi
seiende
xeuze
zaku
elegdige
bokto

26.1.3.3. Birds

small singing bird
bird of prey
wild duck
raven
crow
sparrow
cuckoo
owl
eagle-owl
eagle
hazel-hen
wild goose or swan
heron
heath-cock
woodpecker
jay
wood pigeon
magpie
night bird (Otus sunia)

öind'a
gaxi
gaja, (Anas formosa) cuguse
wali
g'ai
zätöu
keku
guakci
ukä, ga: mafa
käsa
sumuxi
nwjnai
yasaxi
aima
boxolo, (big) kuexi
ju:xa
ku:nti
pa:mp'ai
topto
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26.1.3.4. Cold-blooded animals, fishes, and water animals

fish
greenling
bulltrout
burbot
salmon

crawfish
pike
minnow
chub
roach
sazan
sig, whitefish
bullhead
grayling
crucian
goby fish
Misgurnus anguillicaudatus
shellfish
snake
frog
toad
tortoise
grass-snake, sledge runner
snail
fry
whale

sugzä
zaurja
zeli
cä:
(Siberian salmon) dawa, (humpback salmon)
oxo,
ceqdexi
guese
Hondo
jabada
jala
kaktä
kali
las'a
nugusa
duguaza
I'asa
sumundi
ga:la
kuliga, (small) miki
e:xi
jada
wayba
zabda
zauda
wajakta
kalima

26.1.3.5. Insects

insects
worm
fly
wasp
gadfly
bee
mosquito

moth
ant
butterfly

(in water) kuliga, (small) kukpu
kuligas'a, (earth) silikte
gobo(do)
afun 'au
ige:
kü: goboni
ijamakta, (large) cincaula, (in autumn)
xumukte
pöu
iktente
kuana, (night) gawakta
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spider
cockroach
flee
loose
forest-bug
tick
dragonfly
caterpillar (hairy white)

ataxi
zaijlcaja
sua
kumuge
exinie
kafa
gindaula
sefe, (hairy green) tuibo, (not hairy) nolö

26.1.4. Plants

26.1.4.1. Trees

tree
cedar
fir tree
birch tree
oak tree
Manchu nut tree
poplar
larch tree
ash-tree
aspen-tree
willow tree
elm
bird cherry tree
lime-tree
yew tree
cork tree
silver fir
hawthorn
Siberian apple-tree

mo:
kuijka
aikta
talu, (young) cafakta
oloyko
kusikta
amigda
ß·'
bul'a
xulu(gda)
sakta
tizayka
isompo
eigde
taktig 'a
kokto
okto
zalikte
uliykä

26.1.4.2. Bushes, shrubs, herbs

bushes, shrubs
grass
flower
berries
schizandra (a local creeper)
barberry
raspberries

mokt'oi
okto
ila, xua
gegbeyku
usirnpa, limonika
sa:
etwjgie bambatani
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Nominal* 923

blueberry
cranberry
cowberry
berries of yew tree
red currents
wild grapes
ginseng
poppy
lily
Angelika (an edible plant)
hemp
honeysuckle
goose-foot
a prickly bush
fern
horse-tail
ledum
nettle
honey agaric
moss
water-plant
slime, mire

dikte
g'ata
teukte
sama gegbeykimi
kosolo
musikte
olondo
dajana
gila
aunta
sikte
xafakta
xucei
kömpo
ni:kte, (Pteridum) x'eutui bugdini
su:kte
seykie
xalaxai
zeymo
labuge, lexeyke
kombokto
konolo

26.1.4.3. Fruits, vegetables, crops

vegetables
melon
watermelon
grapes
onion
garlic
cucumber
potatoes
squash
beans
pea
corn
millet
rice
green radish
mushroom (growing on trees)

c at
sayguaza
sigua
mesikte
citye
diice, (wild) disokto
xuaygu
tuduze, sanü
wogu, siguli
deuze
tuli
boulimi, boulime
zakta
zaymi
loboi
bot'o, mougu
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924 Thematic lexicon

26.1 A4. Parts of plants

wood
brushwood
branch
leaf
bark
root
acom
bast
nut

seed
stamp
excrescence on a tree
thorn
pine-cone

mo:
käfakta
(bough) ga:, (thin) sue
abdä:
wakta
texe
wikta
ilaka
(cedar) ikte, (Manchu) kusikta, (hazel)
zeijzegei
ceme, ikte
mugd'a
kanda
köypo
(of fir-tree, larch tree) koygolo, (of cedarj
nanta, seutige

26.1.5. Food and drinks

food
flour, dough
corn flour
yeast
bread
roasted flour with sugar
sugar, sweets
salt
honey
millet or rice broth
millet or rice porridge
bun
flat cake

meat
meat dumplings
dried fish

boiled fish
raw fish
fat

zeu
tnana, efe
c'aza
tnana oktoni
xeleba
mänca
sata
s'ei
kü:
zakta
(thick) gampa, (thin) lala
pampuska
(fried) bula or kakcima, (with bird-cherries)
ja:, galäya
ule:
rnarjtu, bänci
(whole salmon) ma:la, (half of salmon)
namikta, (salmon without roe) deipte, (cooked)
solimi
olo:
t'ala
into:, (boiled in pieces) lerne
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egg
potato meal
pickled vegetables
soup
juice (of berries), broth
tree sap (of birch)
milk
vodka
tea

umakta
läncei
saycaiyisa
colo, (made of dried salmon) solimi
sile
cöyki
ja: xabani
'ai
öaja

26.1.6. Clothes and jewellery

gown, dress
trousers
apron
abdominal band
(summer) shirt
head-dress
sleeve
scarf (made of squirrel tails)
cap
kerchief
collar
ear-flaps
belt
footwear
mittens

knee bandage
jewellery
ring
nose-ring
beads
earring
bracelet
button
spectacles
fan
hair lace

tege
xeig I
leli
deudeli
mokcö
pumpu
ukie
mo:pti
au, (winter hunting cap) bogdo
seuzine
Unze
zauga
umu, (small) telie
uyta, (home) watuze
(leather) kol'o, (cotton wool) wambaxi,
(fabric) kasama
wa'ipti
jayza
unapti
s'a
moyoli
weige
belepti
to:
jagdugu
sanza
weiptiyke
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26.1.7. Material activity

26.1.7.1. Tools

instrument
braking tool
scratching tool, scraper
knife

scissors
axe
hatchet

hammer
saw
hoe
drill
awl, gimlet
plane
nail
twist tool
pincers
file
sickle
crow
spade
mill
stretching frame
bellows
anvil
whetstone
fire-stone, flint
needle
thimble
thread

xazu
kaiyku
kede, (w)u:
kusige, (with crooked blade) afili, (for
scratching the ornament) u:dugu
xaza
suese
(for the boat bottom) xe:meyku, (for the boat
inside, with crooked blade) dosiijku
xaluga
züi
gautu
orjo
sign
tüifaya, tüibo
tikpe, (small) cebe
maktigi
eugge
jo:
jandau
keli
guarjcou
lamo:
karjau
kuge
zile
paqku, sue
bu:
iyme
unapti
siekte

26.1.7.2. House objects and utensils

utensils, things xalaygie
dishes tekpu
spoon uniya
sharp stick for taking meat sikpou
ladle kunzi
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scoop
chopsticks
bowl
basin
mug
plate
bottle
caldron, pot
sauce-pan
kettle
grater
bucket
grill
cutting board
mat
rag, duster, nappies
broom
oven
stove
chair, stool, bench
mirror
table
chest
box
backpack, burden frame
cradle
(plank) bed
pillow
blanket
mosquito curtain
store-house
sticks for drying fish
scabbard
paper
lid, cover
handle
rope
lock
key
hook
pipe
tobacco-pouch
comb
soap

s'ou, (for boiled fish)juge
sabuga
(wooden) moxo, (of birch bark) xasa
penze
cawa
(wooden) oto, (china) catjmi
tukulu, baqza
(large) joxo, kala, loijko
maygwana
joxo, cuanza
catjku
mulexi, (of birch bark) mogu:
länzi

soktou
lugba
akpwjku
zauxu
bilici
terjku
xanayku
zueze
konz'o
(made of birch-bark) xasa, komoxo
sina
emuge
kaya
zentu, tiu
xula
zampa
zali, (small) deke
degumu
komixi
xauja
wopti, deipti
xei
xeku
jausu
jausu luktatjkuni
ob
dei
xali
igdu, mele
ji:ze
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toy
doll
sack
bag
money

guezeye, gusikci
z'afa
keudi, lamba
(for hunting) padu, (for tools) puta
za:

26.1.7.3. Dwelling

city, town
settlement
house
tent, yurt
night shelter
door
doorway
roof
rafter
floor
window
wall
sleeping place
entrance hall
threshold
hearth
flue
fence
nest
burrow, hole

xoto(n)
bagdu, ige
zugdi, (winter) tueze
(grass) kawa, (bark) colo, maiga

wopti
uke:
zugdi xo:ni
sarji
weige, pala
pa:, coijku
kepte
bä:
utulu
uke: te:ni
to:pti
saynamugu, tuymuge
zaijza
xui, (of a squirrel) lo(go)i
agdu, (in the tree roots) gua

26.1.7.4. Hunting, fishing

bow
bow-string
arrow

shaft of the bow
arbalest
gun

cartridge
fishing rode, hook
net

bei
alayajwni
tada, (with the soft end, used by children)
zaqta
alarja
peu
mä:usa, mäunda, (small-calibre) päkcika,
(double-barrel) kab'ou
ma:li
urn'a
adili
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harpoon
trap

spear
hunter's horn

meime, (large) zogbo
(iron) kakpa, lau, ca:za, (for small animals)
laiji
gida
buniyku

26.1.7.5. Transportation

boat
oar

pole for pushing a boat
scull
sledge
dog harness
plane
train
carriage
ski

(canoe) ugda, (large) 'ana, (Russian) temtige
pataxi, (for canoe, small paddle) megu, (long)
su:
gäu
gäu
tuxi
ala
fiietiye
xuece
se:
kiygele, (fur-lined) suala,

26.1.7.6. Cloths

cloth
silk
wool
brocade
leather(n)
fish skin
cotton wool, wadding
bast
broadcloth

sexi
seule
iijakta, tanza
gäncu
na:
sugbu
d'a
ilakä
zanza

26.1.8. Non-material culture

26.1.8.1. Verbal activity

word, language keje
name gegbi
tale nimatjku
legend, story telwju
riddle nagbuyku
news, information mede
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930 Thematic lexicon

26.1.8.2. Music

shaman's tambourine
shaman's beetle
bells
flute
jaws harp
string instrument
song

urjtu
koyokto
komokto
kirjula
kiujkai
zulägka
jexe

26.1.8.3. Traditional beliefs and rituals

god
shaman
ritual pole
shaman mask
shaman belt
idol of a good spirit
spirit

soul
ream of dead
guessing stone
straw dolls used by shamans
sin
dragon
altar
gnome
talisman
ritual lard

bua
sama, (evil) kagmayku
tu:
xambaba
jampa
sewexi
(evil) ogzo, (evil) amba, (of nature) eze, (fire)
puzä, (water) temu, (shaman's spirit) sewe
xana, ege
bunige
xayayku
puderjku
sondo
muduli, suqmu(li)
pü:, kesi geleijku, (Chinese) möu
bagzä
bobol
ulikte

26.1.8.4. Abstract notions

luck kesi
misfortune zuge
honor, respect gebu
strength meje
dream toko
sound uga
voice keje
illness, disease unugu
pain uni
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fault baita
smell, scent xu(n), bapta
taste amta
debt nayda
share, part obo
law, custom koli
shape due
colour bono
space co/o
part, piece pei
end me/'e
occasion tnuda
circle monto
side ogbo(n)
half kakt'a(n)
gap
kind, sort, kin, age
spare time

26.1.9. Natural objects and substances

world ba:

26.1.9.1. Earth

earth, soil na:
taiga &a: xo:ni, ba:za geni
hill, mountain we:, (rocky) k ma
rock £«/a
cave orjgo
gorge zew, ./'αλρα
mountain pass ada, tumie
road, track xokto
glen α/α
field, clearance biga
bog n 'aw
pit porjgo

26.1.9.2. Water objects

water w/i
foam afuti
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flood
wave
drop
bubble
stream
spring
lake
sea
seashore
creek, back-water, gulf
river
river-bed
river mouth
river-head
arm of a river
stretch of a river
fork of a river
blockage of a river
dried river-bed
turn of a river
river bend
riverbank
ford
bridge
spit
shallow
rapids
watering-place
spawning place
island

mude
jaki, xene
sabda
komokto
eje
nuxala
to/7/
namu(n)
kä:
'asa
uli, (small) bäsa
zu:
data
de:
jogoso
unakta
zawa
morjo, keijme
jarjata
mogz'o
törjo
kä:
oloyko
deumi
bita
ugbe
gidäyku
zempu
dawasikci
bugasa

26.1.9.3. Sky

sky
sun
moon
star
cloud
rainbow
Mars
Milky Way

( )
su:
bä:
waikta
toko
agdi sawjkini
xuakta
Kanda mafa duktatna:ni (literally: 'the old
man Kanda's skiing')
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Ursus Minor
Ursus Major

nada xatala
zali baηn :m

26.1.9.4. Natural substances

gold
silver
iron
tin
copper
sand
stone
dust
clay
lead
mud
ashes
coal
ice
resin
soda

aisi
meymu
sele
jagt
tusi
onokto
zolo
p'ai
t'apti
tuza
lifakta, tifakta
xulepte
jala, ζαηα
zuge, (smooth river ice) k gda
nute
z na

26.1.9.5. Natural phenomena

wind
storm
thunder
rain
snow
fog
hail
fire
smoke
frost
steam
shade

edi
si:
agdi
tigde, (with snow) lada
ima,: (newly-fallen) zaka
tamna
bono
to:
saijna
gekti
sogdo
umni

26.1.10. Time

year
month
spring

αηα
b :
neki
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summer
autumn
winter
day

night
evening
morning
dawn
noon

zua
bolo
tue
(when counting time) neyi-(ni), (time of the
day) ineyi-(ni)
dogbo
sikie
tima-(ni)
gäwa, ine
saqxua

26.1.11. Spatial notions

south
north
place behind

place before
place on the left side
place on the right side
place the opposite side
place upstream
place downstream
place far from the river bank
or the fire
place close to the river bank
or the fire
place inside
place outside
place on the top
place on the surface
place above
place below, under
place between
place along
place in the middle
place close
place near
place far away
place on the side
corner
angle

zue,fiilerje
sugala
tauze-, ca:-, (in movement) ama:(za)-, (on the
back) aka-
zulie-, nondu-, no:-
dieqe-
: -

bagä:(za)-
solie(ze)-
ezi(ze)-
die-

ijä:-

do:-
ba:-
(at the pointed end) due-
(w)ui-/we:-, ge:, ojo-
xo:(n)-
xegie-
agda(n)-
cu-
dulayki-, (in the center) taqki-
auze-, da:(s'a)-
kä:-
go:-, (very far) cai-
e:-, ogdo-
koso(n)
coto
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26.1.12. Adjectives

26.1.12.1. Colour

red
green
white
yellow
black
gray
blue
orange
brown
pink
purple
violet
dark
pale
stripy
spotty
transparent

xutaligi
noligi, (emerald-green) isenti
c'aligi
xoligi
p'aligi
xurjnaligi
nöligi
soligi, kancantu
xexeligi
dwjmal 'a
dujjmal'a
zidi
xakti:
käligi
kedeligi
toptoligi
gegze

26.1.12.2. Taste

tasty
untasty
sweet
sour
bitter
salty

xei, amtaxi
muktu
sata, zei
zui
guaci
s'ei

26.1.12.3. Form and size

big
small
tall, high
low
thin

thick
wide
narrow

sagdi
yic 'a
gugda
neptes 'e
(of round objects) nemnes'e, (of flat objects )
nemuges'e
(of flat objects) da:mi, (of round objects) bou
erjme
ka gäsa, kabau, (of the internal space)
xaygas 'a
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deep
shallow
short
long
ball-shaped
round
flat
bulging, prominent
pointed
sharp
blunt
sparse, flimsy
sloping
crooked
concave

surjta
xaijus'e
umac'a
wanimi
bomboligi
montoligi, bombo
nepteligi
kumpuligi
kicoligi
emei
e:de
sembeligi
yeneptile
tokcigu, goj Ou
zorjgoligi

26.1.12.4. Properties of men and animals

adult
old
fat
blind
deaf
blind in one eye
hunch-backed
strong
weak
ill
pregnant
thin
neat
shaggy
curly
naked
bald
cheerful
wicked, angry
alive, vivid
greedy-witted
stupid
clever
skilful
greedy

elu
sagdi
bogo
ball
korfgo
boygo
boxo, logozo, logzolig
kuixi, m'ai, mayga
ede
unuguxi, sulei
ge:nzi
koyo
kika
loxo, sezeligi
kokciligi
mogzo, zoygo
kotoi
gabzi
ke:
inigi
zana
diliga, paga, e:de
mejexi
paki
digatjku
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rich
poor

baja
zoyku

26.1.12.5. Other physical properties

beautiful
nice, good
bad
old
new
thin (of voice)
high (of voice)
low (of voice)
loud
quite
light
pliable
hard
wet
dry
cold
hot
prickly
bright
quick
swift
dirty
clean
empty
full
whole
rotten
raw
slippery
stinking
thick

alagdig'a, uligdig'a
aja
ge:
da:mpi
imexi
limas 'a
lämuges 'e
erjme
igdi
eke
enimes'e
zas'a
m'ai
nuktu, (of firewood) naligi, cifoy Oi
namai, (a liquid) bug
(weather) iyini:, (objects) gili:
xekui
gafa
rjegze
tuge
ku 'aja
tegbeni:
ganziija
keqku
tapci
muj 'ei
naktu
näligi
bugdi, käygu
xuxi, nagdugu
(of food) tekti:

26.1.12.6. Other

left
right
far

dier/eze
arjaza
go:
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938 Thematic lexicon

near
other
boring, tiring
funny
interesting
scary, terrible
difficult
unusual
few, not numerous
many
cheap

da:sa
χοηίο
safani:
nemugdi
sebzeyke
seuni:
mayga
egdeyge
wac'a
egdi
zas'a

26.2. Verbs

26.2.1. Being

be
become
live
stay
appear
disappear
get lost
hide
grow into
turn into

bi-
ede-
bagdi-
eki-
ilaktan-
anci-(gde) ede-
pama-
digan-
bagdi-,ju:-
gua(lan)-

26.2.2. Possession and change of possession

take
buy
sell
fetch
take with oneself
take away
treat
catch, seize
hold
store, keep
keep (animals)
get
use

zawa-
gada-
xudasi-
ge:ne-
xebu-
ti:-
sauli-
zawa-, (with claws) cokp'olo-
zawasi-
nekce-
igisi-
b'a-
taulagi-
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Verbs 939

bring
take out
steal
find
look for
assemble
gather, collect
borrow
exchange
lose
carry off, make away
give
present

gazi-
ga:gi-
zomi-
b'a-
galakta-
gejene-
gegbe-, ga:gi-, tai-
narjda-
kala-
nodo-
xuktu
bu-
suyele-

26.2.3. Motion

move
go
travel
stop
leave
come
enter
reach
return
run
escape
go down
go out
get up
climb
cross
walk, step
step on
fall
rise
sit down
stand up
lie down
perch
turn
turn over
swing, rock

ugi-
yene-
xuli-
eki-
yene-, gulin-
eme-
i:n-
i:n-, nagda-
emegi-, mudarji-
tuka-
susa-
eu-
nu:-
te:gi-
tukti-
(a river) dau-, (a mountain) we:li-
ga:ya-
xeyde-
tiyme-
degde-
te:-
ili-
kepte-
do:-
xu:gi-
kumte-
beke-
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940 Thematic lexicon

let go
follow, pursue
catch up
fly
flutter
stamp (dancing)
crawl
sneak
jump
jump at, attack
gallop
swim
dive
move up the stream
float down the stream
drive, turn out
carry on a sledge
get on (a boat, a horse)
ski
moor
row with a paddle
push with a pole

tinda-
'akta-, 'asi-
b Ono-
dieli-
patana-
leuli-
miki-
bujsi-
xetigene-
xokcu-, tatmcile-
xukti-
voajan-
(of a fish) nuxan-, (of a man, a duck) xuine-
sol'o-
eje-
elemusi-
(j)uykala-
una-
duktama-
agda-
seude-
geude-

26.2.4. Physical changes and influences (transitive)

put
hang
drive out
shake out
scratch
tickle
press
squeeze
drag
pull
carry
throw
drop
hide
hatch
roll up
strike, hit, beat
break

nede-
I'o-
igbe-
giu-
negbeli-,(with a scraper) u:-
c'asi-
diye-
si:-
tarjda-, tana-
taqda-, ju:-
neugi-, nexu-
wende-
tugbu:-
Za:-
dirje-, t'o-
likpa-
koyko-, paktana-, (with an object) dukte-
xai-, (in two) karjduli-
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twist out, dislocate
make a hole
bend
touch
push
burn
kick
kill
slaughter
wound
shoot
cut

tear
wrap
hew
chop
sharpen
open
kindle
extinguish
lock
close
cover
smear, paint
tether
untether
tie up
load
glue
mix
stir
knead
warm up
pour
fill

xudugu-, xuduli-
pogdogo-
uwene-, kampi-
wanta-, tuygala-
ana-, zoko-
daga-
barjcana-
wa-
magi-
siene-
mäusala-
xua-, (hair, beard) kige, (into small pieces) zi:-,
(cut out) gi:-, (wood) mine-, (with an axe)
tokto-
(in pieces) tagdi-
kapta-
mo:lo-, xuayni-
capca-, juosi-
sule-
nientile-
saula-
su:si-
jausule-, likpi-
kimpi-
dakpi-
butu-
xeke-
lukte-
xeke-
teu-
dagbu-, (solid) kamnu-, (liquid,) noyo-
soli-
sigille-
xo:-
ugdi-
cudi-, kuygede-, (out) mantila-
teu-

26.2.5. Physical states and activities (intransitive)

stand
sit
hang

ili-
te:-
I'oso-
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lie
flow
bend
drawn
squat
fade
get entangled
set (of the sun, moon)
melt
boil
burn, catch fire
freeze
dry
die out (of fire)
rot
grow mouldy
drip
tear off
open
close
swell
break
split
burst
stick
strike (of lightning)

kepte-
ekpene-
neyi-
jaysala-, ju:-
ciso-
amna-
ta-
eye(gi)-
une-
xui-
zegde-
gakti-
ogo-
su:-
nä:-
xuynana-
sabda-
loptogo-
nientile-, kokpigi-
kimpi-
auli-
camna:-, buktaga-
kaktaga-
puse(ge)-
ta:-, lagban-, lakti-
sakina-, talina-

26.2.6. Physiological states and processes

sleep
wake up
dream
snore
eat
lap (of animals)
feed
drink
get drunk
be thirsty
be hungry
choke
choke with
choke down

rjua-
selegi-, mägda-
t'osi-
xuanti-, xerjpi-
diga-
dala-
dalu-
umi-
sokto-
kogo-
lali-
xayka-
iku-, lua-
lua-
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suffocate
chew
gnaw

suck
bite
kiss
swallow
spit
yawn
blow
belch
itch
hiccough
breathe, sigh
sneeze
cough
poison oneself
feel sick
catch a cold
be ill
hurt
grow thin
twist
get cold
faint
sweat
urinate
defecate
ware (of)
start, shudder
weep, cry
sob
water (of eyes)
get mad
give birth
die
copulate
be tired
rest

xayka-
sa:si-
cika-, (of a man) keßige-, (of an animal)

simisi-
ikteme-
nugi-
yiyme-
tu:nde-
zo:ni-
pusi-
jaktagi-
utini-
juku-
eikpesi-
jeini-
simpi-
jeusele-
jemei b 'a-
simpili-
sule-
uni-
koyo-
xuduli-
gekti-
ukana-
nierjesi—
(of a woman) nurjnugu-
amuktasi-
mili-
olokpono-
soijo-
suaini-
buli-
gulälali-
(sita) b'a-
bude-
(of deer) zawa(gdi)-, (of birds) po:
deu-
deumpi-
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26.2.7. Speaking and producing sounds

tell teluyusi-
say dian-, gun-
talk, speak diasi-
repeat alamasi-
whisper sumumesi-
ask xaundasi-, (for something) gele-
explain numnisi-, alunusi-
shout xeuti-
pray (ask for hunting luck) kesi gele-, (bow) xeyki-,

m ule-
call, invite geisi-
tease sunzu-
complain xapti-
scold n gda-
gossip keku-
scream (of a bird of prey) k' gda-, (of a woodpecker)

xokono-
bark go:-
roar (of a tiger) ηατηηα-
moan

26.2.8. Perceptions and emotions

hear
listen
see se-
look
glance
smell yousi-
feel, notice mei/e-
want, agree ca:la-
laugh me-
smile inemusi-
love fl/M-
like aju-
be glad agiia-
be enthusiastic juede-
dislike, hate galu-
be afraid ηβίβ-
be frightened bogoli-
respect xeleni-
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be shy
worry
be proud
get bored
feel sorry
get disgusted
be interested
be angry
be surprised

xagza-
beqtene-, xuaycule-
biulese-
safani: b'a-, ele-
munali-
jemeib'a-
sebune-
sigdib'a-, tagda-
xono-

26.2.9. Mental activity

believe
suppose
know
forget
understand
recognise
think
teach
learn
count
read
get accustomed
be expert at

ceze-
bodo-
sa:-
orjmo-
egze-, b'apta-
tagda-
muisi-
tatusi-
tatusi-
tarji-
tarji-
la(tu)ti-
egze-

26.2.10. Labour and everyday life

make
work
build
wash
clean
sweep
peel
wash oneself
wipe oneself
bathe
shave
put on (clothing)
take off
undress

wo:-
etete-
wo:-
au-
siki-, aunda-
akpu-
(potatoes) kua-, (fish) e:-, sigie-
siki-
akpisi-
egbesi-
kiga-
teti-
(clothing) asuktagi-, (shoes) luktagi-
asukta-
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boil
cook
roast
smoke

dry (in the air, sun)
process a skin
scrape a skin
skin
brake leather
bark a birch tree
pluck
milk
saw
forge
plane
weave a rope
cut down trees
plant
dig
hunt
fish

set up a trap
take aim
orientate oneself
sew
embroider
write, draw
bring up
take care
marry
match-make
divorce, part
compete
rescue
visit
play
fight
pay
shamanize

xm-
olokto-
kakcisi-
(fish) scajmisi-, (in big pieces) seutesi-, (skin)
nusi-
wagisi-
eili-
u:-, cosule-
si:-
kai-
uki-
ofodi-
si:-
ziiile-, la:-
kuge-, tausi-
kua-
tompo-
tugbu-, mo:lo-
uje-
ule-
wakca-, (for fur animals) batu-
sugzäma-, (with a fishing rope) urn 'asi-, (with
a net) adili-, (with a harpoon) aki-, (at night)
taluna-
tule-
zu-
zegeme-
uli-
ono-
ono-
igisi-
tafasi-
(of a woman) mafala-, (of a man) mamasa-
seu-
dekte(gi)-
geinigesi-
uisi-
zima-
gusi-
w'ali-
tama-
mouge-
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List of ideophones 947

26.2.11. Modal and aspectual verbs

begin
finish
stop
can
be able
have to
need
be going
hurry

zafanda-
mutu-
\vadi-
noni-
mute-
nixe-
zo:-
kokpi-
xeline-

26.3. List of ideophones

baköam, bokcom
bogdo-bogdo
bokcom-bokcom
bom-bom
bugdam
bugdumce-bugdumce
ca-ca
cak-cak
cak-cik
c'am
cau(-cau)
cef-cef
cek-cek
cem-cem
cerjei-ceyei
cerjdem
ceije-ceije
ceze-ceze
cige-lebele
cif(u)-cif(u)
cik-cik, cik-cigi
cili-cili
cim
cindem
ci:rjge-ci:yge
cofok-cofok
colo-colo
cumda-cumda
dakcai-dakcai

crooked (from pain)
overflowing
wrinkled
curled
goggling
slippery
clapping wings
till dry
striking fire
till white
noisily, hissing
sharp
in readiness
sharp
ringing
crooked
swinging
flimsy (of hair)
urinating
wet through
tiny
greasy
slightly (bleeding)
thin (in waist)
dangling
the sound of male-deer hoofs
flimsy
torn very much
flapping wings
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daqdal(-dcujdal)
, doydom

degbu-degbu
dei-dei
doli-doli
dolo-dolo
efu-efu
elusim
gäga-gäga
gäll
gäqdu-gäqdu
gar-gar
gete-gete
jala:-jala:
jifu-jifu

jolom
käbak
käf-käf
käl-käl
kär-kär
käu-käu
kedem
kef-kef
kei-kei
kembele:ke-kembele:ke
kemdeli-kemdeli
kerr-kerr, kärkär
kidem(-kidem)
kigdum-kigdum
kiku-kiku
kilum
kitom-kitom
kixi-kixi, kixu-kixu
kofi-kofi
kögbom
koi-koi
kok-kok
kokci-kokci
ko:yko-ko:yko
kua-kua
kuak-kuak
kuakta-kuakta

Standing on end (of hair)
upright, standing on end
standing on end
frightened till one has goose-skin
fast (asleep)
deep (of little holes)
light, fluffy (of buns)
completely
growling much (of a dog)
boiled to pulp
completely
vivid
flimsy (of beard)
very black
not quite well (about health), tiredly
impudently
trough (to gnaw)
ringing
crackling (of trees fallen from the wind)
pale
the sound of shaving
squeaky
spotty
fallen from the wind (of trees)
steep; revenging
waddling
too fat (of a girl)
crunching, cracking
standing on end (of hair, fur)
glossy, with a greasy spot
sound of squeaking
scowling
waddling
gnawing noise, the sound of snow crunch
completely (eaten or drunk)
dead
scratching
hard
very ill
the sound made by a raven
rammed well
snoring
entirely, quite; completely dried out (about a
river)
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kulu-kulu
kumm m-kumm m
kur-kur, kule-kule
kutum
l bi-l bi
layga-layga
laxu-laxu
l ta-l ta
lau-lau
lebdeli
lebdu-lebdu
lemde(-lemde)
leyke-lerjke
liba-liba
limbi-limbi
liya-liya
lokto-lokto, lopto-lopto
Ιοηοτη-ΐοηοπι
loxo(-loxo)
lou-lou
lu-lu
l -l
lumda-lumda
l mde-l mde
mer-mer
modor-modor
moyiom-moytom
mugdi-mugdi
mur-mur, muf-mut
ijafu-rjafu
namu-namu
neptem
nigbi-nigbi
nir-nir
noloy-noloy
oyom
paktarn
pali-pali
p'am
per-per, peli-peli
peso
peu
pice-pice
piek-cik

completely
all, entire (food)
in a hurry
the noise made when falling down
flexible
sticking (of snow to the ski or boots)
noiseless
loudly
very dusty
fluttering
flapping wings
fluffy
staggering (of walking)
dirty, muddy
soaked, weak
sticky
torn up, by jerks
tufted
curly (of a tree)
strong (fog)
blazing (of fire)
wet through
torn very much
wig-wag
to the ground (of cutting trees)
smeared with slobber
around
turning the behind
teethless
thick (of hair)
cozy
not light, flat (of buns)
strongly (of pulling)
easy (to peel off, to scale off)
limping
falling off in shreds (of fur)
sticking easily
very black
till black
numb
the sound made by a drinking female-deer
boiling
into smithereens
knocking
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pigdäm
pili-pili
pitu-pitu
poco
poi-poi
poke
po:lim
pölom, pölom
pösok-pösok
pou-pou
pukcem
pum-pum
punäll, punärr

sagbam
sefe-sefe
sembe(l)-sembe(l)
sembele-sembele
sezeli-sezeli
sezem
sifall
sim(u)-sim(u)
söktoi
sopcom, sokcom
sii'ak
suar-suar
tafa(ta)k
tafu-tafu
täk-täk, täy-täy
tak-tak
takcike
tayci-tayci
tapci-tapci
tefu-tefu
tegdim-tegdim
tembu-tembu
terj-tetj
teu-teu
to:fo
togo-togo
treks-teks
tuymu-tuymu
xam

-

inside
slippery
skiing
hissing
flying around (of feathers)
cracking
laughing until one falls
with a hole
the sound of female-deer's hoofs
dark (outside)
till the belly distends (of eating)
sound of shaman tambourine
impression of the smoke from the top of the
house
immediately
rough, horny
like a sieve (holes)
immediately (to come)
shaggy
shaggy
very dusty
noiseless, quietly, silent
rushing
shaggy (of a beard)
grunt
sound of babbling water
plump
through; soft
fast, hard, strong, tight
knocking
cracking
sound of hail falling on iron objects
full
swollen, soft
not tasty, with unpleasant smell
springy
just, exactly, in time, correct, straight
quite, silent
plump
quiet (of water)
squeaking
shaking
champing
dry
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xaulum entirely flooded
xei-xei quiver, flutter
xeku-xeku hop-hop
xuta-xuta till red
waylerl-wayter, wcnjtel-wagtel bow-legged
wekte-wekte up to the top
werjbek-weybek waddling
z ka-z ka growling much (of a dog)
z n-z nann aside (jumping)
ζαηα-ζαηα ill in bed; laid up
zeyge-zeyge staggering, shaking, swinging
zogbom-zogbom hardly, with difficulty
zoygo-zoygo naked
z le-z le stripy
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The index is intended to facilitate a quick search for the most important grammatical
categories. Since the grammar in general makes great use of cross-references, one or
two references in the index should be sufficient to find an item throughout the
grammar. The book has fairly detailed section division reflected in the table of
contents. Not to repeat it, in most cases we have only referred here to the major section
where the corresponding item can be found.

Ablative 4.2.2.7, 15.4.1.3, 15.4.2.3,
21.3.2.7

Accusative 4.2.2.2, 15.4.2.6, 18.4.4
addresses 12.2.1.
addressee-oriented particles 12.1.2.4
adjectival phrase 6.3, 10.1.4.1
adjectives 6

in the predicative function
17.2.2.1.1, 24.3.1, 24.3.2.1
proprietive 6.4.1.2.2
deintensifying 6.4.1.1.4
equative 6.4.1.1.5
intensifying 6.4.1.1.6, 6.4.1.1.7
locational 6.4.1.3.2
of color 6.4.1.1.3, 6.4.4.2.2
qualificative 6.4.1.1.3
relative 6.4.1.2.1
stems 6.1.1
temporal 6.4.1.3.1
within the noun phrase 13.2

adjuncts 15.4
comitative 15.4.5.7
of manner 15.4.5
of measure 6.3.5
of purpose and destination 15.4.4.
of source and cause 15.4.3
spatial 15.4.1
temporal 15.4.2

adverbial clause 21, 22.1.1.3.1,
23.2.1.6.3
causal 21.1.3, 21.6
comparative 21.7
concessive 21.1.4, 21.9

conditional 21.8
coordinative21.1.2
'instead' 21.5
locational 21.2
manner 21.1.1
of purpose 21.4
temporal 21.3

adverbial derivation 10.1.3.1,
10.1.3.2.2

adverbial phrase 10.1.4.1, 10.1.7
adverbials in the predicative function

17.2.2.2
adverbs 10.1

degree 6.3.1,10.1.4, 10.1.7.2,
12.1.1.9.5
manner 10.1.3
spatial 10.1.1
temporal 10.1.2

afterthought 24.2.2.2.4
agentless construction 16.2.4
agreement 15.1.1.2

in case 13.3.4, 15.2.1.5, 19.2.3
in person and number 6.1.2.1.2,
13.1.4,13.2.2,15.1.1.2.2,17.2.2.1.4,
17.2.2.5.3,19.6.2.3,24.2.2.1.4

Aktionsarten 8.2.2
alienable possession 4.1.4.2,4.2.4,

17.2.2.3,24.3.2.2
allophonic phonetic variations 2.1.3,

2.2.3
alternating action 8.3.2.2.2,21.2.1.3,

7.10.1
apposition 13.9
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arguments 15.3
of adjectives 6.3.3
of postpositions 10.2.3

associative Plural 4.2.1.2.1
aspect general 7.4.1,7.8.1
Attenuative 8.2.2.2.1
auxiliaries 7.1.4

benefactive (semantic role) 14.3.2,
14.3.5, 14.3.6,14.3.8, 14.4.4,14.4.6,
14.4.7,16.2.2.1

case 4.1.3, 6.1.2.2
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16.1.4.2.1, 16.1.4.3
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14.4.5
clitics 3.5.3, 12.1
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cognate subject 14.1.2.1
Collective Plural 4.1.2.2,4.2.1.3
Comitative8.2.1.4
comparative adverbial phrase 10.1.7.3
comparative adjectival phrase 6.3.4
complement clause 19, 18.3.1,

22.1.1.3.1,23.2.1.6.1
compound adjectives 6.2, 6.4.4
compound verbs 8.3
Conditional 7.5.4, 7.9.4
consonants 2.2.

consonant clusters 3.2.1
consonant epenthesis 3.4.2
consonant deletion 2.3.4, 3.4.1.1

Continuous 8.2.2.7.1
control into the embedded clause 21,

15.1.1.6, 15.1.1.7, 15.2.1.4
arbitrary control 20.2.2.3
Dative control 20.1.1.3
non-controlled clause 20.2.2.2
object control 20.2.2.1, 20.2.3.2
subject control 20.2.3.1, 20.1.1

converbs 7.6.2,7.10.2,20.2.3,21.3.2,
21 8 1 1 21 8 2
Conditional 7.5.2.4, 7.9.2.4,21.3.2.3
Imperfective 7.6.2.2,7.10.2.2,
21.3.2.1

Perfective 7.6.2.3, 7.10.2.3, 21.3.2.2
Purposive 7.6.2.1, 7.10.2.1, 21.4
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10.1.3.1.6

coordination 16.2.3.3, 18.1
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15.2.1.5,22.2
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Demonstrative pronouns 9.3, 22.1.2
depictives 15.1.1.8, 15.2.1.3, 19.6
Desiderative 8.2.3.1
Desiderative Infinitive 17.2.3.2
Destinative 4.2.2.9, 15.4.4.3,

17.2.2.2.1,24.3.2.3
destinative construction 16.2.2
Diminutive 5.1.1.1,5.1.2.1, 6.4.1.1.1,

6.4.1.1.2
diphthonguization 2.1.5.1
diphthongoids 2.1.1.2.2
direct object 15.2

destinative direct object 15.2.2.
reflexive direct object 22.3.2

direct speech 18.4
Directive 7.9.1,8.2.2.8
discontinuous constituents 19.3,

24.2.2.2
discourse-linking particles 12.1
disharmonic roots 3.3.1.3
disharmonic suffixes 3.5.2.2, 3.3.2.3
disjunction 18.2
Distributive 8.2.2.6, 8.2.2.7.3
Diversative 8.2.2.5
double object construction 16.2.1,

16.1.3.3, 20.2.2.3.6
Dual 9.1
Durative 8.2.2.4

ellipsis 18.4.3,22.2.4
emphatic particles 12.1.1.11.3,

12.1.1.3.3
emphatic stress 3.6.5
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epenthesis 3.4
epistemic particles 12.1.2.2.
equative construction 6.3.4
evidential particles 12.1.2.1, 18.4.1

hearsay 12.1.2.1.1
inferential 12.1.2.2.1
mirative 12.1.2.1.3, 12.1.2.2.4
visual 12.1.2.1.2

existential construction 17.2.1.3
experiencer (semantic role) 14.3.9,

14.4.8, 15.1.3.1,17.2.3
Experiential 8.2.2.10
experiential construction 17.2.3.1,

18.3.1.5
expletive subject 14.1.2
expressive Past (a periphrastic

construction) 7.11.4
extrametrical syllables 3.6.3.3
extraposition 24.2.2.2.4

focus 24
on adverbials 24.1.1.3
contrastive 12.1.1.5, 12.1.1.6,
12.1.1.7,12.1.1.8,12.1.1.11.1
emphatic focussed adjectives 6.1.2.3
exclamative 12.1.1.3.4, 12.1.1.6.2
on modifiers 24.2.2.2.1, 24.2.3.2
particles 12.1.1
additive 12.1.1.1, 12.1.1.2, 12.1.1.3,
12.1.1.4
position 24.1.1
on predicate 24.1.2.3
restrictive 12.1.1.9, 12.1.1.10,
12.1.1.11.2,12.1.1.11.4
on subject 24.1.1.2

foot 3.6.2
formulaic expressions 12.2.2.
Future 7.4.1.4, 7.8.1.4

periphrastic immediate future 7.11.2

glides 3.2.3
goal (semantic role) 16.2.2.2

Habitual aspect 7.4.2,7.8.2
Habitual copula 17.1.2
headless constituents 19.5, 22.2.3

hortative particles 12.1.2.4.2
ideophones 6.4.4.2.3,10.1.3.2,17.2.2.6
idiolectal and free phonetic variations

2.1.4,2.2.4
idiomatic adverbial expressions 10.1.5
Imperative 7.5.1,7.9.1, 18.4.4
Imperative subject 15.1.2
Imperfective 8.2.2.7
impersonal sentential subject 20.1.1.1
inalienable possession 4.1.4.2,4.2.4,

15.1.1.6.2,
Inchoative 8.2.1.3.3, 8.2.2.1
incorporation 4.3.1, 8.3.2.1
indefinite and generic agent 16.1.3.1,

16.1.2.2, 16.1.3.2
Indefinite pronouns 9.6

non-specific 9.6.2
specific 9.6.1

Indicative 7.4
indirect object 15.3,16.1.4.3.2,

20.2.2.1.1,20.2.3.2.2
Infinitive 6.4.2.3, 7.6.3, 7.10.3, 20.2.1,

10.1.1,21.1,22.5.1.3
information structure within a

destinative noun phrase 24.2.3
information structure within a noun

phrase 24.2.2.
Instrumental 4.2.2.8, 15.4.2.4, 15.4.5,

16.1.6.2.1,21.3.2.8,21.5.1
Intensive 8.2.2.11
Intentional 8.2.3.2
interjections 12.2.3
Interrogative pronouns 9.5

labialization 2.1.4.5, 2.3.2
laryngealization 2.1.1.5.2
Lative 4.2.2.4,15.4.1.2,15.4.2.5,

15.4.3.3,15.4.4.1
Locative 4.2.2.5, 15.4.1.1,15.4.2.2,

15.4.3.1, 15.4.3.2.1, 16.2.4

mixed categories 4.3
modifiers 13

"heavy" modifier 24.2.2.2.4
oblique noun phrase 13.6
modifier raising 13.3.3.1, 24.2.2.1
verbal 10.1.3.2.3, 10.1.4.2
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mora 3.6.2, 3.6.3.2
Multiplicative 8.2.2.7.2

ordinal 11.1.2
restrictive 11.1.7

Necessitative 7.5.3,7.9.3,7.11.3
Necessitative Impersonal Passive

16.1.2.5
negation 23.1

of circumstance adjuncts 23.2.2.2.1
contrastive 23.2.2.1
of existential and possessive
construction 23.2.1.5.1
of habitual construction 23.2.1.5.2
of inchoative construction 21.2.1.2
of state 23.2.1.4
of optative infinitive 23.2.1.5.5
of possessive adjectives 23.2.1.5.4
of possessive modifier 23.2.2.2.3
sentence negation 23.2.1
subordinate clause 23.2.1.6
of temporal adjuncts 23.2.2.2.2

negative pronouns 9.6.2.2.3, 23.2.1.7
negative verb 7.3,7.1.4,7.6.1.2.4
nominal sentences 17.3
Nominative 4.2.2.1, 15.4.2.8, 12.2.1.1,

15.1.1.1
non-finite verbal forms 7.6, 7.10
nouns 4, 5

destinative5.1.1.2
collective 5.1.2.3
de verbal 14.3.1.4
in the predicative function
17.2.2.1.3,24.3.2.1
instrumental 5.1.1.4
locational 5.1.2.4, 5.1.1.4
mass 5.1.1.6, 5.1.2.2,4.2.1.1.5
non-specific 4.2.2.2.3
of measure 5.1.2.12,4.2.3.1.5
resultative5.1.2.3
stems 4.1

numerals 11.1,13.3.3
cardinal 11.1.1
approximate 11,1,6
augmentative 11.1.8
collective 11.1.3
compound 11.1.1.1.2
distributive 11.1.5
fractions 11.1.1.1.3
multiplicative 11.1.4

onomatopoetic words 12.2.3.2
order of morphemes 4.1, 6.1.2,7, 8.2

palatalization 2.2.3.2
part/whole relationship 4.2.3.2.1
participles 7.6.1,7.10.1,20.2.2, 20.1.2,

21.3.1, 21..5, 21.8.1.2, 21.6, 21.7
Active 5.2.2.2, 6.4.2.1.2, 7.5.1.1,
7.9.1.1
Destinative 5.2.2.1,7.6.1.3,7.10.1.3,
17.2.1.2, 17.2.2.4, 19.1.1.2, 19.1.3
Necessitative 7.6.1.1.5,7.6.1.2.3
Passive 7.6.1.2, 7.10.1.2
Resultative 6.4.2.1.1,7.6.1.4,
7.10.1.4, 17.2.2.5,19.1.1.2, 19.2.2.3

particles 12.1
Partitive 4.2.2.10, 23.2.1.5.4,

23.2.2.2.3
partitive meaning 15.4.3.2
passivization 8.2.1.5, 15.2.1.2,16.1.1,

16.1.4.4
passive Accusative object 15.2.3
Agentless Passive 16.1.2

Past 7.4.1.2,7.8.1.2
Perfect 7.4.1.3, 7.8.1.3
periphrastic tense/aspect/mood

categories 7.11
Permissive 7.5.5,7.9.5
Personal pronouns 9.1
phonological alternations 2.3
Pluperfect 7.4.1.5, 7.8.1.5
Plural 4.1.2.1,4.2.1.2,

6.1.2.1.1,16.1.6.2.2,16.2.3.2
Possessive affixes 4.1.4,4.2.3,6.1.2.3,

12.1.1.9.3
possessive noun phrase 13.1
Possessive Plural 4.1.2.3,4.2.1.4
possessive predicative construction 1

7.2.1.4
Possessive pronouns 9.1.1.3
possessor raising 16.2.1.1
postpositions 10.2

causal 10.2.1.3.3,21.6
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comitative 10.2.2.2.4, 13.5.1,
16.2.3.1
comparative 10.2.1.3.3., 10.2.2.3.3.,
13.5.2,21.7
derivation 10.2.1.1, 10.2.2.1
inflection 10.2.1.2
spatial 10.2.1.3.1, 10.2.2.2.1
substitutional 10.2.1.3.3
temporal 10.2.1.3.2,10.2.2.2.2

postpositional phrase 10.2.2.2.4,
13.5.1, 17.2.2.2.4

Present 7.4.1.1,7.8.1.3
presentational constructions 24.1.2.2
pro-drop 22.2.1.1
Progressive aspect 7.3.3,7.8.3
Prolative 5.2.2.6, 15.4.1.4,15.4.2.7
pronouns 9
pronominal determiners 9.7, 13.4
pro-verb 9.5.4, 9.6.4.4, 12.1.2.2.3,

23.1.1.3,23.1.4.1
Punctual 8.2.2.2.3

quantified noun phrase 13.3
quantifiers 11.2

quantifier float 24.2.2.2.2, 24.2.2.2.3
in the predicative function 17.2.2.1.2
scalar 11.2.1,13.3.2

questions 23.1
alternative 23.1.4
contrast! ve 23.1.3
deliberative 7.2.2.4,7.9.5.3
indirect 23.1.4
multiple wA-questions 21.1.17
negative alternative questions
23.1.4.4., 23.1.4.3.2
polar 23.1.2
tag questions 9.5.1.3
w/t-questions 23.1.1

Reciprocal 8.2.1.1, 16.1.6
Reciprocal pronouns 9.3, 22.4.1.1,

22.4.1.2
reciprocalization 22.4
reduplications 3.6.3.2, 10.1.3.2
reference-point relationship 4.1.3.3.3
Reflexive Possessive affixes 4.1.4.2,

22.3.1.2

Reflexive Possessive pronouns 9.2.3
Reflexive pronouns 9.2, 22.3.1.1

emphatic 9.2.1.1
reflexivization 15.1.1.4, 22.3
Regressive 8.2.2.9.2, 8.2.2.10.2
relative clause 13.4.1.3, 13.9,

22.1.1.3.2,18.3.2,19,20.2.2.5,
23.2.1.6.2
correlative 22.1.3.1
depictive 19.6.1
equative 18.3.2.2,22.1.3.2
external 19.1
generalized 18.3.2.1, 19.5.2,
23.2.1.6.4
impersonal 19.1.2.2.
internal 19.2
passive 19.2.2.3

relativized possessor 19.1.2.3, 19.2.2.2
relativized subject 19.2.1, 19.1.1,

19.3.1
repetition 10.1.6, 11.2.3, 22.4.2
Repetitive 8.2.2.9
root structure 3.5.1

scene-setting expressions 24.1.2.1
secondary predicates 15.1.1.8,

15.2.1.3, 19.6
secondary stress 3.6.3.1
Semelfactive 8.2.2.2
sentence stress 3.6.4
sentential object 20.2
sentential subject 20.1
Singular 4.2.1.1
Singulative 8.2.2.3
spirantization 2.2.4.5
stylistic phonetic variations 2.1.5
subject 15.1

subject initially 24.1.2
properties 15.1.1

subjectless constructions 14.1.1,
15.1.4, 16.1.1.2.2, 17.2.1

Subjunctive 7.5.2, 7.9.2
suffixes structure 3.5.2
superlative 6.3.6
switch-reference 15.1.1.3, 22.5
syllable 3.6.1
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tense/aspect/mood meanings 7.8
"hot news" meaning 7.8.1.3.3

exhortation 7.9.2.1
experiential 7.8.1.3.4
habitual 7.8.2,7.8.1.1.2
necessity 7.2.2.2.
perfective 7.8.1.2.1
progressive 7.8.3, 7.8.1.1.1,
7.8.2.1.2
resultative 7.8.1.3.1,17.2.2.5
uncertain future 7.9.5.2
uncertainty 7.2.2.3

theme/patient (semantic role) 14.3.1
topic 24

extra-clausal 24.3.3
topicalization 24.2.3.1, 24.2.3.3, 24.3.2

universal pronouns 9.5.1.2, 9.6.3
universal quantifier 11.1.3.3., 11.2.2,

13.3.2

vowels 2.1
clusters 3.2.2.
contraction of vowels 2.3.1, 3.5.2.5
vowel epenthesis 3.4.1
vowel harmony 3.3.
lengthening 2.1.5.2, 2.3.4, 3.6.2,
12.2.1.2
laryngealized 2.1.1.5, 3.2.2.1.2
reduction 2.1.4.6, 2.1.5.3
shortening 2.1.1.2.3

word order 13, 24
at the clause level 24.1
in the noun phrase 13.9
in questions 23.1.1.6, 23.1.1.1,
24.1.1.1
verb finality 24.1.3
adverbialslO.il.7.1

word stress 3.6.2, 3.6.3

velarization 2.2.3.4
verbal interclass derivation 8.1
verbs 7, 8

middle 8.2.1.3.2
stems 7.1
deadjectiva!8.1.2
denominal 8.1.1
naturally reciprocal 14.3.4.2, 16.2.3
of appearance and creation 14.2.1.3
of perception 18.3.1.1
of speech and thought
14.2.1.2,18.3.1.3, 18.4.2

Vocative 12.2.1.3
voice 16.1
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Editor-in-chief: Frans Plank
ISSN 1430-0532

Following the founding of the Association
for Linguistic Typology (ALT) in 1994, the
launching of the journal Linguistic
Typology under the auspices of ALT is
another sign that typology is internatio-
nally consolidating its position.

Linguistic Typology aims to distinguish
itself as a forum for the typological com-
munity, catering to its special professional
needs. In particular, these concern the
empirical dimensions of the typological
enterprise and the ensuing demands to
coordinate research and keep track of a
profusion of data and results. Therefore
Linguistic Typology specifically encourages
informed dialogue and the proper recor-
ding of past and present achievements. Its
content structure is diversified, compri-
sing the following regular and occasional
elements:

• articles with peer commentary, comple-
mentary articles, other interactive formats

• independent articles
• The Implications Register, documenting

the implications on record, with known
counter-examples, and gradually build-
ing up networks of registered implica-
tions

• Language Profiles and Family Portraits,
from a typological viewpoint

• basic topical bibliographies

• The Present Perfect, featuring highlights
from typology as done in the past but
persisting into the present (hence this
sections title)

• reviews, multiple reviews, book notices,
literature surveys

Linguistic Typology is published in one
volume of three issues per year with a total
of approximately 400 pages.

Linguistic Typology online
Online access is now available to all insti-
tutional subscribers of the print version at
no extra charge. To register for free online
access or for more information, please
contact us at wdg-info@deGruyter.de

Subscription rates for Volume 5 (2001):
Institutions / libraries: DM 192,- /
€ 98,17 / öS 1.402,- (RRP) / sFr 165,- /
US$* 100.00 (Price includes online access
at no extra charge)
Members of the ALT: DM 98- / € 50,11 /
öS 715- (RRP) / sFr 86,- / US$* 60.00

Student Members: DM 57,- / € 29,14 /
öS 416,- (RRP) / sFr 50,- / US$' 35.00
Price per issue: DM 64,- / € 32,72 /
öS 467- (RRP) / sFr 56,-/ US$* 33.00

(postage extra)
• US$ prices apply only to orders placed in North

America.
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New Publications from
Mouton de Gruyter

Language, Text and Knowledge
Mental Models of Expert Communication
Edited by Lita Lundquist and Robert J. Jarvella

2000. 23 15,5 cm. VIII, 326 pages.
Cloth. DM !68,-/EUR85,90/oS 1226,-/sFr 150,-/approx. US$ 84.00
• ISBN 3-11-016724-7 (Text, Translation, Computational Processing 2)

Casting light on the interplay bet- which aim at explaining how lang-
ween language and domain-specific uage works, and how people combi-
knowledge, this new book brings ne their knowledge from a variety of
together ideas and approaches from sources as they make sense of and
cognitive linguistics and psychology draw inferences from text.

Evidentials
Turkic, Iranian and Neighboring Languages
Edited by Lars Johanson and Bo Utas

2000. 23 15,5 cm. Approx. 370 pages.
Cloth. DM 178-/EUR 91,01/öS 1299,-/sFr 158,-/approx. US$ 89.00
• ISBN 3-11-016158-3 (Empirical Approaches to Language Typology 24)

This volume deals with the fre- Turkic and Iranian languages as well
quently misinterpreted evidential as in some of their Slavic, Finno-
categories - grammaticalised ex- Ugric, Tungusic, Caucasian and
pressions of subjective "experien- Armenian contact languages,
ce" - found in the verbal systems of

Prices arc subject to change.
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